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Abstract：In order to ensure the system information security, the avionics integrated core system adopts the hierarchical 
partition management model. Focused on the dynamical priority strategy in the upper scheduler, the block effect 
algorithm for partition executing atom time is proposed from a more microcosmic perspective, which can be used to get 
the maximal preemption impact for the requested time length. By analyzing the special scheduling features for the upper 
and lower strategy combinations and investigating the block impact on the last partition execution window for the task 
load, the safety and unsafety partition design solutions are obtained. Compared with the virtual processing design method, 
the safety partition design approach has a higher efficiency and a wider adaptability for partition design. 
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1. Introduction 
Avionics system is a typical Mission-Critical and Safety-Critical system. The mission-critical means that 

avionics system should quickly respond to internal/external events and implement missions in a predicted time 

interval. The safety-critical refers to the ability that avionics system should provide the physical or logical 

isolation for sensitive information processing to ensure the information security of entire system.  These two 

aspects of ability requirements are mainly reflected in the Integrated Core Processor (ICP) and Universal Avionics 

Network (UAN). For the core processing system, it needs to achieve the real-time processing and security 

management for different security-level tasks. 

The core processing system with the features of high degree integration and open standard interface is one of 

the key factors to the system implementation for the new generation avionic architecture. In order to guarantee the 

mission-critical and safety-critical requirements, the concept of Partition Management comes into being, which 

constructs time and space isolated partitions for different group tasks through a hierarchical scheduling 

management strategy. Therefore, the appropriate analysis for task real-time characteristics and reasonable design 

for partition parameters become increasingly important under the partition management model. 

Partition management model can adopt multiple combinations of upper and lower scheduling strategies, and 

different strategy combinations will bring different analysis and design methods. In [1～2], we showed how to 

analyze and design partition parameters for Round-Robin and Fixed-Priority scheduling strategy respectively. 

Lorente [3] discussed the task schedulability under dynamic priority strategy in the upper scheduler, but didn’t 
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continue to discuss the partition design problem. Lee [4] presented a parameter design algorithm for Rate 

Monotonic strategy based on the virtual processing concept. Lipari [5] extended Lee’s model and used the 

parameter pair ),( αΔ to describe partition’s executing features. Lipari’s model didn’t aim at a special scheduling 

strategy, thus it can be used for a variety of scheduling strategy combinations. The more detailed illustration and 

application was presented in [6]. Almeida [7] also adopted the similar method to achieve the partition design 

solution. Though these partition design methods in [5～ 7] had a wide adaptability, they had a relatively lower design 

efficiency. The virtual resource method can be also be found in [8～12]. In fact, we can take the advantage of the 

special scheduling features for the combination of the upper and lower scheduling strategies and obtain more 

effective partition design algorithms, so as to obtain better scheduling results.   

In this paper, we mainly focus on the dynamic priority strategy for the upper scheduler which manages 

partitions scheduling and switching in the real-time Operating System (OS). We will discuss detailedly the 

analysis and design methods for different scheduling strategies in the lower scheduler which manages tasks 

executing and preempting in the local partition. Finally, we verify these solutions through simulation method. 

2. Core processing system model 
So far, avionics architecture has gone through four typical development stages: the separate-type avionics 

system, the federal-type avionics system, the integrated-type avionics system and the advanced integrated-type 

avionics system. With the development of avionics system architecture, the function and structure of the core 

processing system is also constantly changing and developing. 

In the separate-type avionics system, there is no concept of the core processing system. The control, 

processing, and display for avionics equipments/subsystems (such as radar, CNI, etc.) are handled independently 

within dedicated processors. In the federal-type avionics system, the original independent avionics 

equipments/subsystems are interconnected through 1553B data bus, and the control and display are also integrated 

through the task software to achieve information sharing, but the information processing is still on dedicated 

processors. For example, there are 12 kinds of dedicated processors in F-15, and each subsystem adopts its own 

operating systems. 

With the development of electronics and computer technology, the design technology for avionics system has 

been rapidly developed. The boundaries for traditional separate equipments/subsystems are broken under the 

concept of the integrated avionics architecture. According to the implementation functions, the entire avionics 

systems can be divided into a core processing area and several corresponding integrated areas. In some sense, the 

core processing area can be seen as the brain of the avionics system, which implements signal processing and data 

fusion for radar, electronic warfare, optical sensors and achieves task processing function for flight control 

management, navigation calculation, fire control calculation, display control and management. Thus, the concept 

of Common Integrated Processor (CIP) comes into being. CIP is composed of a number of Line Replaceable 
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Modules (LRM), and synthesizes CNI calculation and management, cockpit displays and graphic processing, task 

scheduling, system health monitoring and so on. These tasks are dynamically allocated to LRMs, and assemble 

different LRMs to achieve specified functions during different stages. 

In the advanced integrated-type avionics system, the philosophy of universality, modularity and 

standardization for modular avionics systems has further developed to reduce costs and improve the modules 

availability. The main feature for this stage is that the Integrated Core Processor (ICP) with higher integrated 

degree is widely adopted to replace CIP. The total processing capacity of ICP is about ten times than CIP but with 

a quarter of the module amount. ICP adopts unified military real-time operating system, and each processor 

module is interconnected by optical fiber channel to enable information exchange. F-35 has started to use this kind 

of processing structure, which will significantly reduce the burden of the size, weight, power consumption and 

cost for processing modules. Meanwhile this structure of the core processing system brings simplification for 

mission integration. 

It is shown that the use of highly integrated and open architecture system/module is the key to implement fully 

the new generation avionics system. At the same time, in order to improve the mission-critical and safety-critical 

guarantee capability, the concept of partition management emerges. Meanwhile, partition management is also 

promoted by the widely application of task software in avionics electronic system. The implementation of partition 

management is based on the comprehensive, modular and integrated avionics system, and the concept and role of 

partition management are defined and developed in the recent decade. Partition management, as a design 

technology, is used to keep the isolation for avionics applications within the scope of configured time and space to 

avoid effect to each other according to a certain group strategy. Actually, partition reflects the philosophy of 

system coupling in another way: the smaller the coupling between components is, the more robust the system 

could be while meeting the unexpected risks.  

Partition management is a hierarchical scheduling model, which is detailedly defined in the ARINC 653 [13] 

standard. The upper scheduler is in the operating system, responsible for partition scheduling and activation; the 

lower scheduler is in the local partition, achieving the task execution and preemption. Therefore, each group tasks 

in the same partition with the same security level are executed within partition activated window to satisfy the 

time isolation, and assigned different memory access entry to make sure the space isolation. Thus the management 

mechanism fully supports the mission-critical and safety-critical requirements. 

In this paper, the standard partition management model in ARINC 653 is properly expanded, which makes the 

upper scheduler use priority-based scheduling strategy to enhance the flexibility and adaptability of partition 

management model. 

Considering a single processor system, not losing discussion generality, it contains K partitions, thus this 

single processor system formed by partitions can be expressed as follows: 
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{ }KkPk ≤≤=∏ 1|                             (1) 

kP refers to the k  th partition，which can be further described by: partition cycle kη  and partition capacity 

)10( ≤< kk αα . Therefore, in each cycle of the partition kP , the total length of the partition activated window is 

kk αη . When the upper scheduler adopts the dynamic priority scheduling strategy, the partition activated 

window will be dynamically allocated during the executing process. Compared to the round-robin scheduling and 

fixed priority scheduling strategies, this model has greater design flexibility and complexity. 

For the tasks in the local partition kP , they can be described by the quaternion ),,,( kikikiki DCTJ : kiJ  means 

task release jitter, kiT means task period, kiC means task maximal execution time, kiD  means task deadline. 

Supposing partition kP  includes kn tasks, partition kP formed by these tasks can be expressed as follows: 

{ }kkik ni ≤≤=Γ 1|τ                           (2) 

The partition design solution in [6] uses the parameter pair ),( αΔ to describe each partition. Here, Δ means 

the intervals between two proximate partition activated windows and α means partition capacity. Under the 

precondition that the local partition can be scheduled successfully within the OS, it can be seen that the maximal 

value of Δ is )(2 ηαη −=Δ while considering the utmost partition blocked impact. Regardless of round-robin 

strategy or fixed priority strategy in the upper scheduler, the maximum intervals between the former and later 

partition activated windows will not exceed )(2 ηαη − . Therefore, on this assumption, this partition design 

solution has some universality, but it also ignores the scheduling features of specific scheduling strategy 

combination. 

Using the utmost value of Δ  and considering the virtual processing meaning of partition capacity, the 

partition implementation can be seen as the execution in a virtual slower processor which has the α processing 

ability instead of the unitary unit one. Thus α , as a time scale, describes the execution ability of the virtual 

processor. According to the task load scheduling requirements, we can draw the relationship between task load 

and partition capacity, which is shown in Figure 1.   
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Fig 1.  The relationship between task load and partition capacity. 

The slash marked by 1=α means the time passage for the normal processor and 
minα means the slowest 

virtual time passage case. For partition capacity, the value cannot be less than minα , otherwise the tasks in the 

virtual processor cannot get enough executing time. 

3. Partition preemptive behavior 
In order to obtain an optimal partition design solution for core processing system based on the dynamic 

priority strategy, the preemptive behavior between partitions by the upper scheduler should be considered to refine 

the final partition execution for task scheduling. When combining the upper and lower preemptive behavior, we 

can get a hierarchical design method for partition management model: according to the task load in the local 

partition, the needed execution times of partition can be calculated; then the extent to which the task load expands 

into the final partition cycle can be obtained; based on the partition preemptive effect algorithm, the maximal 

blocked time by other partitions to the rest of the task load in the final partition execution cycle can be refined; 

finally, according to a certain cost function, the optimal partition parameters can be balanced. Therefore, for the 

dynamic priority, it is necessary to establish a proper method to calculate the maximal preemption effect by other 

partitions for any request time length instead of only calculating the Worst-Case Response Time (WCRT). 

In [14], Spuri has proposed an algorithm to calculate the task WCRT for the dynamic priority. Based on Spuri’s 

thought, we can get a method to calculate the maximal preemption effect for any request time length EDFΔ . 

According to the concept of task busy period [14], it includes the most difficult scheduling situation for partitions. 

Thus for any request atom time (not more than partition activated window kk αη ), the instant for the maximal 

preemption effect must occur in the same busy period. We can observe the each release instant of partition within 

the busy period to get the worst execution for the request time length EDFΔ . At the same time, the release instant 

for the maximal preemption effect against the request time length EDFΔ may not be as the instant for WCRT.  

When we calculate the task WCRT, it only means that the last atom time has passed the maximal blocking effect, 
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not representing that each previous atom time have also experienced the maximal preemption effect. However, 

when the value of EDFΔ is assigned to kk αη , the instant to calculate the maximal preemption effect for  

EDFΔ  is the same as the instant to calculate the task WCRT.  Thus, the maximal preemption effect algorithm 

for any requested time length is also suitable to calculate task WCRT. 

According to Spuri’s method, we can use ),( dtWk  to calculate the task load for any investigated time t  

during the processor busy period，while the absolute deadline of partition kP  is kd . The calculation expression 

is given by formula (3), while kJ is partition release jitter and kD is partition deadline (in our partition 

scheduling model, 0=kJ , kkD η= . In order to get a universal  discussion meaning, there is no 

replacement and omission): 
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For partition kP , the key investigated instant set for the request time length EDFΔ is the same as the instant 

set for calculating the WCRT, at which the deadline of a partition’s new job coincides with the deadlines of any 

other partition. The key instant is: 
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Here, busyL  is the length of processor busy period，which can be iteratively calculated by  
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Focused on partition kP ，if the arrival time for the first execution is A , for the p the execution during the 

processor busy period, the absolute deadline is:   

kkk
A
k DpJApd +−+−= η)1()(                      (5) 

For the previous 1,...,2,1 −p  execution,  partition kP  has gone through a complete implementation. For 

the p th execution, the requested execution time length is EDFΔ ，then the maximum requested processing load 

is： 
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Thus for the p th execution of partition kP , the maximal block impact by other partitions for the request 

execution time length EDFΔ is: 
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Not all instant in the key investigated instant set should be observed for the p th execution of partition kP , 

and only the instants within the partition period need to be checked: 

              { }kkkkkkkk DJpDJp +−<Ψ≤+−−Ψ∈Ψ=∗Ψ ηη)1(|                 （8） 

When all needed key instant are examined during the processor busy period, then the maximum preemption 

effect for the specified request execution time length EDFΔ can be figured out： 
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For the partition WCRT kR ，it can also be easily calculated out by using kkkkkk QR αηαη += )( ，thus 

the algorithm in this section has a more wide application, which gives the block impact for dynamic scheduling 

strategy from a more microcosmic perspective. 

4. Partition parameter design  
The reasonable partition parameters design for partition management model is an important step to fully 

implement partition management strategy. When the lower scheduler uses different scheduling strategies, the 

partition design approaches have different features. For the fixed priority scheduling strategy, we take task 

deadlines as the important design factor. For the dynamic priority scheduling strategy, we introduce a key point 

keyI  method. 

4.1 Fixed priority in the lower scheduler 

For the model that the lower scheduler adopts the fixed priority scheduling strategy, it can be named as 

EDF-FP. Given the observed time kiw ，the calculation load )(wLki   for task kiτ  is： 
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Where )(kihp is the set of tasks that have priorities higher than that of task kiτ  and 
kPJ  is the release 

jitter of the task relative to the partition execution end. The typical value of 
kPJ  is kkP rRJ

k
−= , and kr  

is the best-case response time of partition kP . The calculating method for kr  is as follows [15]: 
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Based on the calculation load in formula (10), the partition implementation times and the partition total 

execution interval gapT except the last partition executing can be obtained by: 
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The request execution time length EDFΔ for task kiτ  during the last partition execution is: 
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According to the improved partition scheduling pre-emption algorithm, the maximal block impact caused by 

other partitions for the requested time length EDFΔ  is )( EDF
kQ Δ , thus the task busy period length is: 

)()( EDF
k

gap
kikiki QTwLw Δ++=                        (14) 

Finally, through the iteration operation, the task WCRT can be obtained by kiPkiki wJJR
k

++= . In fact, 

for the partition design problem, the task deadline can be brought into the formula (14) to get the task scheduling 

time slack, which can be used as the scheduling guarantee. Considering that the function of task busy period is an 

incremental function, therefore, the difference between the calculating results by formula (14) and task deadline 

represents the time redundancy for task scheduling. Accordingly, the partition design method can be acquired, 

which is as follows: 
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In formula (15), F function is a cost function, which achieves the balance between partition parameters kη  

and kα to guide the optimal partition design. The setting of the cost function is based on the following facts: 

partition cycle should be large to reduce partition itself periodical circulation and partition capacity should be 

small to reduce the useless idle time. Thus the optimal direction for the cost function is to get the smallest value. 

Besides, the sum of all partitions capacities must be less than 1 to ensure the partition itself schedulability. 

However, this method has inadequate task schedulability guarantee ability. Owing to the dynamic priority 

scheduling strategy in the upper scheduler, the preemption behaviours between partitions occur at the executing 

stage, which cannot be predicted in the design stage. Thus, the later designed partition will bring uncertain impact 

on the task schedulability within the previous designed partition. Therefore, this method can only suit the last 

partition design. In order to ensure the task schedulability against the influence by the latter designed partitions, a 

special safety design method can be adopted. For formula (15), the uncertain block effect between partitions is the 

main reason for unsafety partition design. Considering that the maximal block effect will not exceed kkkR αη− , 

we bring kkkR αη−  into the formula (15) to replace the block effect )( EDF
kQ Δ  within the last partition 

executing window, avoiding the block effect for the latter designed partition. Thus this solution provides a safety 

design style that the selection of the following partitions parameters will not affect the task schedulability for the 

under-designing partition. The following is the corresponding design method： 
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4.2 Dynamical priority in lower scheduler 

When the lower scheduler adopts the dynamic priority scheduling strategy, this model can be named 

EDF-EDF. Either the upper or the lower scheduler adopt the dynamic priority strategy, thus the scheduling 

behavior within EDF-EDF model has the greatest uncertainty degree. We can follow a similar approach as in 

EDF-FP model to solve the partition design problem; however, the calculating method for task load should be 

modified to accommodate the EDF strategy in the lower scheduler. In fact, we can adopt the task demanded bound 

function )(IFki  to calculate the task load [16] for the dynamic priority strategy. 
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To determinate task schedulability, it is necessary to verify that max
SI  boundary is established. For any 
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)( can always be satisfied, then the given task set is schedulable. The feature of the 

task schedulability guarantee for task demanded bound function can be used to implement the partition design. To 

verify max
SI  boundary, we use a key point keyI  to simulate it.  However this doesn’t mean that keyI  must be 

equal to max
SI . In fact, during the process of partition design, there is no partition parameters, thus the value of 

max
SI  can’t be deduced out. Here, the key point keyI  just determinate the calculating boundary, which can be 

adjusted during the whole design process.  When I  is in the interval [ )keykk IJD ,min − , we examine precisely 

the task processing requirements for any needed  instant.  For the interval keyII ≥ , we construct an expanded  

task demanded bound function, which only need to check the  scheduling requirement at point keyI  to guarantee 

the success scheduling for keyII ≥ . A reasonable expanded task demanded bound function is as follows: 
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In order to keep the scheduling redundancy at the point keyI , the ceiling operating is replaced by adding one 

to obtain the task busy period length. 

Thus the key point keyI  brings a certain flexibility in the process of partition parameters design, which 

actually is an self-adaptive design method: when the design results are not ideal, we can increase the value of 

keyI  to observe more critical points but with bigger computation amount. When the design accuracy is not the 

primary consideration, we can reduce the value of keyI  to achieve a rapid design process. 

Combining the task demanded bound function )(IFki  and the key point keyI , we can get the full 

expression for partition design: 
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Similar to EDF-FP model, the method in formula (18) is suitable for the last partition parameters design, and 

cannot guarantee the task schedulability within the earlier designed partitions. We can assign the block effect for 

the last partition execution as kkkR αη−   to ensure the separate design process. The safe design solution is as 

follows: 
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5.  Performance evaluation  

We designed special tools to evaluate the design efficiency for the EDF-FP and EDF-EDF models which are 
discussed deeply in section 4. To achieve the evaluating process, we use partition expected load as the independent 
variable, which represents the total task expected load in the partition. After randomly generating tasks parameters, 
the actual task load maybe not always equal to the expected load but fluctuate around it. In this section, we assume 
that the partition expected load changes from 0.1 to 0.8; the task count in each partition is 5; the task period and 
execution time are generated randomly; the partition count varies from 2 to 5. The evaluation results are shown in 
figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Result of partition design. 
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Diagrams (a), (b) and (c) of figure 2 represent the results of the comparison when the number of partitions is 2, 

3 and 5 respectively, and G models represent the design results according to Lipari’s method. It can be seen from 

figure 2 that as the partition expectation load increases, the value of the cost function for the six models increases 

accordingly. When the partition expected load is heavy, some models cannot get efficient partition parameters 

results. From the overall perspective, the design results under FP strategy is worse than the corresponding results 

under EDF strategy. Thus EDF strategy can get better partition parameter. The results of safety partition design 

and the unsafe partition design is extremely similar. In general, the results according to the model discussed in [5] 

are worse than our models results at most case. Thus, the safety partition design algorithms proposed in the paper 

provide an efficient approach for partition parameter design. 

6. Simulation tools design 

On the basis of the analysis of ICP function and partition management mechanism in avionics system, we 

developed the ICP design and simulation suits. These suits can assist the designer to accomplish network topology 

design, ICP task allocation, partition scheduling simulation, schedulability analysis and partition parameters 

design, which can support completely the demands of ICP function development, simulation and verification. 

Among these functions, ICP simulation engine is the kernel tool. In the simulation engine based on the partition 

scheduling, the scheduling of the tasks is determined by a two-level manner: the upper scheduler dispatches 

partitions according to round-robin, fixed priority and dynamical priority strategies and the lower scheduler 

dispatches tasks by the priority-driven way. The holistic simulation dispatch model is shown in Figure 3. 

 

Fig3. The holistic simulation dispatch model. 
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The upper scheduler dispatches partitions according to partition special parameters, and the events in the 

mission system (such as task completion and task release) don’t affect the partition’s activated behavior. In the 

lower scheduler, all grouped tasks will be dispatched according to tasks states and special strategy. The major 

simulation events in the lower scheduler include: task release, task dispatch, task execution, task block, task 

completion, message generation, message transmission, message arrival and so on.  

7. Conclusions  

In this paper, we extend the ARINC 653 standard partition management model to let the upper scheduler 

adopt the dynamical priority strategy and carry out further study on partition parameters design. Through the 

analysis on the partition atom execution time during the processor busy period, the maximal preemption effect for 

the requested time length is proposed. Compared to the worst-case response time algorithm, this method can 

calculate the block impact for the dynamic priority strategy from a more microcosmic perspective and the WCRT 

can be seen as a special time length requirement. Based on this, the partition design methods are discussed both for 

the fixed priority and dynamic priority strategy in the lower scheduler. Compared to the virtual processing 

partition design method, the safety partition design solutions proposed in the paper consider the special features of 

partition scheduling strategy combinations, and have better adaptability for partition scheduling.  

The work in the paper extends the standard partition model and establishes the theoretical basis for the 

extended model implementation. The following work will focus on the realization of partition management models 

based on COTS technology. 
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Abstract：Recently, two-group (2Gp) and four-group (4Gp) decodable quasi-orthogonal space-time block codes 
(QSTBC) have been introduced to obtain the full diversity through the process of constellation rotation (CR), or both CR 
and interleaving the real and imaginary parts of different symbols. The diversity product is maximized by seeking the 
optimal rotation angles, where the maximum seekable diversity product is relevant to the number of rotation angles for 
constellation rotation. The current 4Gp- and 2Gp-QSTBC consider 2 and 4 rotation angles, respectively, which can be 
regarded as rotation in 2 and 4 dimensions. These designs achieve full diversity but are unable to exploit the maximum 
attainable diversity product due to the limited number of rotation dimensions. In this paper, by utilizing 
multi-dimensional lattice constellations, we propose a new full diversity design strategy for 4Gp- and 2Gp-QSTBC to 
obtain larger diversity product over current CR method for eight transmit antennas. The diversity product of the proposed 
strategy can be measured by the minimum product distance (MPD) of the corresponding lattice constellations. It is 
shown by simulations that the proposed lattice-based four-group decodable QSTBC outperforms the current 
4Gp-QSTBC by 0.3 dB with the same number of symbols for joint decoding. In the two-group decodable case, the 
proposed lattice-based QSTBC also obtains about 0.3 dB gain and keeps the same decoding complexity compared to the 
current 2Gp-QSTBC. 

Keywords：  quasi-orthogonal space-time block code, diversity product, two-group decodable STBC, four-group 
decodable STBC, constellation rotation, multi-dimensional lattice constellation 

1. Introduction  

Orthogonal Space-Time Block Codes (OSTBC) [1 ～ 2] provide a promising transmission scheme in 

multi-antenna systems due to their full diversity and single-symbol maximum likelihood (ML) decoding. However, 

their symbol rates are less than one when complex signal constellations and more than two transmit antennas are 

used. To increase the rate, the quasi-orthogonal STBCs (QSTBC) [3 ～ 4]  were proposed by relaxing the 

orthogonality constraint. The full diversity can still be obtained by rotating the constellations for part of the 

transmitted symbols [5]. In the case of eight transmit antennas, a full rate (rate one) and full diversity 2Gp-QSTBC 

with constellation rotation was presented in [6]. The symbols are separated into two groups and joint decoding of 

four symbols is performed. To reduce the decoding complexity, a coordinate interleaved orthogonal design (CIOD) 

with double symbols joint decoding was introduced in [7～8]. Recently, a full rate and full diversity 4Gp-QSTBC, 

with a lower peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) than that of the CIOD, has been proposed in [9], where double 

symbols are jointly decoded for eight transmit antennas after the transmitted symbols are decoupled into 4 groups.  

The codewords in [5,6] and [9] are derived from QSTBCs and achieve the full diversity through the process of 

constellation rotation (CR), or both CR and interleaving the real and imaginary parts of different symbols. The 
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diversity product is maximized by seeking the optimal rotation angles [5], where the maximum seekable diversity 

product is relevant to the number of rotation angles for constellation rotation [7]. The current 4Gp-QSTBC [9] and 

2Gp-QSTBC [6] consider 2 and 4 rotation angles, respectively, which can be regarded as rotation in 2 and 4 

dimensions. These designs achieve full diversity but are unable to exploit the maximum attainable diversity 

product due to the limited number of rotation dimensions [10]. In this paper, by utilizing multi-dimensional lattice 

constellations [11～12], we propose a new full diversity design strategy for QSTBC to obtain larger diversity product 

over current CR method for eight transmit antennas. We also show that the diversity product of the proposed 

design can be measured by the minimum product distance (MPD) [11] of the corresponding lattice constellation. 

Notation: The superscripts ( )T and ( )H denote transpose and transpose conjugate, respectively, of a matrix (or 

vector). det( )  denotes determinant of a matrix. | |  and ( )diag   stand for norm and diagonalization, respectively, 

of a vector. ( )∗ , ( )I  and ( )Q  denote conjugate, real part, and imaginary part, respectively, of a complex number. 

1j −=  is imaginary unit. 

2. System Model with Full Decoupling 

By utilizing the fact that the eigenvectors of the equivalent channel are fixed and independent from the 

channel realizations for QSTBCs, the transmitted symbols can be completely decoupled if they are pre-processed 

by a decoupling matrix before QSTBC encoding [13]. We will first give a brief introduction of the full decoupled 

model upon which the proposed lattice-based QSTBC is constructed. 

Let TN  be the number of transmit antennas, RN  the number of receive antennas, and T  the number of 

time slots for one codeword. The number of transmitted symbols in each codeword is K . Here, we focus on 

QSTBC with 8TT N K= = = . Without loss of generality, we consider the following codeword: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

2 1 4 3 6 5 8 7

3 4 1 2 7 8 5 6

4 3 2 1 8 7 6 5

5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4

6 5 8 7 2 1 4 3

7 8 5 6 3 4 1 2

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

( )

x x x x x x x x
x x x x x x x x
x x x x x x x x
x x x x x x x xf x x x x x x x x
x x x x x x x x
x x x x x x x x
x x x x x x x x

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

⎡
⎢ − − − −
⎢ − − − −
⎢ − − − −= ⎢ − − − −
⎢ − − − −

− − − −
− − − −⎣

x

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎦

                          (1) 

where 1 2 8[ ... ]Tx x x=    x  is a symbol vector with k kI kQx x jx= + , 1,2,...,8k = . According to the analysis in [13], 

the decoupling matrix of the above codeword is 
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1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

1
2

j j j j
j j j j

j j j j
j j j j

− −
− −

− −
− −

− −
− −

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥= ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

V                          (2) 

 Choosing V  as a pre-processing matrix at the transmitter, the vector x  can be obtained as 

=x Vs                                                        (3) 

where 1 2 8[ ... ]Ts s s=    s  is a information symbol vector which is composed of k kI kQs s js= + , 1,2,...,8k = . 

With some mathematical manipulations, we can derive a decoupled model as 
1'' H H−= = +y D V H' y' Ds w                                     (4) 

where 1 8'' [ ]Ty y′′ ′′=  , ...,  y , H'  and y'  are defined as Eq. (5) in [13], 1 2 8[ ... ]Tw w w=    w  is a 1TN ×  noise vector, 

whose entries are mutually i.i.d. complex Gaussian random variables with zero-mean and identical variance. The 

diagonal matrix D  is defined as 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4( [ ] )diag d d d d d d d d=          D , where 1 1 2 3 4d α α α α= + + − , 

2 1 2 3 4d α α α α= + − + , 3 1 2 3 4d α α α α= − + + , 4 1 2 3 4d α α α α= − − − and the 1 4α α∼  are given in Eq. (15) of [13]. 

After transforming to a real-valued presentation, the (4) can be rewritten as 

         = +y Ds w                                       (5) 

where 1 2 8 1 2 8[ ]T
I I I Q Q Qy y y y y y′′ ′′ ′′ ′′ ′′ ′′=     ...        ...  y , ( [ ] )diag=     D D D  is a real diagonal matrix, 

1 2 8 1 2 8[ ... ... ]T
I I I Q Q Qs s s s s s=               s , and 1 2 8 1 2 8[ ... ... ]T

I I I Q Q Qw w w w w w=               w .  

If a square QAM constellation is used for every ks , 1,2,...,8k = , we know from (5)  that no coupling is 

generated among the entries in s  for the encoding process 

( )f=C Vs                                       (6) 

3. Proposed Lattice-Based Full Diversity Design 

We note that the codeword in (6) has only diversity order 2. In this section, we will provide a full diversity 

design based on multi-dimensional lattice constellation for the above code. 

Assuming the difference in codeword as 0′= − ≠ΔC C C , combining the expressions in (1), (2) and (6), we can 

obtain 
8 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

5 5 6 6 7 7 8 8

det( ) 4 (( ) ( )
( ) ( ))

H
I Q I Q I Q I Q

I Q I Q I Q I Q

s s s s s s s s
s s s s s s s s

Δ Δ = × Δ + Δ + Δ + Δ • Δ + Δ + Δ + Δ •
          Δ + Δ + Δ + Δ • Δ + Δ + Δ + Δ  

C C                (7) 

where 'k k k kI kQs s s s j sΔ = − = Δ + Δ , ' ' 'k kI kQs s js= + , 1,2,...,8k = .  
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det( ) 0HΔ Δ >C C  is guaranteed by utilizing the property that the MDC is grater than zero for full diversity 

multi-dimensional lattice [11～12]. The corresponding four-group and two-group decodable QSTBCs are presented in 

terms of the real or complex lattices, respectively, in the following sections. 

3.1. Four-Group Decodable QSTBC Under Real-Lattice 

We divide the real symbols { }1 8 1 8, ..., , , ...,I I Q Qs s s s      into four groups as 1 1 3 5 7[ ]T
I I I Is s s s=    s , 2 1 3 5 7[ ]T

Q Q Q Qs s s s=    s , 

3 2 4 6 8[ ]T
I I I Is s s s=    s , 4 2 4 6 8[ ]T

Q Q Q Qs s s s=    s , and define four-dimensional real-lattice constellation as 

k k=s Ua , 1,2,3,4k =                                        (8) 

where 1 1 2 1 2[ ]T
I I Q Qa a a a=    a , 2 3 4 3 4[ ]T

I I Q Qa a a a=    a , 3 5 6 5 6[ ]T
I I Q Qa a a a=    a , 4 7 8 7 8[ ]T

I I Q Qa a a a=    a , and 

k kI kQa a ja= + , 1,2,...,8k = , represent information symbols from a square QAM constellation. According to full 

diversity lattice theory, the generator matrix U  is given below [14] 

-0.3664   -0.2264   -0.4745   -0.7677
-0.7677   -0.4745    0.2264    0.3664
0.4231   -0.6846   -0.5050    0.3121
0.3121   -0.5050    0.6846   -0.4231

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥= ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

U                        (9) 

    Let us denote 1 1 3 5 7' [ ' ' ' ' ]T
I I I Is s s s=    s , 2 1 3 5 7' [ ' ' ' ' ]T

Q Q Q Qs s s s=    s , 3 2 4 6 8' [ ' ' ' ' ]T
I I I Is s s s=    s , 

4 2 4 6 8' [ ' ' ' ' ]T
Q Q Q Qs s s s=    s  and 'k k kΔ = −s s s , 1,2,3,4k = . Our aim is to obtain the minimum determinant expressed 

in (7).  Without loss of generality, we can assume 2 3 4 0Δ = Δ = Δ =s s s and 1 0Δ ≠s . Then (7) can be rewritten as 
8 4

,mindet( ) 4 ( )H R
pdΔ Δ =C C                                      (10) 

where ,min 1 3 5 7
R
p I I I Id s s s s= Δ Δ Δ Δ  is the MPD and it is greater than zero for any full diversity real-lattice 

constellation. 

Substituting (8) into the real decoupled model in (5) yields four independent sub-models as 

k k k= +y Ha w , 1,2,3,4k =                                    (11) 

where 1 2 3 4([ ])diag d d d d=    H U , 1 1 3 5 7[ ]T
I I I Iy y y y′′ ′′ ′′ ′′=y , 2 1 3 5 7[ ]T

Q Q Q Qy y y y′′ ′′ ′′ ′′=y , 3 2 4 6 8[ ]T
I I I Iy y y y′′ ′′ ′′ ′′=y , 4 2 4 6 8[ ]T

Q Q Q Qy y y y′′ ′′ ′′ ′′=y , 

1 1 3 5 7[ ]T
I I I Iw w w w=w , 2 1 3 5 7[ ]T

Q Q Q Qw w w w=w , 3 2 4 6 8[ ]T
I I I Iw w w w=w , 4 2 4 6 8[ ]T

Q Q Q Qw w w w=w  . 

Information symbol vectors ka , 1,...,4k = , can be obtained independently by ML or sphere decoding in each 

sub-model. 

3.2. Two-Group Decodable QSTBC Under Complex-Lattice 

We partition the complex symbols { }1 8, ...,s s   into two groups as 1 1 3 5 7[ ]Ts s s s=    s , 2 2 4 6 8[ ]Ts s s s=    s  and define 

four-dimensional complex-lattice constellation ks  as 

                               k k=s Ua ,      1,2k =                                      (12) 
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where 1 1 2 3 4[ ]Ta a a a=    a , 2 5 6 7 8[ ]Ta a a a=    a . The generator matrix U  is chosen as 

  4,4

0.4619+0.1913j  0.3536+0.3536j  0.1913+0.4619j  0.5000j
-0.1913+0.4619j  -0.3536-0.3536j  0.4619-0.1913j  0.5000j
-0.4619-0.1913j  0.3536+0.3536j  -0.1913-0.4619j  0.5000j
0.1913-0.4619j  -0.3536-

= =U G
0.3536j  -0.4619+0.1913j  0.5000j

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

                 (13) 

where 4,4G  is calculated by Eq. (16) in [12]. 

Similarly, we can also assume 1 0Δ ≠s  and 2 0Δ =s , where 'k k kΔ = −s s s  , 1,2k = , and 1 1 3 5 7' [ ' ' ' ' ]Ts s s s=    s , 

2 2 4 6 8' [ ' ' ' ' ]Ts s s s=    s . Then Eq. (7) can be reformed as 
8 4

,mindet( ) 4 ( )H C
pdΔ Δ =C C                              (14) 

where ,min 1 3 5 7
C
pd s s s s= Δ Δ Δ Δ  is the MPD and has non-zero value. 

Combining (12) and the complex decoupled model in (4), two independent sub-models can be obtained as 

k k k= +y Ha w , 1,2k =                                                        (15) 

where 1 2 3 4([ ])diag d d d d=    H U , 1 1 3 5 7[ ]Ty y y y′′ ′′ ′′ ′′=    y , 2 2 4 6 8[ ]Ty y y y′′ ′′ ′′ ′′=    y , 1 1 3 5 7[ ]Tw w w w=    w , 2 2 4 6 8[ ]Tw w w w=    w . 

Using the sub-models, 1a  and 2a  can be decoded independently by ML or SD algorithm. 

4. Numerical Results 

We consider data transmission over a quasi-static Rayleigh flat fading channel. The channel gains are 

assumed to be known at the receiver but not at the transmitter. The simulation results are presented in Fig. 1 to 

compare the bit error rate (BER) of proposed codes with the current 4Gp-QSTBC [9], 2Gp-STBC [6] and CIOD [7] 

with 2 bits per channel use (4QAM) for 8 Tx and 1 Rx antennas. 
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Fig. 1. Performance of proposed codes compared with current CIOD,  

  4Gp-QSTBC and 2Gp-QSTBC, 2 bits per channel use (pcu). 
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 It is shown that the proposed lattice-based four-group decodable QSTBC outperforms the CIOD and 

4Gp-QSTBC by 0.3 dB with the same number of symbols for joint decoding. In the two-group decodable case, the 

proposed lattice-based QSTBC also obtains about 0.3 dB gain and the same decoding complexity compared to 

2Gp-QSTBC. As a tradeoff, the two-group lattice-based QSTBC has better performance than four-group 

lattice-based QSTBC at the expense of higher decoding complexity. 

Table 1:  Diversity product of some STBCs, Nt=T=8 

 
Number of complex 

symbols for joint decoding 
MPD 

Diversity 

product 

2Gp-QSTBC [6] 4  0.2187 

Proposed 2Gp STBC 4 0.250 0.2500 

4Gp-QSTBC [9] 2  0.1727 

CIOD[7,15] 2  0.1747 

Proposed 4Gp STBC 2 0.148 0.2195 

 

Table 1 shows some diversity products of the STBCs discussed previously with 4QAM signal constellation. It 

can be seen that the proposed schemes for two-group and four-group decodable STBC obtain higher diversity 

product than the existing ones. The employed complex-lattice can provide larger MPD than the real-lattice, but 

requires joint decoding with more symbols. It is noteworthy that the proposed lattice-based 4Gp-QSTBC has 

higher diversity product than that of the current 2Gp-QSTBC but with slightly lower performance, which can be 

explained by the fact that maximizing diversity product does not necessarily minimize the 

pairwise-error-probability (PEP)-bound for 8 8× STBCs [15]. Considering the proposed design under PEP-bound 

minimization criterion is an open issue for future investigation. 

5. Conclusions 

An improved design of four-group and two-group decodable QSTBCs, which is built upon multi-dimensional 

lattice constellations, has been proposed with better performance and the same decoding complexity in comparison 

to current 4Gp-QSTBC and 2Gp-QSTBC. As two different full diversity design schemes for 8 8×  QSTBCs, the 

larger diversity product can be obtained by using the mature lattice theory than the current CR method. The major 

advantage of the proposed code over the DAST [16] and TAST [17], which are also constructed on lattice theory, is 

that the proposed code performs two-group or four-group maximum likelihood (ML) decoding with lower 

complexity. 
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Abstract ： Many network applications have been commonly deployed as overlays over the Internet. The 
quality-of-service (QoS) of these applications is largely determined by the network performance of the underlay 
end-to-end Internet paths. End-to-end measurements between Internet hosts are important in understanding network 
characteristics and enhancing the performance of applications. In this paper we conducted a measurement study on the 
end-to-end performance on the Internet between two end-hosts located topologically far away from each other. As a case 
study, we evaluated a set of active measurement tools and monitored the network performance of an overlay link 
between two hosts over long periods of time to study the overlay performance metrics, such as one-way delay, packet 
loss, and available bandwidth. Our measurement results indicate that Internet overlay links are likely to be asymmetric in 
performance and highly dynamic at the time-granularity of hours. Our quantitative measurements provide consolidated 
data support for optimizing overlay applications. 

Keywords: end-to-end Internet paths, monitored, performance metrics, optimizing 

1. Introduction  

The Internet has been significantly reshaping our daily lives. Over the years the Internet industry and 
academy have invented and deployed a number of enabling technologies to provide a common platform on which 
new multimedia applications and services are easy to run as overlays. These overlays usually require 
quality-of-service; however, the best-effort delivery service offered by the current Internet does not guarantee 
quality-of-service. Hence, it is important that overlay applications are able to understand the performance of 
overlay links and apply adaptation for performance enhancement. 

To provide insights into Internet operations and performance, end-to-end measurements are becoming more 
and more popular in the networking community. End-to-end network measurement helps to understand the 
performance of overlay applications, identify interesting research problems of overlay systems, and provide the 
evidence of application enhancements with measurement results. Measurement results may inspire appropriate 
theoretical analysis of the overlay performance and provide a consolidated foundation for analytical models with 
validated assumptions from real networking problems. End-to-end network measurement may also offer 
applicable guidelines for developing overlay prototype, examining the correctness of the implementation and 
conducting performance evaluation on prototype systems. 

In end-to-end measurement users are able to measure performance metrics of overlay links across the network 
without any administrative authority of the network. This convenience and flexibility leads to the invention of a 
large number of end-to-end measurement tools. In this paper we conducted a measurement study on the end-to-end 
performance over the live Internet between two end hosts located topologically far from each other. We evaluated 
a set of active measurement tools and took a close look at an overlay link between two hosts over long periods of 
time to study the overlay performance metrics, such as one-way delay, packet loss, and available bandwidth. Our 
quantitative measurements provide consolidated data support for optimizing overlay applications. 
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The paper is organized as follows. We provide a summary of the related work in Section 2. Our measurement 
methodology and the end-to-end measurement architecture and algorithms are briefly discussed in Section 3. We 
describe our experiments and discuss the measurement results in Section 4. Finally, the paper is concluded in 
Section 5. 

2 . Related work 

In end-to-end measurements, two approaches are widely used in practice: active probing and passive sniffing. 
In active probing [1], measurement apparatuses probe the network by sending out packets from a source to a 
destination for the measurement purpose. End-to-end performance metrics[8,10] can be determined by observing the 
particular characteristics of the probe packets at the departure (e.g. the packet size, departure time and bit-rates, 
etc.) and by analyzing the disturbed probe stream characteristics (arrival time, inter-arrival time etc.) at the 
destination. Active probing can determine the end-to-end performance experienced by a measurement flow for a 
particular path and then measure the QoS experienced by applications. In many end-to-end measurement scenarios, 
active measurements can be conducted in a flexible manner. In passive sniffing, some nodes are deployed in the 
network. These sniffers capture the incoming and outgoing traffic of these nodes. One of excellent traffic capture 
tools is tcpdump, which is constructed based on the libpcap library. The major advantage of passive sniffing is that 
these techniques do not add additional measurement traffic. In this paper, we focus our attentions on end-to-end 
measurements on delay, packet loss and available bandwidth. 

Over the years, there have been developed a large number of active and passive measurement tools. We only 
discussed a few measurement tools, which are mostly related to our experiments. In [2] the authors developed a 
passive QoS measurement tool, namely QoSMeT. Their measurement results depicted the detailed end-to-end 
delay characteristics in a live HSDPA (High Speed Downlink Packet Access)[9] enabled 3G network. King [3] is a 
lightweight and fast tool to estimate network latency between arbitrary Internet end-hosts by utilizing the existing 
DNS infrastructure. It only requires a few packets to produce delay measurement. Owampd/owping [4] is an 
implementation of one-way delay measurement using OWAMP defined by RFC4656. For end-to-end available 
bandwidth measurement [5], a simple tool, “abget”, runs on a single host. Abget is able to connect to any 
TCP-based (usually web) servers on the Internet, pretending that it is a normal client, and then estimate the 
variation range of the available bandwidth from the server to the client within dozens of seconds. Abget is 
constructed based on an iterative algorithm of self-loading periodic streams (SLoPS), which was originally 
proposed in Pathload. The SLoPS algorithm was further refined in [6]. Another available measurement tool 
“Abing” applied the packet-pair dispersion technique to estimate the available bandwidth for Internet paths. 

3. End-to-end Measurement Methodology 

As shown in Figure 1, we proposed a QoS measurement architecture. This architecture consists of four levels: 
measurement point (network nodes), traffic measurements tools, QoS analysis tool and QoS real-time monitoring 
or database. A summary of traffic measurements tools was conducted in [7]. Each lower level provides a 
measurement service to the upper level. In this paper we focus on the first lower three levels and conduct an 
in-depth measurement study to measure one-way delay, packet loss, and available bandwidth of end-to-end 
Internet paths. 

We used abget to measure available bandwidth. As a comparison, we also conducted available bandwidth 
experiments using abing. We also utilized owampd/owping to measure one-way metrics including delay, jitter and 
packet loss. In the following sections, we will evaluate the above measurement tools and discuss the measurement 
results in details. The parameters of the tools use the recommended values for the tools if not explicitly specified. 
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4. End-to-end Measurement Experiments and Result Analysis 

In our experiments, the main goal is to conduct measurements to characterize network performance between 
the end-hosts over the Internet. We investigated two scenarios: 1) monitor QoS metrics of the overlay links 
between two end-hosts located in different geographic locations on the Internet; 2) investigate the dynamics of 
available bandwidth of the overlay links with the normal daily Internet traffic it is shown in Fig 1.   

 
Fig 1 An end-to-end QoS measurement architecture 

4.1. Experiment Setup 

In our experiments, we took a close look at an end-to-end path over the Internet. Figure 2 depicts the network 
setup of our experiments.  

 
 

Fig 2 Network setup for the measurement experiments 

 

Two end-hosts are topologically far away from each other. One host is located in the Internet technology and 
engineering research and development center (ITEC) in Huazhong University of Science and Technology (HUST) 
in Wuhan. The other host is located in the broadband network laboratory (BBN) in the Hong Kong University of 
Science and Technology (HKUST) in Hong Kong. With the traceroute utility, we find that the Internet path from 
ITEC to BBN consists of 16 hops while the Internet path from BBN to ITEC only has 14 hops. This asymmetric 
property of this overlay link in dual directions impacts the network performance significantly, which will be 
demonstrated by the following measurement results. To differentiate two directions, we label the overlay link from 
BBN to ITEC as upstream and label the overlay link from ITEC to BBN as downstream. 
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4.2. Available Bandwidth Measurement 

Table 1 below shows two sample end-to-end available bandwidth measurements between the two hosts at 
different times of the day time. We observe that under normal daily traffic abget measures the available bandwidth 
at 15 Mbps ~ 20 Mbps for the upstream and 30 Mbps ~ 40 Mbps for the downstream. 

 

Table 1 Measurement results for available bandwidth using abget. 

Direction Experiments Running Time  (seconds) Available bandwidth (Mbps) 
1 321 17 - 20 

Upstream 
2 225 14 - 19 
1 834 37 - 39 

Downstream 
2 304 33 - 34 

We also ran the abing tool for bandwidth measurement for 100 times. Between each measurement, we added 
the idle time 10 seconds to avoid the interference between two measurements. As a by-product, abing also 
measures the round-trip-time (RTT) of the BBN-ITEC overlay link under investigation. Table 2 show the average 
results over 100 measurements. The results show the overlay link had the average end-to-end available bandwidth 
of 59.0 Mbps for upstream and 74.0 Mbps for downstream. The RTT measurements average at 60.7 ms with a 
very small standard deviation 0.473 ms. Comparing Table 1 and Table 2, we can observe that the available 
bandwidth measurement results using self-loading periodic streams leads to much smaller values than those results 
using the packet-pair dispersion. 

 

Table 2 Measurement results for available bandwidth and RTT using abing 

 RTT (ms) Avail-BW Upstream (Mbps) 
Avail-BW Downstream 

(Mbps) 

Average 60.7 59.0 74.0 

Standard Deviation 0.473 12.9 11.5 

4.3. One-way Delay and Loss Measurement 

We conducted the experiments for QoS metrics using owampd/owping in two different measurement 
scenarios. First, we ran a live monitoring session for 10 minutes in which owampd/owping measurement clients 
sent 6000 packets in both directions. The session was further divided in sub-sessions with each session for 100 
probing packets sent. In the second measurement scenario, we continuously monitored the overlay link for 1 hour 
to study the long-time dynamics.   

A snapshot of the minimum delay measurement results in 10 minutes is plotted for both the upstream and the 
downstream in Figure 3 and Figure 4. The minimum delay is measured for 100 packets transmitted in a 
sub-session. For the upstream we observe that the delay is mainly around 45ms while for the downstream is 
around 35ms. Interestingly the packet loss for the upstream is much higher than expected in this wired network. 
We recorded the packet loss for the upstream more than 50% sometimes up to 100%. Nevertheless, the cause for 
this abnormal network behaviour was yet to be concluded.  
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Fig 3 Upstream: one-way minimum delay and packet loss results 
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Fig 4 Downstream: one-way minimum delay and packet loss results 

 
Another observation for note in the results is that we captured some delay spikes (>1000ms) in both directions. 

This long delay closely correlates with the packet loss. In the results packet reordering was discovered in some 
cases. We conjecture that ISP has deployed some dynamic routing algorithms for load balancing. Nevertheless, 
this route switching may impact the real-time overlay application significantly. 

In VoIP applications, a satisfied voice quality requires the one-way delay less than 150ms [11], the one-way 
jitter less than 30ms and the packet loss less than 1%. Based on our measurement results, the performance of the 
BBN-ITEC overlay link cannot meet the above quality requirements. VoIP applications for these two end hosts 
may suffer from severe quality degradation under these circumstances. 

The measurement results for the long duration (1 hour) shown in Figures 5 – 8 have demonstrated clearly the 
asymmetric quality performance in both directions. The upstream suffered severely in packet loss sometimes up to 
100% and one-way delay spike above 600 ms frequently. For the downstream, the minimum average delay was 
40ms. One interesting phenomenon was that during the first 30 minutes the overlay link performance showed high 
variations in delay and jitter while during the last 30 minutes the delay was quite stable at around 38ms, 0% packet 
loss and jitter at around 1ms. 

Many network performance metrics are dynamic in nature. Zhang et al., [12] reported that the performance 
metrics of Internet paths, such as delay, loss and throughput, remain steady at the minute scale and above. Our 
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measurement results reveal that at the time-granularity of hours the network performance is highly dynamic and 
asymmetric. These characteristics, however, should be carefully considered for optimizing overlay applications. 
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Fig 5 Upstream: one-way minimum delay and packet loss (1 hour) 
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Fig 6 Upstream: one-way maximum delay and packet loss (1 hour) 
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Fig 7 Downstream: one-way minimum delay and packet loss (1 hour) 
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Fig 8 Downstream: one-way maximum delay and packet loss results (1 hour) 
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5 .Conclusion 

In this paper we investigated the network performance characteristics between two end-hosts on the Internet. 
The end-to-end measurement can play an important role in ensuring QoS for overlay applications. The network 
performance metrics, such as one-way delay, jitter and packet loss, can be monitored and controlled at an accepted 
level. The best-effort traffic delivery can be better provisioned through more efficient routing and scheduling 
algorithms. With the further penetration of the modern Internet, network measurement is becoming crucial and 
more important for provisioning of multimedia services and applications. 
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Abstract: The traditional ways are almost inefficient contact machine work in which the contact between tools and 
circuit board can cause pollution. This paper mainly deals with the point which uses DS controlling technique to finish 
the control of laser carving machine. This device mainly research the functions of controlling laser carving machine to 
make electronic component jack and serial number on circuit board. Based on DS controlling, this paper mainly studies 
the hardware system design of laser carving machine, including the fundamental motion design, model selection, I/O 
address assignment, I/O electrical wiring and so on. The DS control system studied in this paper realizes the motion 
control of laser carving machine working table, and can change the program to finish the point to point control 
processing，which has the features of simple structure, high anti-interference and convenient coding. The merits of using 
laser carving and cutting are simple procedure, high efficiency, low pollution, convenience application and widespread 
availability. 

Keywords: laser carving machine; DS controlling; convenient coding; high anti-interference 

1. Introduction  

With the development of industrialization in our country, large manufacturing enterprises, especially the 
electronics in coastal areas all apply assembly-line operation. And the serial number which is indispensable in the 
production of many industries is the lable number marked on spare parts during the production process. There are 
lots of working procedures in the processing of circuit board and many electronic parts and blocks in each 
procedure, which cause a lot of trouble for management[1]. Therefore, the numbers marked on these spare parts 
bring more convenience for management. Before the production of electron plate, serial number is created by 
ink-jet printing, which not only waste printing ink, but also will grow indistinct gradually. The serial number 
marked by laser on circuit board not only save printing ink but also can not cause pollution, which conform to the 
requirement of green manufacturing in the world today. 

The controlling method that prints serial number on circuit board is expressed as follows: PLC (or motion 
control card)+ servo driver + servo motor + actuating device. Programming and debugging are inconvenient, the 
development period of equipment is long, and the expectation for electrical control and mechanism staff is high. 
Japanese [A] company produces the DS series [A] controller composed by several parts instead of only one part in 
order to devise and install more conveniently. The [A] controller combines traditional PLC and servo driver 
together; and [A] mechanical hand makes traditional motor and actuating device together. The brief programming 
language makes programming easy; and the work bench and steady rest can make equipment run, which also make 
mechanism staff device mechanism shoring and transmission unit with more skill and ease. In this way, a lot of 
problems can be reduced in the equipment program, the equipment development period can be shortened, and the 
stability of equipment can be improved[2]. 

This device mainly research the functions of controlling laser carving machine to make electronic component 
jack and serial number on circuit board. The traditional ways are almost inefficient contact machine work in which 
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the contact between tools and circuit board can cause pollution. Whereas the way of carving and cutting with laser 
is as easy as typing on paper by computer and printer. It can devise by use of various graphs, and the scanning 
graphs, vector graphs and CAD files can all be “typed” into the carving machine easily. The control system 
essence of this paper is DS shaft controller which is similar to PLC. 

2 The hardware system design of laser carving machine 

2.1 The demand for fundamental motion design 

The control system of laser carving machine mainly control the motion of point position such as drilling and 
tagging. And its basic motion functions include the following requirements:  

1）Move X-Y axis table to the origin and be in standby mode. 

2）Operators fix work piece on X-Y axis table and turn on the switch. 

3）X-Y axis table moves to working laser position—N.O.1, then outputs instructions to laser. 

4）After finishing the laser motion, once the end signal is input, the laser move to laser position N.O.2 and 
N.O.3 in the same way. 

5）After finishing the dot printing laser, X-Y axis table moves back to the working origin. 

DS shaft control system is composed of two parts: hardware design of control system, namely, confirming DS 
control machine and wire connection of hardware; and software design of control system, namely, composition of 
DS language program. This paper only design the fundamental functions of the control system of carving machine, 
and the design plans are as follows:  

2.2 [A] series model selection 

Selecting the model of laser carving machine should be in accordance with the function of product, and 
choose high efficiency-costly DS shaft and control machine on the premise of meeting functional needs in order to 
have the best performance[3～4]. This method can be analyzed in the following aspects: 

2.2.1 According to the physical structure of DS shaft 

According to the different physical structures and functions of DS shaft slide rail, there are mainly several 
standards: high speed type（SA-S5H、SA-S4H）, medium speed type （SA-S5M  SA-S4M）and low speed high 
thrust type（SA-S5L SA-S4L）. For laser carving machine mainly processes the light circuit board, the bearing load 
and inertia of shaft are not strong, and there are always lots of holes on circuit board. In order to improve 
efficiency, the small-sized common high speed type should be the best choice[4]. Take type SA-S5H for example, 
its shaft is a kind of small type which doesn’t have the strong bearing capacity, but its function is as good as 
large-sized shaft and cheap as well. This type of shaft also has several products of different strokes, in order to 
develop the process scope, the stroke of 400mm type is selected as an example in this paper. (The specifications 
are shown as following Table 1) 
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Table 1  Characteristics of model SA-S5H DS shaft 

Model SA-S5H 

Stroke mm 400 

Rating output W 20 

Rating speed mm/sec 800 

Rating thrust N(kgf) 16.7(1.7) 

重复决定位置 mm ±0.05 

 

Specifications 

 

Weight kg 2.1 

Motor AC servomotor 

 

Coding device 

AC motor size 

A.B.Z phase voltage output〔signal waveform〕 

Input voltage  +5V 

(Origin pulse:1pulse[semi-cycle]  1/2 revolution) 

Structure and 

positon 

Wire 11 蕊复合线     5m(standard length) 

Maximum 

thrust 
N(kgf) 33.3(3.4) 

Slide load Kgw Horizon usage: 4kg       Vertical usage:1kg 

5000km walking life 
Load moment 

N.m 

(kgf.m) Ma:4.9(0.5)  Mb:6.8(0.7)  Mc:7.8(0.8) 

Standards of 

service limits 

Strain load 

length 长度 L 
Mm Ma direction 150below  Mb,Mc direction 150below 

2.2.2 Type selection of DS control machine  

For the motion requirement can not be so complicated, and the present design function can mainly work in the 
way of positioning control, combination of two shafts by the single shaft control machine can meet the 
requirement. Therefore the best choice is the single shaft control machine—DS control machine. This kind of 
control machine has many input and output ports which can meet the requirements of switching quantity control 
system and have the surplus to use for function reformation[5]. (The specifications are shown as following Table 2) 

 

Table 2 Characteristics of DS shaft control machine 

Pin No. Division Port No. Functions Wire colors 
1A P24  Outside voltage +24Vinput 1－brown 
1B  PRG No.1 input 1－red 
2A  PRG No.2 input 1－orange 
2B  PRG No.4 input 1－yellow 
3A  PRG No.8 input 1－green 
3B  PRG No.10 input 1－blue 
4A 

input 

 PRG No.20 input 1－purple 
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Pin No. Division Port No. Functions Wire colors 
   

4B  Ready 1－grey 
5A  Input CPU RESET 1－white 
5B 000 Universal input 1－black 
6A 001 Universal input 2－brown 
6B 002 Universal input 2－red 
7A 003 Universal input 2－orange 
7B 004 Universal input 2－yellow 
8A 005 Universal input 2－green 
8B 006 Universal input 2－blue 

… … … … 
12B 014 Universal input 3－yellow 
13A 015 Universal input 3－green 
13B 300 Output alarm 3－blue 
14A 301 Output READY 3－purple 
14B 302 Universal input 3－grey 
15A 303 Universal input 3－white 
15B 304 Universal input 3－black 
16A 305 Universal input 4－brown 
16B 306 Universal input 4－red 
17A 

 
 
 

output 

307 Universal input 4－orange 
17B N  Outside voltage 4－yellow 

2.2.3 Estimating the storage capacity of DS control machine 

Estimating method of storage capacity of DS control machine: for the control system which only has 
switching quantity input and output signals, the required input and output point multiplies 8, which can have a the 
required storage capacity of DS control machine (the unit is bit), namely, （25+8）×8≈264bit 

The storage capacity of DS control machine can achieve 1000 steps, and the storage points can achieve 500[6]. 

2.2.4 According to the type of switching quantity input module 

The input voltages of switching quantity input module are generally DC24V and AC200V. The delay time of 
direct-current circuit is short, which can make direct-current circuit connect to electronic input equipment, such as 
proximity switch, photoelectric switch and so on. The contact of AC input way is reliable, and it’s adequate for the 
severe environment of oil mist and dust. For this design is based on the dust free room condition, and DC24V is 
much safer than AC200V for operators, DS shaft control input module should choose the type of direct-current 
and DC24V input voltage[7]. 

To sum up the above arguments and integrate with the reality of laser carving machine control system, in 
order to make laser carving machine work well, confirming the DS series SA-S5H shaft and controller produced 
by Japanese [A] company. The small size, powerful function and low price of this series can meet the above 
requirements[8～9]. And its programming interface is widely used RS232C which can be connected to programming 
device or computer directly and conveniently. 
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2.3 I/O address assignment 

The I/O address assignment is formed by the model of DS control machine (shown as following Table.3 and 
Table 4) 

Table 3 I/O address assignment table of x-axis control machine 

Division Output NO. Signal name Specification 
Start up Button 

002 
Start Button Input 

006 X-axis begins to move DC24V 

X
-SE

L
 

Output 306 X-axis in position DC24V 
 

 

Table 4  I/O address assignment table of y-axis control machine 

Division Output NO. Signal name Specification 

Input 006 Y-axis begins to move DC24V 

306 Y-axis in position DC24V 

Y
-
S
E
L
 Output 

307 Control laser machine DC24V 

2.4 I/O electrical wiring design of DS control machine 

Figure 1 is the I/O wiring diagram of DS control machine. In this diagram, there is one COM common port for 
1A、6B、8B、13B、14A、16B、17A、17B, one point of input switch should be connected to DC +24V 
electrical source, and another point should be connected to corresponding input terminals of DS control machine. 
During the time of wiring, the input/output common port polarity common port of DS control machine should be 
care about. Because the electrical source of DS control machine is DC24V, the electrical sources of contactor coil, 
machine tools illuminating lamp and signal lamp are all DC24V. 

Fig 1  I/O Wiring diagram of DS control system 
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3. Conclusion 

The DS control system studied in this paper realizes the motion control of laser carving machine working 
table, and can change the program to finish the point to point control processing. DS control system is a new type 
machine control system which is widely used in automatic equipment, which has the features of simple structure, 
high anti-interference and convenient coding. This paper mainly deals with the point which uses DS controlling 
technique to finish the control of laser carving machine. In this paper, the DS control system still has some 
deficiencies to be further improved, such as be lack of corresponding protecting program design and illumination 
control. 
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Abstract: The paper presents a new CMOS current controlled differential voltage current conveyor .A new gain 
programmable current mode instrumentation amplifier is presented .The new instrumentation amplifier consists of one  
CCDVCCⅡ ,one  simple amplifier and one resistor . The proposed instrumentation amplifier is a current mode circuit 
which has a wide bandwidth and fast slew rate than other voltage mode instrumentation amplifier. The gain of the 
instrumentation amplifier can be tuned by the controlled current IB.This makes it appropriate for IC implementation due 
to occupying less chip area, consuming low high power and with electronic controllability. The topology has higher 
CMRR and more stability than other current mode instrumentation amplifier without component matching .A 
multifunction filter is also presented in this paper .The filter performs completely functions: low pass, high pass, band 
pass, band reject, all pass .The quality and pole frequency can be tuned independently by input bias current .The filter 
includes only one CCDVCCⅡ, one DVCCⅡ and one resistor and two capacitors and without component matching. 
Furthermore, the filter types can be programmed by the controlled CMOS switch pattern. Using SMIC 0.18μm CMOS 
process parameters and Spectre, the simulation results agree well with the theoretical anticipation. 

Key words: current controlled differential voltage current conveyor (CCDVCCⅡ)   differential voltage current 
conveyor (DVCCII)   voltage mode multifunction filter   gain programmable instrumentation amplifier 

1. Introduction  

In analog signal processing applications it may be desirable to employ active component, such as 

communication, measurement and instrumentation and control systems. The multifunction filter and 

instrumentation amplifier is indispensable block in analog signal processing. Since the first introduction by A. 

Sedra and K. Smith in 1970, the second-generation current conveyor (CCII) has proved to be a versatile analog 

building block that can be used to implement numerous high frequency analog in these applications. However, 

when it comes to applications demanding differential or floating inputs, the differential voltage current conveyor 

(DVCCⅡ) become useful in the applications. These blocks have been proposed in late 90s [1]. The literature 

surveys show that the current mode instrumentation amplifiers have been reported. Unfortunately, these reported 

circuits suffer from one or more of following weaknesses(1) the gain of the amplifier lack of electronic 

adjustability[2](2) Excessive use of the active and/or passive elements[2~4] (4)variety CMRR and unstable[3]. And 

the weaknesses were also found in multifunction filter: The pole frequency and quality factor can not be tuned 

independently [5]. The novel CCDVCCⅡ and DVCCⅡ are introduced in this paper to constitute an 

instrumentation amplifier and a multifunction filter. The two topologies operate under a supply voltage of 1.8V. 

Cadence IC Spectre is used to simulate the circuits. 
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2.The description of the DVCCⅡ and CCDVCCⅡ 

The DVCCⅡ and CCDVCCⅡ are the extension of the CCⅡ. In this section we briefly describe the circuits. 

The DVCCⅡ symbol is shown in fig.1.The matrix shows its properties: 

0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0

X X

Y Y

Y Y

Z z

V I
I V
I V
I V

+ +

− −

−⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥=
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥

⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦                (1) 

And the symbol and the equivalent circuit of CCDVCCⅡ are shown in fig.2.The relationship between the 

current and voltage can be described by following matrix: 

1 1 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0

X XX

Y Y

Y Y

Z z

V IR
I V
I V
I V

+ +

− −

−⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥=
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥

⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦                (2) 

 

         
 

   Fig.1(a) the symbol of the DVCCⅡ                        （b）the equivalent circuit of DVCCⅡ 

 

 

              
 

Fig.2 (a) the symbol of the CCDVCCⅡ                  （b）the equivalent circuit of CCDVCCⅡ 
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Firstly, a novel DVCCⅡ is designed. Secondly, a trans-conductance linearity loop is designed. The proposed 

DVCCⅡ has exact voltage following performance, low voltage supply, low power dissipation and high PSRR. 

The proposed DVCCⅡ adopts the rail-to-rail input structure to improve the signal swing. Rail-to-Rail voltage 

range operation is implemented by using N-type and P-type differential difference input stages under 1.8V power 

supplies. All transistors operate in saturation region. And their bulks are connected to the appropriate positive or 

negative supply rail. The current mirror formed by the transistors PM7、PM8、NM7’、NM8’ and NM7、

NM8、PM7’、PM8’ forces the sum of drain currents of NM1 and NM4 to be equal to the sum of the drain 

currents of NM2 and NM3, and the sum of drain current of PM1 and PM4 to be equal to the sum of the drain 

currents of PM2 and PM3. Therefore, 

( ) ( ) ( )Y bg bg Y bg X bgV V V V V V V− ++ − = + − +
                  （3） 

                            X Y YV V V+ −= −                                                （4） 

Vbg is the operate voltage applying by band-gap voltage reference. 

The gain of the proposed DVCCⅡ was given by 

                         

, , 13 13

, , 13 13

( ) / ( )
1 ( ) / ( )

m N m P dp dnC

Y Y m N m P dp dn

G G g gV
V V G G g g+ −

+ +
=

− + + +                             (5) 

The terminal C in Fig.3 is connected to the trans-conductance linearity loop in order to form a CCDVCCⅡ.  

 

Fig.3 the proposed DVCCⅡ 

The trans-conductance linearity loop is shown in Fig.4.  
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Fig4. the circuit of trans-conductance linearity loop 

IB is the bias current controlling the resistor of the terminal X. The trans-conductance linearity loop is formed 

by NM16-NM17，PM17-PM18. NM16 and NM17，PM1 and PM18 have the same parameter. From the fig.4, 

the voltage relationship between the C,D,E,X can be known as: 

                             CX DC DX EC EXV V V V V= − = −                              （6） 

The trans-conductance linearity loop conforms the KCL: 

2 1Xi I I= −                                     （7） 

All transistors operate in saturation region. 2
( )

W
i K V VD THGS

L
= − Where 

1
, ,

2
K Cn p n p OXμ=  

2 ( / / ) 2 ( / / )X CX p p p n n n CX p p p n n n Bi V K W L K W L V K W L K W L I= − + +
     （8） 

The PMOS and NMOS are matched. So from KpWp/Lp= KnWn/Ln= KW/L and VX=VC+iXRX can get: 

1/
4 /X XC X

B

R V i
I KW L

= =
                          （9） 

3. Gain turned current mode instrumentation amplifier 

Only one CCDVCCⅡ,one  simple amplifier and one resistor form a current mode instrumentation amplifier. 
The proposed amplifier has simple topology than other current mode amplifier [3～4].Its suitable for IC applications 
because it occupies less area. In addition, it can offer advantageous features such as high slew-rate, high speed, 
and wide bandwidth compare with the voltage mode instrumentation amplifier. A1 is a voltage follower. A1 
makes the circuit more stable. The CMRR of this circuit is higher than other amplifier. Straightforwardly 
analyzing the circuit in Fig. 5 and using CCDVCCⅡ properties, the output voltage and the gain of the circuit can 
be obtained as: 
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1 2 1 2( ) 4 ( )o
o o B

X

R WV V V R I K V V
R L

= − = −                     （10） 

4V o B
WA R I K
L

=                               （11） 

                 

Fig.5 the proposed gain tuned instrumentation amplifier                          

From Eq. (9), we found the gain can be tuned by the input bias current IB. The resistor occupies more area in 
integrated circuit. We use only one resistor in order to make the circuit suitable for IC and consume less power. 
The result shown in Fig.6 displays output signals versus input signals, while R=10KΩ，Ib=10μA, 20μA，

Vin=0.1sin(2πf), f=1MHz. Fig.7 shows the frequency response for input bias current Ib=10μA, 20μA, 30μA.The 
ideal gain of the amplifier are 11.5dB,14.5dB,16.3dB.Fig.8 shows the frequency response of common mode 
rejection ratios (CMRR) for input bias current Ib=10μA, 20μA, 30μA. The simulate result shows that the band 
width of the circuit is above 118MHz. The bandwidth is wider than the circuit in [3].The minimum input voltage is 
1mV.Fig.8 shows that the CMRR do not vary with the value of the IB..CMRR is more stable than the circuit in[3]. 

 

Fig.6 Transient response of the instrumentation amplifier       Fig.7 Frequency response of amplifier 
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Fig.8 Frequency response of CMRR   

 

   Fig.9 the novel multifunction filter 

4. Multifunction filters 

The multifunction filter has one CCDVCCⅡ, one DVCCⅡ and one amplifier. The amplifier is used to 

reverse the phase. The multifunction filter is presented in Fig.9. IB is the bias current of the CCDVCCⅡ. 

Analyzing the circuit in Fig.9, the function of the circuit can be obtained to be: 

2
1 2 3

1 1 2 1

2

1 1 2 1

1 1

1 1
Q X

o

Q X

V s s V V
C R C C R R

V
s s

C R C C R R

+ +

=
+ +

         (12) 

Selecting S1, S2, S3, the 2nd order filter can be obtained from Eq.(10). The table 1 shows that the filter types 

can be programmed by the controlled CMOS switch pattern. The pole frequency (ω0) and quality factor (Q0) of the 

filter can be expressed as follows: 

1 2 1

1
o

XC C R R
ω =                              (13) 
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1
1

2 1
X

X

CQ R
C R R

=                    (14) 

 

Table 1. The types of the filter for different values of the switch 

Response switch pattern 

switch S1 S2 S3 

LP L L H 

HP H L L 

BP L H L 

BR H L H 

AP H H H 

 

The pole frequency (ω0) and quality factor (Q0) can be tuned by RX1, while the RX1 can be tuned by IB. In a 

word, the ω0 and Q0can be tuned by IB. The bandwidth of the response can be adjusted by RQ, the Eq.(13) is given: 

1

1o

Q

BW
Q R C
ω

= =                                      (15) 

From the (12), we found the high quality factor can be obtained by setting high RQ value. Using the equation 

( ) ( )
y

Sx x y x y= ∂ ∂i , the sensitivities of the circuit can be expressed as follows: 

1 2

1 1;
2 2

o o o

BI C CS S Sω ω ω= = = −                               （16） 

1 2

1 1; ; 1
2 2B Q

Q Q Q Q
I C C RS S S S= = = − =                          （17） 

1
1

Q

BW BW
R CS S= = −                                      （18） 

The Fig.10 displays the response function of the filter by set IB=49μA, C1=C2=1nF，RQ=1kΩ, R=1kΩ,.From 

(11) (12) (13), we calculate the ideal value of the circuit, ω0=8.25×105rad/s， f0=131.8kHz，Q=0.828, 

BW=1MHZ.  The simulate value is f0=144.7kHz.It has an error of 9%. Fig.11 shows the response of band ass 

while RQ= 0.25kΩ (Q=0.21), 0.84kΩ(Q=0.707),1.19kΩ(Q=1),2kΩ(Q=1.68),3kΩ(Q=2.52).The bandwidth of the 

filter is much wider than other filter. And the blocks in the circuit is simpler than other circuit. 
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(a) Band pass filter                         (b) All pass filter 

   

(c) Band reject filter                                 (d) Low pass filter 

        

                            (e) High pass filter                (f) The band pass filter of different values of RQ  

. Fig.11 shows the response of band 
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5. conclusion 

A novel CMOS current controlled differential voltage current conveyor (CCDVCCⅡ) has been introduced in 

this article. The proposed circuit enjoys several features in electronic controllability and differential signal 

availability, both in input and output ports to achieve more CMRR values. X terminal’s parasitic resistance can be 

controlled by input bias current. The advantages of the proposed instrumentation amplifier are that wide 

bandwidth, high CMRR, low voltage and low power. The gain of the instrumentation amplifier can be 

programmed by the input bias current. The proposed multifunction filter has properties as follows: the pole 

frequency ( 0ω ) and quality factor ( 0Q ) can be tuned independently by the current BI . Different types of the 

function can also be obtained by different switches. And the bandwidth of the filter can also be tuned by the 

resistor in the circuit. Consequently, the proposed element is very suitable to use in analog signal processing 

circuits for instrumentation and communication systems. 
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Abstract: The cloud decision algorithm(CDA) for ultra-high-speed WLAN resource allocation is proposed. CDA 
is a combination of cloud computing system with parallel genetic algorithm. Simulations are conducted to compare 
CDA with dynamic programming algorithm and simple genetic algorithm under cloud computing environments. 
The results show that the performance of CDA is better than that of the dynamic programming algorithm and the 
simple genetic algorithm. The transmission rate is increased markedly, the iteration number and computing time is 
declined significantly. CDA can meet the real-time requirement of resource allocation in ultra-high-speed WLAN 
system. The transmission rate of CDA with different nodes is also compared by simulation. The results show that 
the transmission rate is the biggest with moderate nodes, and the  transmission rate will be decreased with too 
many or too few nodes.  

Keywords: ultra-high-speed WLAN, cloud decision algorithm, parallel genetic algorithms, resource allocation 

1. Introduction  

With the rapid development of wireless local area networks(WLAN) technology in recent years the research 
on ultra-high-speed WLAN become more and more popular[1]. Among these works, how to reduce the 
computational complexity of resource allocation so as to meet the requirements of diverse multimedia services and 
solve the crowded WLAN user problem is a focal problem[2～4]. 

Currently, the highest data rate provided by IEEE802.11a and IEEE 802.11g is about 320Mbit/s[5]，and the 
spectrum utilization efficiency in 802.11a/g can only achieve 2.7bit/s/Hz[6]. Taking into account that the spectrum 
utilization efficiency in ultra-high-speed WLAN is greater than 3bit/s/Hz[7～9], transmission rate is higher than 
1Gbit/s, traditional WLAN resource allocation algorithms as random allocation algorithm[10], greedy algorithm[11], 
dynamic programming algorithm[12] and injection algorithm[13] can no longer meet the real-time requirement of 
resource allocation in ultra-high-speed WLAN. So new real-time algorithms must be designed so as to solve the 
resource allocation problem. 

In this paper a cloud decision algorithm(CDA), which is based on cloud computing and parallel genetic 
algorithm, is proposed. CDA focuses on the spectrum allocation problem of ultra-high-speed WLAN with 
transmission rate higher than 1Gbit/s and the spectrum utilization efficiency greater than 3bit/s/Hz. The 
performance of CDA with dynamic programming algorithm and simple genetic algorithm is compared by 
simulation. The results show that the performance of CDA is better than that of the dynamic programming 
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algorithm and simple genetic algorithm, the iteration number and computing time is declined significantly. CDA 
can meet the real-time spectrum allocation demand. 

2 . Ultra-High-Speed WLAN Resource Allocation Model 

2.1  The Cloud Decision System Model of  Ultra-High-Speed WLAN 

The ultra-high-speed WLAN mainly composed of three parts which are client station, access point (AP), and 
distributed system. The model of ultra-high-speed WLAN is shown in Fig.1. Client station is wireless network 
service target, which includes computers accessed to wireless networks, smart phones and other terminals. Access 
point is similar to the wireless base station, which is the transfer node of wired networks and wireless networks. A 
basic service set consist of an access point and client stations, while the distributed system is a network component 
which is connected with a number of basic service sets, and usually is wired networks.  

        
               Fig 1 WLAN model               Fig2 Master node and slave nodes in cloud computing system  

Ultra-high-speed WLAN has high spectral efficiency, but the complexity of spectrum allocation algorithm 
increases exponentially after using the high-order modulation. Thus, the traditional stand-alone computing 
algorithm is unable to meet the real-time requirements. So the cloud decision algorithm is developed in the 
distributed system of ultra-high-speed WLAN so as to use the existed idle hosts to solve the resource allocation 
problem. 

2.2  The Establishment of Cloud Computing System 

As shown in Fig.2, one master node and several slave nodes are selected in the distributed system so as to 
construct a cloud computing system for resource allocation. The oval represents the master node，the rectangular 
represents the slave nodes and the circular represents the individuals in a node. The individual is the resource 
allocation scheme in the networks. The master node establishes the resource allocation model according to the 
resource information and distributes the tasks of resource allocation to the slave nodes. The slave nodes compute 
the assignments simultaneously and keep on communication with the master node. After iterative calculation the 
master node processes feedback information come from slave nodes and eventually selects an optimal allocation. 

3. Cloud decision algorithm 

The parallel genetic algorithm is an improved edition of multi-population genetic algorithm. The traditional 
multi-population genetic algorithm runs on one host, which is unable to take the advantages of parallel computing. 
The parallel genetic algorithm requires a fixed number of hosts. The number of hosts cannot be changed during 
calculation and the performance of each host must be basically same so as to get synchronization. These 
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restrictions of the above two genetic algorithms make them cannot adapt to ultra-high-speed WLAN distributed 
system, because the number of host is vary and the performance of every host is different in ultra-high-speed 
WLAN distributed system. Considering above those the cloud decision algorithm(CDA), which is the combination 
of parallel genetic algorithm and cloud computing system, is proposed in this paper.  

CDA takes full advantages of idle hosts in ultra-high-speed WLAN distributed system. Host group is 
constituted a cloud computing system to solve the ultra-high-speed WLAN spectrum allocation problem which has 
high computational complexity. CDA is able to adapt to the change of the number and the performances of hosts, 
and will distribute the assignments according to the performances of hosts. Because there is only one population 
traditional genetic algorithm has some problems, such as slow convergence, premature convergence, and so on. By 
population division, communication between nodes, niche selection and parallel computing, CDA can effectively 
improve global search ability, prevent premature convergence, improve computational efficiency, and shorten 
computing time. 

The key steps of CDA include establishment of master node and slave nodes, encoding, initialization of 
population, population parallel updating, interaction between nodes, niche selection, crossover and mutation, etc. 

3.1  The Establishment of Master Node and Slave Nodes 

A host is selected randomly from the distributed system as the master node of the cloud decision system. 
Other hosts are slave nodes.  

3.2 Encoding 

For an ultra-high-speed WLAN with K active client stations and N mutually orthogonal sub-carriers in AP, 
the modulation and resource allocation matrix of the i th transmission antenna to the j th receiving antenna are 
shown in equation (1). 
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Where ,k nm
 

represents the modulation method used by the k th client in the nth sub-carrier from the i th transmit 
antenna to the j th receive antenna. 

The channel gain matrix of i th transmit antenna to j th receive antenna in AP are shown in equation (2). 
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Where
 ,k na

 
represents the channel gain of the k th client in the nth orthogonal sub-carrier. 
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3.3 The Initialization of the Population 

In order to ensure initial population is randomly generated, logistic chaotic mapping is used to generate the 
initial individual in CDA, as in formula (3). 

                                    1 (1 )k k ky y yμ+ = ⋅ ⋅ −                                   (3) 

Where ky  represents chaos variable. When 4μ =  the system is in fully chaotic state and its chaotic space is 
(0,1). After enough iteration times, the search spaces with random initial value have arrived at the whole (0,1) 
space. 

According to the allowable highest modulation order R of ultra-high-speed WLAN, CDA will map the 
chaotic variables to the initial modulation matrix, as in formula (4).  

                , [( 1) ]i j km R y= + ⋅                                   (4) 

Where [ ] represents taking the rounded number downward. The randomness of chaotic systems ensures that 
the initial individuals are randomly distributed in the whole solution space. 

3.4 The initialization of the population 

In traditional genetic algorithms high fitness individuals in populations will take crossover and mutation to 
produce next generations and update the populations. However, because of only one search space, early high 
fitness individual tends to fill the entire space rapidly. The algorithm tends to premature convergence and 
converges to the local sub-optimal solution. So the algorithm cannot obtain global optimal solution.  

In CDA, according to the number of host in the cloud decision system there are several populations which 
evolve synchronously. Each population evolves independently so as to avoid the premature convergence. 

3.5. Interaction Between Nodes 

In the cloud decision system, different populations in slave nodes regularly inform the optimal allocation 
solution they found to the master node, exchange the high fitness individuals with other slave nodes through the 
master node, and use the high fitness individuals from other nodes to replace their own low fitness individuals so 
as to finish interaction and update between different nodes. 

3.6. Niche Selection 

In traditional genetic algorithm individuals in a population usually have high similarity, which leads to the 
phenomenon of evolution stagnation. CDA dynamically adjusts the individual fitness according to Hamming 
distance between individuals in the same node. Hamming distance calculation is shown in equation (5), where P 
represents the number of individuals in a population, Q represents the number of elements in the modulation 
matrix. When individuals become similar each other, that is Hamming distance becomes small, then the selected 
probability of individuals with low fitness and high similarity will be decreased in similar individuals, so as to 
prevent these individuals from producing the next generation, and ensure the diversity of population. 
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3.7. Crossover and mutation of modulation matrix in population 

We exchange the columns of modulation matrix to achieve crossover, and use roulette strategy to select the 
exchange columns randomly, as shown in Fig.3.    

 
Fig 3 Crossover in population 

Two new modulation matrixes are obtained after crossing over the two modulation matrixes M1 and M2. 
Similarly, we exchange the rows of modulation matrix to achieve mutation, as shown in Fig.4. 
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Fig 4 Mutation in population 

Mutation brings new genes and prevents evolution stagnation. 

4. Resource Allocation of Ultra-High-Speed WLAN Based on Cloud Decision Algorithm 

4.1. Mathematical Model 

MIMO-OFDMA technology is used in ultra-high-speed WLAN. Because sub-carriers have narrow 
bandwidth and similar frequency their gain for same user is almost same and can be seen as flat. The allocation 
and modulation scheme of every sub-carrier is adjusted dynamically according to the channel gain of different 
user station with every sub-carrier by CDA. 

The aim of CDA is to make the total transmission rate of user stations maximization with the condition of 
meeting minimum requirement of every user station. We investigate ultra-high-speed WLAN with N  
sub-carriers, K  users, I  transmit antennas and J  receive antennas. The total transmission rate, that is the 
objective function is given by formula (6). 

                              
,
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Where G is the total transmission rate, B is the bandwidth of sub-carrier and ,k nm  is the modulation order of the 
thn  sub-carrier to the thk  user station. 

Let ( )P C  be the upper limit of the total transmit power of AP, and 2
,k na  be the channel gain of the thk  

user station on the thn  sub-carrier, then the total power of the system should be meet the constraint shown in 
formulated (7). 
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Where ,( , )e k nf P c  is the required transmit power of the kth user station with transmission rate ,k nc  and BER 

(bit error rate) eP . The objective of CDA is to enhance the transmission rate of ultra-high-speed WLAN with 

limited transmit power. 
4.2. Algorithm Steps 

The 4basic steps of resource allocation for ultra-high-speed WLAN based on CDA are as follows: 
1) Select master node and slave nodes in distributed system to build cloud computing system. 
2) Generate initial population with Chaotic maps in each node in parallel. 
3) Calculate the individuals’ fitness in population on each node. 
4) Select individuals with high fitness to accomplish crossover and mutation operation, and then use them to 

renew the population. 
5) Compute Hamming distance between individuals in population and make Niche selection according to the 

Hamming distance. 
6) Exchange information among nodes through main node and update the population with higher fitness 

individuals from other nodes. 
7) Check whether the transmission rate of the user station demanding has been met. If the answer is yes then 

stop iteration and output the result, otherwise, back to (3) and repeat the process from (3) to (7). 

5. Simulation Results and Analysis 

In simulation, assume that the total bandwidth of ultra-high-speed WLAN is 40MHz, the number of 
sub-carriers is 4096 and the bandwidth of each sub-carrier is 10kHz, MIMO system has 4 transmit antennas and 4 
receiveantennas. In CDA, the number of individuals in each population is 100, crossover probability is 0.7, 
variation probability is 0.06 and self-adaptation modulation order is 0-8 bit/s/Hz. 

Fig.5 shows the transmission rate of user station by using CDA with one master node and eight slave nodes, 
dynamic programming algorithm and simple genetic algorithm, respectively, under the conditions of the SNR of 
transmitter is 29dB and the BER is 310eP −= . It can be seen that the transmission rate of CDA is higher than those 

of dynamic programming algorithm and simple genetic algorithm. 

 
Fig 5 Transmission rate versus iteration 

Fig.6 shows the minimum iteration number to reach the same transmission rate for eight nodes CDA, 
dynamic programming algorithm and simple genetic algorithm under the circumstance of the SNR of transmitter 
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is 29dB and the BER is 310eP −= . It can be seen that iteration number of CDA is smaller than those of dynamic 

programming algorithm and simple genetic algorithm. So CDA has better real time ability. 

 
Fig 6 Minimum iteration number versus transmission rate 

 

Fig.7 shows the transmission rate of CDA with different slave nodes when the SNR of transmitter is 29dB and 
the BER is 310eP −= . From the figure we can see that the transmission rate of 8-node CDA is higher than those of 

2-node CDA and 4-node CDA because 8-node CDA has high parallel density. However, the transmission rate of 
64-nodes CDA is not better than that of 8-node CDA. The performance of CDA is affected by great 
communication cost between nodes because of too many nodes. So the number of slave nodes must be suitable. 

 
Fig 7 Transmission rate versus iteration number 

 

6. Conclusions 

With the development of ultra-high-speed WLAN, the use of high-order modulation and multi-antenna 
technology, and the widen of system bandwidth, the traditional algorithm can not solve the resource allocation 
with high complexity. The CDA developed in this paper makes the computing time and the transmission rate 
improvement compared with the traditional dynamic algorithm and simple genetic algorithm by using the idle 
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resources in distribute systems, and the real-time requirement of resource allocation can be met. Meanwhile, the 
number of slave nodes must be moderate in order to get the highest transmission rate. 
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Abstract: Based on the analysis of solar application, a vehicular solar power system was designed to field worker. The 
power of electrical and life equipments could be supplied in the field by the system, at the same time, the power could be 
supplied to car. Moreover, the adventure of power shortage could be avoided. The market prospect of the system is 
favourable as its low cost and strong applicability. This applies a fresh solution of solar application. 

Keywords: Solar energy; Field Application; Vehicular 

1 Introduction 

As the rapid development of science and technology, improving people's living standard, outdoor sports 
become l a popular trend. In addition, geology, archaeological and art industries workers are need field 
assignments inevitably. However, people used to dependence of technology, the problem of filed power could not 
be ignored. The system is designed for that. 

Solar energy as a clean, efficient and never failure new energy, it is recognized as an important content of 
strategy of sustainable development by governments. But, in the vigorously support and the development of solar 
energy, the high cost leads that it is not popular. There are two solutions for the problem : On one hand, reduce the 
cost of products, because of the great amount of production of solar cells made in China , the technology of China 
are in the leading position, solar battery which is production domestically have greater cost advantages ,on the 
other hand, let consumers accept the cost. Outdoor sports are high-end consumption, but also the high cost of 
fieldwork, the production of solar energy is easier to be accepted by the users. In addition, vehicular solar power 
system has great advantages: (1) Obtainment of solar is not limited by location; (2) The lifespan of solar battery is 
similar as vehicle; (3) compared to the wind, maintenance of solar battery is simple, (4) solar is an energy which 
has no pollution, this avoid environmental damage of outdoor activities[1]. 

2 Hardware design 

2.1 Diagram of System design 

The design aims to supply power for electronic equipments and car battery under the situation of utilizing 
solar energy ,to meet the needs of survival. Therefore, the system can be divided into solar cells, batteries, 
charging controller of solar battery, and inverter. Design diagram is shown in figure 1. 
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Fig 1 Diagram of system design . 

In addition, considering the electricity at night and weather conditions, the power supply system is divided 
into four states: (1)State of abundance, this state is used in the sunny day with strong sunlight, then full power of 
solar battery can supply electric appliances(such as small electromagnetism) ;(2)Basic state, in overcast conditions 
at night, solar battery power is weak, at the same time, should be proper charging battery needs to meet the basic 
work as electricity requirements (e.g., GPS devices, notebook) ;(3)Low power status, from the basic condition, 
then backup battery has finished, but there is no consumption of the car battery ;(4)State of emergency, which is 
aiming for special circumstances at night. Car battery would be utilized to ensure power enough to the car. 

2.2 Calculation of Battery capacity  

Battery is mainly used in basic condition, ensure basic power supply for equipments. Consider the cost, 
quality and working applications, there are two common lead-acid batteries, one is belonged to the car, the other 
one is a back-up battery, and two batteries are controlled individually. On the one hand, this could reduce the 
weight of system to save oil consumption, on the other hand, be lowering the cost of system. The backup battery is 
chosen as 12V to match the car battery for simplifying the design of charging controller. 

According to the field work, the general electric equipments need for lighting, satellite positioning and 
general entertainment. The peak power does not exceed 80w, and application time is approximately 4 hours after 
10pm. Considering the conditions of battery capacity loss, temperature and weather. The battery capacity 
calculation method for BC is:                 (Ah). A is safety coefficients which is from 1.1 to 1.4; QL 
means average electric consumption of load which is calculated as number of operating current multiplied the 
number of working time, and is 27; NL is the number of rainy day, and NL equals 2; TO, coefficient of temperature 
correction, equals 1.1 when temperature is above －10℃. CC is the depth of discharge, its value is 0.75 when 
lead-acid is used. [2] The result of BC is about 95Ah. According to the capacity of car battery is above 40Ah, then 
the capacity of backup battery is 60Ah—90Ah, which is chosen as the same capacity as the car battery for output 
control. 

2.3 The algorithm of the power of solar cell array 

Aspects of Choosing of solar battery considered as: peak power, peak voltage, peak current open circuit 
voltage, short-circuits current, open and solar panels of length, width, thickness and weight. Because of more than 
80% of system cost from solar battery, power supply and cost are the main consideration. 

According to the 4 status of system introduced, State of abundance is the ideal status of solar cell-batteries 
which simples calculation. The peak power could be calculated as the load in abundant state, and is highly to 
500W. Peak power of DC is 600W as the efficiency of inverter considered. Output is supplied by two batteries and 
solar cell-batteries, and in a short time, The P(peak power of solar battery) is calculated as:           (W). 
Pmax means peak power of DC which is consumed;  The P0 is the rational power of two batteries concatenated, 

COLL CTNQABC ÷×××=

ZCPPP ÷−= )( 0max
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which value is 480W as that worked in 1 hour. Comprehensive correction coefficient of solar battery is CZ which 
value is 0.8, and 0.7 for installation. 200w of peak output power of solar battery is enough, moreover 200w is the 
consumption requirement of solar battery in a day[2].  

2.4 Solar battery controller design 

Solar battery controller mainly includes three functions: the battery charging and maintenance, working status 
judging and alarm, output control[3]. Based on single-chip, through the relay output control realization. 

1)Battery charging and maintenance 
The maintenance of batteries are mainly three aspects: firstly, the temperature protection in charging, and 

temperature sensor DS18B20 installed on car battery and backup battery, make backup battery working 
temperature does not exceed 40 degrees, car battery working temperature under 50 degrees, once beyond 
temperature limitation turn system off in time. Secondly, after battery charged by solar battery, it is repaired by the 
current produce high-frequency pulse on batteries positive for 2 hours. This could be responsible by maintenance 
program[4]. 

2) Judgement of status and Alarm 
The sates of battery are judged by these: abundant state, output voltage of solar battery is higher than 60% of 

peak voltage, and car battery and backup battery are in charged state(this is judged by the signal of charger); basic 
state, output voltage of solar battery is about 0%—60% of peak voltage, the voltage of battery is higher than 11V; 
low power status, voltage of backup battery is lower than 10.5V; state of emergency, emergency button was 
pressed and voltage of backup battery is lower than 10.5V. There would be alarm in low power and emergency 
sates. 4 states are shown on LED, and alarm is responsible by buzzer[5].  

3) Programming of single-chip 
AT89S52 is applicator and programs are in C language as application and expand capacity considered, 

diagram of program[6] is shown in figure 2.  

 
 

Fig 2 Diagram of program of single-chip  
Avoiding that engine cannot be started for low power of car battery, there are protections in emergency output 
program and AC output program which are achieved by capacity testing of battery, and it should be noticed that 
threshold voltage is set high enough and correction coefficient of temperature is introduced [7]. 
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2.5 Output design 

The power voltages of most digital equipments are 12V and 5V, specially the voltage of some hand digital 
equipments is 9V. The problem of 3 different voltage output would be solved by direct output part. Besides, for 
supply of single-phase 220V AC, sine wave converter should be installed[8]. It should be noticed that output of 
solar charging controller is higher than the output voltage of two batteries concatenated. 

3 Conclusions 

Based on the above, test system was created for testing. System adopts monocrystalline silicon solar panels 
which maximum output is 200w. There are two Fengfan lead-acid batteries (12V60Ah), one is simulated as car 
battery. Full power system could supply that a notebook and a LED light work 6 hours, in sunny day, it supply 
enough power for a 500W induction cooker. At the same time, System could meet the need of field life if the car 
battery is charged. System weight and cost are: solar battery 17kg weight, price 2700yuan; controller with 
aluminium alloy, 14kg, 450yuan respectively. The weight of system is about 31kg which could be ignored 
compared with the weight of a car. Because its cost is less than 3000yuan compared with thousands yuan of 
general field equipments, the system has huge profit space. 
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Abstract：This paper gives the particular description of a theoretical analysis and practical design for rectangular-rod 
inter-digital band-pass filter. First, the self - capacitance and mutual capacitance of the inter-digital band-pass filter is 
obtained in according with the design theory of the inter-digital band-pass filter. Based on computer aided design, the 
parameters of filter are given. Filter with pass-band centered at 1.5GHz and percentage bandwidth is 70%, has been 
designed and simulated by HFSS-software, which greatly improves the efficiency and accuracy of the design. The 
simulation result shows good agreement with theoretical result, which proves the method is valid. 

Keywords: inter-digital filters; band-pass; self - capacitance; mutual capacitance; HFSS-software 

1. Introduction 

Microwave filter have widely used In the communications of microwave, millimeter wave and satellite, radar, 
navigation, guidance, ECM, testing instruments and other systems. It is of the universal concern that how to 
accurately and rapidly design filter. The Inter-digital Filter have the following advantages: 1) with compact and 
sturdy structure; 2) with lower requirement of tolerances and easy to fabricate because of bigger interval of each 
resonator; 3) the resonant pole have λ0/4 length so that the center frequency of the second pass-band in 3ω0, and 
have no spurious resonances; 4) with the larger stop-band attenuation and cutoff frequency for the higher-order 
attenuation pole in even several number times of ω＝0 and ω＝ω0; 5) It can be realized in printed circuit form and 
also can be supported with a thickener rod without medium [1]. 

  In the design project, in order to promote the accuracy and precision, microwave CAD tool is needed to aid 
the design. So far, there is already a lot of microwave CAD software. However, the effect of Ansoft Corporation is 
the best. It is very easy to obtain lots of physical models and make an electromagnet to the model of emulation by 
this software. This paper calculates the original size of the inter-digital filter of rectangle rod. Then we optimize 
and simulate it by HFSS and design the inter-digital filter. Finally, the simulated result indicated that the 
feasibility and practicality of this method[2]. 

2. The Theory of Inter-digital Filter 

Generally speaking, the inter-digital filter has three structures and types. They are terminal short-circuit, open 
circuit, loading capacitor. The figure 1 is structure of inter-digital filter of terminal short-circuit.  

 
Fig.1 Sketch-map of inter-digital filter 
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This structure is to put two overlapping rectangular pole parallel coupling array in two parallel ground plates, 
and each of the rectangular pole end with a short circuit at the end, the other opening. It is about λ0/4 length and 
carries the TEM mode. From the first pole to the pole N, including the two terminal poles, each serves as the 
resonator. We only need N poles to realize a low pass prototype consists of N reactive elements. This structure is 
very fit for the broad-band filter, when designing the narrow-band, we can find that there has extremely high 
resistance value between two poles and this method can’t be realized. Because[3] of the effect of distributed 
capacitor, the actual length of the resonator is shorter than λ0/4 in inter-digital filter. In this type of the filter, the 
coupling of the resonator led by the edge field between the resonant lines. And coupling of the resonator is mainly 
the magnetic coupling effect[4].  

After extracting the Normalized line capacitor by the design formula of the filter, we can calculate the value of 
self-capacitance and mutual capacitance after we have assigned b (the width of resonant cavity) and t (the width of 
resonator). 

When concluding the design formula of the coupling round bar, we neglect the effect of the edge capacitor, so 
it can use orthogonal mold of TEM which transmit along the structure to describe, that is odd-mode and 
even-mode. The two modulus of TEM have different characteristic impedance. It is related to the static-capacity of 
rectangular pole relative to GND, but static capacity have something with the self-capacitance Cg and mutual 
capacitance Cm. Therefore, the realization of the design of filter needs rectangular pole structure. The first step is 
to calculate the value of Normalized capacitance Cm /ε, k+1/ε. And then the structure of filter is divided into many 
small segments, and each of segments is made up of Normalized self-capacitance and Normalized mutual 
capacitance[5].  

3. Design instance 

 Then the following demonstrate it by the filter of eight level in the L wave band. The mid-frequency is 1.50GHz and relative bandwidth is 
W=0.70，LAr=0.10dB. According to technique data, we choose low-pass archetyp filter function of chebyscheve to calculate the degree of 

filter n=8 and get component parameter of archetype circuit. Later, we can get the initial value of Normalized self-capacitance and Normalized 
mutual capacitance by adopting the design formula of rectangular pole inter-digital filter. Table 1 Initial parameters of the filter of 
Based on the formula and the chart from the references [6～7], we can obtain the size of the rectangular pole inter-digital band-pass filter. This 

step is very important. The reason is that the option of initial value is in relation to the speed of the simulation in HFSS. The figure2 is the 
simulation mode of filter. 

Table 1 Initial parameters of the filter 
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Fig.2 the simulation model of the inter-digital filter 
 

We have carried on the electromagnetism simulation based on the initial datum with HFSS. The simulation result 
as shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4, we can see that the pass-band center frequency is 1.5GHz and percentage bandwidth 
is 70%, the VSWR is small. It can meet the needs of the design target.   

 
Fig.3 The attenuation of the inter-digital filter 

 

 
Fig.4 The VSWR of the inter-digital filter 
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To comparison the simulated attenuations and the calculated ones of the weaken characteristic of filter, 
following the Table 2, they tally very well. Table 2 is the comparison of the simulated attenuations and the 
calculated ones. 

Table 2 Comparison of the simulated attenuations and the calculated ones 

 
4. Conclusion 

This paper uses the HFSS software to unify the design example of the cavity inter-digital filter of L wave 
band. The simulation result has demonstrated the feasibility of this plan. The innovation spot of this paper lies in 
filter's resonant unit is 1/4 wave lengths, so that it can reduce the filter's size. The resonant unit end is 
short-circuits and the other end opening. The two ends are used overlapping layout among each resonant unit. 
Simulated results indicate that the wideband and the small insertion loss are obtained[8]. The method combined the 
traditional theory with the advanced computer technology. In the meantime, It can save the development cycle and 
the production cost greatly. So it is of great utility value. 
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Abstract：One of the most significant teaching challenge is the engineering students have not substantial math 
experience. For this situation  in course circuit analysis, a Matlab based simulation tool is designed and implemented to 
address the stuents to computationed thinking. A set of  formulas is presented in this paper used for  linear circuit 
frequency domain analysis, such as admittance matrix, output sensitivity with respect to differenct type of elements. Two 
typic ciructs are provided here to explain its application. The outputs of  these two  circuits from this simulator and 
PSpice are showed. The result comparison between the two simulaton tool  demonstrates for the  validation of this 
simulator. 

Key words: frequency analysis; Matlab tool; simulation 

 

1. Introduction 

Computer simulation has gained more and more application over the past decades[1~9]. In engineering, much of the 
experiment work has been replaced by computer and computer-aided design. In this project s linear circuit 
simulator is written for frequency domain circuit and sensitivity analysis. Two subroutines are written in Matlab, 
one describing the frequency domain circuit analysis using modified nodal formulation and the other carrying out 
the frequency domain sensitivity analysis. The data is imported into the simulator through a netlist(data file). 
Validation is done by comparing the simulation results with the tool PSpice. 

2. Formulation Description and Implementation 

2.1 Frequency Domain Circuit Analysis 

Frequency domain circuit analysis is carried out using modified nodal formulation which is in the form as 
below[10]: 

 

                               (1)  
 

Where Yn1 is the nodal admittance matrix for the elements which have an admittance representation; A is the 
incidence matrix for the elements wich do not have and an admittance representation; Y2,Z2,I2 and W2 represent 
the admittance matrix, impedance matrix, current vector and independent voltage source vector, repectively; Vn is 
nodal voltages; Jn contains current sources. Eq. 1 can be written as  

 
WTx =                                         (2) 
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Matrix T can be divided into two parts: a frequency-independent elements matrix GG and a 
frequency-dependent elements matrix CC, therefore, we have: 
 

                      (3) 
 

In the frequency range of interest, the voltage and current response(including amplitude and phase)can be 
obtained by solving (2) and (3) using triangular decomposition methods。 

2.2 Frequency Domain Sensitivity Analysis 

The sensitivities are computed by, firstly, solving the equation of the given system which has the same form as (2), 
and then solving the adjoint system defined as  

                    (4) 
Where d is a constant vector, appearing in  

                       (5) 
The equation for the frequency domain sensitivity analysis is  

                 (6) 
 

If the parameter is an independent source, we have 
 

                            (7) 
 

                   (8) 
Therefore, it was obtained that  

                      (9) 
If the parameter with respect to which the sensitivity evaluated is a component value, 

 

                       (10) 
 

            (11) 
Where V is one for reactive element and  is zero otherwise; h is an element value; ei, ej, ek and el are 

elementary unit vectors. 
For two-terminal elements, I equals k, j equals l. For four-terminal elements, i.e., controlled sources: 
As for CCCS： 

                 (12) 
As for CCVS 

                (13) 
 

As for VCVS 

                (14) 
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As for VCCS  

                 (15) 
The normalized sensitivity is  

                          (16) 
The semi-normalized sensitivity is  

                               (17) 
 

Based on the formulas described above, a main and two other subroutines are implemented in Matlab to form 
admittance matrix, doing triangular decomposition and compute the frequency domain sensitivity respectively. 

3. Simulation Scenarios and Comparison with PSpice 

As shown in Figure 1. and Figure 2, two circuits are used to validate the simulator.  For Figure 1., three outputs 
are plotted and shown in Figures. The amplitude response(Figure 3)， the sensitivity of Vout with respect to 
L2(Figure 5), The corresponding plots obtained from PSpice are shown in Figure 4, Figure 6, respectively, for 
comparison[11]. 

 

        
Fig 2  4 -node circuit                                    Fig 2  9-node circuit 

 
After Figure 2. Was simulated by the simulator, four outputs were plotted.  Phase response( deg.)  is shown 

in Figure 7, the voltage transfer function sensitivity with respect to capacitor C13 is in Figure 9. The corresponding 
plots obtained from PSpice are shown in Figure 8 and Figure 10 respectively. 
 

          
 
 Fig 3 Amplitude response(dB) 

 in 4-node circuit by the simulator 
Fig 4 Amplitude response(SB) 

in 4-node circuit by Pspice    
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Fig5 Sensitivit of Vout wrt  L2 
    in 4-node circuit by the simulator 

Fig 6 Sensitivit of Vout wrt  L2 
in 4-node circuit by PSpice 

Fig 7 Phase response(deg) 
in 9-node circuit by the simulator 

Fig 8 Phase response(deg)  
in 9-node circuit by PSpice 

Fig 9 Sensitivit of Vout wrt  C13 
 in 9-node circuit by the simulator 

Fig 10  Sensitivit of Vout wrt  C13 
 in 9-node circuit  by PSpice 
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4. Results 

The simulation results obtained from the simulator described in this paper agree with the results obtained from 
PSpice, which indicates that the simulator works correctly. 
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Abstract—Fuel cell’s DC output must be changed into AC through the power inverter system. Harmonics will be 
generated in inverter system. The output voltage harmonics will be more serious while its load is nonlinear. Firstly the 
output current harmonics are analyzed and detected with vector control theory; secondly the mathematical model on 
three-phase SPWM inverter system is established according the Proportional control mode of current inner loop and the 
Proportional & Integer control mode of voltage outer loop. The controllers’ parameters are determined by the poles 
configuration method. Experiments show that the output harmonics are inhibited effectively using this control strategy in 
the three-phase SPWM inverter while nonlinear load is three-phase rectifier. The output voltage harmonics are better 
restrained, and THD can also be controlled below 5%. 

Key words: voltage harmonics; SPWM; Proportional control mode; nonlinear load 

1. Introduction  

Fuel cell is a kind of green energy, which can be instead of thermal and/or other traditional power [1]. 
However, the output voltage range of the actual fuel cell is wide and output behaviour is soft. As fuel cell is DC 
power, but in many cases AC power is used. So DC is needed to inverter into AC [2]. Inverter system will generate 
harmonics that can cause electrical equipment to overheat, even to burn. In particular, the non-linear load will lead 
to so serious current distortion that it increases the output voltage harmonics. 

Researches of inverter control methods have done at international so much that there are many important 
achievements [3～7]. However, the nonlinear loads are not studied in these control algorithms and the harmonic 
distortion is seldom analyzed and detected. 

The following is the studies of detecting harmonic with vector control technology, of controlling harmonics 
with the double closed loop of output voltage and current. The experiments prove that DSP digital controller can 
perfectly control three phase SPWM inverter. 

2 . A Power Inverter System 
Fig. 1 shows the schematic of inverter connected with the fuel cell. Fig. 2 shows the control block diagram of 

the power inverter system.  

 
Fig 1 The principle diagram of inverter connected directly to fuel cell 
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Fig 2  Block diagram of inverter conditioning system 

The principle is: DC power of fuel cell is inverted into three-phase AC power through three-phase IGBT 
inverter module; then AC power is transformed and sent to the load. The key to solve problem is how to detect the 
load’s current and voltage, how to control the IGBT inverter module using DSP, how to achieve an allowable 
range of the load’s current and voltage harmonics, and how to obtain a higher power factor. 

3. Current Harmonics Detection 
According vector control theory [8～9], three-phase variables under static coordinate system can be converted 

that of the two-phase named αβ. So three-phase variable can be changed into two independent variables that can 
be equivalent to α phase and β phase inverter. 

Here focuses the current harmonic detection method shown in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig.3 The principle of current harmonics detection with d-q coordinate 
 
After abc/αβ transformation (three-phase coordinates changed into two-phase coordinates) and αβ/dq 

transformation (stationary coordinates changed into the rotating coordinate), the basic frequency and five/seven 
times harmonics of the three-phase load currents of ia, ib and ic under abc coordinates are equivalent to DC 
signals and four/six times signals under  d-q coordinates. Four/six times harmonics signals can easily be filtered 
except the DC component through a low-pass digital filter. Meanwhile, in order to detect and control harmonic 
current synchronously, Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) technology must be used [10]. 

4. Double Closed-loop Control System 

Here focuses the influences that current harmonics produced by three-phase rectifier nonlinear load effect 
output voltage of three-phase SPWM inverter, so the controlled parameters of the inductance’s current as the inner 
control loop and the load’s voltage as outer control loop is chosen. The work principle is that temporal voltage U0 
of the output filter inductance compared to the given voltage Uf; then the difference signal is adjusted by the 
voltage controller. This result is considered as a given value Ir of the filter capacitor’s current. The difference value 
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of the capacitor temporal current I1 compared to the given current value Ir is modulated with the triangle wave. 
The modulation wave generates SPWM switching signals that adjust the on-off time of power switches. Finally 
the system output voltage can be controlled. 

In order to achieve this purpose, feed-forward decoupling control strategy is applied, shown in Fig. 4.    

 

Fig 4 Block diagram of double closed-loop of voltage and current  
According to references [11～12], while α=1 not only the advantages of sampling capacitive current can be taken 

into account, including the impact of the load’s disturbance, but also the current can be restricted by software. At 
β=1 decoupling can be achieved. 

Outer loop voltage controller works Proportional & Integer (PI) algorithm. The controller’s function is to 
make the output voltage waveform track a given value at any time. Outer voltage controller’s transfer function is 
designed as: 
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Inner loop Current controller generally works Proportional (P) algorithm that can increase the inverter’s 
damping factor so that the whole system is stable and robust. Inner loop current controller’s transfer function is set 
as:  
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The transfer function of inner loop can be obtained: 
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The transfer function of closed loop system can also be obtained: 
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The system’s parameters are designed that filter inductor of L= 700uH, filter capacitor C= 80uF, the 
equivalent internal resistance r= 0.6Ω, switching frequency f=6 kHz. Because the system is controlled by DSP 
chip digital controller, so the transfer functions above necessary discretization according to discrete theory. 
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Put the types (5), (6) into equations (3), (4), so: 
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Where F (Z) for the closed-loop transfer function characteristic equation is: 
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The controller’s parameters are determined with poles configuration method. Here ωr means natural 
oscillation frequency, ε means damping ratio. Then the closed loop dominant poles of the three-order 
double-loop control system are desired as 212,1 εωεω −±−= rr js , and non-dominant pole is rms εω−=3 . 
So the poles in the discrete domain of Z are: 
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The discretization system characteristic equation can be obtained:  
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Here ωr=3768rad/s, ε=0.5, m=5. They are got into equations (10), (11) and (9), the controllers’ parameters 
can be determined as: 

3886.01 =pk , 07935.01 =ik , 4326.42 =pk  

5. Fuel Cell Inverter System Test of Three-phase Power 

This project is supported by Dongguan city Science and Technology project (No. 200910815170). There is 
established a test platform of three-phase power inverter for fuel cell system. 

This study focuses on the system output performance in non-linear load conditions. Test conditions:   input 
DC voltage 300 - 400V, output three-phase voltage 220V, 50Hz. 

Fig 5 shows the output waveform under mixed load conditions of a resistor and a fan. The influence of 
nonlinear inductive load affect on the system output is get better control from the oscilloscope. The output voltage 
waveform is phase voltage of 221.4V, frequency of 50.002Hz, THD of 2.9%.  

The output waveform shown in Fig. 6 is that a system is connected nonlinear load as rectifier type. Fig. 6 (a) 
show the case of a rectifier is connected a resistive load, Fig. 6 (b) show the case of a rectifier is connected mixed 
loads. Seen from the output waveforms, the output phase voltage is balance and stability, the sine degree is better, 
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the effective average output voltage is 218V ~ 220V with less variation. The THD of output voltage can be 
controlled within 5%, and its frequency is stability, so the power supply can meet quality requirements. 

     
Fig 5 Output waveforms and harmonic spectrum distribution under Resistor and inductance nolinear load 

      
 (a)Resitive load that connected rectifier 

      
 (b)Mixed load that connected rectifier 

Fig 6 Output waveforms and harmonic spectrum distribution of closed-loop system with rectifier load 

6. Conclusions 
The output waveform of three-phase SPWM inverter power system determines the fuel cells power’s output 

quality. It is mainly discussed that three-phase sine output waves are controlled by the double closed loop 
feedback control strategy of voltage and current to reduce the output harmonics. The output current harmonics are 
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analyzed and detected with vector control theory, then the mathematical model on three-phase SPWM inverter 
system is established according the Proportional control mode of current inner loop and the Proportional & Integer 
control mode of voltage outer loop. The controller parameters are determined with the poles configuration method. 
Experiments show that the output harmonics are inhibited effectively used the control strategy with three-phase 
rectifier nonlinear load in the three-phase SPWM inverter. The output voltage harmonics are better restrained, and 
THD can also be controlled below 5%. 
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Abstract：Based on USB communication, fireworks lighting off system is designed using microcontrollers C8051F320 
as the main control chip. The fireworks are let off through operating the software of upper machine, when the driven 
circuit is triggered by the lighting off control subsystem, according to different lighting model. 

Keyword：Universal Serial Bus; C8051F320; fireworks lighting off; firmware 

1. Introduction 

With the development of economy，there are more kinds of large activities, and fireworks are usually set off 
to display festive air. As demands for fireworks type，amount，pattern，and so on，is getting higher and higher, 
the manual lighting off operation is insufficient to meet the demand of the market. According to the above, a 
fireworks lighting off system is designed based on USB communication，using microcontrollers C8051F320 as 
the main control chips. Many good excellence of this system, such as easy operation, powerful control function 
and anti-interference will make it popular on the market. 

2. Hardware design of the system 

The hardware of the system is made up of three parts: personal computer with lightting off control software 
installed，communication control circuit(CCC) using microcontrollers C8051F320 as the main chips，and some 
subsystems with electronic ignitor drive circuit.Fig.1 shows the compositions. [1～ 3,, 7～8] 

 

Fig 1 Block diagram of the system  
The upper control-software was programmed on PC to establish the control platform (CP). Control command 

from CP was send to CCC though USB interface. After decoding,CCC delivery the control command to the 
following separate subsystems, thus triggering the driven circuit of electronic ignitor and setting light to fireworks. 
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The system eliminates any need for an open flame, and allows the user to stand a safe distance away while he 
ignites the fireworks in various modes. 
2.1．Design of USB interface circuit  

As the lighting off control command from CP is sent though USB，it is very important to choose a 
reasonable design plan of the USB interface circuit. Integrated with USB transceiver and processor ，C8051F320 
from American company Cygnal，is a system on chip for USB equipment. The 16K Bytes on-chip downloadable 
Flash ROMs and 2304 Bytes RAMs allow the program memory to be reprogrammed In-System through an SPI 
serial interface or by a conventional nonvolatile memory programmer. And the microcontroller of C8051F320 is 
compatible with MCS-51 Core and instruction set. 

The design of USB interface includes two main parts：①the choice of power supply conditions for interface 
translation module；② the connection of USB pins. Compared with similar USB devices，the merits of 
C8051F320 are as follows：①fulfilling USB2.0 protocol② having the ability to operate at full speed or low 
speed;③being integrated with a recovered clock, which make C8051F320 operate without outer clock;④ 
possessing high speed enhancement 8051 MCU core，and the processing speed can reach as high as 25MIPS.So, 
C8051F320 is a good choice for the design of USB interface circuit. 

Fig.2 is hardware circuit diagram for USB interface of CCC module. An outer 5 V power supply is used to 
improve the stability of the system, for the reason that the current is large when the electronic ignitor acts. Because 
pull-up resistors is integrated in USB transceiver, C8051F320 can be attached directly to USB interface [4～5]. 
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Fig 2 circuit diagram for USB interface 

2.2. Design of lightting off subsystem 

After control command through RS-485 Bus is identified by C8051F320, the driven circuit of the electronic 
ignitor is triggered, resulting in setting light to the fireworks. 

Fig.3 shows the operation principle of the lighting off subsystem. Every unit has its own binary-coded decimal 
code. Under condition that each of the unit is allocated different code，the allowance number of the system's 
lighting off subsystem is 32. C8051F320 is in a state of waiting for control command passed through RS-485 Bus. 
The instant that the control command arrives, C8051F320 decodes and compares the binary number with its own 
to decide whether lightting off control command is executed. 
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Fig3 The electric circuit principle diagram for lighting subsystem 
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3. Software design of the system 
3.1. Programming for USB firmware 

Programming for the firmware is a major task for USB device development，with the aim to set up a reliable 
communication channel between USB device and the host. The program includes foreground main loop and 
background interrupt service routine (ISR). The most important works of the program are the definition of USB 
descriptor and communication interrupt handling. 

USB descriptor is a description language defined by USB protocol to describe a device’s function and 
property. With the USB descriptor, the host identifies, configures, provides the driver for a device, and runs the 
client driver in upper layer of protocol stack, thereby realizing plug and play functionality. 

When USB interruption arrives，in the first C8051F320 judges the origin by reading the three interrupt 
control registers（CMINT，IN1INT and OUT1INT）,then executes the relevant processing module according to 
the origin, and returns after execution. Endpoint 0 ,default communication point supported by every USB device, 
is mainly used by host to correct the wrong information about USB device configuration，status，and so on. 
Interrupt handling module of endpoint 0 contains the input control part and the output control part. Starting with 
transaction set, that transmission is judged as control input or output by USB standard command from transaction 
set data packet. [5～6]. 

As design environment，Silicon Laboratories IDE accesses to the low level hardware of USB by calling API 
function in upper application.Fig.4 is the flow chart for USB communication 
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Fig 4 The flow chart for USB communication 
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3.2. PC-side software programming  
As the upper machine for the system，the function of the PC software is to realize data transmission and  

device control. It mainly consists of USB driver and user application program. USB driver can be easily developed 
by USBXpress Development Kit from Cygnal/Silicon Laboratories Company，as the package can provide 
application program interface by using dynamic link library and database function.The user application program 
was developed by Visual C++. Firstly, the program acquires the number of USB device；then according to the 
number acquired，enables the related device ，and uses the handle as USB device label. Hence, the user 
application can call the API functions to read or write device and control the data transmission. 

The USB device drive should be installed before running the host application software。When the 
communication card is connected to the host through USB interface，the software begins to enumerate, and 
translates data between USB device and the host  through endpoint 0，1 and 2. In USB protocol，packets from 
end point 0 are defined as control data packets，packets from endpoint 1 as input data packets，and those from 
endpoint 2 as output data packets。Lighting off Control command sent by host，is passed to C8051F320 through 
endpoint 2，then to the lighting off subsystem，realizing PC control of lighting off fireworks. [8]. 

4. Conclusion 

Automatic fireworks lighting off system controlled by PC are characterized by good flexibility，stable and 
reliable operation，for the reason that USB interface is adopt to communicate with PC。In addition, the system 
can be easily modified and updated，according to the user’s practical needs.  Once the above fireworks lighting 
off systems is on the market，it will produce enormous economic benefits and social benefit. 
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Abstract：Under information asymmetry， as one much important part of battlefield environment, battlefield 
electromagnetic environment impenetrate into land sea sky and universe battlefield. There are high density and extensive 
electromagnetic applications in battlefield electromagnetic dimension, it result into a complex and much diversity 
battlefield electromagnetic environment. As the battlefield electromagnetic environment is developing, EMC of weapon 
system is becoming more and more important. The paper provided an in-depth analysis of battlefield electromagnetic 
environment, and discussed on EMC of complex battlefield electromagnetic environment. In the end, the paper gave a 
new cognition about EMC problem of complex battlefield electromagnetic environment. 

Key words：electromagnetic environment；EMC；electronic countermeasure；Simulation 

1. Introduction 

As human being deeps into electromagnetic theories, electromagnetic applications arise from inexistent, and 
head for battlefield from daily life. Electromagnetic application field is expanding unremittingly, and 
electromagnetic counter-applications appeared subsequently, then, complex battlefield electromagnetic 
environment came into being.  

Under information war, lots of Electronic Equipments and information weapon systems are used in battlefield. 
Then, electromagnetic space is becoming one indispensable major part of whole battlefield space, which 
impenetrate into other battlefield spaces including land, sea, air and universe.[1] There is a good deal of 
electromagnetic eradiation in battlefield electromagnetic space. All kinds of electromagnetic signals such as 
artificial and natural, hostile and sociable and so on, filled in battlefield electromagnetic space through multiple 
and diverse electromagnetic applications. In the end, battlefield electromagnetic environment is becoming much 
more complex. 

The confrontation of battlefield electromagnetic environment embodies as electromagnetic applications and 
counter-applications. It was contradiction between electromagnetic application and counter-application that 
resulted in the unending evolving of battlefield electromagnetic environment. In course of battlefield 
electromagnetic environment evolving and developing, Electromagnetic interference and counter-interference 
become an important electromagnetic application form, which demand much higher counter-interference 
performance for weapon systems.[1] That is why EMC of weapon systems highlight day by day. Thus, 
electromagnetic compatibility problems become a focus of research on battlefield electromagnetic environment, 
and both related theories and technologies are highly valued.  

Currently，domestic and imported research on battlefield electromagnetic environment is incipient, unified 
depiction with much accuracy and approbation for battlefield electromagnetic environment does not exist. There 
have been lots of writings and papers on EMC, which are mainly theoretical and technological approach in-depth 
on specific electromagnetic compatibility problems. But, macroscopic discussions on electromagnetic 
compatibility problems considering complex battlefield electromagnetic environment are absence.[3～4]  
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In this paper, discussions on the essence of battlefield electromagnetic environment are provided firstly, 
thinking for setting up of battlefield electromagnetic environment is mentioned secondly. Finally, battlefield 
electromagnetic compatibility problems are discussed with macroscopic inspect considering complex battlefield 
electromagnetic environment. 

2. Connotation of Battlefield Electromagnetic Environment 

2.1 Space and Environment 

Now, we have a look at two statements as follows: 

1) Classroom is three - dimensional space;  

2) In classroom space, teacher is teaching earnestly, and students keep a close watch on tuition. Then, a 
classroom environment with much liveliness and ordinal comes into being. 

Of course, statements above are right. But, if we have replacements between space and environment，other 
two statements are as follows: 

1) Classroom is three - dimensional environment; 

2) In classroom environment, teacher is teaching earnestly, and students keep a close watch on tuition. Then, a 
classroom space with much liveliness and ordinal comes into being. 

Statements above are wrong obviously. 

Thus, we can conclude that space is a static concept which reflects the existence of object, but environment is 
a dynamic concept because of whose dynamic action, evolving and development. Environment can not get away 
space, an environment must correspondent a space, and environment can not also get away active entities, which 
are the incentive of environment evolve and develop.  

So, environment and space are interrelated each other, as it were, environment is made up by active entities 
and dynamic action of entities in mate space. When we study on environment related problems, we should mainly 
discuss active entities and dynamic action in mate space.  

2.2 Battlefield Space and Battlefield Environment 

Battlefield space is five - dimensional space made up from land, sea, air, universe and information. Of 
which，land, sea, air and universe are visible battlefield space, information battlefield is invisible space. 
Information space is main part of battlefield space by covering other four - dimensional battlefield field. As is 
shown in figure1and 2.   

     
Fig.1 composition of battlefield field           Fig.2 structure analysis of battlefield field 
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2.3 Battlefield Electromagnetic Environment 

As above, we can conclude that battlefield electromagnetic environment is made up from electromagnetic 
operation entities and electromagnetic application in electromagnetic space. In other words, battlefield electromagnetic 
environment is total electromagnetic actions and phenomenon which make a difference on operation. 
In short, battlefield electromagnetic environment equals electromagnetic space added by electromagnetic 
operation entities and electromagnetic application. [1] 

Battlefield electromagnetic environment is import composition of battlefield informational environment, thus 
an indispensable part of battlefield environment. It is an ensemble existence of close, complex and extensive 
electromagnetic signals. Electromagnetic actions with much richness and variation in battlefield electromagnetic 
environment impel it evolve and develop with more and more complexity and variety, then battlefield 
electromagnetic compatibility problems are much more stand out. Just as environment protection is an important 
measure for natural environment to re-sustainable develop, research on battlefield EMC is an effective measure to 
solve electromagnetic environment contamination because of EMC, and it have much significance for battlefield 
electromagnetic environment to re-sustainable develop.  

2.4 Electromagnetic operation system 

We construct a system with the function of disputing electromagnetic domination, which is made of associated 
each other electromagnetic operation entities through electromagnetic application. We name the system as 
electromagnetic operation system, which exist in battlefield electromagnetic environment. Battlefield 
electromagnetic compatibility problems in battlefield electromagnetic environment act on electromagnetic 
operation system, and operation effectiveness of electromagnetic operation entities is much influenced by their 
EMC. How to solve battlefield electromagnetic compatibility problems lies in electromagnetic operation 
system, of which each part results in EMC condition of battlefield environment. 

So，EMC of electromagnetic operation system is the main reason of battlefield electromagnetic compatibility 
problems, and study on EMC of weapon system is the beginning and basis of battlefield electromagnetic 
compatibility research.  

3. Setting up of Battlefield Electromagnetic Environment 

3.1 Composition of Battlefield Electromagnetic Environment 

Considering of the implication of battlefield electromagnetic environment, battlefield electromagnetic 
environment has compositions as follows: 

1）Electromagnetic operation entities 

According to electromagnetic radiation and reception, electromagnetic operation entities should include 
electromagnetic radiation sources and electromagnetic radiation acceptors. Electromagnetic radiation sources include 
radar signal radiation sources, communication signal radiation sources and so on; electromagnetic radiation 
acceptors include radar signal radiation acceptors, communication signal radiation acceptors and so on. Concretely, 
electromagnetic operation entities include radar countermine weapons, communication countermine weapons and 
electro-optic countermine weapons and so on.  

2）Electromagnetic application 

Electromagnetic applications, according to the object, can be divided into applications on purpose and 
applications without intention. According to the counterwork, it can be divided into counter-applications and 
non-counter applications. According to friend and foe, it can be divided into hostile applications and own 
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applications. According to the threat of applications, it can be divided into high threat as anti-radiation attack, 
middling threat as electronic interference, and low threat applications. 

In the concrete, electromagnetic application is made up of start point and destination of electromagnetic radiation, 
the aim and duration time of electromagnetic application, and so on. 

Applications on purpose and counter-applications are major electromagnetic applications, which including electronic 
reconnaissance and count-reconnaissance, electronic interference and count-interference, electronic demolish and 
count-demolish and so on. 

3.2 Feature Analysis of Battlefield Electromagnetic Environment 

According to composition, battlefield electromagnetic environment has features as follows:  

1）Cognizable 

It is mainly because of systematic feature of electromagnetic operation entities.  

Every electromagnetic operation entity in battlefield electromagnetic environment is a cognizable system 
having some function, electromagnetic operation SOS made up by operation entity is system with higher levels, 
and it is also cognizable. The condition of battlefield electromagnetic environment in which electromagnetic 
operation system exist is decided by electromagnetic operation entities and electromagnetic applications in it. 
Systematic feature of electromagnetic operation SOS and electromagnetic applications based on electromagnetic 
theories is cognizable, so battlefield electromagnetic environment can be cognized, developed and utilized effectively 
by human being. 

2）Dynamic evolutional 

It is mainly because of evolutional and diversified feature of electromagnetic operation entities.  

Both electromagnetic operation entity and SOS are system, and a vigorous system is evolutional day by day. 
The development of battlefield electromagnetic environment urged electromagnetic operation entities to evolve, 
and the evolution of electromagnetic operation entities counteract on battlefield electromagnetic environment, make 
it evolve further. It means that system and environment in which system exist act on each other. In course of action, 
both system and environment evolve further. The system which does not act on its environment is closed and 
in-animated. Battlefield EMC problem is essentially adaptation between electromagnetic operation system and 
correspondent electromagnetic environment. 

3）Vigorous antagonistic 

It is mainly because of counteraction among electromagnetic operation entities.  

Typical feature of battlefield is antagonistic, which mainly embody as vigorous antagonistic actions among operation 
entities. Battlefield electromagnetic environment is one main part of the battlefield environment, and it also is 
antagonistic because of vigorous counteractions among electromagnetic operation entities in it.  

4）Complex and inconstant 

It is mainly because of related features of electromagnetic applications. 

As electronic equipment and information weapon system are being extensively applied in battlefield, 
electromagnetic applications are becoming more and more diverse, dynamic and extensive. Thus, battlefield 
electromagnetic environment is tending to more and more complex and inconstant.  
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3.3 Simulation of Battlefield Electromagnetic Environment 

As simulation is well repeatable, low lost and high speed and so on, it is being extensively applied in weapon 
system development demonstration, battle and campaign rehearsal and combat training. Under modern 
information war, battlefield electromagnetic environment is one main part of the modern battle environment, 
simulation of battlefield electromagnetic environment is essential trend of military simulation technology.[2～4] 

The purpose of battlefield electromagnetic simulation is as follows: 
1）Study on electromagnetic operation entities development demonstration. It is mainly aim electronic equipment and 

information weapon, is study on electromagnetic operation entities in electromagnetic environment.  
2）Study on campaign usage of electromagnetic operation entities. It is also mainly aim electronic equipment 

and information weapon, is study on electromagnetic operation entities in electromagnetic environment.  
3 ） Study on combat training in complex battlefield electromagnetic environment. It is study on 

electromagnetic application in electromagnetic environment. 
4）Study on EMC of electromagnetic operation entities and so on. It is study on adaptability between 

electromagnetic operation SOS and electromagnetic environment.  
According to above purpose of simulation, battlefield electromagnetic environment can be classified as 

follows:  
1）Simulation for electromagnetic operation entities development demonstration, such as radar system 

performance simulation, radar system effectiveness simulation and so on.  
2）Simulation for electromagnetic operation entities campaign usage, such as radar confrontation simulation. 
3）Simulation for electromagnetic operation entities combat training. 
4）Simulation for EMC and so on. 
According to above analysis, the development trend of battlefield electromagnetic environment simulation is 

as follows: 
1）Under the condition of complex battlefield electromagnetic environment, integrated simulation including 

radar confrontation, communication confrontation, electrical and optical confrontation and so on. 
2）Under the condition of complex battlefield electromagnetic environment, integrated simulation including 

performance simulation, effectiveness simulation, special topic simulation and so on.  
3）Combination simulation with the feature of mutual communication and resource sharing among all kinds of 

simulation systems.  
4）EMC integrated simulation and evaluation under the condition of complex battlefield electromagnetic 

environment.  
In short, simulation technology is an important approach to research EMC of complex battlefield 

electromagnetic environment.  

4. EMC for Battlefield Electromagnetic Environment 

4.1 Problem Analysis for EMC 

EMC problem is mainly owing to electromagnetic interference, especially electromagnetic interference on 
purpose. As battlefield electromagnetic environment is being complicated, EMC problem is becoming much more 
highlight.[1]  

In complex battlefield electromagnetic environment, electromagnetic operation entities perhaps subject to such 
main interferences as interferences on purpose from opposing side and interferences without purpose. For 
information unit or electronic unit of electromagnetic operation entities, if it has poor anti-interference capability, 
electromagnetic interferences is to influence performance of it. In result, electromagnetic operation entities can not 
complete electromagnetic applications successfully. Moreover, electromagnetic eradiation without purpose will come 
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into being inter-interferences among electromagnetic operation entities of one side of operation, which also 
influence effectiveness of weapon systems.  

In complex battlefield electromagnetic environment, the connotation of EMC is as follows: electromagnetic 
eradiation of operation entity itself have not interference on other electromagnetic operation entities; electromagnetic 
operation entity is not sensitive to electromagnetic interference on purpose and electromagnetic leakage, it means 
having strong anti-interference capability.  

According to system theory, EMC problem is indeed the relationship problem among electromagnetic 
operation entities and battlefield electromagnetic environment. So, it is important for electromagnetic operation 
entities to deal with all kinds of relationships in course of curing EMC problems.[5～6]  

4.2 Design of battlefield EMC 

As above discusses，battlefield EMC design should be considered as follows:  

1）Considering relationship among electromagnetic operation entities 

2）Considering relationship between electromagnetic operation entity and battlefield electromagnetic 
environment. 

Additionally，EMC problem mainly result from performance of electronic equipment and information 
equipment, which is the inner reason and an decisive factor. Another reason of EMC problem is environment 
electromagnetic radiation which is the outer reason and an important factor. According to system analysis theories, 
inner reason decides outer reason. So, in course of battlefield EMC design, firstly, we should consider the 
performance of electromagnetic operation entities, than, we should consider the influence relationship between 
operation entities and battlefield electromagnetic environment. In a word，the design of battlefield EMC should 
be as follows: 

1）The EMC analysis of electronic equipment and information equipment of electromagnetic operation entities, 
such as design of anti-interference performance, electromagnetic leakage and so on.  

2）The considering of electromagnetic relationships of operation entities in battlefield electromagnetic 
environment. It includes dimension deployment relationship, time precedence relationship, frequency overlap 
relationship, energy comparison relationship and so on.  

3）The considering of electromagnetic relationships between operation entities and battlefield electromagnetic 
environment. Main context of it is to cut down electromagnetic radiation without purpose.  

In the all, we should consider all kinds of electromagnetic relationships from the angle of system, design the 
battlefield EMC scientifically.  

4.3 Development Direction of Battlefield EMC 

Researches on EMC have accumulated resourceful theory and technology basis. For example, EMC 
technology has developed for about seventy years, then, there have been so many fruits as theories and 
technologies. And EMC simulation is also developing so much. Moreover, theory cognition for electric magnetic 
field and electric magnetic wave is progressing unremittingly, which make electronic and information 
technologies innovate every day.[7～9] 

Development trend of battlefield electromagnetic environment mainly include follow two aspects: 

1）EMC in battlefield electromagnetic environment integrated simulation and test 

2）Overall EMC data fusion for battlefield EMC analysis. 
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EMC problem in complex battlefield electromagnetic environment is a research subject area which adapts the 
development of information war. According to overall integrated perusal hall thought and method of systems 
engineering, by integrating EMC technologies, information technologies, electronic technologies, simulation 
technology and so on, and combining experience of specialist and priori information, we can establish an 
integrated perusal pattern which adapt to the research on EMC of complex battlefield electromagnetic environment, 
and can propel the theories , technologies and methods of EMC in complex battlefield electromagnetic 
environment develop, then realize effective using, administration and control for electromagnetic resource.  

5. Conclusions 

EMC problem in complex battlefield electromagnetic environment is an important research subject area in 
course of information war developing and evolving. When we discuss the battlefield EMC problem, we can 
consider electromagnetic operation SOS made up by electromagnetic operation systems firstly, then, in the angle 
of SOS counter, we can apply thoughts and methods of systems engineering to battlefield EMC research. Only 
when we consider fully the relationship among electromagnetic operation entities and relationship between 
battlefield electromagnetic environment and electromagnetic operation SOS, then, there is some basis to realize 
battlefield electromagnetic compatible condition. 
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Abstract：One of the basic tasks of computer vision is to calculate the geometry of objects that based on image 
information obtained from the camera in three-dimensional space, and thus reconstruct and distinguish object, 
while these geometric parameters which decide the relationship between the three-dimensional geometry location 
of a point on space of surface and the corresponding point in the image, is the camera parameters and including the 
internal parameters and external parameters. Camera calibration plays an important role in computer vision, the 
purpose of calibration is to accurately determine the camera intrinsic parameters and external parameters in order 
to locate objects. This paper introduce a calibration method based on grid-based board plane, the first step adopts 
linear approach, then the solution which gets from the first step is nonlinear refined based on the maximum 
likelihood standard. Finally considering the lens distortion, the linear method is the same used with the first step, 
and then the result is proceed to nonlinear optimization. Experiments show that this calibration method is simple 
and has high accuracy. 

Key words: image information;  three-dimensional space; accurately determine; linear approach 

1. Introduction 

Computer vision, whose research aim is enable the computer to have ability that cognizes three dimensional 
environmental information through two-dimensional picture, is used to realize the computer's visual function. The 
ability is to percept, recognize and understand the   three-dimensional scene of the objective world by computer. 
When using the computer technology to percept, recognize and understand the three dimensional scenery, CCD 
camera is a basic measurement tool to carry on three-dimensional reconstruction of the physical world, so camera 
calibration and stereo vision sensor calibration are considered to be a basic and crucial step in order to realizing 
three-dimensional Euclidean space visual. The camera calibration can determine the internal parameters (namely 
geometric and optical characteristics) and external parameters (namely three-dimensional position and orientation 
that camera structure relative to one world coordinate system) of camera [1]. It not only can improve the 
measurement accuracy through accurate calibrating inside and outside parameters of the cameras, but also lay a 
good foundation for the follow-up of stereo matching and 3D reconstruction. 

Now the most commonly used camera calibration techniques can generally be attributed to be two types of 
traditional camera calibration method and camera self-calibration method [2]. This article focuses on researching 
traditional methods. This approach is between the traditional demarcation and the self-calibration, the 
computational complexity and accuracy of calibration are closely related to the geometric model of camera 
imaging. For example the most commonly used pinhole model, it is the basic model of the camera calibration, but 
in many cases this linear model can’t accurately describe the geometry of camera imaging, like in short-range, 
wide-angle time situation [3～4], so after considering the linear or nonlinear distortion compensation, it can be 
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rational as the pinhole model of imaging process, also can get higher precision by using the corrected 
three-dimensional reconstruction model. So the imaging model and distortion compensation is the most important 
researching into the camera calibration of a binocular stereo vision. 

2. Camera's Projection Mathematical Model 

Supposing space (in this template plane) a point p  in world coordinates as T
www zyxM ),,(= , 

corresponding to the coordinates of image pixels up  expressed as Tvum ),(= , with homogeneous coordinates 

expressed as T
www zyxM ),,(~ = , Tvum )1,,(~ = [5～6], the camera projection mathematical model can be 

expressed as: 

[ ]Ms ~m~ tR    A=                                               (1) 

Where s is a scale factor, A is a matrix of the internal parameters, R is rotation matrix, t is the translation vector, 
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Where c means the migration because of the two camera axis be out of vertical. 

Supposing the plane demarcation template falls on the world coordinate system's zw=0plane, expressing the 

ith row vector of R  with ir . Formula (1) can result in  
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the introduction homography matrix (it has established a mapping between template plane's spot and its image 

point)  
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so camera's projection mathematical model can be expressed as 

Mms ~~ H=                                          (4) 

If the size of template chess grid is known, then we can get the coordinates of m and M, we can solve this H. 
Eliminating s from (4), we can get  
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If there are four corresponding points, you can get eight equations to solving linear equations and obtain h. 
The actual calibration usually take many corresponding points, and ordering 
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This equation can be calculated using least square method to get the homography matrix H. In fact, it is 
difference a scale factor between the H that solved by this equation and the true homography matrix [7], 
ordering [ ]321 hhhH = and then  
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As r1 and r2 are unit orthogonal vectors, so there are  
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3. Solution Processing of Parameters 

The solution process of parameters is as follows: first carrying on the linearity solution, then the solutions of 
nonlinear refinement which based on maximum likelihood standards; second considering the lens distortion, using 
the linear method to solve as first, then carrying on the nonlinear optimization to improve the accuracy of 
calibration. 

3.1 Linear Solution  
As 
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Ordering 
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If there are n images, and then stacking up the equations of these images, the result can be 

                                  0=Vb                                            (10) 

V  is a matrix that is 2nx6. If 2>n , the solution of b has the proportionality factor; if 2=n , then the 
number of the equation is less than the number of unknowns. At this point assuming the angle between the minor 
axes of A is 900, that is c  equals to zero, which provides b a new constraint [8]. [ ] 0000010 =b ; In 

this equation b is the characteristic vector  corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue of matrix VV T . 

After getting B , ordering  
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3.2 Nonlinear Refinement Based On Maximum Likelihood Standard 

The above method requesting R is based on the minimum distance, and has no physical meaning. So next we 
carry on the nonlinear optimization to the results with maximum likelihood estimate. 

Supposing to take n pieces of pieces of template image from different angles, each demarcation template has 
m calibration points as the same. Assuming that the coordinates of each point have independent and identically 
distributed noise, then the maximum likelihood estimate can be result from the minimum of the following formula. 

2

1 1
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= =
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j
ijmC jii M,t,RA,m                     (11) 
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Where ijm  is image point coordinate vector of the ith spot on jth image, iR is the rotation matrix of the ith 

image, ti is the translation vector of the ith image, jM is the space coordinate of the jth spot, 

),,,(~
jii MtRAm is the coordinates of the image point estimates that get from  the already known initial value. 

The solution of ),,,(~
jii MtRAm is a classical nonlinear optimization problems, so A , iR , it  which 

minimizes the evaluation function are the optimal solution of this problem. The linear results that result from the 

first time can be as the initial value A, then using Levenberg-Marquarat algorithm[9] to solve{ }nitR ii ,...,1|, = . 

3.3 Processing Lens Distortion 

Because the most of cameras have lens distortion, and the radial distortion has great impact on the imaging model. 
This article has only considered the first-order and the second-order radial distortion, and assumes the distortion 
factor of x direction and y direction to be the same. Here the distortion model [10] can be: 
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Where 1k , 2k is the radial distortion coefficient of the first-order and the second-order. And because of 
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From all above, the result can be 
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Giving m calibration spots of n pieces of the template image, we can get 2m n equations which can be written 

as the matrix form dDk = . The linear least squares solution of this equation is dDDDk TT 1)( −= , when 

1k and 2k  are defined, the value of ),,,(~
jii MtRAm can be recalculated by them, and then re-using the 

maximum likelihood estimation and Levenberg-Marquarat algorithm iteration to further optimize all the internal 
parameters.  

4. Experiment Process and Analysis of Results 

4.1 Experimental Procedure 

1) Printing a calibration template that likes flat board, and pasting it on a rigid plane. 

In the experiment the board calibration template of 7×9 is shown as Figure 1, the size of each chess is a 
square of mmmm 3030 × . 
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Fig 1 Board calibration template             Fig2 Corner extraction of calibration template  
2)Constructing the system of binocular stereo vision  

In the experiment the camera has selected the CCD camera of DH-HV1302UC-T in company of Beijing 
Daheng. Parallel binocular stereo vision system is formed by two parallel and flat cameras whose fixed baseline is 
13 cm . The checkerboard calibration template is putted in the front of two camera's photograph scopes. The photo 
source is the daylight lamp, turning calibration template, so taking some images of the camera calibration template 
from different angles by camera. Theoretically, the inner parameters of cameras that used in the experiment can be 
derived from just three pairs of calibration template images taken from the experiment. However, in order to 
improve the accuracy of the inner parameters of cameras, we get eight pairs board calibration template image pairs 
from different angles in the experiment. 

3) SUSAN corner detection method is used to extract the coordinates of all the cross-corner of   the template 

Fixing Z-axis and taking the top left corner of the calibration plate as the origin of the world coordinate, then 

the corner wz  of calibration board is zero, the upper edge of the board is Y-axis, the left of the board is X-axis. 

In the experiment taking the corners between black and white chess as the calibration spots, and using SUSAN 
corner detection algorithm to extract the corner of each pairs of image. Figure 2 is corner extraction method of a 
piece of images.  

4)Solving the internal and external parameters and distortion coefficients of camera 

According to the above calibration method, the intrinsic parameters and external parameters of camera, also 
the distortion coefficient of camera, can be solved out, then all parameters can be further optimized by using the 
maximum likelihood estimation. 

4.2 Experimental Results and Analysis 

Using the checkerboard plane to calibrate the template, the calibration results of two cameras by calculating 
can be as table 1 
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Table 1 Results of camera calibration 

Left CCD Right CCD 
A k1 A k1 

2908.82 0.00000 668.31 -0.5154 2884.71 0.00000 676.44 -0.1839 
0 2906.07 541.33 k2 0 2814.40 565.64 k2 
0 0 1.00000 0.4691 0 0 1.0000 0.1717 

Taking the camera coordinate system of the left camera as the world coordinate system, then the rotation 
matrix and the translation matrix between two cameras can be expressed as table 3. 

Table 2 Calibration results of sensor’s Structural parameters 

R t 
23.67334 15.60849 19.50764 25135.56932 
43.75064 -36.69108 -21.76927 17.89674 
27.89437 -23.83062 -12.47503 13.54896 

According to the translation matrix t =[25135.56932  17.89674  13.54896]T, we can see that the translation 
of the right camera in the X axis direction is 25135.56932 pixels, which converted into centimeters is 
25135.56932*0.0052=13.07056 cm , the result is almost the same with 13 cm that is fitted in the experiment. 

4.3 Taking Templates of Zhang Zhengyou as Calibration Images 

Camera calibration has been taken the template of Zhang Zhengyou as calibration images which don’t consider the 
distortion of the camera model, the results of calibration are not satisfactory. So using this algorithm in this paper, 
the results can be table 3. 

Table 3 Results calibrating the template of Zhang Zhengyou 

A R t k1 
32.95 0.00000 304.14 -0.1969 0.96735 0.15944 -92.3527 -0.2287 

0 832.89 208.61 0.98021 0.19112 0.05155 -113.981 k2 
0 0 1.0000 0.01939 0.16644 -0.98586 479.542 0.17928 

Comparing to the camera model that doesn’t consider the distortion and just considers the first-order distortion, 
the model in this paper not only improves the precision but also the speed of calibration. 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, a camera calibration method that based on grid-based board plane has been proposed. Because 
the calibration template as board plane of this method is easy to be made, and the calibrated position can be any 
place in anywhere, it’s avoided to use the cube calibration block of high-precision that used in the traditional 
two-step method called Tasi, and the inconvenience and error which result from measuring the corner world 
coordinate of calibration block. This calibration algorithm is between traditional and self-calibration, also can get 
high accurate calibration results, and less demand on the experimental conditions, but is strong practicality. 
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Abstract: Coherence technology is a kind of method which uses mathematic methods to highlight the similarity of 
the signal between two neighbouring channels in order to detect weak signal and reflect unusual characters. Fast 
recurring algorithm and application in weak signal detection of a multichannel correlation coefficient formula 
based on signal energy was introduced in this paper. The author developed a set of application software of 
coherence technology based on the discussion about the realizing method of the mathematic model. The tests on 
theoretic model and practical model proved the availability of the algorithm. 

Key words: signal energy；multichannel；correlation；weak signal detection 

1. Introduction 

Weak signal detection is a new arisen course, the application of which covers various kinds of fields. Weak 
signal detection uses the methods of electronics, information theory, computer and physics to analyze the cause 
and law of noises, to study the character and coherence character of the signal and measure the useful signal which 
is submerged by noises[1]. The purpose of weak signal detection is to collect useful signal from strong noises or 
adopt some new technology and methods to increase signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the output signal[2]. The study 
on weak signal detection theory, seeking new methods and developing new equipment of weak signal detection 
are the central issues in measurement technology field. 

The interference of noises is the main problem of information science. Extracting weak sine periodic signal is 
a synthetically technology and a advanced branch of signal detection. The devices of measuring amplitude and 
angle are widely used in various kinds of scientific fields such as physics, bio-medical science, earthquake etc[3]. 
At present, methods in time domain have the shortcomings of high door limitation and weak resistance to noises. 
But coherence technology hasn’t these shortcomings apart from many strong points. 

Coherence technology is a kind of method which uses mathematic methods to highlight the similarity of the 
signal between two neighbouring channels in order to detect weak signal and reflect unusual characters. In 
technique aspect, more and more attention is paid on coherence technology which is divided into three generations 
in the world. The algorithm of the first generation is based on correlation which has good signal distinguishing 
ability when the data has high signal-to-noise ratio but has weak resistance to noises[4]. The algorithm of the 
second generation is in view of similarity which is a better algorithm of calculating coherence character and has 
higher distinguishing ability compared with the first generation algorithm[5]. But the quality of the data still has 
effect on calculating coherence to some extent[6～7]. The third generation algorithm is based on character structure 
which is the highest level of coherence technology. In recent years, coherence technology developed quickly[8]. 
The author developed a set of application software of coherence technology based on the discussion about the 
realizing method of the mathematic model. The tests on theoretic model and practical model show that this method 
is effective in weak signal detection. 
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2. Principle of 2-D Coherence Technology 

The principle of multichannel correlation coefficient formula based on signal energy is as following: firstly 
calculating the similarity coefficient of the vertical line and the horizontal line from a point of the space, then 
combining the calculated value to get the coherence value of the point. Secondly calculating the coherence value 
of each point along the time direction. Finally repeating this process to obtain the whole coherence body. Much 
time is needed according to this algorithm, therefore, the formula of multiple channels coherence coefficient and a 
faster algorithm started with energy of the signal is introduced. 

Assuming a signal as )(nX j
, ,...,2,1=j ,...,2,1, =nM ; N ; M is the total number of the channels; N  is the 

number of points in the calculating window. Assuming a standard channel )(nX , then the energy error between 
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Bigger value of R  indicates better similarity character of M  channels’ signal, otherwise, the similarity 
character is worse. The calculating amount of this method is great and the calculating speed is slow. 

To change the cycling sequence of calculating, that is to calculate along to the horizontal line firstly, then to 
calculate along the vertical direction. Assuming the starting point and the terminal point of the glide window is i  
and N , then they will change to 1+i  and 1+N  after the window gliding one point. I and II can be 
successively deduced and calculated individually, i is the sequence number of the glide window whose original 
value is 1. Then formula (1) can be written as: 
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From the formula above, the conclusion is reached. When calculating the coherence value of the next window, 
only to calculate the energy change of the two rows outside the overlapping part of the two windows and it is not 
necessary to calculate the energy of N  points inside the window. The calculating amount of this method is 
reduced according to geometry progression and the calculating speed is fast.  

3. Tests On Theoretic Model 

The procedure of this method is composed and tests on the theoretic model are done on the basis of analyzing 
the formula above. The result of the tests accords with the theoretic result. In the tests, the total number of the 
channels of the data is 24 and the number of the points in each channel is 1024 which is synthesized by half a 
period’s sine signal and random signal. As figure 1 to figure 4 shows. 
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Fig 1  the input signal with NS being 0.5 (left) and the coherence figure (right)  (glide window is 53 × ) 
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Fig 2 the input signal with NS being 0.5 (left) and the coherence figure (right)  (glide window is 53× ) 
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Fig 3 the input signal with NS being 1 (left) and the coherence figure (right)  (glide window is 333× ) 
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Fig 4 the input signal with NS being 1 (left) and the coherence figure (right)  (glide window is 653× ) 

Through the analysis of figure 1 to figure 4, the conclusion is obtained. The character in the input signal is 
obviously reflected in the output signal. In order to show the comparison more directly, the output data is filled so 
that the number of the total channels and points in the input signal is completely equal to that of the output signal. 

Comparing the input wave and the output wave, the result is clear.. 

1) The completely same part of the 1st channel to the 4th channel in the input wave is reflected as a horizontal 
line in the 2nd channel to the 3rd channel in the output wave accordingly which means strong coherence character, 
as figure 1 and figure 2 show. 

2) If the length of the glide window is larger than the period of the input sine signal, then the outline and the 
period of the signal can’t be accurately showed in the coherence wave. Generally speaking, the period in the 
coherence wave is longer than that of the original signal. 

3) The size of the calculating glide window must ensure enough data in it because it has much influence on 
coherence calculating. Too large glide window will bring smoothing effect to the coherence value, greatly 
suppressing random noises and smoothing a part of weak signal which is not benefit to detect weak signal; small 
glide window will sensitively check the small change of the wave which will enhance the resolving power to weak 
signal and accurately reflect weak signal but will increase the noises at the same time as figure 3 and figure 4 show. 
The length of the glide window in figure 4 is two times of that in figure 3, so the amplitude of valid signal wave is 
clearly smaller than that of figure 3. 

4) The relay in the input wave is also showed in the output wave. In the input wave the 5th channel to the 20th 
channel individually has one eighth period’s relay than the former channel. Accordingly in the output wave the 4th 
channel to the 19th channel also individually has a fixed relay than the former channel as figure 1 to figure 4 show. 

5) When the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is 1:1, the signal is a kind of weak signal, however, the signal still can 
be obviously distinguished in the coherence figure as figure 2 to figure 4 show. 

4. Tests on the Practical model 

In order to further verify the validity of this method, examinations on practical model are done. The result 
shows that this method is effective in practical problems as figure 5 and figure 6 show. Figures below show that 
the results of practical model accord with that of the theoretic model.   
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Fig 5 practical data (left) and the coherence figure (right)  (glide window is 53× ) 
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Fig 6 practical data (left) and the coherence figure (right)  (glide window is 333×  ) 

Through the tests on theoretic model and practical model the weak signal detection ability of this method is 
verified. 

5. Conclusions  

The coherence analysis between two signals can show the extent of their similarity. In sound emitting, in order 
to detect, distinguish and extract one or more relayed signal, the coherence technology is indispensable. Just as 
spectrum analysis in frequency field, the coherence analysis in time domain has wide application in signal 
treatment field. 

Considering this method in industrial practical application, the coherence technology in weak signal detection 
can be used to measure pipeline leaking and realize on-line monitoring of pipeline. With the improvement of the 
technology, the expanding of the application area, weak signal detection theory is continuously updated and the 
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methods are constantly improved and increased. In practical application, different methods should be used in 
different actual conditions. 

Weak signal detection has close relationships with many fields whose development is limited by solid ware 
conditions before. The maturing of weak signal detection technology will bring revolutionary development to this 
field before long in the future.   
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Abstract: The image edge detection and extraction  is essential for image processing  However, the 
traditional edge detection method, which is generally based on space operations  ,is sensitive to noise. To 
solve this problem, we proposed a new method for figure edge detection which combined the 
two-dimensional wavelet transform method and the dynamic threshold adjustment method based on Kirsch 
operator. The simulation results show that this algorithm can effectively detect and extract the image edge, 
especially when the image is mixed with noise. Compared with the traditional method, the method we 
proposed can more effectively suppress the background noise of the image. 

Keyword: Edge Detection, Wavelet Transform , Dynamic Threshold 

1. Introdution 

Image edge is generally defined as an assembly of pixel around which the image gray has a step or slope 
change[1]. It is not only the most important feature that the image segmentation relies on, but also contains major 
information of the image including texture feature and contour of the image. In addition, the analysis on image 
edge can provide new theories and methods for the restoration,enhancement and reconstrucution of image with the 
egde as the major image feature[2]. As a result it is essential for image processing, and widely applied in practical 
project,either, such as pattern recognition, image matching. applying in the area of medicine, aviation, military and 
so on. 

The traditional edge detection method is based on space operations, taking spatial differential operator 
template convoluted with the image[3]. There are different differential operators depending on the template size 
and value of different elements, for example the Robert operator, Sobel operator, Prewitt operator, LOG operator, 
Canny operator, etc. Although these method with traditional operators is easy to implement,and the extraction 
results are of better continuity, these methods are sensitive with noise and fail to give satisfactory effects when the 
image contains mess background. 

Wavelet transform featured with the "time-frequency" multi-scale decomposition can extract the edge 
information of different levels from coarse to precise[4], which is compatible with the characteristics of human 
visual system. This paper presents a new edge detection algorithm based on wavelet transform, by reconstructing 
the three high frequency components of wavelet decomposition[5], combined with Kirsch operator to obtain image 
threshold automaticly, which can effectively remove the possible emergence pseudo-boundary as well as noise, 
and also plays a certain inhibitory effect on the background image, making the target image being more prominent. 
The method mentioned above is carried out by matlab programming. The simulation experiments result shows that 
this proposed algorithm can effectively detect and extract the image edge, especially when the image is mixed with 
noise this method is more effective in suppressing the background and noise of image compared with the 
traditional algorithm based on spatial operator (take Canny operator for example). The new algorithm proves to 
have better noise immunity than the traditional method. 
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2. Edge Detetion Theory Based on Wavelet Transform 

Wavelet transform is an excellent tool used for time-frequency analysis[4]. The information extracted through 
wavelet decomposition in various scales is non-redundant and direction-sensitive. 

The wavelet decomposition of a two dimentional image first decompose a two-dimensional image f into an 
approximate sub-image a1 and three detail sub-images d1

(1),d1
(2),d1

(3) with the resolution of 2-1, and then 
decompose the approximate sub-image a1 in the same way. Given the maximum decomposition level is J. Then 
the decomposition of layer J is made on the approximate sub-image aj-1 which is decomposed into four sub-images 
including an approximate sub-image aj and three detail sub-images dj

(1),dj
(2),dj

(3). The last three respectively 
represent the horizontal,vertical and diagonahigh high frequency components of layer j. The wavelet 
decomposition structure chart is shown in Figure 1. 

 
Fig 1 Two-dimensional wavelet decomposition chart  

Given that the maximum decomposition layer of the image f is J, after the image f is decomposed for J times, 
those sub-images including low-frequency part aJ and  high-frequency part dj，j=1,…,J would be obtained. The 
edge information of the image is always contained in high-frequency part of the image[2], so it can be 
reconstructed through those high-frequency parts obtained. The structure chart of two-dimensional wavelet 
reconstruction is shown in Figure 2:   

 
 

Fig2 Two-dimensional wavelet reconstruction chart 
 

The figure reconstructed through the method discussed above may contain a lot of noise(like the background 
image) and much possible pseudo-boundary[6], therefore the result needs to be further processed to obtain a more 
smooth and prominent figure. It is the general way to complete this task that those greater than the threshold which 
is set previously is considered as the image border and those less than being zero. As the gray-scale of the image is 
variouse from one to another, and there are significant differences between target and background, it is very 
difficult to set a proper value as threshold. If the value is too low, the extracted pixels would contain many points 
that are not the real edge, otherwise if the threshold is too high, those slowly changed pixels would be missed. 
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Therefore a new algorithm is needed to adjust the threshod automatically according to the overall gray level of 
different image.  

When identifying an image the visual system of human is always interested in the so-called ‘target’ of an 
images[7].Therefore it is practical to extract the edge of the target image. And because the edge of the target picture 
is of obvious continuity and concentrate to a certain extent, it provides possibility to acquisite the threshold 
automatically. For an image of any size, the number of edge pixels of the target picture is relatively limited 
compared with the image size. For example,once the threshold is determined, if the edge pixels extracted is too 
many compared with the image size, the threshold is obviously not proper. In addition, Kirsch operator could 
preserve the details of the image and has certain noise immunity[8]. Base on these principle a method used to 
automatically obtain the threshold value is proposed, the basic idea of which is as follows:  

Firstly, define Kirsh operator for each pixel of the image: for any pixel of the image there are eight points 
around it. The difference between the weighted sum of three adjacent points and the weighted sum of the 
remaining five adjacent points is computed. Then take these eight points shifted around this pixel and compute the 
difference in the same way. At last eight differences are obtained. The Kirsh operator is defined as the maximum 
difference[8]. 

Secondly, compare the Kirsh operator of each pixel with the default initial threshold which is set in advance 
as small as possible: those greater than the initial threshold is regarded as the edge points, meanwhile the number 
N (whose initial value is zero) plus one. When N goes larger than a certain amount, the threshold value should be 
renewed as the minimum of the Kirsh operator of all the edge pixels (as a result of every adjustment these pixels 
with the smallest value are removed, and any possible border will not be missed). Then compare once again in the 
same way until N reaches the preset requirement. Over. 

3. The Implementation Approach  

Based on those principles mentioned above, the specific implementation approach of the algorithm proposed 
is as follows: 

1) For the given image f(x,y), compute the maximum decomposition level of the image f, suppose as J. 
2) The image f is decomposed with wavelet transform of level J. According to the theory of 

multi-resolution analysis, a series of wavelet sub-images would be obtained,  namely {aJ, dJ
(1),dJ

(2),dJ
(3) , 

dJ-1
(1),dJ-1

(2),dJ-1
(3),…, d1

(1),d1
(2),d1

(3)}. 
3) Discard the approximate sub-image on the Jth level, which means that set the low frequency coefficient 

matrix aJ to be zero, and then reconstruct the other three high-frequency details images dJ
(1)，dJ

(2)，dJ
(3) , 

expressed as follows: 
）（）（）（ 321

1 JJJJ dddA ++=−                                 (1) 
of which J is the decomposion layer,A is the new reconstructed coefficient matrix which is represent the 

approximate sub-image, d is high-frequency coefficient matrix which is represent the  detail images. Then iterate 
reconstruction according to formula (2) until A0 is obtained.  

1,...,1,321
1 −=+++=− JjdddAA jjjjj

）（）（）（                   (2) 
4) Dynamically acquire the threshold of the given image f  based on Kirsh operator to remove any possible 

pseudo-edge and noise appeared in A0, making the the edge of the target image more smooth and prominent. The 
computing process is as follows: ①Suppose si is the sum of three adjacent points, and ti is the sum of the other 
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five adjacent points around the ith pixel, Kirsh operator K(i) is defined as follows: 
 

]}*3*5max[,1max{)( tisiiK −=                       (3) 

② Given that the initial threshold is TH0, if K(i)>TH0 then the ith pixel would be considered as the edge 

points. At the same time Num (its inicial value is zero) plus one. ③Once Num goes greater than the preset 
value(gennerally setting as 5*M ,M=max(size(A0))), the threshold should be renewed as TH0 =Kmin. Then A1 and 
Num are both set to be zero and return the second (②) step until it is less than or equal to the preset value then 
end. 

4. Simulation and Result 
The simulation experiment is designed to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm by taking the  image 

‘cameraman’ (256*256)for example. The 'bior3.7' fuction[9] is chosen as basis functions of the two-dimensional 
wavelet decomposition and reconstruction. The maxmum decomposition level of both image is 3, namely J = 3. 
The detected results is shown in Figure 3.  

  

          
            a. The image of Cameraman          b.the result with proposed method      c The result with canny operater 

Fig 3 The original image and edge detection result 

It suggests that the algorithm prsent this paper can detect the target image boundary effectively, and can also 
effectively suppress the background image, making the egde of the target image being more prominent. 

In addition, in order to test the robustness of the algorithm, some noise is added to the image, and then the 
synthesized picture is analyzed with the proposed algorithm and the traditional operator(take ‘canny’ as an 
example) respectively. The comparison of the results is shown in Figure 4. As seen in Figure 4, The proposed 
algorithm is better than traditional edge detection operator in terms of noise immunity and background 
suppression. 

  

      
                a.The image with noise           b. The extracted result with the        c. The extracted result with  

algorithms canny operator 
Fig 4 The image with noise and the results  
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5. Conclusion 

The image edge detection is a key technology in image processing. Image boundary as an important feature 
of image is the basis of image analysis and pattern recognition. This paper presents dynamic threshold adjustment 
method based on two-dimensional wavelet transform combined with Kirsch operator to detect and extract the 
image boundary. The method proves effective through the computer simulation. The result shows that the 
algorithm proposed this paper is more effective and robust than the traditional method on inhibiting the 
background image and noise. In addition, there are several dissatisfactory about this algorithm: as the dynamic 
threshold we chose is a global one, some partial boundary information would be missed, which would be one of 
the causes for the discontinuity of the result. In the future work this algorithm will be improved to get more 
complete and smooth results. 
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Abstract: Humanoid robot for Martial Arts arena contest is a new type of small smart robot, which consists of wheel 
base and upper body of humanoid robots. It has not only the characteristics of run fast, working stable, but also the 
functions of humanoid robots. In this paper, the robot mechanical structure and circuit system are described combined 
with the experience to participate in China robot competition. In the meanwhile, the paper mainly analyzes the electronic 
information processing technology in humanoid robot design based on competition requirements, including sensor 
configurations and multi-sensor information fusion technology, driving circuit design, contest strategy design technology. 
Practice shows that choosing robots as teaching practice platform can exercise undergraduates’ comprehensive design 
and practical ability, and has obvious advantages in cultivating students' innovative consciousness and improve their 
professional skills.  

Keyword:  Humanoid robot; martial art arena contest; embedded system; sensor; 

1. Introduction  

Robot is a complex intelligent mechatronic device[1～5]. Robot competition is a high-tech against activity with 
robots as the main body, which involves many technical fields, such as artificial intelligence, automatic control 
technology, visual processing, signal detection and communication. Intelligent electronic information processing 
technology is the key technology for the robot contest. Now with the increase in student participation and the 
expansion of student audience in the competition, the project of robotics competition is gradually increasing. In 
Chinese largest robot competition, robot arena contest is one of the events with the largest teams. Practice is 
testified that choosing robots as teaching practice platform has obvious advantages in cultivating students' 
innovative consciousness and improve their professional skills. It is also important for training good-quality 
information talents. Combination of robot design, this paper will analyze the application of electronic information 
processing technology in intelligent robots, and meanwhile, the effect of cultivation of students' comprehensive 
practice ability is also discussed. 

2. Current Development and Status of Intelligent Robot Contest 

Robot contest began at the end of last century. With the development of information technology, competition 
level is rising continuously, and the continuous updating and expansion of the game content. At present the contest 
is developing in the direction of diversification, large-scale and high-level[6～7]. Soccer match is the earliest robot 
contest. Now there are two major international organizations, One is RoboCup[8] (Robot World Cup), the other one 
is FIRA(Federation of International Robot-soccer Association). In 1996, the RoboCup international federation was 
established. and the demonstration game was held in Japan in 1996. The first RoboCup Competition and 
Conference was held in Nagoya, Japan in 1997, which made a solid first step for the dream of robot soccer team 
beating the human soccer world champion. From then, the contest is held annually.  
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In 2008, the RoboCup Competition held in Suzhou, China, was the first match held in China. In domestic, the 
first RoboCup robot soccer was held in Chongqing in 1999. From then the competition held every year, and game 
content no longer limited to soccer, both including physical robot contest and robot simulation contest. 
Correspondingly, the name of the contest was changed to "China Robot Competition and RoboCup Open". Every 
year the competition attracts hundreds of teams from many domestic and foreign universities. The results show 
that the students' practical ability and innovation ability have been improved obviously through the competition.  

3. Design of Humanoid arena contest Robot 

Humanoid arena contest robot is one of arena contest robots, which combines wheel base and humanoid 
robots. It has run fast, working stable performance, and possesses the functions of humanoid robots. In the field of 
motion characteristics, because of wheeled platform, it follows the dynamic characteristics of wheeled robots, so 
PID controller can be used to achieve path following control. In the aspect of task execution control, its control is 
necessary to consider the impact of lower mobile platform, so its basic control is different from the legs upright 
humanoid robot[9～11]. 

According to the function, humanoid arena robot is divided into mechanical system and control circuit system. 
Mechanical system consists of two parts, namely wheeled platform and the imitation of the human body. Figure 1 
shows its structure diagram (a) and our prepared robot (b). 

          
                (a) Structure diagram                        (b) prepared robot 

Fig 1 the structure of humanoid arena robot  

Robot circuit control system include center controller, sensing detection circuit, signal processing and motor 
driving circuit. Central controller has two kinds of design, that is the core design of single-chip microcomputer 
(SCM) and DSP core design.  Considering the difficulty of the debugging of the design, we give preference to 
choose SCM scheme. In our prepared robot, Atmega128 was selected as the controller, which completed a variety 
of functions, including sensor signal processing, decision making, implement of motion control algorithms and 
motor control etc. The circuit control system is shown in figure 2. 

4. The analysis of information processing technology in Robot 

Robot competition arena is shown in figure 3. 
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Fig 2   Control system diagram 

 
Fig 3 Contest field  

The arena is a square low table, which is 2400mm long, 2400mm wide and 150mm high. The table 
background color around the outside to the center was pure black to pure white gray gradient. The arena’s two 
corners have ramps respectively. In beginning of the game, robots start from the starting areas, then along with 
two different ramps onto the challenge to contest. The basic competition rule is that the two sides race to find the 
other one and hit or push each other. If one side leaves the arena area totally or can not continue operation, then 
the other side wins.  

4.1  signal detection and multi-sensor information fusion technology 

The key problem to win the competition is to get environmental information, that is own location and the 
other one’s location. The method is to detect signal through the sensor circuit. The sensors used in robots include 
infrared distance sensors, infrared switch sensors, ultrasonic sensors and gray sensors. Infrared distance sensors 
are used to detect "enemy" and to get its position, and gray sensor to detect the signal from table to determine its 
own location, infrared switch sensors to detect the arena edge to prevent errors caused by falling. Ultrasound 
sensors are also used for distance measurement in conjunction with infrared distance sensors, which further 
improve the detection performance. 

For example, infrared switch sensors are used for detecting the table edge to prevent falling table. The 
sensor’s detection volume is a Boolean value. To ensure the reliability of edge detection, infrared switch sensors 
were installed with a certain angle in front of the chassis, and meanwhile, adjusting the threshold value range, it 
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can determine whether the robot approach edge of the table. However, it should be noted that the slope of the table 
edge will lead to incorrect diagnosis, so many teats in the slant position can ensure good results. Table edge 
detection is shown in Figure 4. 

 
Fig 4 edge detection of Infrared switch sensors    

Therefore the installation of actual sensor circuit requires a comprehensive consideration of both robot 
structure and working environment to determine. This work requires repeated experiments, which is different from 
simple sensor experiment. 

In robot competition, because it can not be pre-informed of the environmental information, the robot entirely 
depends on sensor system to sense the real-time environment. All kinds of sensor detection information are 
transmitted to the controller in time. Then controller needs to make a comprehensive processing and analysis to 
determine the next step in the game strategy. This is multi-sensor information fusion technology, which needs to 
be done by programming. 

4.2   Motor driving circuit design 

Robot arena contest is a attack dual meet, so we use a number of high-power motors to increase its offensive 
power in the design. As micro-controller output signal is small, we need to design the motor driving circuit. 
Humanoid robot chassis is equipped with four-wheel, each wheel is separately controlled by a DC motor. Motion 
control of robot is implemented mainly through the four motor-driven, including speed and steering control. The 
drive circuit designed with L298N chip is shown in Figure 5. 

 
Fig5  motor drive circuit designed with L298N 

4.3  Strategy and programming 

Strategy is important for robot contest. All the programs are designed based on the analysis of strategy. It is 
necessary that strategy need to be determined by competition policy rules and possible climate change. For 
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example, if own attack power is greater than "the enemy", the program would take the initiative to attack, in the 
contrary, defense program should be taken to avoid attack. 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper we have presented the design of humanoid robot for martial arts arena contest combined with 
the robot competition requirements. We mainly analyzes the electronic information processing technology in 
humanoid robot design, including sensor configurations and multi-sensor information fusion technology, driving 
circuit design and contest strategy design technology. The robot scheme described can be used in the practice 
teaching. 

Robot is a complex intelligent mechatronic device. Humanoid arena contest robot contains a variety of 
electronic information technology, including signal detection, power drive circuit, SCM control system and 
program design, etc. Robot has a strong practical feature, that is to say that circuit designing and the procedure 
compiling can be verified in the laboratory. Therefore, the design and preparation of robot is important for the 
training of qualified personnel. Practice demonstrates that choosing robots as teaching practice platform has 
obvious advantages in cultivating students' innovative consciousness and improve their professional skills. So it is 
necessary and valuable to carry out robot innovative experiment.  
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Abstract: This paper considers the problem of positioning the mobile station(MT) basing on the attenuation of the 
received signal strength in cellular networks like GSM. At any instance a GSM mobile station can receive signal from 
many base stations, in most cases it has been noted that it receives signals from six neighbor base stations and one 
serving base station. This property makes it easy to locate any mobile station by just utilizing the received signal strength. 
This paper suggests a mobile terminal location estimation algorithm based on the attenuation of the received signal 
strength, which yield circles along which the mobile may lie. Then the place where the two circles intersect is the 
estimated position of the mobile station. The radius of a circle is the distance obtained from the Okumura-Hata formula 
due to the attenuation of signal strength. This method can be applied in existing system and it does not need any upgrade 
of system hardware. The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated using the real measured GSM signal 
strength data. So far the results demonstrate that this proposed algorithm can achieve a basic precision, and it still has 
great protential to enhance in the future. 

Key words: GSM mobile station; estimation algorithm; received signal; signal strength 

 

1. Introduction  

Mobile locations could support many applications, such as emergency services, roadside assistance, 
location-sensitive billing, navigation, tracking and so on. Over recent decades, numerous studies have examined 
the mobile location estimations, which can be divided into five categories. The first category is the Global 
Positioning System (GPS), which provides accurate positioning based on satellite-transmitted signals. However, 
the GPS may fail when satellite signals are blocked, for example, in a setting when the mobile is used in indoors, 
in underground car parks, and in urban canyons. The GPS has been standardized in Global System for Mobile 
Communications (GSM) networks as the Assisted-GPS method, which requires hardware upgrade in both the 
mobile terminal and the network. The second category estimates the mobile location based on received signal 
strength (RSS) measurements. This approach uses the relationship between the received signal strength and the 
distance from the base stations (BS) to the mobile station. Unfortunately, this approach may be inaccurate because 
of the complex propagation mechanisms.  

The third category locates the mobile via the angle-of arrival (AOA) [1] of a signal from the mobile at several 
BSs. The AOA estimation can be used to draw a line of bearing (LOB) from the BS to the mobile; multiple LOBs 
intersect at the estimated mobile position. This technique requires no time synchronization between stations and 
can work with as few as two BSs. However, the AOA estimation requires a complex antenna system and may 
suffer from non-line-of-sight (NLOS) propagation, making it impractical for networks in urban environments.  
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The fourth category determines mobile location by measuring the time of arrival (TOA)[2], which provides the 
estimate of the distance between the BS and the mobile since electromagnetic waves propagate at the speed of 
light. The estimated distance yields a circle, centered on the BS. The mobile location then can be determined at the 
intersection of circles using multiple TOAs. The simplest way for the GSM to measure the TOA is by using timing 
advance (TA), which measures run trip time between the BS and the mobile. Multiple TAs can be obtained by 
forcing the mobile to make handover attempts from the serving BS to the neighboring BSs. However, the 
theoretical distance resolution of TA is 550 m, which may be too large to enable accurate location estimation. 
Another positioning technique based on propagation delay time, namely time difference of arrival (TDOA)[3], 
calculates the differences in TOAs of a mobile signal at multiple pairs of BSs. Each TDOA measurement yields a 
hyperbolic curve along which the mobile may lie. The mobile position can be determined at the intersection of 
these curves. Two TDOA techniques are standardized in GSM networks as the uplink TOA (UL-TOA) and the 
enhanced observed time difference (E-OTD). Nevertheless, potential disadvantages of the propagation-time based 
techniques are NLOS propagation and the need for timing synchronization between stations.  

The final category recognizes the channel status, such as path loss and the power delay profile, for mobile 
location estimations. The mobile position is identified by matching the actual signatures of the received signal 
with the entries stored in a database available at the network. The location accuracy by using the channel status 
recognition depends strongly on channel status variations and the database size. However, the construction and 
updating of the large database is time-consuming[4]. This “fingerprint” technique is attracting increasing attention 
for indoor applications, for which database management is easier than in wide outdoor areas.  

The GSM provides measurement reports[5] about the signal attenuations from serving and neighboring BSs for 
managing radio resources. In  this study, we proposes a mobile location estimation algorithm based on the 
received signal strength information contained in measurement reports of GSM. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We detail our algorithm in section 2. In section 3, we give the 
performance evaluation results, and finally we give the conclusion and future work in section 4. 

2. The proposed positioning algorithm 

In this section we briefly explore the limitations of current research work and contrast this with commercially 
accepted development practices. We then discuss anecdotal evidence that supports an iterative development 
process incorporating client-developer joint exploration of partial designs to facilitate the development of client 
understanding of their needs. 

2.1 Genernal idea 

RSS-based positioning algorithm refers to the way of locating a mobile station based on the received signal 
strength. The main parameters required in accomplishing this algorithm are received signal strength(Rx-lev), 
equivalent isotropically radiated power(EIRP), downlink frequence,  longitude and latitude of all the relative base 
stations etc. In additional to that we also need a well modified Okumura-Hata formula[6～7]. After having these 
parameters on hand, then we can use the distance derived from Okumura-Hata as a radius of the circle and then 
use the point of intersection of two circles as the estimated mobile position. 

2.2  Positioning algorithm 

The positioning algorithm is divided as two steps. Firstly, the received signal strength is converted as 

distance between MT and relative base station by using the most used propagation model Okumura- Hata. 
Secondly, the idea in this algorithm is that the distance from the  BS to MS are taken as the radius of the circle 
and then take the circles formed from two different BS to find their intersection. As there are up to six neighbour 
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cell RSSs in one measure report message, more pairs of circles may be used to get more intersection points. Figure 
1 illustrates different conditions for these circles and corresponding dealing measures. Thirdly, all valid 
intersection points’ longitude and altitude values are averaged respectively as the final estimated location. 

 

 This condition occurs 
most of the time, for this 
condition the average of the 
two points of intersection is 
taken as one valid 
estimation result. 

 This occurs when two 
circles intersect at only one 
point. It gives an exact 
position of the mobile 
station. 

 This condition occurs 
when the two circles do not 
intersect. When this 
happens, the corresponding 
pair of data  are neglected.

 These two circles do 
not intersect. When this 
happens, the 
corresponding pair of data 
are neglected. 

Fig 1 Illustration of different intersecting cases 

3.  Performance evaluation of proposed algorithm 

3.1 Experiment conditions 

We use GSM real measured data to demonstrate the performance of proposed RSS-based positioning algorithm. 
These data were collected by TEMS terminal at Huangshi city, Hubei province. In addition, we got the support 
from local wireless operator to obtain all necessary wireless configration parameters of cells which include latitude, 
longitude, transmited power, BCCH channel, BSIC and so on. Figure 2. gives the scene of experiment in Huangshi 
city in which the sectors represent cells, and the yellow labels with the received signal strength from serving base 
station represent the trace of measurements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig2  Experiment scene 
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3.2  Experiment steps 

We implement positioning algorithm and the following estimation error statistics by C programming. Before 
executing positioning algorithm, we need export the log files recorded by TEMS T68 terminal and TEMS 
investigation 5.1 software[8]. Then we need extract the RSS values, MT’s current precise position(obtained by GPS 
equipment ), BSIC and ARFCN index of the relative base station in GSM measure report messages from the 
exported text files. After that we need use the ARFCN index to look up the GSM system information type 5 GSM 
system information type 5ter messages to get the real ARFCN. Then we look up the local operator’s wireless 
configration parameters file to match the BSIC and BCCH number to get   the corresponding base station’s 
information including precise position and transmited power. 

After getting the RSSs and relative base station’s position, transmited antenna hight, transmited power and 
MT’s current precise position, we use the Okumura- Hata to covert the path loss to distance between the base 
station and MT. Then our proposed algorithm will be executed to estimate the MT’s position. Finally, we statistic 
the distribution of estimation errors. The diagram of positioning procedure can be seen in figure 3. 

 

Fig 3  Diagram of positioning procedure 

3.3 Positioning results 

In this work, over 600 positions have been estimated, and the positioning error statistic of each position is in 
table 1.  

Table 1  Positioning error statistic 

 

Error(m) 
Below 

100 
Above 100 and 

below 150 
Above 150 and 

below 200 
Above 200 and 

below 250 
Above 250 and 

below 300 
Above 

300 

Percentage(%) 2.25% 0% 1.12% 37.08% 40.45% 19.1%

Cummulative(%) 2.25% 2.25% 3.37% 40.45% 80.9% 100% 

Input the file with 
true position of 

the MS 

Calculate MT 
position 

Compare the BSIC and 
ARFCN to get the 

corresponding BS’s 
geographical potition 

Input the logfile 
in order to extract 

parameters 

Calculate the 
error 

Scan the 
arfcn,rxlev,bsic of 

the neighbout 
cells 

Output the error 
statistics 

Decode the 
Hexadedimal 
String from 

exported text file 
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4. Conclusions and future work 

In this work we focus on the RSS-based GSM MT positioning algorithm and its implementation. We present 
a RSS-based positioning algorithm and demonstrate its performance by using real measured GSM RSSs.  

The algorithm that we has used can be improved in future work. Firstly, in this study, we have not consider 
the radiation direction of each cell, however, most of the cells’ antennae are not isotropic antennae but beam 
antennae. So there should be a different path loss at different direction in the same distance. In future work, we 
will use a enhanced propagation model which may consider the radiation pattern of the cell antenna. In this case, 
the radiation shape of a beam antenna will not be a circle but is similar as figure 4.   

 

 

Fig 4. Radiation shape of beam antenna 

Secondly, smooth average window could be applied to the estimated positions to reduce estimation error. 
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Abstract: The actual maximum output power of the audio frequency power amplifier and its efficiency are both lower 
than the theoretical value in ideal state because of the effect of saturation voltage drop, negative load and nonlinear 
distortion of the triode under a limited requirement to the nonlinear distortion. And it’s clearer especially when it goes 
under low voltage. Self-lifting-circuit is a specific positive feedback which can enlarge the dynamic output range of the 
amplifier. The circuit output voltage can be upgraded after two magnifying tubes are added into the OCL circuit to 
promote the maximum output power and efficiency. The simulated experiments show that the maximum output power 
and its efficiency in the OCL self-lifting-circuit can be promoted greatly. 

Key words: the audio frequency power amplifier; nonlinear distortion; the dynamic output range; maximum output 
power 

1. Introduction 

OCL and OTL are two common forms of small low frequency power amplifier circuits. Take OCL circuit for 
example, the maximum output power and its highest efficiency  of the collector under ideal state show as follows 
[1], 
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Of them, VCC - VCE(sat) = Vom shows the amplitude of the maximum output voltage without distortion, and VCC is 
the power voltage. It is known from Equations 1 & 2 that the effect of VCE(sat) is ignored, and there is nonlinear 
distortion with the triode. 

But in real applications, the actual maximum output power and the highest efficiency of the collector are both 
lower than the results gained under ideal state because of the effect of saturation voltage drop ,VCE(sat) , and 
negative load of the triode. It can also be known from Equations 1 & 2 that the lower the power voltage VCC  is, 
the greater the effect of VCE(sat) is. And the actual maximum output power and the highest efficiency of the 
collector may be evidently lower than the ideal value. 

2. Some specific problems with the low amplifier of Class AB under low voltage 

2.1 Factors affecting output power 

1) The saturation voltage drop cannot be ignored. The effect can be ignored while the power voltage is 
comparatively higher with VCE(sat) at the position of (0.1～0.3)V. But at a low voltage run, if it’s in OCL circuit 
VCC =1.5V(or in OTL circuit VCC =3V), the effect of VCE(sat) cannot be ignored. At this moment, maxoP  and 

maxCη  are decreasing greatly. 
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2) The voltage gain at the end of the amplifier is less than 1 when load is smaller. No matter it is in OCL or 
OTL, actually there exist two emitter followers which take turns to work. Under normal conditions, the voltage 
gain of emitter followers is less than 1, almost closer to 1 [2]. When load is as small as a loudspeaker of 8Ω , the 
voltage gain is clearly lower than 1. It indicates that the amplitude of the output voltage without distortion will be 
lower than VCC -VCE(sat), so maxoP  and maxCη  will still get lower. 

3) The nonlinear of triode limits the maximum non-distortion output voltage. When the output voltage of low 
amplifier is close to or reaches maximum value, its operating point may approach the saturation region or the 
cut-off region, at this point, the nonlinear of the amplifiers appear more evident, that is, the higher the amplitude of 
the output voltage is, the greater the nonlinear distortion is. For example, when VCC = 22V、RL = 8Ω, the 
amplitude Vom, the output power Po and the total harmonic distortion THD of the integrated audio amplifier 
LM380(the amplifier level is OTL circuit)are shown as Table 1 [3]. 

Table 1. The output voltage, the power and the total harmonic distortion of the LM 380 output voltage 

Vom(V) Po(W) THD notice 
10 6.25 >10% the state of maximum output 
8 4 <0.5%  
7 3 <0.2%  

From the above, the amplitude of the output voltage must be restricted under the circumstance of a higher 
requirement to the nonlinear distortion. 

It can be concluded that the output voltage amplitude cannot reach it maximum, the output power is reduced 
and its actual efficiency is far lower than the ideal value by 78.5% with the effect of the saturation voltage drop, 
the load and the nonlinear distortion of the low amplifier Class AB under low voltage. 

2.2 Simulated analysis of common low amplifier Class AB with low voltage 

When VCC =1.5V、RL =8Ω and the input signal frequency is sine-wave 1kHz by using software Pspice to do 
the simulated analysis of the normal OCL circuit, the simulation result is as follows if the nonlinear total harmonic 
distortion is demanded to be THD<2%. 

When the maximum output voltage amplitude is Vim = 0.78V, the output voltage amplitude is Vom = 0.637V. 
Analyzing the DC component of single collector current Ic0 = 26.2mA, THD in the circuit is 1.82%. So, the actual 
voltage gain in the circuit is Av = 0.817, the output power is Po = 25.4mW, the supply power is PD = 78.6mW and 
the true efficiency is =Cη 32.3%. The OCI Amplifying Circuit is shown as Fig 1. 
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Fig 1  OCL Amplifying Circuit 
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The simulation indicates that if THD is demanded, the maximum output power and efficiency in OCL circuit 
is lower the theoretical value under the ideal state. And it appears more evident especially when the low power 
voltage and the load resistance are both smaller. 

3. the design of a self-lifting low amplifier 

3.1 The basic principle of a self-lifting OCL circuit 
In order to improve efficiency and output power, many kinds of low frequency power amplifiers are designed 

and utilized. Those amplifiers used many patterns such as a BTL pattern [4], D kind [5～6] or G kind [7]. Although 
these amplifiers can effectively raised the output power and efficiency, they used more components and the 
electric circuit is more complex. On the other side, in the application of Self-lifting circuit in OCL, the circuit is 
simple and it can solve a special problem such as efficiency of the amplifier working under low voltage. 

Self-lifting circuit is actually a specific feedback. It works in the following way. Change the instantaneous 
electric potential at a certain position in the circuit by taking the advantage of the instantaneously unchangeable 
feature between the voltages at two ends of the capacitance,in other words, promote the electric potential at one 
end of the capacitance to control that at the other end. Applying self-lifting circuit can enlarge the dynamic output 
range of the amplifier. So, a self-lifting circuit is connected in an OCL circuit to enlarge the dynamic output range 
of the circuit and promote its maximum output power and efficiency. 
3.2 Basic principle of self-lifting OCL circuit 

Ordinary a Self-lifting circuit in OCL (or a Self-lifting circuit in OTL ) only added the circuit to one power 
amplification tube, which results in the two tubes have different amplification capacity. The output waveform has 
a clearly nonlinear distortion [8]. To avoid this, we give each amplification tube a Self-lifting circuit. The 
amplification tubes will construct a double Self-lifting circuit. 

A double self-lifting circuit in OCL is shown in Figure 2.      
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Fig 2  A self-lifting OCL amplifying circuit 

As shown in the figure, C1、R1、R2 consist of the self-lifting circuit of T1 , and consist of that of T2 . R1、R3 
are used to prevent a shortcut caused by the output signal passing through C1、C2. 

Take Tube T1 in the circuit in Figure 2 for example, after a self-lifting capacitance C1 is connected, the electric 
potential at the static Point A is the component voltage of R2 and R1、VBE3.  

BE31
21

BE3CC
A VR

RR
VVV +

+
−= ( )BE3CC2

1 VV +=                       (3) 
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But the electric potential at the static Point O. So the DC voltage of the self-lifting capacitance is AC1 VV = . 
VC1 Will keep constant in one period as long as the time constant C1R2 is big enough. 

The electric potential at Position O will go up from the static 0V to VCC value, when the positive half-period 
of the signal is input and passes through T1 and the input signal amplitude is getting larger in static status, the 
output voltage amplitude is also increasing. And the static electric potential at Position A will be promoted as the 
potential at Position O is increasing, AOC1OA VvVvv +=+= . When the input signal reaches its maximum or 
the output voltage reaches the maximum and is closer to VCC, the electric potential at Position A is, 

AOA Vvv += ( ) CCBE3CCCC 2
1 VVVV >++≈                     (4) 

So, the input current is big enough to make the operating point of T1 saturated and the output range of T1 even 
bigger. 

3.3 Simulation analysis of the self-lifting OCL circuit 

When the condition and the requirement are the same with normal OCL circuit, use software Pspice to do the 
simulated analysis of the normal OCL circuit, the simulation result is as follows. 

When the maximum input voltage amplitude is Vim =1.44V, the output voltage amplitude is Vom =1.28V. It 
can be found that the DC current component of the single collector is Ic0 = 65.6mA after the Fourier functional 
analysis on the current of amplifying collector, and meanwhile THD is equal to 1.87%. So, the actual voltage gain 
in the circuit is Av = 0.889, the output power is Po = 102.4mW, the supply power is PD = 196.8mW, and the actual 
efficiency is =Cη 52.0%. The comparison between an OCL circuit and a self-lifting OCL circuit is shown in 
Table 2.   

Table 2  the simulation comparison between an OCL circuit and a self-lifting OCL circuit 

 Vim(V) Vom(V) Po(mW) PD(mW) Cη  
theoretical 1.5 1.5 140.6 179.0 78.5% 

OCL 
actual 0.78 0.637 25.4 78.6 32.3% 

Self-liftingOCL 1.44 1.28 102.4 196.8 52.0%  
The parameter analysis on self-lifting capacitances C1、C2 and the resistances R1、R3 as shown in Figure 3 & 

4 indicate that when R1 =R3 = 50Ω and self-lifting capacitances C1、C2 are bigger than 50μF, it will not affect the 
output voltage much, when C1 = C2 = 100μF and the resistances R1、R3 are less than 100Ω, it will not affect the 
output voltage, either. 

 
Fig 3  Parameter analysis of self-lifting capacitances 
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     Fig 4  Parameter analysis of self-lifting resistances 

4. Conclusion 

A Self-lifting circuit has been widely applied in a transistor circuit, and applied in a radio tube circuit [9]. It is 
especially used under low-voltage, The maximum non-distortion output voltage can be promoted in collecting 
with an OCL circuit in a higher demand of non-linear distortion, it also means the great promotion of the 
maximum output power and efficiency. The simulation of self-lifting circuit in OCL indicates that when the power 
voltage is ±1.5V, the load resistance is 8Ω, the total harmonic distortion is lower than 2%, compared to OCL 
circuit, the output voltage of double self-lifting circuit in OCL will be doubled and its maximum output power can 
be tripled and the efficiency can be promoted by 20%. So, self-lifting circuit in OCL can largely prevent the 
limitation of saturation voltage drop to the output voltage and enlarge the dynamic output range in the circuit; 
meanwhile it can also reduce the effect of low load to the output voltage and promote the load capacity in the 
circuit. Especially in the operation of low power voltage, self-lifting circuit will greatly better the main functional 
index of the audio power amplifier which is of great practical value. 
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Abstract: This article is to the impacts when the power grid voltage fluctuates on the single-phase induction 
motor’s performance. Series of tests, include, “Load Test” “Temperature experiment”, “Noise Test” and so on; 
From experimental studies which analyse experimental curve of data, we can determine when the power voltage 
will affect fluctuation single-phase asynchronous motor’s performance  

Key words: Single-phase asynchronous motor；Voltage fluctuation；Test analysis  

1. Introduction 

Single-phase asynchronous motor is also called single-phase induction motor. Its power is supplied by 
single-phase AC power . It has a series of advantages , such as simple structure, low cost ,reliable running and 
easy maintenance and so forth  so that it is widely applied to all walks of life. In recent years, as power capacity 
is constantly changing and frequent voltage fluctuations caused by the changes of various load power, 
single-phase asynchronous motor is permissible to run within the ± 5% of rated voltage . If the voltage goes 
beyond this range, various function index and running index of the motor will go wrong, which has adverse impact 
on the economic running of motor and shortens the life span of  it. In the course of the motor’s usage, if the index 
of motor loss is under qualification , the supply of the power resources will be affected and the rate of  the 
electrical power utilization descended[1]. 

2. Outline  

In order to learn the influence of the voltage fluctuations to the parameter , performance and various index of 
the single-phase asynchronous motor , the author has made a lot of comprehensive tests about it. The tests have 
explained  the influence of the power voltage fluctuations to the motor’s performance. Be tested motor is 
CO290L-4 single-phase capacitor start motor, brand-name data UN = 220V, IN = 6.77A, PN = 0.75kW, nN = 
1450rmin-1, f = 50Hz, E-class insulation. 

Tests of UN, UN±10% and UN±5% have been carried out under five types of voltage .If we have known the 
known measured value of the insulation resistance , the real measured value of the cold-like DC Resistance, the 
no-load test data of the single-phase asynchronous motor , and data of short-circuit test , the noise tests about the 
rising temperature of the single-phase asynchronous motor, load test and single-phase asynchronous motor can be 
carried out .Through the test outcome , the influence of the voltage fluctuations to the single-phase asynchronous 
motor has been carefully studied[2]. 
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3. Comprehensive Experiment  

3.1 Temperature rising  

Temperature data of measured temperature rising test can be seen from the Table 1. 
 

Tab 1 Parameters of Temperature test 
 

U I P1 Rf 
No 

Grid Rate V Grid Rate A Grid Rate W Ω ℃ ℃ 

1 110 300/150 220 67.7 10/100 6.77 27.6 300*10/75 1104 3.15 44 20.2

2 110 300/150 220 67.7 10/100 6.77 27.6 300*10/75 1104 3.194 50.7 20.4

3 110 300/150 220 67.7 10/100 6.77 27.6 300*10/75 1104 3.20 53 20.6

4 110 300/150 220 67.7 10/100 6.77 27.6 300*10/75 1104 3.21 58.1 20.8

5 110 300/150 220 67.7 10/100 6.77 27.6 300*10/75 1104 3.22 59.3 20.8

6 110 300/150 220 67.7 10/100 6.77 27.6 300*10/75 1104 3.224 59.4 20.8

7 110 300/150 220 67.7 10/100 6.77 27.6 300*10/75 1104 3.224 59.4 20.8

8 110 300/150 220 67.7 10/100 6.77 27.6 300*10/75 1104 3.224 59.4 20.8

3.2 Load test 

Data of the measured load test can be seen from Table 2. 
 

Tab2 Parameters of load test 
 

I1 P1 n No 

 Grid Rate A Grid Rate W r/min 

1 80 10/100 8 36 300*10/75 1140 1413 

2 70 10/100 7 29.4 300*10/75 1176 1431 

3 65 10/100 6.5 26.1 300*10/75 1044 1442 

4 60 10/100 6 22.5 300*10/75 900 1453 

5 55 10/100 5.5 18.2 300*10/75 728 1465 

6 50 10/100 5 11.4 300*10/75 456 1483 
 
revised rate of rising temperature can be seen from the calculation sheet 3 of the load test. 
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 Calculation sheet of load test can be seen from Table 3 
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Tab 3 Calculation sheet of load test 

 

I P1 s sref pw1 pw2 ps P2 cosφ η 
N 

A W   W W W W  % 

1 8 1440 0.0577 0.0578 206.8 68.85 5.47 1093.88 0.8182 75.96

2 7 1176 0.0455 0.0456 157.78 44.52 4.52 904.18 0.7636 76.89

3 6.5 1044 0.0385 0.0386 136.05 33.43 4.03 805.49 0.7301 77.15

4 6 900 0.0313 0.0314 115.92 23.3 3.46 692.32 0.6818 76.92

5 5.5 728 0.0231 0.0231 97.41 13.6 2.75 549.24 0.6017 75.45

6 5 456 0.0113 0.0113 80.5 3.77 1.53 305.2 0.4145 66.93

 
Rref=3.212Ω 

3.3 Noise Test  

Table 4 Measurement Data of Noise Test 
 

Tab 4 Measurement Data of Noise Test 
 

 198 
（V） 

209 
（V） 

220 
（V）

220 
（V）

231 
（V）

242 
（V）

Background 
noise 

1 63.5 66 65.5 V V V 31 

2 61 60 62.5 65.5 68.5 70 30 

3 63.5 64.5 65 62.5 62.5 64 29.5 

4 62 60.5 63 65 66 69 30.5 

5 64 64 64 63 63 63.5 30 

 
 

Table 5 Calculations of Noise Test 
 

Tab 5 Calculations of Noise Test 
 

No 
     V 

I 
198 

（V）

209 
（V）

220 
（V） 

220 
（V）

231 
（V） 

242 
（V） 

1 IP 62.94 63.59 64.45 64.45 65.87 67.27 

2 LW 70.92 71.57 72.43 72.43 73.85 75.25 

3 G 4.06 5.41 4.05 4.05 5.63 5.73 

 
Fig 1 Comprehensive test curve of motor  

V
P 

No 
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Fig 1 Comprehensive test data curve of motor 

4. Analysis of test result 

When UN；UN±10%； UN±5%；five types analyses of test date of motor  

1)  summary of multi-performances of single-phase asynchronous motor in every voltage  

Summary of multi-performances of single-phase asynchronous motor can be seen from table 6, and the test 
made references measurement of insulation resistance, winding cold measurement and hot resistance measurement, 
no-load test, and data of blocked rotor test[3～6]. 

 
Tab 6. Summary of multi-performances of single-phase asynchronous motor 

 

Number Performance item Unit Test result 

1 Voltage values U V 198 209 220 231 242 

2 Voltage per-unit U*  0.9 0.95 1.0 1.05 1.1 

3 Starting current Ist A 34.31 35.5 36.9 38.5 40.5 

4 Times of starting Ist*  5.068 5.244 5.45 5.686 5.98 

5 Starting torque Tst kg.m 1.15 1.3 1.45 1.7 2.05 

6 
Times of starting torque 

Kst* 
 2.359 2.667 2.974 3.487 4.205 

7 Slip ratio s  0.0448 0.385 0.035 0.03 0.0285 

8 Efficiency η % 76.2 78 76.8 75.8 71.5 

9 Power factor cosφ  0.76 0.75 0.71 0.69 0.628 

10 Temperature θ△  ℃ 66.1 52.03 47 55.55 69.2 

11 Noise Ip dB 62.94 63.59 64.45 65.87 67.27 

 

2）The temperature curve with the voltage fluctuates  

Figure 2 shows the temperature curve with the voltage fluctuates 
3）The noise variation curve of voltage fluctuations 

Figure 3 shows the noise variation curve of voltage fluctuations   
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4. Summary 

Through a number of  analysis of test results , electrical voltage in the range of performance 
parameters is studied ; though series of test data , the relationship between a series of parameters is analysed . 
When the voltage fluctuates downward , temperature rise rises with the voltage’s dropping , which increaseds 
utilization of the material ; noise falls with the voltage’s dropping . When the voltage fluctuations up , as the 
voltage increases , both temperature rise and noise rises , and single-phase induction motor’s performance  
will reduce[7～8] .  

The analysis of combining single-phase induction motor load and short circuit test performance shows , 
whether single-phase induction motor applied voltage increases or decreases , there are some advantages and 
some disadvantages , so we should consider the application from a practical point of view . When electrical 
work at the rated voltage , all its  performance parameters can achieve a better state , so when designing , 
we should consider performance parameters and the power supply voltage and voltage to choose options[9] . 
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Fig 3 Data curve of Noise test  
       Fig2 Voltage fluctuations of the temperature rise 

curve of the impact of changes in
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Abstract:The purpsose of this article is to analyse the impacts when the power grid voltage fluctuates on the 
single-phase induction motor performance, Series of tests, include“Insulation resistance easurement”, “Winding 
cold and hot state resistance measurement” “No-load test” “Locked-rotor test”; Experiments study to analyse 
experimental curve of data, results from the analysis, we can determine the factors that affect fluctuation 
single-phase asynchronous motor’s performance when the power voltage fluctuant。  

Key words: Single-phase asynchronous motor；Voltage fluctuation；Performance analysis；Test analysis  

1. Introduction 

Single-phase asynchronous motor is also called single-phase induction motor, which is a drive power that is 
supply with single-phase AC motor.It has a series of advantages like simple structure, low cost,,reliable operation, 
easy maintenance and it is widely used in industries and daily life.In recent years, network capacity continue to 
change, due to the voltage fluctuations which are caused by changes in network load,single-phase asynchronous 
motor in the bottom 5% rated voltage operation is allowed.If beyond this range,it will do harm to the functional 
indicators and the operational indicators,and it also harm the economic operation and shorten the engine`s 
life.During the using process,if the engine fails to meet the requirements,it will affect the electricity supply and 
decline the electric utilization. [1].  

2. Outline 

In order to make sure that whether the voltage fluctuations will affect the motor parameters, performance and 
indicators,we will test the single-phase asynchronous motor integratedly.By this experiment,we can analyze the 
voltage fluctuations`effect on motor performance. [2] 

Under these five voltages like UN；UN±10%； UN±5%,we make many tests.They are insulation resistance 
measurement; the actual state of winding DC resistance of cold determination; single-phase induction motor 
no-load test; single-phase asynchronous motor short-circuit test; With the results, we carefully study the voltage 
fluctuations on the single-phase asynchronous motor performance. Be tested motor is CO290L-4 single-phase 
capacitor start motor, brand-name data UN = 220V, IN = 6.77A, PN = 0.75kW, nN = 1450rmin-1, f = 50Hz, 
E-class insulation. 

3. Comprehensive Experiment  

3.1 Insulation resistance measurement. 

The data of insulation resistance measurement is in Table 1, 
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        Tab 1. Test data of Insulation resistance            

No. Object 
Type 

Primary winding and 
chassis 

Vice-winding 
and chassis 

Lord, 
Vice-winding 

1 Cold state insulation 
resistance ∞ ∞ ∞ 

2 Thermal state of 
insulation resistance 0.79 0.91 1.21 

3.2  The actual state of winding DC resistance in cold determination 

Data of DC resistance in Table 2. 
Tab 2. Test records of DC resistance                  Unit: Ω 

No. Resistance 
（Ω） 

The chassis` 
temperature（℃） 

Cooling medium`s temperature
（℃） 

1 2.64 19.5 20 
2 2.65 19.5 20 
3 2.66 19.5 20 
4 2.67 19.5 20  

The DC resistance under the actual temperature of the cold winding:  

( )Ω=
+++

= 655.2
4

67.266.265.264.2
CR  

3.3 No-load Test 
1) Records of No-loaded test is in Table 3 

Tab 3  records of No-load test 

Uo Io po No. 
Case Rate V Case Rate A Case Rate W 

1 128 300/150 256 71 10/100 7.1 78 10×300×0.2/150 312 
2 121 300/150 242 60.5 10/100 6.05 61.5 10×300×0.2/150 246 
3 115.5 300/150 231 54 10/100 5.4 49 10×300×0.2/150 196 
4 110 300/150 220 48 10/100 4.8 40 10×300×0.2/150 160 
5 104.5 300/150 209 43.5 10/100 4.35 33.7 10×300×0.2/150 134.8
6 99 300/150 198 38.9 10/100 3.89 28.5 10×300×0.2/150 114 
7 90 300/150 180 33.1 10/100 3.31 22 10×300×0.2/150 88 
8 80 300/150 160 27.5 10/100 2.75 17 10×300×0.2/150 68 
9 70 300/150 140 23.3 10/100 2.33 13.5 10×300×0.2/150 54 
10 60 300/150 120 19 10/100 1.9 10 10×300×0.2/150 40 

Uko Iko pko 

Case Rate V Case Rate A Case Rate W Others 

31.5 300/150 63 67.7 10/100 6.77 62.7 10×300×0.2/150 250.8

RO=2.81（Ω）   Rom=2.83（Ω） 
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2) Calculation of no-load test is in Table 4 
Tab 4 Calculation of no-load test 

No. Uo/UN (Uo/UN)² poCu (W) po´(W) po (W) Io(A) 

1 1.641 1.355 208.2 103.8 312 7.1 
2 1.1 1.21 151.2 94.8 246 6.05 
3 1.05 1.1 120.4 75.6 196 5.4 
4 1 1 95.2 64.8 160 4.8 
5 0.95 0.9025 78.1 56.7 134.8 4.35 
6 0.9 0.81 62.5 51.5 114 3.89 
7 0.818 0.669 45.2 42.8 88 3.31 
8 0.727 0.529 31.2 36.8 68 2.75 
9 0.636 0.404 22.4 31.6 54 2.33 

10 0.545 0.297 14.9 25.1 40 1.9 

 

3)  Calculation of the test result: 

The alculation of rotor winding equivalent resistance: ( )Ω=−=−=′ 64.282.2
77.6

8.250
2om2

ko

ko1
2 R

I
p

r  

4）The no-load test characteristic curve is based on the experimental data and the calculated analysis data. 

When Uo=UN=220 V， Fwp = 23 W， epF = 42 W,the no-load test characteristic curve is in figure 1. 
   

 
 

Fig 1 no-load test characteristic curve 

 

3.4 Blocked-rotor test 

 
The measurement data of blocked-rotor test is in Table 5. 
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Tab 5 Data table of blocked test 

No. The maximum current stall The minimum torque around wall 

1 Uk Ik Uk Gross weight Dead weight
2 Case Rate V Case Rate A Case Rate V Kg kg 
3 99 300/150 198 69 50/100 34.5 99 300/150 198 1.5 0.35 
5 104.5 300/150 209 71 50/100 35.5 104.5 300/150 209 1.65 0.35 
6 110 300/150 220 74 50/100 37 110 300/150 220 1.8 0.35 
7 115.5 300/150 231 77 50/100 38.5 115.5 300/150 231 2.05 0.35 
8 121 300/150 242 81 50/100 40.5 121 300/150 242 2.4 0.35 

9 The short-circuiting bar L=1m 

The blocking test parameter calculation table is shown in Table 6. 
 
 

Tab 6 parameters of blocked test 

No. Project 1 2 3 4 5 

1 Net weight （kg） 1.15 1.25 1.45 1.7 2.05 
2 Tk（kg·m） 1.15 1.25 1.45 1.7 2.05 
3 VoltageUk（V） 198 209 220 231 242 
4 Note：Tk =net weight ×the length of the short-circuiting bar 

 
Indicated by the curve,when Uk= 220 V，T k = 1.45 kg·m ，Ik= 36.9 A，when Uk= UN = 220 V，T k  is T 

st；Tst= T k=1.45 kg·m，Ik is Ist ,   Ist=Ik= 36.9 A.The blocked test characteristic curve is shown in figure 2. [3～6] 
   

 

 
 

Fig 2 Blocked test characteristic curve 

3.5 Summary of multi-performances of single-phase asynchronous motor and test data curve 

1）Summary of multi-performances of single-phase asynchronous motor 
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Under these five voltages like UN；UN±10%； UN±5%,we make tests. summary of multi-performances of 
single-phase asynchronous motor，table is shown in Table 7. 

Tab7. summary of multi-performances of single-phase asynchronous motor 

Number Performance item Unit Test result 
1 Voltage values U V 198 209 220 231 242 
2 Voltage per-unit values U*  0.9 0.95 1.0 1.05 1.1 
3 Starting current Ist A 34.31 35.5 36.9 38.5 40.5 
4 Times of starting current Ist*  5.068 5.244 5.45 5.686 5.98 
5 Starting torque Tst kg.m 1.15 1.3 1.45 1.7 2.05 
6 Times of starting torque Kst*  2.359 2.667 2.974 3.487 4.205 
7 Slip ratio s  0.0448 0.385 0.035 0.03 0.0285 
8 Efficiency η % 76.2 78 76.8 75.8 71.5 
9 Power factor cosφ  0.76 0.75 0.71 0.69 0.628 
10 Temperature rise θ△  ℃ 66.1 52.03 47 55.55 69.2 
11 Noise Ip dB 62.94 63.59 64.45 65.87 67.27 
12 Stator current I1 A 6.25 6.18 6.28 6.5 6.89 

2）Fig3 is the curve of motor’s the voltage fluctuation times with the change of the voltage fluctuation. 

3）Fig4 is the curve of the starting current with the change of the voltage. 
 

   
 

 
4）Fig5 is Voltage fluctuation on the impact of changes in slip curve, 
5）Fig6 is Voltage fluctuation on the impact of power factor cosφ1 curve. 
6）Figure 7 is the changing curve of the current I1 with fluctuant voltage. 
7）Figure 8 is the changing curve of efficiency with fluctuant voltage. 
 
   

 Fig 5 Voltage fluctuation on the impact of changes in slip curve Fig 6 Voltage fluctuation on the impact of power factor 

Fig 4 Voltage fluctuation on the impact Fig3 Motor torque curve with the voltage
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4. Summary 

Through the analysis of tests' results and make research on the motor's  performance parameters under 
different voltages , and according to the tests’ data, get a series of parameters 

1）When No-load and the voltage downward fluctuations, NO-load exciter current I0 increases with voltage, 
stator current I1 decreases with increasing voltage 

2）Starting torque increases with the voltage increases, that is the multiple of starting torque increases with 
voltage increases. Starting current increases with the applied voltage increases and decreases with the voltage 
decrease 

3）Slip decreases with the applied voltage increases 

4）Power factor decreases with the voltage increases. 

5）When UN  is 0.95，I1 is minimum , under other voltages, whether the voltage is increasing or decreasing , 
current I1 increases with it. When voltage decreases, the rotor current I2 proportionally increases with the voltage 
decreases, I0 decreases with decreases of voltage; 

6）When current is at the lowest point, the voltage is UL . When U<UL, I1 proportionally increases with the 
voltage decreases, therefore, the stator and the pCu1 will increase. When U>UL;I1 increases with the voltage 
increases and pCu1 gradually increases 

7）Rotor Copper (aluminum) consumption pCu2: Maintained output power constant, if the applied voltage 
increases, pCu2 will become larger with the voltage decreases。 

8）pFw and   ps have nothing to do with voltage ,they are unchanging constants. 

9）Iron loss pFe: motor's iron loss pFe's loss increases as the voltage becomes larger。[7] 

10）Mark UL (voltage when the current at the lowest point)as the base point,regardless of increases or 
decreases of the applied voltage, the efficiency reduce. 

Motor's starting torque and starting current decrease, which makes the starting performance worse. Efficiency 
drops first and then increases with voltage decreases, which makes the work characteristics of the motor better and 
then worse and ϕcos  subsequently increases to get better performance. Temperature rise increases with voltage 
drops, which made the utilization of the material increasing, and noise lower with the voltage drops. When the 

      Fig 8 The changing efficiency curve on the impact 
of fluctuant voltage 

     Fig 7 The changing current curve on the impact of 
fluctuant voltage 
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voltage fluctuations up, with the voltage increases, the motor's starting torque and starting current rise, so will lead 
to temperature rise and noise increased(read the No-load test), but the efficiency and power factor are reduced with 
it. From this can kown that, when the voltage increases, starting performance higher and utilization of materials 
increases, while other performances reduce. [8] 

All in all, whether single-phase induction motor's applied voltage increased or decreased has its positive side 
also has its negative side. So from the perspective of practical application, when  motor works at the rated 
voltage , its all performance parameters can achieve a better state, so various performance parameters and supply 
voltage should be taken into account to select the voltage in the design.The conclusion has guiding help for people, 
who engage in single-phase induction motor design, manufacture, testing, using, control, and college laboratory 
personnel, students major in electricity and engineering and technical personnel. [9] 
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Abstract：On the analysis of the faults, the detection means is presented in this paper. It can detect the faults that 
are inter-phase short circuit and opposing connection including one phase or two phases together in current 
transformers’ secondary side in high voltage power measuring system. And this detection means can judge the 
faults by use of the phase relationship of two-phase current that is phase A an C in secondary side. And it also can 
judge the types of the faults. And what's more, the detection circuit is simple, realized easily; furthermore, only two 
voltage values need to be measured. 

Key words: inter-phase short circuit; high voltage power measuring; detection circuit 

1. Introduction  

High-voltage Power Metering System adopts the three-phase three-wire mode of connection through potential 

transformer (PT) and current transformer (CT), whose sophisticated mode can make some users deliberately 

change correct connection to count less power or even no. This occurs mostly in secondary side of CT and PT’s 

measuring system, whose low voltage and small current make it operated easily without detection. 

It is given the model and simulation of short circuit of the primary or secondary side of current transformer for 

the high voltage electric power metering system [1]. At present，some literature, through the analysis of failure in 

reversed polarity of current transformer[2,3,5,7], gets its measurement to compare with the normal one, however, this 

mentions few fault detection methods. By far, the most direct method is still using a lot of measuring tools as the 
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voltmeter, ammeter, phase, phase-sequence table to measure some parameters and draw a vector diagram for 

analysis after that. However, the result is not perfect for not meeting real time requirement. Although using 

standard vector chart [4, 6] may simplify the judging process, its premise is on the correct connection of voltage 

transformer, which still needs to measure seven parameters. The discussion of secondary inter-phase short circuit 

is less [2], even without the proper test methods. As a result, to find the fault detection is very significant, on which 

the new test method, with simple circuit, less parameters and no vector diagram, is proposed in this paper. 

This structure is as follows: firstly, the analysis of faults in reversed polarity of current transformer and 

inter-phase short-circuit current transformers, then the commonly used method of reversed phase, and finally the 

new detection method. 

2. The Analysis of CT Secondary Side Failure  

2.1 The Reversed Polarity of Current Transformer  

The connection of current circuit will change its correct phase relationship in energy meter as well as the 

voltage and current phase relationship, making the electric energy measurement incorrect.  There are many ways 

of current circuit connection in CT secondary side, which may connect current transformer polarity reversely or 

exchange connections of two or three phase current. This paper focuses on the analysis of reverse connection in A 

current of CT secondary side with wiring diagram and vector diagram shown in figure 1 and 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig1 The Reversed Connection in A 
 current of Secondary CT Secondary Side 
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The measuring power is[8]: 
)30cos()210cos( cccbaaab IUIUP φφ −++=  

                      )30cos()30cos( φφ −++−= UIUI  
 φsinUI=                                    (1) 

Type makes clear that the measuring value of energy meter will depend on power factors, so the actual 
electricity record may be positive or negative. 

 

2.2 The Secondary Inter-phase Short Circuit of Current Transformer  
The correct connection of three-phase three-wire energy metering system [9] is shown in Figure 3.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3 The Wiring Diagram of Three-phase Two-component Measuring System 

Fig2 The Vector Diagram of Reversed Connection 
 in A current of CT Secondary Side 
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Fig 4 The Equivalent Circuit Diagram of a and c interphase Short Circuit 

When the short happens between a- and c-phase circuit current, the voltage on electric wire of the measuring 
element I and II is abU  and cbU  respectively, and with the interphase short circuit in a and c circuit, the 

secondary current aI  and cI  of transformer TA1 and TA2 pass through the current soil at the same time, so 

they are 
)(

2
1

ca II +
. The equivalent circuit diagram is shown in figure 4. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In figure 4, on the left, aE ， cE  are  potentials for TA1, TA2; aZ , cZ , impedance for equivalent simplified 

circuit of current transformer; on the right, the equal IZ , IIZ  are the impedance of electric energy meter’ 
currentcoil. When the interphase short circuit occurs between a and c, it is equal to TA1and TA2 paralleled. Now 
( ca II + ) provide power for energy meter’ current coil, and because III ZZ = , the current through the 

component I and II is )(
2
1

ca II + . The vector diagram is figure 5,  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
so the measured power of I and II is: 

                     )30cos()(
2
1

1 bcaab IIUP φ−+⋅=′                          (2) 

      )30cos()(
2
1

2 bcacb IIUP φ++⋅=′                              (3)  

Fig 5 The Vector Diagram of a and c Interphase Short Circuit  
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Because the above three-phase three-wire current circuits are symmetrical, so the total power is: 

   φφφ cos3
2
1)30cos(

2
1)30cos(

2
1

21 UIUIUIPPP =++−=′+′=′         (4) 

3. The Commonly Used Method of Secondary Reversed Phase of Current Transformer 

Judging whether opposing connection of current transformer the polarity of current transformer is reverse or 

not, it needs to detect the following parameters: line voltage abU  and cbU , caU  and current aI  , the 

amplitude and phase Angle of cI . Its inspection criteria are decided by the following principles. 

1) Considering the limit load cases, namely the capacitive or perceptual, the current and voltage phase 

sequence must be in a limited range, which is considered normal. So although this can ensure it without 

misjudgment, some wrong phase faults may be missing. When the load is capacitive, cbU lags behind cI  

by120 ; when perceptual, cbU advances cI by 60 , therefore the normal phase relationship lies between them. 

Similarly, when the load is capacitive, abU  lags behind aI  by 60 ; when perceptual, abU advances aI  

by120 , therefore the normal phase relationship lies between them. 

Due to fluctuation of voltage and the allowed voltage unbalance, the misjudgments can be avoided by modify 

the phase angle.  

2) The premise of judging the current misphase is no pressure loss and flow, no CT fault.  

4. The Detection Methods of Current Transformer Reverse Polarity and Secondary Inter-phase Short 
Circuit 

The proposed method in this paper only needs two parameters to detect the reverse connection of current 
transformer, including a reverse connection of current transformer, two reverse connections and inter-phase short. 
Detection circuit is simple as to achieve it easily.  

Detection design：In accordance with the phase relationship between aI  and cI .the fault and its type can 

be judged. Assumptions: the three-phase load is balancing and perceptual. Normally, cI  is constant ahead of aI  

by 1200, but with the\reversed current transformer polarity, the phase relationship between aI  and cI  is 60 . 

However, with the reversed polarity of both current transformers, cI  lags behind aI  by 1200; and when they are 

in secondary side interphase short, the current of two components’ is )(
2
1

ca II + . This shows that both their phase 

and amplitude are the same.    

Detection methods: it's easy to see from detection design that this method is simple for not needing many 

parameters to measure and drawing vector diagram to judge fault. Its detection circuit is shown in figure 6. 
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To link a current transformer tester TA3 in the secondary loop current of current transformer TA1, then to 

link a current transformer tester TA4 in the secondary loop current of current transformer TA2,. For the simpler 

one, two hoops can be used for current transformer tester to turn the measurement of aI and cI  into the 

measurement of 1u and 2u . Because two R  resistances are linked to TA3 and TA4, so only measuring 

1u and 2u  is enough to judge the fault and its type. Above all, this method can judge the above three faults by 

measuring 1u and 2u& .  

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, the common secondary side faults in high-voltage power measuring system and its influence to 

the system has been analyzed, whose focus lies in the secondary short circuit such as the reverse polarity 

connection of current transformer and its inter-phase short. Then the detection methods on the phase relationship 

of two vectors are put forward, which are easy to judge and needs few measuring parameters, but confined only to 

the normal power.  
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Abstract: This article presents the automatic irrigation control system with Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) 
as core system，The system combines irrigation system with automatic control, which makes the system irrigating 
without people based on the prescriptive program or the instruction through controllers. Besides couches, 
motor ,water pump and pipes, this system has central controllers, solenoid valve, sensors and wire, and so on. The 
sensors send collecting-data to intelligent control unit,then send to upper monitor or control center to indicate, deal 
with and storage. The built-in procedure of the system inputs the signal of soil moisture measured by humidity 
sensor to PLC to compare with the value of optimal moisture for controlling the open and close of the electrical 
motor and water pump well to realize the automatic irrigation control. This design, for its low cost, simple 
management, maintenance and operation, can be used easily in the small irrigation system in vast rural areas.  

Key words: Programmable Logic Controller; automatic control; central controllers; the sensors 

1. Introduction  

In our country, potential of saving hydroelectric resource is very huge. However, some irrigation systems 
abroad, because of its complex installation, maintenance, control and high cost, are not suitable for us. On the 
other hand, the irrigation equipments made in China, though the cost is relatively low, cannot achieve timing, 
quantitative irrigation for its ordinary relay control system makes it less sensitive and difficult to debug and 
maintain, so its market share is very low. 

In this paper, the organic combination of PLC automatic control irrigation system can run automatically in 
accordance with the provisions of the program or command by the controller. The small self-control 
programmable logic controller (PLC) system, with its low cost, high reliability, low energy consumption, is 
suitable for operation in various conditions. Furthermore, it can meet various needs through the change of software 
configuration with hardware unchanged, so it is the ideal substitute of traditional relay control and has wide 
application prospects and use value in small pumping irrigation system when unattended or half[1]. 

2. The Overall Design of Automatic Irrigation System 

The combination of PLC automatic control irrigation system can run automatically in accordance with the 
provisions of the program or command by the controller. In addition to emitters, pipe fittings, pumps and motors, 
this system also has a central controller, solenoid valves, sensors, wire etc. Firstly, the collected signals are sent to 
the intelligent control module by the sensor, and then they are displayed, processed and stored when arriving at the 
monitoring computer or the controlling center through the communication system. The whole controlling system 
of irrigation network is divided into 3 grades[2]. 
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1）The automatic measuring instrument  

In every round irrigation area, choose one watch-point with representative soil, sunlight, etc, in which  a set 
of automatic measuring instruments with a soil moisture meter, a wet sensitive resistor is installed to automatically 
meter soil moisture and weather conditions. 

2）The main controller(PLC) 

The main controller (PLC) collects and analyzes the control index surveyed by the measuring equipment of 
automatic irrigation. When the index meets the crops’ irrigation, the main controller will issue orders to each sub 
control station and test its actual work conditions automatically and continually, the result of which will be 
displayed through a video display terminal. 

3）The sub irrigation control station   

Receiving and memorizing orders sent by the main controller, the sub irrigation control station controls the 
operation of electric gate valve and pump and delivers its actual working condition to the main controller in the 
form of information which is displayed in the machine screen[3]. The diagram is shown as in figure 1.    
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3. The Design of PLC Irrigation System  

According to the design, the irrigation control system consists of PLC controller, dc 24V power supply, start / 
stop buttons; the data acquisition device includes soil humidity sensor, various buttons, while the electromagnetic 
valve and pump motor belong to the output execution components. The alarm device is an alarm flashing indicator 
light or an alarm bell, whose working principle is when the system works, the light is on. And through the 
communication in RS232 of PLC, centralized managements can be realized in large-scale irrigation areas. The 
C40C programmable controller input in this paper is 24 points(X0－X23),output 16 points(Y0－Y15).The former 
and the latter are distributed[4] as PLC wiring hardware diagram in figure 2.  
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Fig.1 Block diagram of automatic control system 
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4. The Software Design of Automatic Irrigation System 

According to the actual situation, the communicative function must be realized between the system and the 
monitoring machine, so the software system adopts a client/server architecture, whose structure diagram is shown 
as in figure 3. Using Kingview software [5], a Human Machine Interface is drawn as in figure 4.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
In this process, put the soil moisture signal gotten by humidity sensor into the data register DT0 of PLC, and 

then put the upper limit (-50kPa)of soil moisture into DT4, the lower limit(-60kPa)) into DT2, as a consequence, 
when the soil is unwatered or appropriate, the relevant indicator will be on[6]. 

Fig.4 Human-computer interface of control 
t

Fig.2 Hardware wiring diagram of  PLC 
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5. The Debug of Hardware and Software in Automatic Irrigation System 

Automatic irrigation control is a complex system with various valves, pumps, control units and other 
hardware[7]. The layout diagram of its use is shown as in figure 5. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 
Through field test, the ground data of TS-4 soil humidity is shown as in table 1. 

 

Table 1  Data measured by TS-4 soil-humidity sensor 

temperature/℃ Mercury column 
Measure 

data 
Measure 

time 
Weather 
condition 

Point 1 Point 2 h1/cm h2/cm 

PF-value
/-kPa 

Indicated value 
of instrument 

/-kPa 

Relativ
e error

04.16 08∶30 Sunny 17 20 15.0 17.2 36.06 37 -0.026

04.16 17∶00 Sunny 22 26 15.3 17.6 36.97 38 -0.028

04.18 08∶30 Sunny 19 22 18.3 21.4 45.74 47 -0.028

04.18 17∶00 Sunny 24 28 18.1 21.2 45.22 47 -0.039

04.24 08∶30 cloudy day 18 21 24.4 23.9 56.60 56 +0.011

04.24 17∶00 cloudy day 17 21 25.9 25.5 60.59 60 +0.010

04.26 08∶30 Sunny 12 15 28.2 28.0 66.76 65 +0.026

04.26 17∶00 Sunny 15 20 28.0 27.7 66.11 65 +0.017

04.27 08∶30 Sunny 12 16 28.6 28.3 67.66 66 +0.025

04.27 17∶00 Sunny 14 19 23.3 28.1 67.02 67 +0.000

Note：Relative error =( PF-value- indicated value of instrument)/ PF-value. verage relative error is -0.99%. 

When energized and commissioned, the system can work according to the requirements. Pressing the start 
button, the pump motor can finish Y/△ start in 2s, and then runs in the normal state. When setting the soil 
moisture detector into the dry soil, the detection shows that the humidity is lower, and the indicator is on at the 
same time, so the electromagnetic valve will open to irrigate. If setting it in the moist soil or in the swamp, the 
indicator is on, so there is no irrigation. When pouring some water into the rain sensor, the rainfall alarm works. In 
this case, to press the alarm button can stop alarm manually. All of this shows that the design with high reliability 
can achieve the expected requirements[8]. 
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Fig.5 Totality layout chart of automatic irrigation control system
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6. Conclusion 

This article presents the automatic irrigation control system with Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) as its 
core system，whose built-in procedure inputs the signal of soil moisture measured by humidity sensor to PLC to 
compare with the value of optimum moisture for controlling the open and close of the electrical motor and water 
pump to realize the automatic irrigation control. Then, the overall scheme has been analyzed and certificated; the 
PLC hardware designed and programmed; the data, measured and tested. This design, for its low cost, simple 
management, maintenance and operation, has tried the use in water saving irrigation system, having a certain 
theoretical value and practical significance[9].  
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Abstract: All-weather solar water heater, which makes the most use of direct and indirect solar can provide hot 
water in all weather. Heating at the day’s highest temperature enhances greatly the energy efficient ratio，Cooling 
at the day’s lowest temperature enhances greatly refrigeration coefficient to save electric energy. In summer, it is 
able to supply hot water and relevant cooling, avoiding heat pollution and cooling loss. In winter, it is able to 
supply hot water and relevant heating. The water cycle system which is adapted to store and supply of heating and 
cooling, reduces the area of solar collector and links of heat exchanging to reduce cost. All-weather solar water 
heater with advantages such as high conversion efficiency of solar energy and heat energy,  initial cost, operating 
cost and power saving which are better than traditional solar water heater of the same volume, has a great potential 
for future applicatio 

Key words: All-weather solar water heater; highest temperature enhances; lowest temperature enhances;  
operating cost 

1. Introduction  

What is the “all-weather solar hot water system”? Simply speaking, it is a solar hot water system and project 
which is always ready to provide hot water anytime. It allows users (including collective users and family users) 
never to worry about “if it has hot water for bath now?” Compared with the previous one which promises hot 
water everyday (actually, only have hot water at some times in everyday), its concept is clearer. At the same time, 
it guarantees user’s trouble free at the bad weather such as cloudy, rainy, wind and snow[1]. 

Solar is a kind of widespread, abundant, clean renewable energy. Solar water heater directly changes solar to 
heat energy. It has great social and economic effect to use solar water heater world-wide. However, it is difficult to 
realize to supply hot water in all-weather. As solar energy is intermittent with low density, it needs high initial cost 
and large hot water storage tank and assistant energy and it is polluted and inconvenient to use oil or gas as 
assistant energy. If assisted by electric heater to heat large amount of bathwater, converting high-grade electric 
energy to low-grade low temperature thermal energy, it is not reasonable and needs great electric consumption. 

Indirect solar energy can be used for heating bathwater. It is defined as the low temperature thermal energy 
heated by solar in the air, surface seawater, surface ground. It is widely and evenly spread, supplying heat at kinds 
of different temperature. Therefore, air heat pump[2～3] is widely used all over the world. Nevertheless, air 
temperature varies greatly with regions and season rhythm which result in following problems during the usage: 
difficulty in startup in winter and low energy efficiency, evaporator needs large absorb heat area which result in 
mass air flow, easily frost which lost great heat. 

Comprehending the advantages of current technology of heat pump used by indirect solar energy and solar 
water heater used by direct solar energy while overcoming their disadvantages, all-weather solar water heater 
combined both technology of using direct and indirect solar makes the most use of solar energy to realize to 
supply hot water 24 hours everyday and four seasons all the year. At the same time, it supplies relevant cold to air 
condition in summer while supplies relevant heat to keep warm in winter. Both initial cost and operating cost of 
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all-weather solar water heater is less than common solar water heater with equivalent volume. In cloudy and rainy 
day, it saves electric energy no less than 80%. 

2. Experiment of all-weather solar water heater 

The common solar water heating system is composed of solar thermal collector, a hot water storage tank, a 
pump, interconnecting pipes, assistant heater, controller and other components[4～6]. However, all-weather solar 
heater adds air thermal collector, air heat exchanger and cold water storage tank which can make the most use of 
solar energy to supply hot water and cold water while reduces thermal pollution and saves the normal energy by a 
wide margin. 

2.1 Experiment construction 

In all-weather solar water heating system, as depicted in figure 1,  

 
Fig 1 Construction of all-weather solar water heating system 

the inlet of 1 (solar thermal collector) is connected by an adapter under the 15 (hot water storage tank), while 
the outlet is connected by an adapter above 15 and 16 (nozzle) through 18(component throttle valve) and 17 
(component pump), which forms a circle directly heating water by solar energy. The hot water inlet of 12 (air heat 
exchanger) is connected by another adapter under 15 while the hot water outlet of 12 is connected by another 
adapter above 15 through 13 (hot water input throttle valve) and 14 (hot water pump), which forms a water heating 
circle directly and indirectly used by solar energy. It heats water in 15 according to the program until the water 
reach to temperature supplied through 16 or pipes to hot shower or other usage. In the water cooling side of air 
circle, the cold water outlet of 12 is connected by an adapter under 8(cold water storage tank) while the cold water 
inlet is connected by an adapter above 8 through 11 (cold water input throttle valve), 10 (cold water input 
magnetic valve) and 9 (cold water input pump), which forms a water cooling circle. Another adapter above 8 is 
connected by 2  (fan coil) and the cold water outlet of 5 (air absorber), while another adapter under 8 is 
respectively connect by the cold water inputs of 2 and 5 through 6 (cold water output magnetic valve), 7 (cold 
water output pump), 3 (coil throttle valve) and 4 (absorber magnetic valve), which forms separated circulation of 
both cooling refrigerating air-container and air thermal absorber. 1 (solar thermal collector) adopts separated solar 
convection collector to form flat-plated collector. Or adopts relevant flat-plated collector which is simple, low-cost, 
high efficient, with flat, light and thin surface easily installed on building, and anti-freezing. Both water inputs 
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above and understand the 2 and 15 keep water temperature of tank well balance through water distributor to ensure 
high efficiency of water heating. 

2.2 Experiment data 

Relevant date as showed in sheet 1. 
 

Sheet 1 experiment data 

NO. Name 
Standard 

value
Actual 
value

NO. Name 
Standard 

 value 
Actual 
value

1 Solar collector area/m2 2 1.94 13 Cooling supply/Kw 7.6 7.8 

2 Air absorber area/m2 2 1.86 14
outlet temperature of fan 
coil(A)/℃ 

40 40 

3 hot water storage tank volume 0.66 0.661 15 inlet temperature of fan coil(B)/℃ 24 23 

4 cold water storage tank volume 0.66 0.661 16 water cooling flow/t/h 1.8 1.8 

5 
input electric power of heat exchanger 
/KW 

2 2.009 17 water heating flow/t/h 1.5 1.8 

6 
average efficiency of solar thermal 
collector /% 

60 60 18 Hot water supplying flow/t/h 
depends on high 

difference and valve of 
fan nozzle 

7 electric power of air absorber/KW 2 2.3 19 cold water supplying flow /t/h(A) 0.6 0.6 

8 heat capacity of heat exchanger/KW 8.6 8.8 20 Hot water supplying flow /t/h(B) 0.6 0.6 

9 
cooling capacity of heat exchanger 
/KW 

7.6 7.8 21 water flow of solar collector/t/h 0.6 0.6 

10 
heat preservation of hot water 
storage(daily temperature) /℃/24h 

≤－5 1.5 22 air absorber flow/t/h 0.6 0.6 

11 
cold preservation of hot water storage 
(daily temperature)/℃/24h 

≤－5 1.5 23 Air exchanging efficiency/% 60 68 

12 Hot water supply/L/24h 660 660 24
Sensitivity of temperature 
controlling /℃ 

±2.5 2 
  
From sheet 1 we can conclude that all-weather solar water heater has high efficiency with cooling efficiency 

3.9, heating efficiency 4.4, and total efficiency 8.3. 

3. Experiment analyses 

3.1 Hot water supplying 

As proved in experiment, all-weather solar water heater with solar thermal collector whose area is only 70% 
of the common one provides hot water totally by solar energy both in sunny and cloudy climate. In cloudy and 
rainy climate, 5 (air absorber) absorbs air thermal to heat water in 8 for supplying hot water, with electric 
consumption is no more than 1/4.4 of the common. Sometimes there is solar radiation. But when water doesn’t 
reach to the right temperature, the sun and the air will complement with each other to heat water. The heating 
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efficiency will reach above 8.8 if preheated by air source. It can also design according to angle of sunshine, 
climate condition and user’s requirement to reach to the temperature of heating and water supply, supplying 2(fan 
coil) with hot water and heating via pipes and exchanger. 

Since the thermodynamic efficiency of pump system is closed related with outlet hot water temperature, it is 
given theoretically by the following equation[7]: 

2

2 1

273.15 TCOP
T T

ξ +
=

−                                        (1) 

Where COP is the coefficient of performance, ξ is thermal perfectness of system, T1 is temperature of inlet air 
wind, and T2 is temperature of outlet hot water. 

The coefficient of performance is defined as the heat capacity in unit consumed power. Obviously, the higher 
the COP is, the more the system saves energy. As known from formula 1, when the outlet hot water is at a certain 
temperature, the coefficient of system performance is affected by the temperature of inlet air wind. In this system, 
the air source water heater mainly works at the highest temperature during a day, which means the COP will be 
higher while T2-T1 is lower. The annual average temperature in Haikou, Hainan is 23.8  degree, with the highest ℃

average temperature is around 28  degree and the lowest average temperature is around 18  degree. Assuming ℃ ℃

that hot water is at temperature of 45 degree, that means T2=45 . According to the formula1 it will be℃  

   Assuming T1=28℃ 

2
1

2 1

273.15 273.15 45 18.71
45 28

TCOP
T T

ξ ξ ξ+ +
= = =

− −  
   Assuming T1=18℃ 

2
2

2 1

273.15 273.15 45 11.78
45 18

TCOP
T T

ξ ξ ξ+ +
= = =

− −  

1

2

18.71 1.59
11.78

COP
COP

ξ
ξ

= =
 

We can find that the coefficient of performance at the highest temperature is 1.59 times as the lowest 
temperature.The main factors which influence the energy efficiency ratio of air-conditioner COP are outdoor 
temperature and indoor temperature. Figure 2 displays COP changes with outdoor temperature at different loading 
ratio. When loading ratio is 20%, 50% and 90%, and indoor temperature is set as 20 degree, the rule of COP with 
outdoor temperature is showed in the figure: COP increases with increasing outdoor temperature. Known from 
previous analysis, when heat in winter, outdoor temperature reflects the changing of evaporating temperature 
while indoor temperature reflects the changing of condensing temperature. So, coefficient of performance COP 
increases with increasing evaporating temperature when condensing temperature remains constant[8].  
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Fig2  COP changes with outdoor temperature at different loading ratio 

 

The ambient temperature is linear to COP as shown in figure 3.   

 
Fig3 Effect of ambient temperature on COP  

COP increases with increasing ambient temperature while increase degree is related to temperature of water. 
Ambient temperature varies directly with COP: COP decreases around 0.5 as ambient temperature decreases 10 
degree[9]. 

According to above analysis, it saves energy greatly to heat at the day’s highest temperature. 

3.2  Cold water supplying 

When the temperature of 8(cold water storage tank) is higher than the temperature of cooling air-container, 
12 (air heat exchanger) works to decrease the water of 8 to the desired temperature of air-container and also the 
hot water of 15 to the temperature which the design requires. It allows cold water supplying while cooling. 

The COP of cooling reflects the cooling capacity of refrigeration unit as shown in formula(2), refrigeration 
coefficient increases with the evaporating temperature increasing and decreases with the condensing temperature 
increasing[10]. 

0

0k

T
T T

ε =
−                                           (2) 

Where ε is COP of cooling;T0 is evaporating temperature;TK is condensing temperature. 

When cooling, 12(air heat exchanger) works at the day’s lowest temperature to storage the cold in 8(cold 
water storage tank) to enhance the ε  for saving electric energy. In summer of Haikou, Hainan, the average 
highest temperature above 31  degree is 33  degree while the average lowest temperature is 25 . According to ℃ ℃ ℃

formula (2), it has 

Assuming TK=33 ,℃  
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0 0
1

0 033k

T T
T T T

ε = =
− −  

Assuming TK=25℃ 

0 0
2

0 025k

T T
T T T

ε = =
− −  

The ε works at the lowest temperature is )
25

81(
0T−

+  times as works at the highest temperature. 

Assuming evaporating temperature and desired refrigerating capacity Q0 keep constant and gas in compressor 
is saturated, figure 4[7] displays the related changing rate of ε and compressor power consumption when 
condensing temperature changes among 25-40 degree calculated by computer programming. ℃   

 
Fig 4 Compressing circle performance changes with condensing temperature 

 

Both experiment data and computerized data show that ε decreases around 2% and compressor power 
consumption enhances around 2% relatively with condensing temperature TK enhances every 1 degree. 

From above analysis, refrigerating at the day’s lowest temperature saves electric energy greatly. 

3.3  Heat supplying and Heating 

Heat supplying and heating can come true by connecting 2(fan coil) with hot water supplying circle through 
exchanger and controller. Computer automatically controls all working progress of the all-weather solar water 
heater. 

4. Conclusion 

The all-weather solar water heater realizes supplying hot water in all weather through making the most use of 
direct and indirect solar energy. Heating at the day’s highest temperature enhances greatly the energy efficient 
ratio, consummating little electricity to gain heat as much as possible and saving electric energy. Cooling at the 
day’s lowest temperature enhances greatly ε  to save electric energy. In summer, it is able to supply hot water 
and relevant cooling, avoiding heat pollution and cooling loss. In winter, it is able to supply hot water and relevant 
heating which water cycle system is adapted to store and supply of heating and cooling, reducing area of solar 
collector and links of heat exchanging in order to reduce cost. All-weather solar water heater with advantages such 
as high conversion efficiency of solar energy and heat energy, initial cost, operating cost and power saving are 
better than traditional solar water heater of the same volume. This study of experience on a kind of high efficient 
solar water heating system has a great potential for future application. 
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Abstract: A car hands-free phone was designed with embeded system.The system uses embedded systems as a 
platform,realizing voice and data communications with the mobile phone through Bluetooth wireless communication 
technology,and realize the vehicle communication network, hands -free functions through the serial port send control 
commands and extract call information.The system has the friendly man-machine contact interface, and displays working 
condition real-time.Also the user can dial, answer,rejector adjust the volume through the friendly man-machine contact 
interface.Meanwhile,system has strong expansion,supporting for GPS positioning,security and other vehicle electronic 
systems. 

Key words:Embedded; Bluetooth; GUI; Driver 

1. Introduction 

With economic development and social progress,cars began to enter the civilians, at the same time,driving 
safety naturally became a topic of concern.In the process of driving,the use of mobile phones is main problem 
which caused drivers distraction,and proned to traffic accidents.Traffic laws also prescible that drivers can not use 
cell phones and other communication tools in the process of driving.The Bluetooth communication technology 
realizes mobile phone interconnect with the vehicle hands-free phone which achieve hands-free feature that can 
liberate the driver's hand and eye.It is convenience to people's lives, and ensure traffic safety[1]. 

2. Bluetooth 

2.1 Bluetooth Technology Overview 

Bluetooth is a open standards of wireless data and voice transmission.It will be a variety of communications 
equipment, computers,terminals,data system,even the home appliance connected wirelessly. 

It has transmission distance of 10cm-10m.It will have transmission distance of 100m ,if increase the power or 
add some peripheral.It uses 2.4GhzISM band,frequency modulation, frequency hopping, the right to use the error 
correction coding, ARQ,TDD and baseband protocol.Bluetooth support for 64kb / s real-time voice transmission 
and data transmission and use 48-bit global unified device ID[2].Bluetooth has strong portability and wide range of 
applications as it uses the wireless interface instead of the limited cable.Also Bluetooth is easy to promote because 
of Low power consumption,less harmful and application of simple[3]. 

2.2 Bluetooth Core architecture 

Bluetooth specification include Core Protocol and Application Specification. Logically,the protocol stack of 
bluetooth contains three components(figuer 1):  

Transport protocol group which locates bottom layer, protocol group which locates intermediate layer and 
application group which locates higher level[4]. 
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Fig 1 protocol stack of Bluetooth  

Transport protocol group which locates bottom layer consists of RF,BB,LM,L2CAP and the protocol of 
HCI.Its main function is to enable Bluetooth devices to identify each position each other and build,deploy, 
mainten and manageme logical link to services for the upper layer protocol. 

Protocol group which locates intermediate layer contains some standard protocols, and some SIG developed 
specially protocols, namely,serial port emulation protocol（RFCOMM）, service discovery protocols（SDP）,lrDA 
interoperability agreement（lrOBEX）, the telephone communications protocol（TCS） and so on.They provide 
some abstraction standard interface for application layer[5]. 

The specification profiles of application layer include some application protocol subset which corresponds to a 
variety of applications model and the protocols of practical application which is develop by user. 

3. Bluetooth Hands-Free System 

3.1 Specification Overview of Bluetooth Hands-Free Applications 

Bluetooth application specifications provide that technical standards which the two sides of the Bluetooth 
device should meet to achieve a certain application.The specifications include that provision of applied 
characteristics,definition of applied model,configuration of core protocol stack,some protocols which are defined 
to achieve specific applications on the core protocol,and other provision which meet the requirements of 
interoperabilitable[6]. 

Bluetooth application specifications provide process of establish Bluetooth data and voice connections 
between voice gateway and hands-free equipment,and how hands-free equipment control mobile phone remotely 
based the link and access the external network to realize communication[7]. 
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3.2 Realization of Bluetooth Hands-Free Application Specification 

Figure 2 is a configuration of protocol stack.Sending the dedicated control commands through the RFCOMM 
to achieve hands-free criterion[8]. 
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Fig 2 Protocol stack configuration  

These commands are  a subset of AT commands set and add the special instructions. We can complete status 
display,answer,reject,hang up,remote volume control,control echo cancellation,noise suppression and voice 
recognition and so on through AT commands set. 

In addition,in order to meet the requirements of interoperabilitable, hands-free specification also made some 
provisions in aspect of the connection process of Bluetooth channel and security management.When voice 
gateway and hands-free devices are binding,hands-free specification provide that voice gateway should be the 
initiator.Voice gateways query the device and hands-free devices inquiry and scan.Voice gateway  can found 
hands-free device within the effective range.Then the voice gateway initiate binding process through establishing a 
connection with call equipment and hands-free device.In this case, the voice gateway can only be as the main 
equipment, hands-free equipment can be as slave.Connection request is initiated by hands-free devices or voice 
gateway after binding.And hands-free devices and voice gateways have no fixed main equipment and slave. 

4. System Hardware Design 

4.1 System Framework 
The system used a powerful ARM9 series CPU as hardware platform;Because Samsung S3C2440 chip can be 

applied extensively,and has complete development information and high performance,we chose Friendly Arm 
mini2440 development board as a hardware development platform which uses Linux2.6 core operating system and 
has a friendly man-machine interface through Qt/Embedded. 

The system uses BTM1004C2P Bluetooth hands-free module which is developed by JinOu Science and 
Technology Development Co., Ltd in Chong Qing.The module connect with development board through the serial 
port and achieve Bluetooth hands-free functionality through AT command.Meanwhile, the Bluetooth module 
integrated RF transceiver, baseband transmission, audio codec, and DSP echo processing functions.The system of 
man-machine interface display working status after connection module with the phone.Users can achieve related 
operations through a touch screen and communicate by speaker and microphone in the car.The structure of the 
system shown in Figure 3. 
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Fig 3 System Structure 

4.2 Bluetooth Module Application Circuit 

In practical we use car stereo and speakers.The system enable switch automatically betweem vehicle 
hands-free phone and mobile phone.In addition,the BTM1004C2P Bluetooth module provides a standard UART 
interfaces.The circuit uses MAX3232 chip which convert the module's TTL level into the standard RS232 
interface,then the Bluetooth module connected to the ARM9 development board directly through serial cable. 

4.3 Serial Communication Software Design 

Bluetooth software flow chart shown in Figure 4. 

 
Fig 4 Bluetooth software flow chart 
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When customers need to connect the Bluetooth,it only need to press the corresponding button on the touch 
screen,you can complete the primary pair.Then Bluetooth module is authorized as "automatically connect 
equipment" in the mobile terminal, and that can automatically connect Bluetooth module afterward,and establish 
the connection.If you make a call, press the dial number,then press the call key,then you can connect.And the 
phone which matches with the Bluetooth module also has a corresponding demonstration.If another phone call the 
mobile phone which has been connected,the touch screen and mobile phone numbers shows the other's number at 
the same time.Pressing the answer button on the touch screen can connect to phone,using headset and microphone 
on the Bluetooth module to conversation and achieve hands-free phone function;Pressing the end button on the 
touch screen can end the call;Pressing the reject button on the touch screento can resist the call.And users can 
adjust the volume accordingly during a call.At the same time,users can also switch from the system of hands-free 
phone to the phone.The system redial the last dialed phone number when users press the redial button.Through 
pressing the voice dialing button,starting the voice dialing function,and saying "call to 'so and so'" facing the 
microphone of the system,the system realizes voice dialing feature,which requires the phone support for the 
corresponding function. 

5. Conclusion 

This system uses the formidable ARM9 series CPU as the hardware core platform and Linux operating 
system,realizing the friendly man-machine contact surface through Qt/Embedded,and it has completed the 
touchscreen driver program.The system has realized Vehicle Hand-Free Phone’s basic functions,it can connect 
paired mobile phone automatically,display working condition real-time,display the telephone number,and has 
realized the pronunciation dialing.Also the users can dial,answer,reject or adjust the volume through the frendly 
man-machine contact surface.What’s more,this system can be separated from the platform,and realize the vehicle 
communication network’s hands-free functions through the Bluetooth technology. 
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Abstract: This paper describes Light-Emitting Device Driver IC SSD1303 performance characteristics and application 
of technology based on focused on using Solomon's products control the driver IC SSD1303 OLED display and the 
microcontroller AT89C51 monochrome OLED display driver means. And described the realization of text, static image 
display software design methods, shows the system works and the role of various control signals driving IC timing 
settings for the practical application of OLED provides a feasible method of driving. 

Key words: OLED; Program-controlled；driver；Pixels；Single-chip 

1. Introduction 

Electroluminescent display (OLED) technology is the next generation of competitive flat-panel display 
technology. With low power consumption, low cost, self-luminous, wide viewing angle, simple process, low cost, 
good temperature tolerance, fast response, the manufacturing cost low and the advantages of flexible displays [1～4].  
Organic light-emitting device is the current flat-panel displays one of the hot research areas. Different ways 
according to their driving can be divided into passive drive (Passive Matrix, PM, passive drive) and active driver 
(Active Matrix, AM, active drive). Active organic light emitting display in each pixel are integrated after a group 
of thin-film transistor (Thin Film Transistor, TFT) and storage capacitors, composed of pixel driving circuit, 
OLED pixel drive circuit controlled by the TFT. Passive Matrix Organic Light-Emitting Devices driver control 
circuit exists, such as "crosstalk" and the "cross" effect and more complicated circuit to connect a number of 
shortcomings. Since OLED is current-mode device, the luminous intensity is the current flowing through the 
device control [5～7]. Present, there are two kinds of modulation methods: one pulse width modulation (PWM), or 
by controlling the current flowing through the device to adjust the length of time; second pulse amplitude 
modulation (PAM), that is by controlling the magnitude of current flowing through the device size to adjust. This 
article discusses the method of making OLED matrix display and control the use of OLED drive circuit and 
microcontroller AT89C51 SSD1303 OLED display driver is designed for practical application provides a feasible. 

2. Structure and light-emitting organic light-emitting device array 

OLED screen used when the normal matrix OLED cross-arranged in the anode and cathode cross the middle, 
through the combination of anode and cathode can control each strobe light OLED's. Passive drive circuit shown 
in Figure 1.  

Cathode and anode cross the area of OLED light-emitting area, only if there is current only when light signals, 
the instantaneous intensity is proportional to the number of scanning lines with the cathode. If the panel the 
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average brightness of each screen 100cd/m2, a cathode 96 scan lines, the pixel brightness of the work must be 
9600 cd/m2, such as the opening rate of 80% must be multiplied by 1.25 times [5]. 

 

 
Fig 1 Schematic diagram of passive circuit panel 

 

When Mou line shows the beginning, when the scan line is low, there is no current through the diode, but by 
the column driver circuit via the data cable to charge the parasitic capacitance, when the capacitor voltage reaches 
the diode turn-on voltage (about 4v) when , light-emitting diodes will, as shown in Figure 2,  

 
Fig 2 structure of the device and its equivalent circuit 

 

device structure and equivalent circuit. Therefore consider the display, must pay attention to the rapid charging 
parasitic capacitance problem. 

For single-color OLED array dominion want to display text or graphics, reasonable choice of diode 
conduction should be achieved, the best way is through the integrated use of process control chips. SCM has a 
feature-rich, flexible control and so on, using AT89C51 microcontroller and the driver IC SSD1303, the software 
can be achieved through the OLED display features. 

3. The hardware structure of display driver circuit 

The system consists of microcontroller 89C51, power modules, control and drive circuit SSD1303 OLED 
display composed of three parts. In this paper, 89C51 microcontroller as 128 × 64 OLED control of the core 
components, SSD1303 driver IC dedicated to monochrome OLED (IC), text display and graphics to achieve static 
and dynamic displays [8～9]. Theoverall design of the hardware structure shown in Figure 3. Figure drawing dotted 
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lines to the overall selection Visionox's a screen VGG12864G screen, you can also use separate chips and 
homemade SSD1303 OLED. 
 

 
Fig 3 System block diagram 

3.1 System works 

Solomon Systech SSD1303 is a single-color OLED driver launched the IC, using TAB package. It is based 
on CMOS technology with integrated driver IC row, column driver, oscillator, contrast control, and graphics data 
memory (GDDRAM), largely reduced the external devices and power consumption. Control commands through 
the MCU interface to control commands input to the command decoder for decoding, then the output clock, line 
sync, and vertical synchronization signals to control the oscillation frequency of OLED display, display device, 
voltage conversion module and the ranks of OLED display offset driver module; if display data (128 × 64bits), 
then display the data from the control circuit through the MCU interface input to GDDRAM cache, then local 
color decoder to decode the data, and finally decoded display data through the ranks of drivers drive OLED 
display, OLED display on the show a stable effect. 

3.2 SSD1303 driver and interface circuit  

Figure 4 block diagram for the SSD1303 shows that the chip logic and interface circuitry.  
 

 
Fig 4 Block diagram of SSD1303 

 

Just give use interface provides power, command signals and drives the display data signal, you can drive OLED 
screen, MCU interface, voltage and current controller needs is its specially designed interface and drive circuit. 
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In order to achieve display driver chip, programmed to display text and graphics, to communicate needs and 
89C51 microprocessor [10], Figure 5 for both communication link circuit. 

 
Fig 5 AT89C51 communication link with the SSD1303 Circuit 

3.3 Power circuit 

To microcontroller and driver chips to work, choose as the reference voltage 5V power supply module, power 
supply to the MCU, and on this basis, using LM2595-12 switching regulator will be 5 v input voltage to provide 
+12 V output voltage, use of external hardware circuit DC-DC converter Used TPS7333 chip will convert the 5V 
power supply voltage of 3.3V [8], as the whole system needs to 3.3V and 12V power supply, power supply output 
voltage and current control signals control the voltage and the SSD1303 current. 

3.4 Various control signals 

SSD1303 and MCU interface pins are: DO ~ D7 interface with the MCU data bus, R / W (RW #) to read and 
write select signal, when CS # is low, the falling edge of literacy in their effective; D / C for the data / command 
select signal; CS # for the chip select signal, when the CS # low when the MCU can be connected with the driver 
IC communication; E (RD #) To enable signal; RES # for the reset signal, when the return time low All control 
registers were set to factory default state, while the image registers cleared; microcontroller manufactured by 
ATMEL low-power, high-performance AT89C51, AT89C51 and the SSD1303 and display hardware wiring as 
shown in Figure 5 , P1.0, P1.1, P1.2, P1.3, P1.4 respectively SSD1303 the R / W (RW #), D / C, CS #, E (RD #), 
RES # linked, P0 population and SSD1303 data bus. By changing the D / C, WR # and RD # 3 interface level, 
microcontroller on the control of four state OLED may be shown in Table 1.  

Table 1 List of read-write state 
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Through procedures to control these pins, but also understand the timing of read and write, so OLED display 
characters or graphics needs. 
3.5 Read and write timing 

To make it easier for data and command successful reading and writing, in the C programming language 
defines the type xdata pointer type, which is the point to off-chip memory through assignment to the pointer to 
access off-chip data storage area, when accessing off-chip memory time, / RD and / WR will be automatically 
changed to read and write low, single chip set reuse mode, as long as CS # is low, the WR # (RD #) of the falling 
edge of the write (read) data or command can read and write effectively complete the work. Timing waveform 
diagram shown in Figure 6. 
 

 
 

Fig 6 Timing Waveforms 

4. Software design 

SCM OLED display program with C language, the main program flow chart shown in Figure 7.  
 

 
 Fig7  the main program flow chart 
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MCU initialization including the closure of the watchdog, clock initialization, the port initialization, and the 
timer and interrupt initialization. OLED initialization including the opening show set the display mode, set the 
contrast control, contrast settings (1 ~ 256), set the ranks of the starting address, the specific location to set the 
color, set the serial port pin configuration. Clear OLED screen and OLED display are GDDRAM in writing to the 
data, including read status, write command, write data routine, clear OLED screen on the entire writing "0, OLED 
display as long as written by the text or image to display the character code that be. each write (command or data) 
must be read before the state, to see whether the highest bit D7 "0" or "busy" test, if it is "1, indicating" busy "; 
contrary to" idle "in" busy "situations can write. 

5. The display of text and pictures 

VGG12864G built-in 128 × 64 bits of display memory for storing display data. RAM capacity of 128 × 64 = 
8192 bits, it is divided into 8 pages, just the first column is a byte, low in the last, high in the next; screen display 
of each pixel on the status of you and display binary data memory one correspondence, display memory directly as 
a graphical display of data drive signal. Data is displayed as "1", the corresponding pixel display; data "0", the 
corresponding pixel is not displayed.  

The display text or image character library using the "font extraction V2.2" software. OLED display according 
to the data RAM address structure select vertical modulus way, because OLED module structure is the high byte 
low in the next, so be set to byte reverse order, character fonts, font, size, and display ( underline and strikethrough) 
can be adjusted as needed, then take C51 format, modulo the lattice generated display a single character code, and 
finally required in the OLED screen on the display, adjust the code required can be obtained character library.  
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Abstract: Modern communications technology requires a universal, miniaturized and programmable communications 
system. With the rapid development of FPGA chip and continuous upgrading of EDA tools, it has become one of 
predominant design methods to adopt FPGA chip for key module design of communications system. Based on general 
quadrature modulation method, by means of software tools such as DSP_BUILDER, this paper designed a general 
full-digital modulation and demodulation module based on FPGA chip, and presented system model, simulation result 
and analysis. This will provide favorable conditions for the development and structural optimization of various 
modulation and demodulation systems. DSP_BUILDER has effectively simplified design process of core development 
model.  

Key words: General modulation and demodulation module; simulation; DSP_BUILDER 

1. Introduction 

Modulation and demodulation module is a significant component of communications system. Modern 
communications technology requires a universal, miniaturized and programmable communications system. In 
Software Radio technology, the design of general modem combines DSP and ASIC in most cases [1～2]. However, 
in the actual radio communications system, DSP shall accomplish mass and complex signal processing. In this 
case, some simple modulation and demodulation algorithm can be assigned to FPGA chip. Due to parallel 
processing of FPGA chip based on hardware circuit, compared with DSP, FPGA chip has the advantages of faster 
arithmetic speed and lower power consumption in terms of parallel multiply-add algorithm and distributed 
algorithm. Meanwhile, FPGA chip is dynamically configurable. With the rapid development of FPGA and 
continuous upgrading of EDA tools, it has become one of predominant design methods to adopt FPGA for key 
module design of communications system.  

Based on general quadrature modulation method, by means of software tools such as DSP_BUILDER, this 
paper designed a general full-digital modulation and demodulation module based on FPGA chip, and presented 
system model, simulation result and analysis. The whole design is based upon visual design platform at algorithm 
level, distinguished from tedious design and debugging at RTL level, which can greatly simplify the design 
process.  

2. General Modulation and Demodulation Model 

There is a variety of communication signals in modern communication system. However, theoretically 
speaking, almost every modulated signal can be decomposed into two quadrature component signals. Therefore, 
quadrature modulation method almost applies to every modulation system.[2] 

As we can see from Fig. 1(a), the general modulation model consists of two parts, i.e. baseband signal 
generating circuit and quadrature modulation circuit. According to the required modulation mode, output 
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corresponding baseband signals I(n) and Q(n), and then multiply them with two quadrature carriers respectively 
and sum up, finally obtain modulation signal S(n).  

 
Fig 1: Digital Quadrature Modulation and Demodulation Model 

 

See Fig. 1(b) for the corresponding digital quadrature demodulation model, i.e. coherent demodulation model. 
Theoretically speaking, it applies to almost every modulation model.  

The main design of this paper is digital quadrature modulation and demodulation modules, involving 
Numerical Controlled Oscillator (NCO), quadrature modulation circuit, coherent demodulation circuit and filter 
circuit, etc. Each module generally adopts special chip. FPGA chips can integrate all these functions, dramatically 
reduce the volume of modules and form a small-sized and integrated system.  

3. Implementation Method and Tools: DSP Builder  

DSP Builder produced by Altera Company is a system-level (or algorithm level) design tool. Based upon 
several software tools, DSP Builder combines design tools of system level (algorithm simulation modeling) and 
RTL level (hardware implementation) together, bringing their advantages into full play[3].  

DSP Builder software is built in Matlab/ Simulink as the sub-module of Simulink. DSP Builder software 
consists of design processes from establishment of DSP (Digital Signal Processing) design model, to simulation 
test, HDL translation, logic synthesis, structural optimization, compiler adapting, and finally to hardware 
implementation. After Matlab/Simulink modeling and system simulation, Signal Complier Block carries out HDL 
translation, logic synthesis and compiler adapting; ModelSim conducts function simulation verification on 
TestBench. Only after Quartus II finishes a series of procedures, including adapting optimization, timing 
simulation, pin lock and download test, can hardware design finally accomplish. The whole design process 
combines system description with hardware implementation together, which fully demonstrates the features and 
advantages of modern electronic design automation development.  

Altera has provided designers with plentiful IP resources. Combined with the powerful simulation 
environment of Simulink, designers can accomplish the digital system design in a very short time.  

This paper aims to put forward FPGA design method distinguished from circuit-level method. The whole 
design is free from tedious program design. By means of DSP Builder tool, the design of general modulation and 
demodulation modules is conducted on Simulink simulation platform.  
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4. System Configuration and Implementation  

4.1 Quadrature Modulation Circuit 

As we can see from Fig. 1(a), quadrature modulation circuit mainly comprises Numerical Controlled 
Oscillator (NCO), multiplier and adder, among which, NCO is the core of this circuit.  

NCO can synthesize digitally controlled frequency. It mainly consists of phase accumulator, phase modulator 
and ROM look-up table. Place a pair of quadrature signals into two ROM look-up tables respectively, e.g. one in 
sin table and the other in cos table.  

Input frequency inFM  can be determined by the following formula (1):  

2N
out

in
clk

fFM
f
⋅

=                                           (1) 

There into, N is bit width of phase accumulator; fclk is system clock; fout is set output frequency of NCO. As 
long as the control word A can be changed, the output frequency fout can be controlled. The minimum step size of 
output frequency changes, namely, frequency resolution, is determined by the bit width of accumulator. If the bit 
width is 32 bits, then: 
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clk

out
ffΔ =                                                  (2) 

According to the system structure in Fig. 1(a), the simulation structure of general modulation module 
established by DSP_Builder in Simulink is shown in Figure 2[4～6].  

 

 
 

Fig 2: Simulation Model of Quadrature Modulator 
 

Add two baseband test signals at the modulation part to simulate modulation circuit. Add sinusoidal wave and 
saw-tooth wave as baseband signals, and obtain simulated quadrature amplitude modulation signal. As we can see 
in Fig. 3, three signals are shown on oscilloscope. The one in the middle is modulated signal from baseband 
signals at the top and bottom, equivalent to Quadrature Amplitude Modulation signal (QAM).  
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Fig 3: Simulated Signal of Modulator  

4.2 Design of Coherent Demodulator  

Coherent demodulator uses local NCO to produce and input quadrature LO signals with the same 
intermediate frequency, and multiplies them coherently with modulated signal S’(n) obtained by A/D sampling, 
and then apply low pass filtering algorithm to the above result, and obtain baseband signals I’(n) and Q’(n).  

Without considering channel distortion, modulated signal S’(n) obtained by A/D sampling is as follows:  
' ' '

( ) 0 ( ) 0( ) cos sinn nS n I n Q nω ω= ⋅ −                               (3) 

Multiplied by quadrature LO signals, and then obtain the following result: 
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         (4) 

Obtain low frequency part by low pass filter, namely, baseband demodulated signals '
( )I n  and '

( )Q n . The 

performance of the filter directly determines the quality of demodulation output. 

See Fig. 4 for the design of the whole demodulation module. In this Fig., lpfw sub-system is low pass filter.  

 
 

Fig 4: Simulation Model of Coherent Demodulator 
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Low pass filter adopts FIR digital filter. DSP Builder can facilitate the design of FIR digital filter in graphical 
programming environment. Meanwhile, the calculation of filter coefficient can be accomplished by virtue of 
Matlab’s strong computing capability and existing filter design tools[7～8].  

In view of FPGA resources, this design adopts 16-Order Direct I FIR filter with 9-bit filter coefficients[9～10]. 
As for simulated test signal in this paper, the spectrum characteristics of modulated signal from sinusoidal wave 
and saw-tooth wave have gone through specific filtering design. See Fig. 5 for the filtering effect.  

 
 

Fig 5: Simulated Signal of Demodulator  

The above three waveforms shown on the oscilloscope are same-phase multiplication signal of coherent 
demodulator, filter output signals, namely same-phase and quadrature baseband demodulated signals. As we can 
see, demodulation module can demodulate signal correctly. Increasing filter coefficient and order and adopting 
optimal structure can further improve filtering and demodulating effect.  

5. Conclusions 

In this paper we have accomplished modulation and demodulation module system modeling and simulation. This 
design focuses on implementation methods and approaches without any high requirements for signal parameters. 
If necessary, the performance of the system can be improved by optimizing module parameters and algorithm. The 
adjustable parameters have added great flexibility to this design. 

This design can be used as frequency band processing module of general modem, and then specific baseband 
transforming circuit can be designed to realize carrier modulation and demodulation. Therefore, this design can be 
universally applied. The whole design is based upon visual design platform at algorithm level, distinguished from 
tedious design and debugging at RTL level, which can greatly simplify the design process. 
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Abstract: For the urgent demand of intelligent management at intersections in many cities, this article proposed that the 
intelligent traffic light could be controlled by the LabVIEW software, which can instantaneously detect the transportation 
system's working position and make the corresponding setting to the working pattern of the procedure according to the 
actual transportation condition. It can make sure the safety of the vehicles and pedestrians without the massive police 
forces. This simple, flexible and highly reliable design with low cost and high economic efficiency could carry out the 
intellectual and user-friendly control to the street intersections’ signal light truly. 

Key words: Traffic light, LabVIEW, Working pattern  

1. Introduction  

Recent years, in the influence of the fast urbanization and economical development, the urban transportation 
glowed explosively and the question of the transportation has become the common failing that puzzled many 
metropolis ’ development and has become the stern international question day by day. Meanwhile, the subject 
matter which causes the traffic jam is the intersection. In China, various developed city is positively exploring the 
methods that how to exert capacity of the road and reduce all kinds of losses that creates by the traffic jam as much 
as possible[1]. 

The closely combination of computer and instrument is an important direction for the instrument’s 
development presently. The hypothesized instrument uses the computer software to replace the traditional 
instrument's hardware to realize the signal analysis, the data processing and demonstration and many other kinds 
of functions, which broke through the fixed pattern of the traditional instrument that the functions is defined by the 
factory and the user is unable to change. The hypothesized instrument has many merits such as flexiable setting 
up , short development cycle, low cost , easy to maintain,  convenient expansion , rich software resource and so 
on [2]. 

LabVIEW software which was developed by American NI Corporation has the revolutionary development 
environment of the hypothesized instrument. It mainly applies in many domains such as instrument control, data 
acquisition, data analysis and data demonstration and it is suitable in many kinds of different operating system 
platform. Differently from the traditional program language, LabView uses powerful graphical language which 
faces tests engineer, but not the non-specialized programmer. The program is very convenient, the friendly user 
interface, and it also has features such as formidable data visualization analysis, instrument control ability and so 
on[3]. “the software was the instrument” has reflected the hypothesized instrument technology’s substantive 
characteristics.   

2. Hypothesized instrument's development platform LabVIEW 

LabVIEW (Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering) is a graphical programming language. It is widely 
accepted as a standard data acquisition and instrument control software by industry, academia and research 
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laboratories. LabVIEW integrates all communications functionality that can meet the GPIB, VXI, RS-232 and 
RS-485 protocol hardware and data acquisition. It also builds in standard library functions which can apply the 
software such as TCP/IP, ActiveX and so on easily. LabVIEW is a powerful and flexible software, which lets you 
easily create your own virtual instruments [4～5]. 
The program that compiled by the LabVIEW Development Platform is called the virtual instrument (VI). VI 
includes the following 3 parts [6]: 

1) front panel: that is, the user interface;  

2) program diagram: including the graphical source code which is used to define VI function;  

3) charts and wiring board: identifying VI interface, using to call another VI when create VI. 

LabVIEW  describes the procedure behavior through the graphics symbol. When using the LabVIEW 
language to program, it usually does not need to write the procedure codes, what can displace is the flow chart. 
Moreover, LabVIEW does not need to install the hypothesized instrument software environment. In the process of 
demonstrates, it is possible to run the procedure by operating the execution document directly. Therefore, it 
simplified the hypothesized instrument' development process, reduced developing and debugging cycle and raised 
the programming efficiency greatly .Now, It is the most widely used and most powerful hypothesized instrumental 
developing platform [7～8].   

3. Overview of traffic lights 

The common method of the traditional intersection traffic control lamp usually is after the vehicles’ current 
capacity's investigation, establishing the two direction traffic lights' time delay in advance with the statistical 
method. However, the traffic flow magnitude’s change is often indefinite. Some street intersections even have 
very large differences in different time interval. Even a long-term undergoing and practical plan still will have 
such phenomenon: it does not have any vehicles in the green light direction, but the red candle direction actually 
lines up, waitting for pass. The fortuitousness of this kind of current capacity change is unable to establish the 
accurate model. The statistical method has not been able to adapt to the rapid developing transportation situation. 
The more realistic need is to have one kind of adaptive control traffic light which can control the traffic according 
to the current capacity’s changes. 

Currently, the method of fixed conversion time interval is widely used in the crossroad traffic lights control in 
most cities. Since the current capacity is very completed and uncertain at different time for the crossroads, the 
fixed time control methods often waste effective time, make empty waiting phenomenon and affect the smooth of 
the road. Thus, using the traffic lights which can change its time and condition under a variety of traffic conditions, 
could solve the problem better. 

4. Designs the traffic light with LabVIEW 

There are many methods to realize the intersection traffic light's control. We may realize it through the plans 
such as monolithic integrated circuit, programmable controller PLC, standard logical component and so on. 
However, the revision and debugging of these control methods’ function need the support of hardware circuit, 
which increases the degree of difficulty in design to a certain extent and enhances the cost. But we can realize the 
intersection traffic light's control conveniently by   using LabVIEW. 

4.1 Design proposal 

In this design, the situation which meets frequently in the daily life need be  considered separately. For 
instance: the transportation is quite busy at daytime, so the traffic light need to change quicker to raise the 
transportation efficiency and reduce the traffic jam; On the contrary, the transportation is sparse at night, so it 
could change slowly somewhat. Also, some certain road sections need to carry on traffic control sometimes and so 
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on. For all these situations, we  can adopt five kinds of patterns :“at night to go”, “the normal speed”, “the trouble 
shooting”, “the north and south to pass through”, “the east and west to pass through” to realize separately. 

4.2 Front panel design 

The front panel of the intersection traffic light consists of 12 Boolean lamps, two value inputs controllers, two 
value demonstration controllers, one under- pull menu tabulation and some beautification line. Choose the circular 
indicating lamp in the control board , the circular approaches the signal light, and the three Boolean lamps arrange 
from the top downward. Choose its attribute which respectively is red, yellow and green. Insert the five items :“at 
night to go”, “the normal speed”, “the trouble shooting”, “the north and south to pass through”, “the thing to pass 
through ”into the under-pull menu tabulation’s edition item . Then, decorate the front panel with the separation 
line. The front steps namely constituted the intersection traffic light's front panel that is under complex condition. 
Its front panel shown as Figure 1:   

 

 
 

Fig 1 intersection traffic light front panel 

4.3 The design of flow chart 

The crossroad traffic lights’ flow chart consists mainly of the event structure, conditional structure, tiled 
sequence structure, looping structures, wait time and Boolean true and false constants [6]. 

The design mentality is: in normal speed, the east and west traffic light and north and south traffic light does 
not conflict at the crossroad street intersection . When the east and west traffic light is bright to the red candle, 
north and south traffic light is bright to the green light, that is to say that this time the north and south direction 
passes through smoothly; When the north and south traffic light is bright to the red candle, the east and west traffic 
light is bright to the green light, that is to say that this time the east and west direction passes through smoothly. 
And join the yellow light in the red candle and the green light to glitter alternately three times to play the caution 
role. Add the surplus time to demonstrate the time that is away from the next conversion. Its flow chart shown as 
Figure 2:   
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Fig 2 intersection traffic light normal speed pattern program flow diagram   

 

It’s debugging results as shown in Figure 3: 

 

 
 

Fig 3 intersection traffic light normal pattern movement result   
 

When driving in the evening, the ray reduces, which causes traffic visibility dropping. In order to remind 

drivers to drive slow down and pay more attention to safety, the yellow light sticks blinking at the crossroads. Its 

block diagram shown as Figure 4: 

When trouble shooting, all the traffic lights at the intersection should be in power-off condition to make it 

possible for the servicemen to carry on the overhaul. Its flow chart shown as Figure 5:   
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Fig 4 crossroad street intersection traffic light at night pattern flow chart   

 

 
          Fig 5 crossroad street intersection traffic light trouble shooting pattern flow chart   

When the north and south direction passes through or the east and west passes through, the east and west 
traffic light or north and south traffic light and north and south traffic light or east and west traffic light does not 
conflict. When the vehicles of the north and south direction go slowly and the traffic jam appears, the east and 
west should have no entry to relief the stream of vehicles in north and south direction temporarily. When the 
vehicles of the east and west direction go slowly and the traffic jam appears, the north and south should have no 
entry to relief the stream of vehicles in north and south direction temporarily. 

Certainly, we may continue to increase the corresponding patterns to control path's passing through according 
to the actual situation, for instance, some path implements the traffic control, some path is single line and so on. 

5. Conclusion  

Traffic control has become an indispensable composition in our daily life. In this text, the innovation is that it 
designed an intelligent traffic lights control based on LabVIEW. You can instantaneously monitor the status of the 
traffic system and set the program's operating mode appropriately in the traffic control centre according to the 
actual traffic conditions to control the traffic, which needn’t a lot of manpower to command the traffic safety of 
both vehicles and pedestrian. Thus, it realizes intelligent and user-friendly traffic control at the intersection truly. 
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Abstract：The rapid development of information technology and its applications in military field have important 
practical significance on the evaluation of the effectiveness when electronic information system deals with the strong 
electromagnetic environment. This paper focus on the connotation of the electromagnetic environment and 
electromagnetic environment effect, the methods on solving effect assessment key problems that electronic information 
system  exposured in strong electromagnetic environment, and the developmnt of the electronic information systems 
effectiveness evaluation, such as the analysis and establishment of electromagnetic environment effect (E3) model of 
electronic information system and the preliminary research on strong electromagnetic environment system network effect, 
etc. 

Key words: electromagnetic environment; electronic information system; electromagnetic environment effects  

1. Introduction  

Early study on the electromagnetic environment mainly aims at the problems of electromagnetic interference 
among the electric, the inner equipment of electronic and the equipments and electromagnetic compatibility. Its 
purpose is to ensure that electromagnetic environment of the coexistence of system, equipment and its components 
work normally and have mutual influence in allowable scope. At present, with the development of science and 
technology, the appearance of various military electromagnetic radiation, such as radar, high power microwave 
(HPM), ultra-wideband (UWB), hane-about electromagnetic pulse (HEMP) weapons of new concepts, etc, with 
the increasing power sources, the amount multiplied and the spectrum wide, make the electromagnetic 
environment in the high technology battlefield become complicated and deteriorating. The property of the 
electromagnetic environment has changed, which energy change from weak to intense, frequency spectrum change 
from narrow to width, effects of interference became damaged. Modern power electronics system is mostly the 
result of machine-electricity-instrument integrated technology combining with automatic control technology with 
the electromagnetic sensitivity become much higher, but the strong electromagnetic environment makes its 
performance lowered, damaged and destroyed. Therefore, the study of electromagnetic environment effect and 
analysis methods and improving survival ability of electronic equipment in the strong electromagnetic 
environment become urgent tasks[1～2]. 

2. Study Development of Electromagnetic Environment Effect 

Foreign related research can be traced back to the 1950s, then with the deep understanding of nuclear 
electromagnetic pulse and the appearance and practicability of all kinds of electromagnetic pulse weapons, the 
research of electromagnetic environment effect become hot. In America, a dozens of research institutions, such as 
the Florida state laboratory, the Philips laboratory and so on, participate in related topics. In aspect of the 
experiment, the effects of the experiment ability vary from the electronic components to small electronic 
equipment, until such large weapon system such as aircraft and missiles. American do large experimental 
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researches not only on electronic components, optical fiber transmission system, and digital communication cable 
network, but also on the skin electric current and inner sensitive components interference response of aircraft and 
missiles large complicated systems in strong electromagnetic environment. 

In aspect of the effect model analysis, scientific and technological personnel do a lot and in-depth researches 
on hole tacking coupling, field lines coupling, leptotene scattering, rotary scattering, shielding effect, reduction 
model, multi-conductors transmission line and its network, jamming modeling analysis and electromagnetic 
reinforcement technique of complicated electronic systems and related aspects of transmission line method, the 
integral equation method, the singular point expansion method, the characteristic root expansion method, and the 
electromagnetic topological research methods and so on. In 1965, C.W.Harrison .etc, based on cylindrical 
antennas scattering model with inhomogeneous differential equation method, calculated the missile skin electric 
current distribution [3] with plasma efflux. In 1972, C.M.Bulter, based on thread model with integral equation 
method, calculated the plane surface incentive electric current [4] under the action of plane. In 1977, C.L.Yu .etc, 
based on elliptic cylinder model, analyzed the aircraft skin electric current [5] under the action of plane. In 1971, 
C.W.Harrison .etc, based on the theory of transmission line with integral equation method, analyzed the 
impedance load response [6] of multi- conductor transmission line containing n conductors under the action of the 
field. In 1977, C.E.Baum .etc, based on multi-conductor transmission line theory with BLT equation, studied the 
solution [7] of the question on the multi-conductor transmission line network with closed loop. In 1975, 
F.M.Tesche .etc, put forward the concept of electromagnetic topology and applied it to the complicated structure 
internal interference analysis [8]. C.E.Baum and other scholars deeply studied this concept, making it become the 
electromagnetic topology theory. Then, many scholars applied this theory to complicated electronic system effect 
modeling analysis and succeeded, for example, in 1993, J.P.Parmantier etc, using the theory, analyzed EMPTAC 
(an experimental aircraft) electromagnetic interference problems under the action of the field ,compared with the 
experimental data, and made the unanimous conclusion [9]. 

3. Electromagnetic Environment Effect Modeling Analysis 

Electromagnetic environment effect modeling analysis is the main content of environmental effects research, 
applying the theoretical modeling and calculation simulation theory and other technology means to do 
development research on electronic system, analyzing the operational capability of electronic system, and 
improving the decision-making scientific[10～11].Through the simulation, the comprehensive evaluation and analysis 
of sensitivity analysis, we can analysis the electronic system whether satisfies the military requirement, the 
electronic system structure and the weak links, so as to guide the construction direction and key pieces of 
electronic system, to optimize the system structure. In terms of effect modeling analysis, we mainly adopts the 
method of transmission line method, integral equation method, singular point expansion method and characteristic 
root expansion method, electromagnetic topology research methods[10,12,13] and so on. 

On the study of the effect modeling of complicated system, we mainly apply multi-conductor transmission 
line network analysis method and the analysis methods based on the theory of electromagnetic topology. The 
analysis methods based on the theory of electromagnetic topology has the basic thought that it do space 
decomposition of electromagnetic interference dissemination way, and divide according to the actual shielding 
layer by external to internal, then gradually establish interference coupling model, making the complicated 
electromagnetism coupling problem decompose into one group of relatively independent and small 
electromagnetic problems to solve. Electromagnetic topology theory mainly solves two kinds of problems, one is 
the interference which is formed due to that external electromagnetic field enters into internal system through 
external power supply of electronic system, signal lines or other exposed wires , the other interference[14] is formed 
due to the bad shielding of electronic system. 
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It can obtain higher adaptability of confidence with better cost-benefit ratio that studying the electromagnetic 
environment effects by establishing evaluation system based on the model and the analysis, using the system 
structure, the mission planning, expected electromagnetic environment, system effect analysis model and 
evaluation criteria. On the evaluation study, based on system uses, the structure characteristics and expected 
knowledge understanding of the electromagnetic environment or priori knowledge mastering, with certainty views 
and statistical analysis two aspects, we can make the system evaluation on the electromagnetic environment effect 
more objective and complete. 

3.1 Construction of Electronic System E3 Model 

Constructing electronic equipment E3 model and forecasting and analysis, can provide important reference 
for system definition, design, development, assessment, helping designers, managers the most effective position 
antenna system, frequency and the parameters (transmission power, antenna gain, receiving sensitivity), detailed 
understand E3 and EMC performance requirements and forecast potential interference problem, damage degree 
and the measures, which can better deal with battlefield strong electromagnetic environment and guarantee the 
system effectiveness. 

Through the analysis of the electromagnetic environment effect, we can predict the potential E3 problems and 
adopt effectively corresponding techniques and procedures to change the design, to prevent and reduce utmost the 
E3 problem occurrence and influence. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the problems which mainly 
include:Firstly,the system electromagnetic environment;Secondly,electronic and electrical theory, methods and 
techniques of system constituting application;Thirdly,the system task needs, functional requirements; 
Forthly,electromagnetic characteristics of interface, equipment, systems;Fifthly,the system signal flow, power 
distribution and the terminal layout;Finally,the EMC design standards, etc. 

Among them, the electromagnetic compatibility indexes which are closely related to the strong 
electromagnetic environment and its effect are mainly the military equipment and the system sensitivity, typically 
including CS103 ,CS104, CS105, etc transmission sensitivity index and RS103, RS105, etc radiation sensitivity 
index. These indexes describe the ability to bear when military electronic equipment and system are influenced by 
the electromagnetic environment. 

3.2 Analysis of Complicated System Network Effect Model 

In military application, the system composed of electronic equipment operational platforms, control, 
command and communication network is very complicated. Its interaction diagram will be very complicated and it 
needs us to describe the binary relation described by topological with the graph theory method and analysis the 
problem of complicated electromagnetic effect with electromagnetic topology method. Corresponding to the 
electromagnetic topology, we can use tree diagram to describe the logical relationship and the corresponding 
relationships of the complicated system. Corresponding to the interaction graph, we can use digraph to describe 
the interaction between the electromagnetic systems. If the weight function model of electromagnetic environment 
interference, the graphic elements constitute model and electromagnetic parameters are known, we can use the 
graph theory method to analyze the complicated electromagnetic interference effect and evaluate the integrative 
influence that the environmental factors affecting of the electronic warfare platform and the factors make on the 
platform weapon system. 

The electromagnetic environment effect analysis and model of complicated electronic information system 
mainly have means such as field road synthesis, electromagnetic field topology which reach a target of predicting 
the electromagnetic environment effect of complicated system by establishing the “association interactions 
diagram” model of electromagnetic interaction among space volumes of systems, node routing and so on. The 
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network effects model of complicated system which is established with the electromagnetic topology theory is 
shown in figure 1. 

 
Fig 1 Complicated system network structure model 

which the nodes represent the user terminals, the local area networks represent some platform communication 
stations and local networks, the network center represents the center of command and control and the routes 
composed of link represent the wired and wireless links between electronic devices and systems. The 
comprehensive performances of the network structure model of complicated system mainly consist of system node 
usability, routing of smooth general characteristic, network reliability. Evaluating the final performance of the 
network model in strong electromagnetic environment, we need to consider the number of nodes composed of the 
unit electronic equipment model and other effect model and the node effect indexes, the data link number and 
corresponding routing effect. 

4. Dynamic States and Trend of Strong Electromagnetic Environment Effect Study 

4.1 Dynamic States of Electromagnetic Environment Effect Study 

Firstly, from “the harm to ordnance of radio frequency” (HERO) to the E3 questions study, the United States 
and the former Soviet early in the 1960s began to study the question on that the weapons systems was jeopardized 
by electromagnetic, from the early study of the HERO gradually expanding to the study of weapon system 
electromagnetic environment effect for now, which the study updates and expands constantly on the concept and 
in the research scope. And the object of experiment, from small electronic components to F - 16 fighters, B52 
bomber etc. large weapon equipment, is carried on the electromagnetic pulse simulation test. Weapons 
electromagnetic pulse effect experiment database is established while doing the effects test and research of 
threshold. 

Secondly,electromagnetic pulse simulation technology improves continuously. Taking nuclear 
electromagnetic pulse simulation for example, foreign technologies have made great progress, which can produce 
the nuclear electromagnetic pulse environment where the highest intensity of electric field can reach 1 x 105V/m. 
And the pulse rise time by the original 10ns has shortened to 1.8-280 ns. American army standard MIL-STD - 464 
“The system electromagnetic environment effect requirements” have put forward some general requirements in 
electromagnetic environment effect on the process of whole life of weapon system. 
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Finally,with protection technology in-depth research, the United States and the former Soviet Union pay much 
attention to the weapon equipment electromagnetic environment effect and protection strengthening technique 
research while they studied and developed the electromagnetic pulse weapons and simulation equipment. Aiming 
at electromagnetic function failure mode of the sensitive electronic device in circuits, they did deeply research on 
the electromagnetic damage mechanism and the way of energy coupling, and promulgated the relevant military 
standards. American relevant research institutes also carried out research on the basic theory and microscopic 
mechanism in the respective area, directing at the problems that electromagnetic pulse made circuit potential out 
of work. 

4.2 Trend of Electromagnetic Environment Effect Study 

Firstly,the method of electromagnetic environment effect experiment will change from a single factor method 
to the effect studies under the action of various electromagnetic fields and the equivalence and correlation studies 
of all kinds of test methods. 

Secondly,the research focus will change from the electromagnetic compatibility researches of system level 
and subsystem level to the combat mode researches under the conditions of strong electromagnetic environment 
effect and strong electromagnetic environment. 

Thirdly,the new theory, new methods and new technologies will emerge constantly (such as the platform level 
electromagnetic compatibility top design method, potential failure mechanism, open-sounding room technology, 
broadband electromagnetic pulse field test, etc.). 

Finally,the means of electromagnetic shielding will change from shielding, protection from the ground, 
filtering and other traditional passive protections to active protections (such as evolvable hardware technology, 
electromagnetic bionic technology, etc.). 

5. Conclusions 

With the development of science and technology, microelectronics devices, electric explosive devices and the 
electromagnetic radiation source are widely used to weapons systems, causing the electromagnetism sensitivity of 
electronic equipment greatly improve. At the same time, with the rapid development of information technology 
and its applications in military field and civil electromagnetic radiation sources numerous, conducting 
electromagnetic effect researches on strong electromagnetic environment and its affecting electronic information 
system ,grasping their laws and adopting corresponding countermeasures are beneficial to improve the adaptability 
of strong electromagnetic environment effect of electronic information system, to solve the reliability design of 
electronic components and systems, to break the technical bottleneck of strong electromagnetic environment 
adaptability requirements. 
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Abstract: Current，an important parameter of circuits, is implying a lot of circuit topology information. 
Compared with voltage testing, the strongest point of current testing is free from the influence of the test points 
during the test, and the selection of the test points is just right a difficulty of integrated circuit testing; The neural 
networks has a series advantages, such as abreast distributing processing, memory ability, fault-tolerance and 
approaching complicated non-line relation adequately[1]. Depending on Pspice modeling, simulation, analyzing and 
the data acquisition, the paper applies the merits of current testing and neural network to the fault testing of a 
mixed signal circuit and accomplishes the neural networks designing, training and testing with Matlab. At last, it 
proves that this method had advantages of high fault convergence and high accuracy. 

Key words: Mixed Signal Circuit, Current Testing, Neural Networks, Fault Detection 

1. Introduction 

With the rapid development of technology and manufacturing process, the integration of integrated circuit is 
being improved with each passing day. The system chip includes more and more mixed signal circuits according 
to the decreasing of chip size. The widely use of integrated chips makes people’s life much more convenience; 
however, it also brings an unprecedented challenges to the designer, equipment user, maintainer of chip. So the 
detection signal circuit in mixed-signal is attracting highly valued with the rapid development of Mixed-signal 
circuit in electronic products. 

BP network is a multilayer feed forward neural network. The transfer of the neuron is S function and the 
output of it is 0 ~ 1 consecutive quantity. The function can realize the output from the input to the arbitrary 
nonlinear mapping, weights adjustment using propagation learning algorithm. It has very good pattern recognition 
and classification and plays key role in network. 

Current test technology includes the static electricity measurement technique and transient current testing 
technology.[2] Applying in mixed signal circuit fault detection, Current test not have to distinguish analog circuit 
and digital circuit in the test, and does not need to consider the fault information transmission. It just input 
appropriate excitation signal and test the signals in resource output power, then judge the circuit by the data 
processing. In this paper, we take fault detection for mixed signal circuit basing on the method of combining 
neural network with current test.  

2. Fault Detection Process of Mixed Signal Circuit  

The key point is getting test information in this process. The power source and load current information are 
observed in simulation circuit modeling by using Pspice 9.2, and characteristic parameters are extracted. At last, 
the circuit states are judged by training and classification under BP neural network. 
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1) Data acquisition and characteristic parameters extraction. While the test circuit in normal mode, power 
source and load current information are collected. As the tolerance of resistance and capacitance are 10%, Monte 
Carlo, sensitivity, and worst analysis of the circuit are done in order to find the best test analysis parameters.  

2) BP network structure parameters. The input and hidden-layer points of BP network lies on the 
characteristics of the circuit parameters. False characteristic parameters of the dimension is N; input nodes for N. 
There are two kinds of detecting state circuit that is normal and fault, so the output layer node number is 1; 

Hidden-layer points pre-selected 1+N +a (N for input layer node, a = 1-10), if it cannot satisfy the 
requirements of network training process , the hidden-layer points can be increased (decrease) one by one[3]. By 
analyzing, the excitation functions of hidden layer and output layer are nonlinear log-sigmoid function and 
nonlinear tan-sigmoid function respectively. 

3) Training BP neural network. BP neural network training is necessary for the BP network to identification 
circuit. Take characteristic parameters for the training sample input vector, the training sample set standards for 
the output circuit: the dimensions of circuit characteristic parameters for N, only N dimensions completely meet 
normal conditions the circuit goes in normal and network output "1", Any dimension not satisfy normal conditions 
the circuit is in fault and  network output "0". This paper is mainly for fault detection of mixed signal circuit and 
achieves the expected error range by training network refers to fault samples in dictionary. 

4) Results. To judge the circuit according to the output result, from which by inputting the characteristic 
parameters of the test circuit to the trained BP neural network. 

3. The Examples of Fault Detection 

3.1 Detection Circuit 

Take the mixed signal circuit composes of 7404 inverter for example for fault detection as in figure 1, and 
simulation modeling of circuit by using Pspice 9.2[4].  
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VOFF = 0

0

R3
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C1 20u

 
Fig 1: the circuit diagram for mixed signal 

 
Through analyzing the circuit transient and sensitivity, you will find the R1, R2, R3, C1 and C3 have 

relatively large influence to the current amplitude where power V1, V2 and the current load R3 staying, and in 
extreme cases, C2 is also great influence on current amplitude. 
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Under the environment of both resistance and capacitance tolerance for 10%, 1000 times Monte Carlo and 
worst analysis have been done and found that the current detection range in less than 10%. The detection current 
amplitude are obviously difference when a single component tolerance for 20%. From figure 2 and 3, the current 
detection amplitude difference can be seen as R3 is 1K and 1.2 K condition. So the current amplitude in the three 
points can be used as test parameters for fault detection. 
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Fig 2:The current information at R3 while load R3 for 1k 
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Fig 3: The current information at R3 while load R3 for 1.2k 

From the above analysis, the structure of BP network which the paper needed can be consist of 3 neurons in 
the input (the dimension of characteristic parameters), 1 neurons in output layer (circuit state: normal and fault) 
and 3-12 neurons in Hidden layer. 
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3.2 Test Results 

MATLAB7.1 is used. The BP network structure is 3-12-1 through designing, training and testing, in order to 
get better classification, hidden and output layer are selected logsig and tansig nonlinear function respectively, 
training function is trainlm, learning rate lr=0.025, momentum factor MC = 0.90, learn error err_goal =0.009. The 
testing results, obtained by many training and testing, displayed in figure 4    

 
Fig 4:  training and testing result  

In the figure, Red Cross says expectation object, the green line expresses the training result, and the blue line 
shows test results. 

Training vector includes 252 groups, of which the 28 groups in front are expected output for "1"which stands 
for the circuit in regular, and the others expectation output all for "0"; test vectors includes 226 groups, but only 35 
groups’ vector (including 10~ 15, 31~59) represent the circuit in normal, i.e. the expectation output for "1", the 
rest of the expected output as "0". We get the following results by using tools function in matlab7.1: in trained BP 
neural network, the undetected vector is 2 groups; virtual screening is 7 groups and error detection rate is 3.9%. 
Therefore, BP network can well realize fault detection for mixed signal circuit. 

4. Conclusion 

The paper studies the current testing method on the basis of mixed signal circuit which composed of 7404 
inverters, then uses Pspice to get circuit modeling, simulation and analysis, at last uses matlab7.1 to design, train 
and test BP neural network. Simulation results prove that the method owning high fault coverage and fault 
detection rate (96.1%), it not only detects circuit fault in resistance and capacitance components, but also can 
detect the faults in triode, inverter and power. The method realized the fault detection for mixed signal circuit, so it 
will play important role in electronic equipments applying and maintenance. 
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Abstract：This design uses CC2520 and eCOG1k set up a temperature monitoring wireless network system. This 
system consists of nodes and control centers to monitor, Node communication protocol currently used in various hot 
technologies-- ZigBee protocol，using MESH network structure，have Ad hoc and self-healing capabilities. The 
monitoring system can automatically detect the temperature of each monitoring point, and transmitted the measurement 
results to the monitoring center at the same time. The system has low power consumption, low cost, easy networking and 
maintenance, scalability and good features， Has practical value and market prospects. 

Key words: eCOG1k; CC2520; ZigBee; Wireless sensor networks; Temperature Monitoring 

1. Introduction 

Along with the development and improvement of living standards, People get rid of cords for wireless 
technology has become increasingly demanding. This article briefly describes a wireless temperature monitoring 
based on embedded systems. 

ZigBee technology currently rising due to its low power consumption and self-networking functions make it 
suitable for industrial monitoring. We have adopted CC2520 and eCOG1k formed with the wireless temperature 
monitoring system. 

2. Functional Description 

With the ZigBee wireless sensor nodes placed on the need to capture the local temperature, used to collect the 
temperature data. Put some wireless routing node in place. Using ZigBee networking functionality to form 
self-wireless network, System uses the ZigBee protocol for wireless transmission. As shown in Fig. 1.  

  

 
 

Fig 1 System Block Diagram 
Finally, the temperature data to the computer terminal display, so as to achieve the purpose of temperature 

monitoring. 

3. Hardware Design 

System from the MCU, ZigBee wireless transmission module CC2520, temperature sensors, power supply 
modules, control centers display module. 
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3.1 MCU-eCOG1K 

The eCOG1k microcontroller is a low-power microcontroller based on a 16-bit Harvard architecture with a 
24-bit word code linear address space (32Mbyte) and 16-bit word linear data address space (128Kbytes). It’s the 
microcontroller which embedded communications applications for low-cost and low-power. The eCOG1K have 
powerful computing capability and low-power sleep mode, you can meet the ZigBee transmit data burst 
characteristics of the composition of low-power systems [1～2]. 

3.2 Wireless communication module 

The CC2520 is TI's second generation ZigBee /IEEE 802.15.4 RF transceiver for the 2.4 GHz unlicensed 
ISM band. This chip enables industrial grade applications by offering state-of-the-art selectivity/co-existence, In 
addition, the CC2520 provides extensive hardware support for frame handling, data buffering, burst transmissions, 
data encryption, data authentication, clear channel assessment, link quality indication and frame timing 
information. These features reduce the load on the host controller. In a typical system, the CC2520 will be used 
together with a microcontroller and a few additional passive components [3]. 

3.3 Temperature Sensor 

The DS18B20 digital thermometer provides 9-bit to 12-bit Celsius temperature measurements and has an 
alarm function with nonvolatile user-programmable upper and lower trigger points. The DS18B20 communicates 
over a 1-Wire bus that by definition requires only one data line (and ground) for communication with a central 
microprocessor. It has an operating temperature range of -55°C to +125°C. 

3.4 Power Modules 

System with four battery-powered, eCOG1K chip and CC2520 modules require 3.3V voltage, we dropped by 
AMS1117 3.3V to 6V for the CC2520 to provide the required voltage. 

3.5 System Connection 

CC2520 requires minimal external components, the connection is very simple. Its peripheral circuits, 
including RF input / output matching circuit and the crystal clock circuit. As shown in Fig. 2.  
 

        
 

Fig 2 Controller Interface Circuit 
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CC2520 4-wire SPI Bus by (SI, SO, SCLK, CSn) to connect the SPI module eCOG1k chip, which can set the 
chip in the working mode, and achieve read / write cache data and read / write status register. In order to prevent 
drift input, CSn, SI, SCLK pin to set up a pull-up resistor [4～5]. 

4. Software Design 

4.1 About ZigBee  

ZigBee is an emerging short-range, low-rate wireless network technology for formation of low-cost, 
low-power wireless networks. ZigBee wireless sensor network is based on technical standards and IEEE802.15.4 
ZigBee network protocol designed for wireless data transmission network. 

ZigBee protocol stack is based on the IEEE802.15.4 wireless network standards, by a group of sub-layers. 
Each floor to provide a specific set of its top service (a data entity to provide data transmission services, a 
management entity to provide all other services) [6]. 

ZigBee protocol stack architecture is shown below. 

 
 

Fig 3 ZigBee architecture model[7] 
 

CC2520 supports IEEE802.15.4 wireless network protocol, and the TI Company to provide a ZigBee protocol 
stack (Z-StackTM), provides a powerful and complete solution. 

The system consists of a network based on ZigBee protocol coordinator RAN equipment and multiple 
sub-nodes FFD, which set up a MESH-based LR-WPAN network. This LR-WPAN network components and 
topology is shown below. 

 
 

Fig 4 LR-WPAN MESH topology relationship 
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4.2 Sensor node software design 

The design of the terminal nodes using the temperature sensors, which sense the temperature of the 
surrounding environment, and access to the signal conversion processing by eCOG1K, then control module 
CC2520 to send out the use antennas.Sensor node software design flow chart is shown below: 

 
 

Fig 5 The process flow chart of Sensor node 
4.3 Process Design Network 

The design and implementation of the system functionality from the network: the master node is the 
coordinator of the wireless network administrator, it is responsible for the establishment of the network, address 
the distribution and sub-node joins, node equipment data update, data forwarding, equipment associated with the 
table maintenance and the status of the network automatically updates. Coordinator broadcast queries by way of 
the master node to find child nodes within a certain space, and network node number to each child, when the find 
will add a node into the network, or to delete it. Routing node is responsible for participation in route discovery, 
message forwarding, allowing other nodes associated with the network through its functions. Networking software 
design flow chart is shown below: 

4.4 The design of wireless communication software 

In Figure 5 and Figure 6 shows the software flow chart, the wireless communications protocol software 
implementation is an important task. Because TI offers a complete set of the CC2520 device to achieve using 
Z-Stack ZigBee protocol stack, we only based on the protocol stack (physical layer and MAC layer), which calls 
the corresponding interface module and its parameters to do some modifications so that it can better achieve our 
desired function. In view of this, we have omitted the description of the process[9]. 
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      Fig 6 The process flow chart of networking 
4.5 Serial communications control center 

PC and MCU with SPI Serial Communication, PC-side programming using C++ serial communication 
communications software (Figure 7), set the baud rate of 115200, in order to achieve client PC machine and 
ZigBee transceiver communication. 

 

 
 

Fig7 Display of temperature data on PC 

5  Conclusion 

We designed an embedded wireless temperature monitoring system. The communication network using 
MESH topology, the network has the ability to self-organization, the node abnormal automatically take measures 
to ensure the normal operation of the system to meet temperature control requirements. Temperature monitoring 
with traditional wired networks, compared with the design of wireless temperature monitoring system, installation 
is simple, does not involve cabling; short construction period, in the construction process without affecting the 
plant's normal operations. And by adding at the end sensors and software upgrades, you can make more types of 
data collection and monitoring. 
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Abstract：The Switched-Current (SI) technology is a new type data sampled technology. In this paper, the principle and 
error of the SI memory cell is analyzed, especially the clock feedthrough effect. To reduce the clock feedthrough effect, a 
new type of switched-current memory cell which adds a flipped voltage follower (FVF) circuit is introduced, this 
switched-current memory cell exhibits some characteristics of low power, low error, and high performance. Using this 
switched-current memory cell, a new switched-current bilinear integrator is designed, which constitute the 
switched-current biquadratic filter. This switched-current biquadratic filter is a standard part of the general filter. Select 
different coefficients, it can become a second-order low-pass, high-pass, band-pass, and all-pass filter, as well as 
Chebyshev, Butterworth, elliptical and other different types of filters. In addition, it can be easily cascaded to form 
high-order filter. All the circuits in this paper have been simulated with Cadence IC, using SMIC 0.18um library under 
the voltage of 1.8V. The simulation results indicate that the biquadratic filter has perfect performance and useful 
application value. 

Key words：SI memory cell; FVF; bilinear integrator; biquadratic filter 

1. Introduction  

The switched-current (SI) technique is a new analog sampled-data signal processing technique of current 
mode that aims to replace switched-capacitors (SC) [1]. In contrast to the SC technique, which requires a 
nonstandard digital CMOS process to realize floating linear capacitors, SI can perform accurate signal processing 
functions in a standard digital CMOS process without the direct use of any capacitor. Moreover, the SI technique 
does not utilize CMOS op-amps but rather performs its entire analog signal processing with much simpler current 
mirrors. In a word, The advantages of the SI is its simplicity of implementation, potential for high speed, 
low-voltage operation and compatibility with digital CMOS processes which is an attractive feature due to the 
tendency for the integration of large analog/digital systems in a single chip. However, the SI circuit is still not 
satisfactory in the performance of speed and precision because of the finite output resistances of the MOS 
transistors, mistakes in the current mirrors, some parasitic capacitances, and clock feedthrough effect in the 
switches [2]. 

 This paper firstly analyzes the clock feedthrough error. To reduce the clock feedthrough effect, a new type 
of switched-current memory cell which adds a flipped voltage follower (FVF) circuit is introduced. Using this 
switched-current memory cell, a new switched-current bilinear integrator is designed, which constitute the 
switched-current biquadratic filter. All the circuits are simulated with Cadence IC under the voltage of 1.8v, 

2. Analysis of Clock Feedthrough 

Figure1 is the basic first-generation switched-current memory cell. Suppose the switch transistor working in 
the saturation, the channel charge Qc of the switch transistor Ms can be written in the following form:   

                    ( )c ox s TnQ C A V Vφ= −            (1) 
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Where Cox and AS (WSLS) are the unit gate capacitance and effective area of the switch transistor, respectively. 
Vφis the switch transistor gate voltage, VTn is the threshold voltage of the NMOS. 

When the switch transistor is turned off, most channel charge of Ms will be transferred to the gate 
capacitance of M2, so the gate voltage of M2 is increased by the channel charge redistribution can be 
approximated as: 

2 2 2

( - ) ( - )ox s Tn s Tnc
CFT

gs ox

C A V V A V VQ
V

C C A A
φ φ= = =         (2) 

Where the A2 is the effective area of the M2. Assume that M1 matches with M2, their leakage current 
equation can be respectively expressed as follows: 

2
1 1( )d in gs Tni J i V Vβ= + = −  

2
2 1( )d out gs CFTTni AJ i A V V Vβ= − = − +                            (3) 

The β is gain factor; A is the area ratio of M1 and M2. The Eq (3) can be rewritten as: 
2

2 1( )out d gs Tn CFTi i AJ A V V V AJβ= − + = − − + +              (4) 

From the Eq (4), iout contains an item and second item of the clock feedthrough voltage VCFT, therefore the 
output is influenced by the clock feedthrough effect, causing the bias of the actual output current. In addition to the 
clock feedthrough error, there is also mismatch error, adjustment error, conductance ratio error and noise error, 
which seriously affect the performance of SI circuit. 

 

 
Fig1 The basic first-generation SI memory cell 

3. SI Memory Cell with FVF 

In order to reduce the above error, a new type of SI memory cell is proposed. Figure2 is the flipped voltage 
follower (FVF) [3, 4], in which the current passes the M1 is constant, dose not depend on the output current.  

 
Fig2 The flipped voltage follower (FVF) 
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Ignore the short-channel effect, VSGM1 is constant, the voltage gain is 1. The circuit can draw great current 
because of the very low output resistance, which is 1/ (gm1gm2ro1), the gmi and roi is the transconductance and 
output resistance of Mi , respectively. 

Figure3 is the SI memory cell with FVF, M1, M2, M3 and Vref constitute the FVF. M7-M12 constitute the 
two cascaded cascode current mirror, which could increase the resistance of output, thus reduce the transmission 
error of SI memory cell. M14 -M17 are the CMOS switches [5]. The supply voltage is 1.8V, Vp is 0.5V, and Vn is 
1.2V. W/L ratios are set in table1.   

Table1 W/L ratios of MOSFET 

 

Fig3 The SI memory cell with FVF 

Simulate the circuit with Cadence IC, using SMIC 0.18um library under the voltage of 1.8V. The input is sine 
wave of 60uA, frequency is 125 KHz. The sampling frequency of switch is 5MHz. Simulation waveforms are in 
figure4. 

 
Fig4 Simulation result of the SI memory cell 

4. SI bilinear integrator 

4.1 Shunt 

SI circuits are current-mode circuits. In the design of the circuit, need to use the current mirror to get two or 
more equal current, as well as proportional current. The shunt can achieve it [5]. Here is a simple shunt in figure5. 
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As figure5 shows, adjust the coefficient K, equal or proportional current could be get, and which can be 
easily cascaded. This shunt is widely used in the bilinear integrator and biquadratic filter. 

 
Fig5 Shunt 

4.2. Design of Bilinear Integrator 

Bilinear integrator is the core unit of the SI biquadratic filter [6～7], the bilinear integrator transfer function is as 
follows: 

H(Z)= 
1
1

Z
Z

+
−

                   (5) 

The systems block diagram which implements the function (5) is shown in figure6.  

 
Fig6 System block diagram of bilinear integrator 

 

 
Fig7 The bilinear integrator  

As shown in the figure6, the two outputs of the shunt have equal and the same direction current as the preamp 
input current. This guarantees the current of each branch will not interfere each other. Shunt 1 divides the input 
into two; bring in Ii into the A, B nodes at the same time. Shunt2 separates the output io and if. Due to the transfer 
function of the SI memory cell is H (Z) =-Z-1/2, cascades the two memory cell can form Z-1. Realization of the 
circuit is shown in figure7.  
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As shown in figure7, M1-M17 and M18-M34 are two SI memory cells, M35-M38 are connected into cascode 
structure, used for the output of the integrator. M39-M48 implement the shunt. Simulate the circuit with Cadence 
IC, using SMIC 0.18um library under the voltage of 1.8V. The input is sine wave of 60uA, frequency of 125 KHz. 
The sampling frequency of switch is 5MHz. Simulation waveforms are in figure8.  

  

     
Fig8 Simulation result of bilinear integrator                    Fig9 S-domain block diagram of biquadratic filter   

As shown in figure8, the simulation result indicates that the input current shift phase 90°through the bilinear 
integrator. Sine wave is changed into cosine wave. The output waveform is without distortion, which shows the 
good performance of the integrator. This bilinear integrator can be used for filters, Σ-Δmodulators and the basic 
module of other systems [8]. 

5. SI Biquadratic Filter 

5.1. Design of SI Biquadratic Filter 

This switched-current biquadratic filter is a standard part of general filter, select different coefficients, it can 
become a second-order low-pass, high-pass, band-pass, all-pass filter, as well as Chebyshev, Butterworth, 
elliptical and other different types of filters. In addition, it can be easily cascaded to form high-order filter. The 
construction method of the filter is as follows [9]. 

The S-domain transfer function of biquadratic filter is as follows: 
2

2 1 0

2 20
0

( )
( )

( )
o

i

i s a s a s a
H s

i s s s
Q
ω ω

+ +
= = −

+ +
                       (6) 

Where a0, a1, a2 is constant, ω0 is cutoff frequency, Q is quality factor. The S-domain block diagram of the 
KHN structure biquadratic filter is shown in figure9 [10～13]. ( )OLi s  is the low-pass output, ( )OHi s is the high-pass 
output, ( )OBi s is the band-pass output, the ( )OLi s  and ( )OHi s  is connected to form the band-stop output. 

There transfer functions are as follows: 
0

2 20
0

( ) ( )OL
a

i s i s
s s

Q
ω ω

= −
+ +

                   (7) 

2
2

2 20
0
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a s

i s i s
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Q
ω ω

= −
+ +

                 (8) 
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0

( ) ( )OB
a s

i s i s
s s

Q
ω ω

= −
+ +

                         (9) 

Use the SI integrator to synthesize filter, need to change the S-domain into Z-domain, due to the bilinear 
transform is most perfect of the four transforms, we use the bilinear integrator to synthesize the filter. 

Let 1 1
2 1
T z

s z
+

=
−

, we can get the system block diagram in figure10. 

 
Fig10 S-domain block diagram of biquadratic filter 

 
As shown in figure10, we can get the coefficient ki as follows: 
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ω

=          1
3 2

a T
k =                         (10) 

 

4 2k a=    

The advantages of this method are that characteristic frequency ω0 and quality factor Q of the filter can be 
adjusted. By adjusting the feedback coefficient k0, the ω0 is changed. When the ω0 is fixed, we can change quality 
factor Q by adjusting k1. 

5.2. Realization of the Second-order Butterworth Low-pass SI Filter 

Through the analysis of 5.1, take the second-order low-pass Butterworth for example. Using above components to 
construct the filter, and simulating the filter with Cadence IC. Looking up the table, we can get the normalized 
polynomial of the filter as follows: 

2

1( )
2 1

H s
s s

=
+ +

        (11) 

According to figure10, k0，k1 is coefficients of the filter. Using Eq. (10), when the cutoff frequency is 150 
KHz, sampling frequency is 5MHz, we can get k0=0.0945, k1=0.1336. Of curse, the k0, k1 is theoretical value. 
We should debug these two factors in the process of debugging the circuit. Connect the circuit on the basis of 
figure10, we simulate the circuit with Cadence IC, using SMIC 0.18um library under the voltage of 1.8V. The 
input is sine wave of 10uA. As the SI circuit must be driven by the clock, when simulating the filter with Cadence 
IC, the clock must be described by time-domain parameters. However, the amplitude-frequency characteristic of 
the filter is frequency-domain problem. While analyzing frequency-domain of the circuit with Cadence IC, we can 
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not control the clock signal. So we must simulate the circuit at different frequencies, and then portray these points 
with Matlab. The simulation result is in figure11. 

As shown in figure11, the cutoff frequency of the filter is almost equal to 150 KHz, but some errors are 
existed. 

 
 

Fig11 Simulation result of the second-order low-pass Butterworth SI filter 

6  Conclusion 

This paper designs a new type of SI biquadratic filter, the characteristic frequency ω0 and quality factor Q of 
which is only related to the W/L of the MOSFET. By adjusting the W/L of the MOSFET, the parameters of the 
filter can be changed. Simulation result shows that the performance of the filter is good, but some errors are 
existed, the reasons are as follows: 

1) If the current signal is completely passed to the next level, the output impedance of the circuits must be 
infinite. It is impossible to achieve, the signal will be weaken during the transmission. 

2) The error of the bilinear integrator is existed. 

3) The coefficient precision of the filter should be corrected to 5 decimal places, but the SI circuits do not 
reach such a high accuracy. 
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Abstract: Intelligence and network can greatly increase the performance of the electric appliance, and is also the 
inevitable developing trend of the future. A kind of remote control system based on the telephone network is introduced 
in this paper. The system is mainly made up of microcomputer AT89C51 and dual-tone multifrequency decoding chip 
MT8870. The user can telecontrol the electric appliance by means of the fixed telephone or mobile telephone. Thus it can 
telecontrol the household appliance or other equipments. 

Key words: remote control system, telephone network, telecontrol, dual-tone multifrequency decoding 

1. Introduction 

With the development and advancentment of the society, more and more intelligent and network electric 
appliance come to the people’s life, which brings a lot of convenience and enjoyment. Because of the 
popularization of telephones, it is a trend to realize the romote control by means of telephone network. It is also 
the only way to realize intelligentized house. A kind of remote control system based on the telephone network is 
introduced. The user can telecontrol the electric appliance conveniently by means of the telephone network. For 
example, the user can open his houshold electric rice cooker, air conditioner and water heater ahead of time[1]. The 
rice has been ready, the temperature in the house is just fine and the water has been heated when he returns home, 
which is comfortable and convenient. In addition, the user can check the utilization and change working condition 
of electric household appliance. The user can also monitor and control the condition around the outlet in the house. 
Next we will introduce the structure and principle of this system. 

2. System Structure  

The system is shown in figure 1.  

 
Fig.1. System schematic diagram 
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When the user wants to control household appliance, he just needs to pick up the phone or mobile phone to 
dial the home number. Ring signal will arrive at the home phone through the telephone network. At that time, the 
ring detect circuit begins to detect the ring signal, a ring gives a pulse, and the pulse is sent to the single chip 
computer (MCU) to calculate the signal number[2]. To prevent the system from conflicting with the phone network 
and misoperation when someone answers the phone or the ring signal is less then 5 times (the practical number 
can be set by the software). The system will regard it as a phone call or a wrong operation. When the ring times is 
large than 5 times, The system begins to control the outlet and the appliance, CPU sends control signals to pick the 
phone  

And givoice guide, it will require the user to input the code. At the same time, MT8870 converts the input 
signal into the digital one, and sends the signal to the CPU to make judge. If the code is wrong, CPU will ask the 
user to enter again, and then loop for 3 times. When the user is still wrong after entering 3 times, the system will 
hang up. As the code is right, the voice guide system will ask the user if he wants to control the appliance or just 
wants to know the state of the device, or wants to monitor the device environment, and asks the user to enter the 
corresponding number[3]. When the operation is finished, the system will hang up automatically. When it lasts too 
long during the user operates it, the system will also hang up automatically.  

3. System Hardware Design  

3.1 Cpu 

The CPU of this system is AT89C51, all the commands are sent out from it. The interface circuit is shown in 
figure 2. 

 
 

Fig.2. SCM interface circuit  

 When the system power is on, the system will be reset automatically, and then CPU will always detect the 
ring signal. When a valid signal is detected, the counting program is initiated. When the number amounts to the set 
value, CPU sent out signals to pick the phone, and the control circuit picks up the phone and sends guide voice to 
ask the user to enter the password. And the CPU will also detect the STD signal sent from MT8870. When STD is 
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valid, the CPU will read the code from MT8870 and compare it with the set code. If they are different, the CPU 
will hang up automatically. Otherwise the user can perform the operation according to the guide voice. For 
example, setting the device state, etc[4].  

3.2 Ring detection circuit  

Ring detection circuit is shown in figure 3.  

 
Fig.3. Ring detect circuit 

 

When the ring signal is inputted through C21, C22, the 75±15V, 25Hz voltage on the phone line was 
converted into dc through D4, and filtered by C8. D5 will make the voltage more stable. The DC voltage makes 
the photoelectric coupler at a state ON. +5V power voltage charge C13 through the photoelectric coupler, R22, D3. 
When the voltage on C13 reaches the on-state voltage of 74L08, 74L08 is on. It will convert the analog signal into 
digital signal, then input it through T0 to the AT89C51 to count the pulse. Every ring signal produces a pulse. 
When the number adds up to 5 times, the software will make pin P2.1 of AT89C51 low voltage to finish picking 
up the phone. 

3.3 DTMF decoding circuit  

The decoding circuit is shown in figure 4.  

 
Fig.4. DTMF decode circuit 

DTMF decoding circuit is to convert the audio signal into digital signal, and then sends it to CPU for data 
processing to perform the control function. MT8870 can finish this task. It is an integral DTMF receiver. It can be 
used as a filter and a decoder. The filter part is used for converting the high and low frequency of the C, the 
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decoder part is used for digital inquiry, and also used to convert the 16 bit DTMF signal into 4 bit code. The 
minimum value of the outer counting number can be set by input amplifier and clock oscillator and the latched 
3-bit register. The signal on the phone line can be inputted through C23, R13, and R14 to pin 2 and 3 of MT8870, 
then convert dial signal into digital signal[5]. The signal that the user dials the phone keyboard will be sent out by 
audio signal through the phone line[5～8]. 

3.4 Voice guide and monitor circuit 

The ISD series voice chip uses analog data direct storage technology in semiconduct- 

or memory, namely, let analog voice data write into individual storage unit directly without the transform of 
AD or DA. Therefore, this can reproduce the natural effect of voice more perfectly, without the phenomenon of 
quantification noise and distortion in solid voice circuit, which caused by quantification and compression. 

The ISD 2560 voice circuit includes EEPROM which is used as data memory. It can preserve data more than 
10 years without battery. Data erasing and writing can be complete automatically inside the chip without external 
instruments. The ISD2560 provides the user with direct address operation on voice information. But as to the 
microcontroller, as long as 10-bit address lines occupy too much port line and give rise to problems of expanding 
connection. Moreover, direct address operation of recording and playback is a bit inconvenient. But the operation 
pattern of ISD voice chip can provides practibility and flexibility for designer. When the designer carries on the 
operation of voice information section and voice combination, he only needs to know the relative serial number of 
the sound section, without needing to know its address. When the highest address bits A8 (pin 9), A9 (pin 10) of 
ISD2560 are set for high level, namely, the chip goes into the operation pattern. The operation pattern is divided 
into 6 kinds of patterns according to the different combination of the high and low level of Pin A1-A8 to achieve 
different function. The voice guide circuit consisting of ISD2560 and the microcontroller is simple, which can 
withdraw a section of voice signal from the inside of chip without using complicate address data line. The system 
receives the password from the user, for example, the password is 1, 2, 3, 4, If the password is correct, then the 
voice guide ”the password is correct” is given out. The microcontroller only deliver the relative series number of 
sound section to ISD2560. When the monitor function is initiated, only changing corresponding port electric level 
can transform scene sound to electric signal, and deliver its to telephone lines. This electric circuit is simple and 
easy to operate. 

3.5 Picking，hanging telephone and drive circuit  

The analog picking and hanging telephone circuit is shown in figure 5.  

 
 

Fig.5. Analogous hang on/up telephone circuit 
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In general, when telephone ring off, two telephone lines are in open condition. In the telephone line, the 48 
voltage (old style telephone are 60 V) is added to both sides of the ringing circuit. The ringing circuit is open when 
the telephone is picked up. When the telephone is switched on, the resistance valve is about 300 Ω. When you dial 
the telephone, high voltage ringing signal from telephone line produces square-ware pulse signal through ringing 
detection circuit. And then deliver it to port p3.5 of AT89C51 to count the ringing pulse. When ringing number 
reach 5 times, the microcontroller procedure controls port p2.1 to output a low level, the high level of p2.1 is 
delivered to pin 1 of integration switch driving circuit MC1413 to carry on enlargement, then pin 16 outputs high 
level and delivers it to the base of triode 9013, causing the triode to be saturated and turned on, then the positive 5 
V power source is connected to ground through the relay winding and triode. The relay coil turns on and causes its 
normally open contact to close.300 mega resistance is connected in circuit and the telephone is switched on. When 
the user inputs a wrong password or the operation is over, the system software controls port p2.1 to output a high 
level through MC1413 driving circuit, then pin 16 output a low level, controls 9013 to be closed, and then the 
relay winding loses electricity.Electronic contact separation. The telephone line returns to open state again, and 
that analog hanging up telephone is realized. 

4. Software Design and Debugging 

After the control system completes picking telephone, the system prompts “please input the password”. If the 
input password is not correct, the system will prompt to input again. You can input three times at most. When you 
surpass three times, the system will automatically hang up the telephone. If the password is correct, the system 
produces operation prompt according to the function menu. In order to facilitate the user to operation, the system 
sets a return key. When you press down it, you will return to the upper level menu. After all sets are completed, 
you may press down “ # ” to end set. The system automatically hanging up the telephone. The system flow chart is 
shown in figure 6. 

 
 

Fig.6. Program flowchart 
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5. Conclusion  

The design of the intelligent telephone remote control system uses microcontroller AT89C51 as the control 
unit and combines with software programming to realize voice interface and safe authentication mechanism, the 
system function has been enriched and it conforms to the development trend of electric appliances 
intellectualization and network. Using this system can realize long distance control to air conditioner, lamp, 
electric cooking pot and other household appliances and equipments by the fixed telephone or mobile phone, 
which can turn on air conditioner before reaching home, and enjoy a cool world after entering home. When the 
user goes out, he can turn on/off lamp, TV in the living room through this system, which produces a pseudomorgh 
of someone in home. The system not only enhances the family security but also realizes monitor function. You can 
be familiar with home condition when going out. In addition, the system can also use in industrial and agricultural 
production to realize long-distance control of the unmanned post. 
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Abstract: A kind of photoelectric sensor measuring electric circuit that can recognize people’s in and out is introduced, 
and it can be applied in the situation of the automatic record and display the dynamic number changing in the market, the 
exhibition building, libraries and the classroom in the schools and so on, and it is convenient for the administrative 
department to plan and manage. 

Key words: photoelectric sensor；counter；measuring of in and out；automatic record 

1. Introduction 

Photoelectric sensor widely used in automatic counter and photoelectric alarm. In this paper, the intelligent 
photoelectric sensor that can recognize people’s in and out was introduced. The intelligent photoelectric sensor 
incorporated the counter and display can show not only the number of people’s in and out but also count the 
number of people remained. So, it can be used in the situation of the automatic record and display the dynamic 
number changing in the market, the exhibition building, libraries and the classroom in the schools. It is convenient 
for the administrative department to plan and manage[1～2]. 

2. The component of circuit 

The circuits conclude the direct-current stabilized voltage power supply, the intelligent photoelectric sensor 
and it’s applied circuit[3～5]. The intelligent photoelectric sensor primarily make up of the infrared light emitting 
circuit and the photoelectric measuring circuit and distinguishing people’s in and out circuit. 

2.1 The direct-current stabilized voltage power supply that concludes the power supply transformer, bridged 
rectifier, filter capacitor and three-end manostat supply the steady direct-current power supply for emitting and 
check of signal.  

2.2 The circuit of emitting of Infrared light is shown in figure 1. 
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Fig 1. the infrared light emitting circuit. 
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It primarily concludes 4 resistances(R1－R4), capacitors (C1), diode (D1), Infrared light emitting diode (DL1) 
and timer (555). It is shown in fig 2. 

 

 
2.3 The circuit of photoelectric check and distinguishing people’s in and out are shown in figure 3.  

 

 

 
 

Fig 3. The photoelectric measure and distinguish circuits. 
 

They conclude photoelectric diodes (DL2、DL3), resistances (R5－R10), capacitors (C2～C3), voltage 
comparator U2（LM393）and decimal counter U3（CC4518）. 

LM393 is double-voltage comparing circuit. The two anti-phase ends 2 pin and 6 pin of comparators are 
connected and set a fixed voltage. Two in-phase ends respective connect two photoelectric diodes and the outputs 
1pin and 7 pin of comparators respective connect counters clock input end CLK of U3A and reset end R of U3B. 

CC4518 is a double-decimal counter circuit. In this circuit, CLK is an input pin of counter clock and R is reset 
pin and EN is counter control pin and Q0~Q3 are output ends of BCD code. 

2.4 Figure 4 shows the applied circuit, it is counter circuit that primarily concludes decimal add-subtract 
counter CC40110 and nixie tube. It is shown in Fig 4. 

Fig 2. the setup of photoelectric sensor. 
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Fig4 add gate countercircuit 

3. The process of work 

3.1 The process of emitting of Infrared light 

The circuit of infrared light emitting functions as emitting infrared light that is demanded of photoelectric 
measuring circuit. 

Figure 1 shows the infrared light emitting circuit. To saving energy, the circuit is narrow pulse happening. 
Choosing different resistance values of R2 and R3 can change occupy-empty ratio. Changing the value of C1 can 
change surging frequency[6～7]. The values as shown in figure 1, the occupy-empty ratio about is 10％ and surging 
frequency about is . The output end of circuit through R4 drives the infrared light emitting diode DL1 that emit 
high-frequency infrared light pulse signals supplying the photoelectric measuring circuit. 
3.2 The process of photoelectric measure and distinguish circuits (as shown in figure 3） 

The photoelectric measure and distinguish circuits can measure and distinguish people’s in or out., A pin 
outputs a high level pulse when people come in and B pin outputs a high voltage pulse when people go out. The 
latter counters memorize that how much people come in and go out and remnant. 

The setups of photoelectric sensor are shown in figure 2. Photoelectric diodes DL2 and DL3 put the side of 
passage and the infrared light emitting diode DL1 against DL2 and DL3 puts another side. 

When no people pass exit-entrance shaft of signal measuring, the infrared light of DL1 irradiate DL2 and DL3 
at the same time so that the resistances of DL2 and DL3 are decreased. As pulse light from DL1 and higher the 
time constant of R5C2 and R6C3, the level of both 3 pin of U2A and 5 pin of U2B is higher than that of 2 pin and 
6 pin. The level of 1 pin of U2A and 7 pin of U2B is also higher. Because 1 pin of U2A connects clock pin (1 pin) 
of U3A and reset pin (15 pin) of U3B, 15 pin is high level (reset situation) and the output end B of U3B is low 
level. The 7 pin of U3A connecting the 9 pin of U3B is high level. So the output end A of U3A is low level. In this 
time, the output ends A and B of counters U3 are no outputs. 

As shown in figure 2, body firstly blocks the light from DL1 to DL2 When people pass the exit-entrance shaft 
of signal measuring. The level of 3 pin is lower than that of 2 pin of U2A and the output end 1 pin becomes low 
level. The situation of 15 pin of U3B connecting 1 pin of U2A changes from reset to counter. Here, putting a high 
level pulse to 9 pin of U3B, the output end B outputs a high level. When people continue going forward, body 
blocks the light from DL1 to DL2 and DL3 at one time. The level of 5 pin of U2B is lower than that of 6 pin of 
U2B and 7 pin of U2B also becomes low level. The situation of 7 pin of U3A connecting 7 pin of U2B changes 
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from reset to counter. At this time, putting a high level pulse to 1 pin of U3A, the output end A output a high level. 
As going on, body firstly leaves the light from DL1 to DL2. 3 pin and 1 pin of U2A all become high level and 7 
pin of U3A is still low level. Putting a high level to clock end 1 of U3A, the output end A becomes high level. 
When people leave the photoelectric measuring zone, the infrared light from DL1 irradiates DL2 and DL3 at one 
time. The counters U3A and U3B are all reset situation and the output ends is all low level. In conclusion, A 
outputs a high level pulse when people enters and B outputs a high level pulse when people leaves. The work 
process of circuits is analyzed according to the same principle when people go out. 

3.3 The example of applicable circuit 

The adding-subtracting counter of decimalism (CC40110) can be used.The CPU is the clock end of 
adding.The CPD is the clock end of subtracting.The CR is the end of restoration.The CT is the control end of 
count.The Le is the prepared end of  flip-latch.The a~g is the output of sever-segment code.The Bo is the output 
of borrow. The Co is the output of carry. 

The figure 4 is the circuit of three-digit counter.The point A and B in the figure 4 is respectively connected 
with the pointA and B in the figure 3.When a man enters the signal check section, a high- electricity impulse 
comes from the point A and a number is added in the counter. While  a man moves out , a high- electricity 
impulse comes from the point B and a number is subtracted in the counter.Therefore, the counter in the figure 
4shows the present number , that is, the balance of ins and outs[8].  

If you want to record the number of entering , a counter circuit listed in the figure 4 can be added. The point A 
is connected with the point A in the figure 3. When a man enters, a number is added in the counter. Because the 
point B is not connected, the counter can only add.Therefore, the new counter can only record the total number of 
entering. 

If you want to record the number of leaving , a counter circuit listed in the figure 4 can be added. The point A 
is connected with the point B in the figure 3. When a man moves out, a number is added in the counter. The 
counter can only add.Therefore, the new counter can only record the total number of leaving. 

The above we analysize is the condition of only one. If there are two or three ,each one must be set the 
equipment for transmission and reception , the counter records the each gate’s data of enetering and leaving.The 
data of each gate can be added by adding –counter and shown in the LED. 

4. Concluding remark 

The photoelectricity transducer can make a precise measure and count, whether the speed of men is high or 
slow. But if two enter or leave at the same time, the counter will make a mistake. Therefore, the passage of 
photoelectricity measure is not too wide in order to avoid errors. The photoelectricity transmission and reception 
canal must be set correspondingly,and the setting location is not too high or too slow, which makes sure that a 
number is counted as long as a man passes.  
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Abstract: In the solar air-conditioning system, it makes chilled water reduced to the lowest temperature in the night of 
the day without any form of energy consumption, and then makes use of water-cooled chillers of air conditioning to 
refrigerate further in the valley period of electricity consumptions. By doing this, it can improve the refrigeration 
coefficient of the air-conditioning system, and save energy and cost of electricity substantially. It will make the cost of 
solar air-conditioning lower than conventional air conditioning, and furthermore provides a broad way for the popularity 
of solar energy and solar air conditioning. 

Key words: solar air conditioning, chilled water, refrigeration coefficient, save energy 

1. Introduction 

At present, the earth is faced with a sere of problems including the increasing of energy consumption year by 
year and environmental degradation. According to the research which international refrigeration institute of Paris 
makes, about 15% of global energy is used to drive all sorts of refrigeration and air-conditioning equipments, 
furthermore the energy consumption of air conditioning in building accounts for 45% [1]. For one thing, the 
widely-using of air-conditioning system and increasing of electricity consumption bring great pressure to electrical 
network; for another, greenhouse effect caused by a large amount of carbon dioxide emission destroys the 
ecological balance. This has seriously threatened the human survival and development. Owning to this, solar air- 
conditioning system of temperature difference is developed. It makes chilled water reduce to the lowest 
temperature in the night of the day, stores chilled water in tank of keeping warmth, and uses water-cooled chillers 
of air conditioning to refrigerate further reducing temperature. By doing this, it can provide refrigerating output 
required. This highly efficient kind of air-conditioning system is of environmental protection and energy-saving. 
There is profound significance in environmental protection especially in our country which is lack of energy and 
significant influence on the sustainable development of the human. 

Besides using temperature difference of day and night to improve the efficiency of the whole system, air 
conditioning can adjust the flow between water tank and unite as well as the flow between coil of fan and tank in 
order to improve the refrigeration coefficient of the system and reduce the cost of system according to 
water-cooled chillers of air conditioning. 

In many Chinese cities, the phenomenon of electricity shortage in summer is serious. This has affected the 
local economic development and people's living in recent years. Because electricity consumption of 
air-conditioning equipment increases successively in summer and even about 40% of consumption offered by 
urban electric power is used up in the period of peak, saving electricity is imminent [2]. Solar air conditioning can 
refrigerate in the period of valley and store the refrigerating output in water tank of keeping warmth. This can save 
electricity bills and play the role of peak load shifting. 
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2. structure of solar air-conditioning system 

Solar air-conditioning system of temperature difference mainly consists of radiator, chilled water tank of 
keeping warmth, water-cooled chillers fair conditioning and refrigerating output. The block diagram of principle is 
shown in figure 1.  

 
Fig 1  constitute of solar air-conditioning system of temperature difference 

In the solar air -conditioning system, the chilled water in tank of keeping warmth is frozen to the lowest 
temperature by the radiator along with natural circulation .It doesn’t consume any energy .The water-cooled 
chillers of air conditioning refrigerates efficiently at the lowest temperature of the day. It makes chilled water 
refrigerate further reaching refrigeration temperature needed; finally, the frozen water is outputted in order to meet 
the requirements of refrigeration. 

3. the advantages of air-conditioning system 

The advantages of the air-conditioning system are following: Firstly, making full use of the temperature 
without consuming any energy to freeze water naturally; Secondly, water-cooled chillers of air conditioning 
refrigerates efficiently at  the lowest temperature of the day; Thirdly, making full use of the favorable price in the 
valley period of electricity consumption. 

3.1 Making use of the energy of temperature difference 

In the areas with a little temperature difference，as for the water, quality of l50kg，temperature difference 
by 6 degrees Celsius, the lowest temperature of water at 26.5 degrees Celsius, the heat is 900kca1. The living 
room or hotel room of 25 square meter needs 3000kca1 refrigerating output.900kcal energy is equivalent to a third 
of air-conditioner cooling for 1 hour，or the supply of cooling in living room for 20 minutes. In area with more 
temperature difference，temperature difference by 11℃, sometimes even 15℃. The lowest temperatures at 19℃, 
the water of 150kg is of 1650 kcal. It is more than 50% of the cooling in living room for1 hour. Generally 
speaking, the temperature of air conditioning is above 25℃.After naturally cooling the water’s temperature is 26.5
℃, and by using auxiliary energy again temperature can be reduced to 20℃. By doing this, cool air of 25℃ is 
obtained [3].  

Central air -conditioning system of Carp jiang power plant is designed with the river water as cold source, this 
system services for all living area and offices. The total cold load designed is 4350kw and total hot load is 
3970kw.  

The air-conditioning system provides cooling for the whole plant directly using the drainage from Dongjiang 
river reservoir as refrigeration supply without refrigeration host in summer. In winter, the system makes full use of 
stream to Heat River when the plant uses steam turbine to generate electricity, considering for supply of domestic 
hot water. This system was designed initially in 1997, installed and debugged at the end of 1999 and put into use 
officially in May 2000. Since the system works stable in the past two years, all indexes have met the designing 
requirements. The total investment of project is up to 745 million Yuan. Compared with ordinary air-conditioning 
system, it saves investment for 1000 million. The effect of saving energy is significant without pollution [4]. 
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As above analysis is showed, using the method combined with temperature difference energy can greatly 
improve the efficiency of air conditioning. In the areas with a little temperature difference, refrigerating of 
temperature difference save electricity consumption for 20 minutes every day; in the areas with more temperature 
difference, it can refrigerate directly with the energy of temperature difference without any energy consumption 
basically.  

3.2 Using water-cooled chillers of air conditioning with large refrigeration coefficient 

At present, the solar air-conditioning system both at home and abroad mainly contains solar absorption 
refrigeration, solar solid adsorption refrigeration and solar spray refrigeration, etc [5], but there are common 
shortcomings in the various forms of solar air conditioning including lower refrigeration coefficient, higher cost. 
This limits practicability and industrialization of the solar air-conditioning system to large extent.  

Wan Zhongmin with some people have proposed a new solar air-conditioning system which is of hybrid 
absorption refrigeration. In hybrid absorption refrigeration circulation, high-voltage generator is added to 
overcome the shortcoming of low entire efficiency. The refrigeration coefficient increases to 0.61 and the whole 
efficiency improves 94.5% than that of two absorption system of solar air-conditioning [6]. 

Due to low efficiency of adsorption air-conditioning COP and collectors, the COP of system is usually less 
than 0.3. Under the circumstance of same refrigeration efficiency, number of collector not only increases, but also 
extra cooling towers and cold storage tank are needed in the adsorption air-conditioning system. This leads to the 
increase of initial investment. According to the survey of the European SACE research，the total cost of various 
solar adsorption air-conditioning system is (13.5～17.7)×103 euro and that of solar absorption system is (11.7～
16.0)×103 euro, but the compression refrigeration is only 10.1×103euro.And therefore, solar solid adsorption 
refrigeration system can’t compete with compression refrigeration system and absorption refrigeration system 
currently [1]. 

B.J.Huang thought，Using R141b can obtain higher spray refrigeration coefficient of performance. The result 
of experiment shows that the performance coefficient of refrigeration system can reach 0.5 at most in the condition 
of occurring temperature of 90 , condensation temperature of 28  and evaporation te℃ ℃ mperature of 8℃ [7].  

The changeable trend of market gross about water-cooled chillers in china is shown in table 1, and grade index 
of energy efficiency about water-cooled chillers (heating pump) is shown in table 2. 

Table 1. The changeable trend of market gross about water-cooled chillers in china 

Classification of 

water-cooled chillers 
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2005 2010 

piston chillers 4401 4326 4360 4315 4000 2494 5400 7200 

screw chillers 1485 1315 2284 2706 3500 3846 4500 5000 

centrifugal chillers 509 349 542 583 800 674 1000 1200 

libr absorption chillers 3090 3640 2808 2678 3285 3955 3500 4200 

air-cooled chillers 2241 2943 5750 8530 15000 19666 18000 24000
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Table 2. Grade index of energy efficiency about water-cooled chillers (heating pump)    

efficiency grade（EER，W/W） 
classification  

rated output 
of refrigeration（CC）kw 1 2 3 4 5 

CC≤50 3.2 3.0 2.8 2.6 2.4 air-cooled and 
evaporative cooled CC＞50 3.4 3.2 3.0 2.8 2.6 

CC≤528 5.0 4.7 4.4 4.1 3.8 
528＜CC≤1163 5.5 5.1 4.7 4.3 4.0 water-cooled 

CC＞1163 6.1 5.6 5.1 4.6 4.2 

 

May know from the two tables, refrigeration coefficient of water-cooled chillers of air-conditioning is 3.8～
6.1.Compared with refrigeration coefficient of solar absorption refrigeration, solid adsorption refrigeration and 
spray refrigeration (0.3～0.6), it is larger. The system of using water-cooled chillers of air-conditioning combined 
with energy of temperature difference can improve refrigeration coefficient and save energy. 

3.3 working of water-cooled chillers of air conditioning at the lowest temperature of the day 

Using conventional air conditioning to refrigerate refers to refrigerating directly at working temperature of 
chiller. As for solar air conditioning of temperature difference is concerned，it needs to freeze water to the lowest 
temperature of the day, then drops to the final temperature needed by means of water-cooled chillers of air 
conditioning. By doing this, it can improve refrigeration coefficient of air- conditioning system and save energy. 

Cold/heat source temperature has certain effect on efficiency coefficient of air conditioning. The ideal 
refrigeration cycle is inverse Carnot cycle. Its efficiency coefficient is only relevant with high source temperature 
(T1)/low source temperature (T2) of cycle. As for the air conditioning of refrigeration, the refrigeration coefficient 
ε1 obey the formula. That is, ε1=T2/ (T1－T2). ε1 rises along with the dropping of outdoor cold source 
temperature T1 when the room temperature T2 is certain. For air conditioning of heating, the heating coefficient εr 
obeys the formula. That is, εr=T1/ (T1 -T2).The higher the heat source temperature of outdoor evaporator is, the 
larger the heating coefficient is when temperature of heating room is certain. The efficiency coefficient of actual 
refrigeration cycle is lower than ideal refrigerating or heating coefficient of circulation, but it is consistent with 
changeable trend of cold/heat source temperature [8]. 

Refrigeration coefficient reflects the refrigeration capacity of chillers. From the formula (1), refrigeration 
coefficient of chillers will increase along with the increasing of the evaporation temperature T0, and will reduce as 
condensation temperature Tk rises [9]. 

0

0k

T
T T

ε =
−                                    (1) 

ε —refrigeration coefficient 

T0—evaporation temperature ( )℃  

Tk—condensate temperature ( )℃  

When refrigerating, the air device of converting heating works at the lowest temperature of the day, then 
stores cooling in the water tank. By doing this, it can improve the refrigeration coefficient and save energy. In 
HaiKou of Hainan province, the average of the highest temperature is 33  whenever it is 31  or higher. The ℃ ℃

lowest average temperature is 25  in summer.℃  

According to the formula (1), 
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When Tk is equal to 33℃， 
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When working at the lowest temperature refrigeration coefficient is as 
8

(1 )
25 0T

+
−

 times as that of the 

highest temperature. 

3.4 Using electricity price in the period of valley 

The power price in Anhui, Zhejiang and Shanghai are shown in table 3~5 respectively.  

Table 3. The electricity price from peak to valley about electrical power in Anhui province   (Yuan/kw.h) 

electricity price 
classification of electricity consumption 

less than 1kv 1~10kv 

price of 
valley 

 or peak 
flat 0.5953  

residential electricity 
valley 0.3153  

53.0% 

July, August, 
September 

0.8411 0.8166 
peak 

other  0.7925 0.7696 

flat 0.5352 0.5202 

electrical heating 
boilers and ice themal 

storage of air 
conditioning  

valley 0.3362 0.3273 

40.0%-42.5%

 

Table 4. The non-summer price of electricity on sale about electrical power in Shanghai   (Yuan/kw.h) 

electricity price 
classification of electricity consumption 

less than 1kv 10kv 35kv 
price of valley 

or peak 

peak 1.019 0.989 0.959 
business and other  

valley 0.488 0.458 0.428 
44.6%-47.9% 

peak 0.670   
agricultural production (trial) 

valley 0.360   
53.7% 

peak 0.617   
residents in different periods 

valley 0.307   
49.8% 

Note: peak (6:00AM~22:00PM), valley (22:00PM~ 6:00AM next day) 
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Table 5. The price of electricity on sale about electrical power in Zhejiang province       (Yuan/kw.h) 

electricity price in different 
periods 

classification of 
electricity 

consumption  
voltage grade 

price of 
flat 

price of 
peak 

price of 
valley 

price of 
valley or 

peak 

monthly electricity consumption 
(less than 50 kw.h) 

0.538 0.568 0.288 50.7% 

monthly electricity consumption 
(51-200 kw.h) 

0.568 0.598 0.318 53.2% 

one family 
one meter 
of less 
than 1kv  Monthly electricity consumption 

(201 kw.h and more than 201 kw.h)
0.638 0.668 0.388 58.1% 

users (less than 1kv, shared meter) 0.558    
users (1 ~ 10 kv and more than 10kv, shared 

meter) 
0.538    

residential 
electricity 

 

rural users (1 ~ 10kv) 0.508    

Note: peak (6:00AM~22:00P),valley (22:PM~ 6:00AM next day) 

From the table, the electricity charge needed is only 40.0%~58.1% of the charge in rush time when it 
refrigerates in the valley period of electricity consumption. 

4. Conclusion 

In solar air-conditioning system of temperature difference, it reduce the temperature of chilled water in the 
night to the lowest temperature without any form of energy consumption; Using water-cooled chillers at the lowest 
temperature to refrigerate further can improve refrigeration coefficient of air-conditioning system and save energy. 
Refrigerating in the valley period of electricity consumption can save more than 41.9%- 60.0% of the electricity 
charge in the flat period. Combined with several aspects of the effect it can save energy electricity charge greatly. 
This will make the cost of solar air conditioning lower than that of conventional air conditioning, and provide a 
broad way for widespread use of solar air conditioning. 
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Abstract: A kind of PLC automatic control system which is used to flush toilet consisits of programmable 
controller, proximity switch sensor and solenoid valve. By means of proximity switch sensor receiving input 
singnal with the core PLC, PLC gives motion instruction to control solenoid valve carrying out flushing toilets 
automatically. In addition, this paper presents controlling procedure of ladder diagram.In the practical process of 
application, the system is of high sensitivity and good stability. At the meanwhile, the hardware circuit is simple 
and easier to be maintained. As far as the system is concerned, the system can be applied to different places with 
appropriate designs of procedure. Owning to the good univeisity and low cost there is better prospect of 
application. 

Key words: automatic control system, PLC, proximity switch sensor, programmable controller 

1. Introduction 

Along with the progress of the society, the development of science and technology,  continuous 
development and innovation of automatic controlling, the automatic controlling concept is gradually applied to life, 
industrial production and scientific research. According to accuracy and reliability of detection and location, all 
the sensors of proximity switch are often known as the " the sense parts of automatic controlling system "and play 
a very important role. Various functions of proximity switch make all sorts of novel controlling concept into the 
possibility.Along with the rapid development of computer technology, chip manufacturing technology and sensor 
technology, promixity switch develops towards miniaturization, intelligence,high sensitivity, high stability, low 
price and low power consumption,and more and more powerful promixity switches appear constantly.With its 
powerful functions such as high reliability and anti-interference ability, PLC with proximity switch as the parter 
has been widely used in aviation,aerospace technology and industrial production in the field of automatic 
controlling.In daily life, there is certain application in hotels and restaurants.In adddition,the security devices 
composed of PLC and proximity switch are used in many important places such as data filing, accounting, finance 
etc. As for proximity switch , it is not only used to measure length and position in the field of measuring, but also 
used as the measurement and controlling of displacement, velocity and acceleration [1].  

PLC [2, 3] (Programmable Logic Controller) is a kind of electronic system carrying out digital operation.It uses 
programmable memory to store operation instruction executing logical operations, sequence 
controlling,timing,counting and arithmetic operation,then input and output  in the digital and analogous model to 
controll various types of machinery or production process. Because of the widely-applying,powful function and 
convenient use, the PLC has become one of the pricinpal controlling equipments in modern industrial automation 
and is used widely in all areas of industrial production with developing rapidly both in automation of civilian and 
household.  

PLC automatic controlling system of flushing toilet consists of  proximity switch sensors, solenoid valve and 
PLC carrying out the automatic flushing and cleaning toilet instead of people It is of high anti-interference 
ability,good adaptability to the environment and high sensitivity of detection to body .Compared with the 
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traditional controlling system of flushing toilet, PLC controlling system is of higher stability and 
controllability.The device selected is easy to buy and maintain in daily life and production,and therefore the 
system is of good commonality, low cost and high ratio of price- performance. 

2. The hardware circuit 

In this system, by means of proximity switch sensor receiving input signal, PLC as the core gives motion 
instruton to control movements of solenoid valve carrying out flushing toilet automatically. 

2.1 Constitute of the System 

The diagram of PLC automatic controlling system of flushing toilet is shown in figure 1. 

 

 
 

Fig 3  PLC automatic controlling system of flushing toilet 
 

The system includes PLC of Mitsubishi Fx series, proximity switch sensor E3JK-DS30M1 [4～7] and directly 
driven solenoid valve of 2-position 2-way [8～10]. 

When people use the sysytem, proximity switch sensors will induct,then PLC will receive signals and begin to 
time. When opening time of proximity switch is 3 seconds longer than setting time, internal auxiliary relay of PLC 
will motion and maintain. When people leave, PLC will drive solenoid valve open and flushing for 3 seconds. 
After 3 seconds, the solenoid valve will close and stop fiushing.When opening time of proximity switch is less 
than 3 seconds, solenoid valve will not move waiting for receiving signal of switch sensor in order to exclude 
misoperation and save water when people pass. Time and frequency of flushing are designed by the PLC 
procedure of ladder diagram according to the different requirements and different situation. 

2.2 I/O distribution 

Taking eight controlling positions for example, I/O distribution of the system is shown in table 1. 
 

Tab 1  I/O distribution of the system 

Input Output 

signal Component 

and function 

input port address 

of  PLC 

signal component 

and function 

output port address 

of  PLC 

proximity switch 1 X000 solenoid valve 1 Y000 

proximity switch 2 X001 solenoid valve 2 Y001 

proximity switch 3 X002 solenoid valve 3 Y002 

proximity switch 4 X003 solenoid valve 4 Y003 

proximity switch 5 X004 solenoid valve 5 Y004 

proximity switch 6 X005 solenoid valve 6 Y005 

proximity switch 7 X006 solenoid valve 7 Y006 

proximity switch 8 X007 solenoid valve 8 Y007 
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2.3 Hardware circuit of the system 

Hardware circuit of the system is shown in figure 2. 

 

 
 

Fig 2  Hardware circuit 
 

In figure 2, the common end of the promixity switches 1~8 is positive pole of DC 24V power , negative pole 
of which is connected with COM of PLC, the other end of the promixity switches link with input port PLC X000 
~X007 in sequence;As for the two ouput ports of PLC, Y000 ~ Y007 join with solenoid valve 1~8 respectively, 
and the other output com ties with live wire of AC220V.In addition,the other end of solenoid valve links with null 
line of AC220V. 

3. The design of software 

3.1 Procedure of system 

Procedure of the system is shown in fig 3. 

 
 

Fig 3  Procedure of system 
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Procedure of the system is shown in fig 3. After the starting of the system, timing begins from the moment of the 
sampling.It is needed to compare time of sampling with setting time. It will return to sample and time if timing 
doesn’t finish ,else solenoid valve will move. 

Once the timing of movement begins, wheather it is up to setting time is judged. solenoid valve will go on 
with the movement if timing doesn’t finish,else solenoid valve will stop and return waiting for the movement next 
time. 

3.2 The procedure of single function 

3.2.1 Controlling procedure of lavabo  

When someone washes hands，proximity switch will move.At that moment X000 and Y000 will open 
leading to the opening of valve；After washing proximity switch stops, X000 and solenoid valve will close with 
the stopping of water. Controlling procedure of lavabo is shown i Fig 4. 

 

 
 

Fig.4 Controllling procedure of lavabo  

3.2.2 Controlling procedure of urinal      

When someone uses, proximity switch will move. At that moment normally opened contact of X000 will 
open and of normally closed contact X000 will close with the starting of the timer T0.If the counting time is over, 
auxiliary relay M0 will start, move and maintain by oneself. Comtrolling procedure of lavabo is shown in Fig 5. 

 

   
Fig 5 Comtrolling procedure of urinal 

 

When someone leaves, normally closed contact of X000 will open and Y000 will move, then solenoid valve 
will open to flush; at the same time, T1 start to time.If the counting time is up, normally closed contact of T1 and 
M0 will close with the stopping of Y000. This leads to the closure of solenoid valve and the stopping of 
flushing.Meanwhile, all contacts reset waiting for the next movement. 
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3.2.3 Controlling procedure of bowl 

When someone uses, proximity switch will move.At that moment normally opened contact of X000 will open 
and of normally closed contact X000 will close with the starting of the timer T0. If the counting time is over, 
auxiliary relay M0 will start, move and maintain by oneself. Comtrolling procedure of lavabo is shown in Fig 6.  

 
Fig 6 Comtrolling procedure of bowl 

 

When someone leaves, normally closed contact of X000 will open and Y000 will move, then solenoid valve 
will open to flush; at the same time, T1 start to time.If the counting time is up, normally closed contact of T1 and 
M0 will close with the stopping of Y000. This leads to the closure of solenoid valve and the stopping of 
flushing.Meanwhile, all contacts reset waiting for the next movement. 

Procedure of the system  

Comtrolling procedure of lavabo is shown in Fig 7.  

 
 

Fig 7 Procedure of the system 

4. Conclusion 

Along with the progress of the society ,and the development of science and technology,economy has been 
more prosperous and the condense of urban population also increases.There are more and more various public 
places of leisure, entertainment, shopping mall, airports, railway stations, schools, factories and so on. 
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However,toilet is required in these places and the internal cleaning of toilets is quite important。Under the 
condition, automatic controlling system of flushing in toilet is more important. 

In the PLC automatic controlling system of flushing toilet when the control unit increase,cost will reduced a 
lot.In the process of experiment and practical application，the system is of sensitive induction, accurate 
controlling, fast response, high reliability and anti-interference ability. Time and frequency of flushing are 
designed according to the different requirements and different situation.The system is suitable in public places. 
With the enlarging of the imension, ratio of performance - price will improve and there will be good prospect of 
application. 
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Abstract: Using phased-array transmitting antenna’s measurement and adjustment technology to measure、adjust、and 
compensate the value of magnitude-phase between the antenna array units is necessary in order to ensure antenna array’s 
performance in the HF sky wave radar system. A technique proposed in this paper that using a set of antenna to emit the 
signals with same frequency and different phase, and measurement、adjustment、and compensation to the value of 
magnitude-phase using the picked up signal’s frequency-phase characteristic in receiver. Theory analysis and database 
model experiments show the validity of this technology and the applicability for practical projects on the end of this 
paper. 

Key Word: High Frequency Sky Wave, Transmitting Antenna Array, Active Calibration  

1. Introduction:  

Phase-array radar is a multifunctional、high-performance late-model radar system along with the surge of 
technology and the market demand [1～3]. It consists of antenna units with controlled magnitude stimulation and 
controlled phase value. It’s extraordinarily significant of putting to use magnitude-phase measurement of 
phased-array antenna、adjustment technique and compensation to get high performance [4~6]. The technique to 
control the error of magnitude and phase mainly in two theories: first one is strictly control the production 
precision. Another one is the real-time adjustment. The former basically constraint by workmanship、production 
procedure、 measurement means、and the devices, it’s unfeasibly to immoderately increase the manufacture 
precision considering about the costs. So, the emphasis is the real-time watching and adjustment. According to the 
produce and arrangement of stimulus signals, the watching method classify in two: “external watching “and” 
internal watching” [1]. 

For the high-power, HFOTHR usually use the transmission arrays, and with accurately controlled magnitude 
and phase of the transmit units to obtain requested wave shape and wave direction[4~6]. In Coherent Radar system, 
using the coherent sources the best method to adjust magnitude-phase value, and towards the microwave radar 
system, the external field is so close that should adopt the external watching. Moreover, in the high-frequency 
radar system, the wavelength is too long to transmit as far as 10 kilometers away. For those reasons, a technique 
using serial antennas array that transmit the signals with same frequency and different phase, and using 
measurement technique to pick up frequency-phase characteristic in receiver. According to theory analysis and 
database model experiment, it tells the feasibility and engineering applications. Additionally, this thesis mostly 
works on the theory calculation, not on the engineer application, it’s necessary to improve by practice.  

2. Theories to calculate the error using magnitude-phase characteristic. 

Research in a cycle of a sin signal 

Assume the transmit signal without phase change is: 
j ty e ω=                                     (1) 

So, the signal in the receive channel 1 is:      
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( )
1

j ty e ω α−=                 (2) 

Here, α is the phase change across transmitter channel to receiver channel. 

The signal in receiver channel 2 is: 
( )

2
j ty e ω −α−β−γ=                      (3) 

Here, β  is the phase error between channel2 and channel1, γ  is the error produce by channel and 
instrument, regard as a random error in receiver channel2. 

Assume the transmit signal with phase change in channel1: 
' ( )j ty e ω −φ=                                         (4) 

Here, φ  is the phase change in one movement. 

So, the relative signal is: 
' ( )
1

j ty e ω −α−φ=                                          (5) 
'' ( )
1

j ty e ω −α −φ−β− γ=                                   (6) 

As to the ideal signal (without relative error between channels and without error between channel and 
instrument), the combined relative phase changed signal in receive channel is: 

'
0 1 1

( ) ( )

( )
22cos( )

2

j t j t

j t

y y y
e e

e

ω α ω α φ

φω αφ

− − −

− −

= +
= +

=
                    (7) 

The maximum magnitude value of the combined ideal signal in receive channel at 
2 2

t φ π
ω − α − =  is: 

                                
0 2*cos( )

2
MaxAmp φ

=
                        (8) 

As to the real received signal (with relative error between channels and with error between channel and 
instrument), the combined relative phase changed signals in receive channel is: 

                           

' ''
0 1 2
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               (9) 

The maximum magnitude value of the combined real signal in receive channel at 
2 2

t φ + β + γ π
ω − α − =  is: 

1 2*cos( )
2

MaxAmp φ + β + γ
=

           (10) 
The phase error between ideal signal wave peak and real signal wave peak is: 
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2
β + γ

θ =
                            (11)  

So, β+γ=2θ. Θ is the result by sampling after a MF matched filter. 

The flow chart of receiver below is shown in Fig 1. 

 

 
 

Fig 1, received signal process flow chart 

3. calculate the error between channels using received signal’s phase. 

According to the formula 11，β+γ=2θ. The θ can be obtained by sampling after a MF matched filter. But, 
affecting by the channels and instrument’s precision, there should be errors. To make sure of the minimum errors, 
here is a solution: 

Fix up the phase in channel 1, and calculate the phase shift length according to the referent phase error in 
channel 1s. Then shift the phase value depend on the phase shift length until 2π, record the peak value of the 
received signal at the same time. Obviously, those peak values meet the transmitted signal in frequency 
distribution. Therefore, it’s available to draw the points with sin signal, and then got β+γ value depend on the 
value of φ and the average value. Finally, decrease the relative error β between channels, as well as random error γ 
and the system measurement error. Here is an experiment, assume α=100；ShiftPhiStep=200； 030β = ； 

010γ = ± . Attention: within different value of φ，ShiftPhiStep>α+γ. As illustrate below: until the 50th cycle, 
the average error is Average PhiError=29.99030. variance is: 0.0025Var = , which is shown as Fig 2. 

 

 
Fig 2, Curve fitting with the same frequency. 

 

In spite of simple calculation and ideal effect, the synchronization is hard to carry out because of the 
sensitiveness of the phase. The latest receiving antenna mostly adopt super heterodyne pattern, namely mixing at 
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the same time at receiving. For the long distance of transmit channel and receive channel, the phase of mixed 
signal is hard to synchronize. Even if using GPS clock trigger, it’s highly inconvenient. 

4. Calculate the phase error between channels using magnitude of received signal. 

The result of the analysis above, it’s relative between the maximum magnitude and phase error when two 
channels transmit a sin signal with single frequency. The maximum magnitude value of received signal is 
measurable, so that the relative phase error can calculate by the corresponding peak value: 

According to formula (8):  
02*arccos( )

2
MaxAmp

φ =
                       (12) 

According to formula (10): 
12*arccos( )

2
MaxAmp

φ + β + γ =
                            (13) 

The result is: 
012*(arccos( ) arccos( ))

2 2
MaxAmpMaxAmp

β+γ = −
                   (14) 

The method to accurately measure the 1MaxAmp : Two separate sin signal composted one sin signal with 

same frequency. We can get the frequency spectrum by repeat sampling from this composted signal and with 
Fourier transform; the corresponding peak value is the accurate 1MaxAmp .The ideal value of 0MaxAmp can be 

got by formula cos( )
2
φ

. 

Similarly, Fixed phase in channel 1, and calculate the phase shift length according to the referent phase error 
in channel 1s. Then shift the phase value depend on the phase shift length until 2π, record the peak value of the 
received signal at the same time. Obviously, those peak values meet the transmitted signal in frequency 
distribution. Therefore, it’s available to draw the points with sin signal, and then got β+γ value depend on the 
value of φ and the average value. Finally, decrease the relative error β between channels, as well as random error γ 
and the system measurement error.  Stimulate the model with the same date given above: 

030.252AveragePhiError =  0.1695Var = . The angle changes is shown as Fig 3. 
  

 
Fig 3, Angle changes 

Result is: The precision of error calculation depend on signal’s phase is higher than the one depend on signal’s 
magnitude; the variance of error calculation depend on signal’s magnitude is larger than the one depend on 
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signal’s phase. Absolutely, as a method to project applications, the one depend on signal’s magnitude should be 
the best one. 

5. Multi-channel adjustment based on channel1. 

Real-time Multi-channel adjustment use the principle of time-sharing and PM process in transmit channel. 
Namely transmit channel emit sin signals that modularly. The transmitted signal pulse illustrated as Fig 4. 
 

The eighth pluseThe first pluse

Ann1

Ann2

Ann3

 
 

Fig4, Multi-channel simultaneous calibration 
 

Note, channel1 and other channels launch at the same time, and the initial phase of the transmitted signal 
maintain consistency. 

6. stimulation experiment. 

Uniform linear array monopole antenna with 8 .Assume distance between units is 15 meters, the frequency of 
radar is 3.33 MHz, and sampling time is 512. In the ideal condition, antenna array come into being the direction 
map illustrate in 2.4.3-4. In magnitude-phase error condition, the magnitude error form g1 to g8 is [1 1.2 1.05 1.5 
0.98 0.912 1.012 1.38] based on referent channel 1; the phase error fromφ1 to φ8 is[0 30 45 -30 60 -135 90 -15] 
based on referent channel 1. Finally, after adjusted by the method depicted above, the magnitude is[1 1.19 1.035 
1.487 0.982 0.909 1.02 1.383];the phase is[0 30.232 44.803 -29.887 59.812 -135.320 90.189 -14.799]. illustrated 
in the Fig 5. 
 

 
 

Fig5(a), Ideal array pattern 
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Fig 5(b), Array pattern with amplitude and phase error 

 
 

 
Fig5(c), Array pattern been calibrated amplitude and phase error 

7. Conclusion. 

It brings a solution of adjustment of magnitude and phase in high frequency sky wave radar transmit antenna 
system. By the means of theories analysis and database simulation experiment, it was proved the solution’s 
feasibility and project application value. Additionally, this thesis mostly works on the theory calculation, not on 
the engineer application, it’s necessary to improve by practice. 
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Abstract: In a coding system, if the Hamming distance is d, we can detect any d-1 bits code errors or correct an error 
maximum to (d-1)/2 bits. SEC code is a d=3 parity check code which has single error correction and double error 
detection capability. But the code can’t locate double error. This paper discusses the realization of detection and 
localization of double errors by the parity check equations . The result shows that the error code have three kinds of 
combination when a double errors appeared. 
Key words：SEC code, double error, localization, parity check equations 

1. Introduction 

In modern digital systems, error correction technology is important in error correction, location and tolerance. 
The technology can increase reliability of data flow in digital systems, effectively. Parity check code is an 
extensively used code in error location and correction. The code is more effectively used in the error detection 
during the process of the storage and transmission of data flow. SEC(Single Error Correcting)[1,2] codes are  
parity check codes which Hamming Distance is three. It has the ability of location and correction for single error. 
This paper presents a method for the location and detection in single error especially in double error through the 
discussion of the SEC parity check equation and generating matrix.  

2. Parity Check Equations and Generating Matrixes 

Parity check codes have many kinds of coding ways, such as LDPC-SPC code. They are consist of some 
information bits and check bits. The check bits will insert the information bits. There is a code with k bits 
information bit, where b=bkbk-1…b1 (bi=0 or 1). We built a Parity check code V with n+k bits by adding the new 
check code with n bits[3] (B1,B2,…and Bn (2n≥n+k+1)).  

The code format of V is: 

 V＝Vn+kVn+k-1…V2Vl＝bk…b2B3b1B2Bl        (1) 

Bi will insert the information bit in its 2i-1
 bit (Vt=Bi (t=2i-1，i＝1,2,3,…,n)). Since parity check code is a 

linear code, the relationship of information bits and check bits are linear. We can use a set of linear equations to 
show the relationship. The value of Bi is determined by the following equation. 

VP = 0                                             (2) 

P is a matrix with n+k row vectors pi (pi=i).. The parity code which Hamming Distance is three is consist of 7 
bits information bit and 3 bits adding check bit. We can get the format of the code from equation 1.  

V＝V7V6V5V4V3V2Vl＝b4b3b2B3b1B2Bl            (3) 

The matrix of P is 
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The equation 2 is the check equation of parity check code and the generating matrix of check bits[4].  

3. Failure Detection and Location 

We will discuss the check equation and the generating matrix in the equation 2. And the error detection and 
location method will be present. 

The generating code V is (1010101) if the information bits is (1011). We can get 
⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

=
=
=

0
0
1

3

2

1

B
B
B

 from equation. 

3.1 Single error 

V4 has an error if V* changes into (1011101) after transmission. We can use the check equation 2 to perform 
a parity check. It is V4 has an error if VP=(100)=4. We can rectify V4 to 0. If V*=V then VP=0, it can fit the 
equation 2. There is no error in the code.  

3.2 Double error 

In order to enable the parity check code has effective ability to detect and locate the double error effective, 
we added one check bit V8 and indicating bit C to the code. This will improve its efficiency in the check and 
location of double error. V8 and C aren’t included in the calculation of the check equation and generating matrix. 
In circuit design, we must indicate the states of V8 and C in the transmission terminal and receiver[5].  

 

⎩
⎨
⎧
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12345678

12345678

VVVVVVVVC
VVVVVVVV

 

In the equation, the parity code is consist of V8 and V7~V1. We just investigate two cases: single error and 
double error. The discussion is in the following.  

Case 1: If C=1, there is no single error in V8~V1. At the same time, if the check equation VP = 0, there is no 
error in V7~V1 but V8 has an error. If C=1 and VP ≠ 0, there is an error in V7~V1 and we can rectify it by the 
equation 1. 

Case 2: If C=0, there are two possibilities. There will be no error or double error in V8~V1. If the indicating 
state of V8 isn’t consistence, V8 has an error and V7~V1 have a single error. We can rectify it by the equation 1. On 
the other hand, if the indicating state of V8 is consistence, we can use the equation 1 to check and locate the error. 
If VP = 0, there will be no error in V7~V1. There will be a double error in V7~V1 if VP ≠ 0. We can locate the 
error by the results of the check equation. From the equation 2, we can get: 
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We assume VP=(001) after decoding, 
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If there is a double error, one of the two error codes will appear in the third formula of the equation 6. Two 
error codes will appear in the first formula or the second formula of the equation 6 at the same time. Possible error 
combination will be V6V5,V4V3 or V2V1. There will be no error in V7.  

Through the same argument, we can get the possible double errors and impossible errors when VP 
=010,011,100,101,110 and 111, which are listed in the following table 1. 

 
 Table 1  The location of double error 

VP Possible double error combination No error bit 
001 
010 
011 
100 
101 
110 
111 

V6V5  V4V3  V2V1 
V7V5  V4V2  V3V1 
V7V6  V4V1  V3V2 
V7V3  V6V2  V5V1 
V7V4  V6V1  V5V2 
V7V1  V6V4  V5V3 
V7V2  V6V3  V5V4 

V7 
V6 
V5 
V4 
V3 
V2 
V1 

4. Conclusions 

Although QC-LDPC code and LDPC code could detect error[6～10], This essay presents a double error location 
method in parity check code which Hamming Distance is three. The method use the parity check code equations. 
We can find out the impossible error bit directly when there is a double error in a code. We can also locate the 
double error basically. Combination of the double error will be located in three cases. 
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Abstract: This paper describes a design of a MSP430 microcontroller based SPWM inverter. Through the boost section 
and the SPWM inverter section, it can give high-quality AC whose frequency and voltage is set. The design is based on 
Boost topology principle and uses high-performance voltage PWM control chip TL494 to drive the MOS tube in the 
main circuit. MSP430 microcontroller is the center of the whole system. It cooperates with the 12-bit high-precision D/A 
module to control the output voltage accurately. The system has a good over-current protection and can detect the load 
conditions intelligently. Adopting SCM technology to control this power makes the whole system simpler and also 
achieves digital intelligence. It provides a kind of high-quality AC power for equipments with high performance 
requirements. 

Key words: Inverters; MSP430; single chip; sinusoidal pulse width modulation; voltage negative feedback 

1. Intrduction 

In recent years, with its advantages of environmental protection and energy saving inverter has been more 
and more widely used in modern industry. This kind of inverter can transform the +12 V DC input voltage 
provided by battery into AC voltage with variable frequency and size. It can be used in automobiles, household 
appliances, office equipment and computers, etc. With the PWM technology more and more widely used in 
frequency conversion and frequency inversion, and the rapid development of power switch devices such as IGBT, 
PowerMOSFET, the PWM-controlled high-voltage power supply is developing toward the direction of small, high 
frequency, intelligent and efficient[1～2]. 

In this paper, voltage PWM control chip TL494, the high suspended driver IR2110 and the power switch 
devices IGBT module program are used to achieve hith-frequency inverter[3]. In addition, the system uses low 
power consumption and high efficiency design to maximize system efficiency. The inverter part uses digital 
SPWN control mode in order to minimize harmonics as much as possible. 

2. System design 

As shown in Figure 1 below, the program uses special high-performance switching power supply controlled 
chip and MSP430 MCU to constitute the control section, which can be divided into the front level DC-DC module 
and after level DC-AC inverter module. The front level adopts Boost topology. Control circuit uses voltage PWM 
control chip TL494, built a voltage and current double closed-loop feedback circuit ,while achieving voltage 
stability and over current protection function; The after level DC-AC’s transformation uses special driver chip 
IR2110 to drive the bridge inverter circuit, the SPWN signal used for driving is generated by the MSP430. After 
low-pass filter, the bridge inverter output section then can be an ideal sine wave. The whole system constitutes a 
closed-loop control structure, using PID control algorithm to achieve accurate numerical surge.  

MSP430[4] is a 16-bit microcontroller with the characteristics of low Power consumption, rich built-in 
resources, fast instruction execution time, which the other traditional 16-bit machine can not match. Its own 12-bit 
A/D and 12-bit D / A, to some extent improve the design accuracy and make the external circuit more simple. 
Meanwhile, MSP430 JTAG emulation support for debugging interfaces for online debugging program is very 
suitable for low power, high efficiency products for embedded control 
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Fig 1 Entire System Block Diagram  

3. Hardware design 

3.1 Boost circuit module design and analysis 

Use non-isolated Boost structure[5]. This boost style can achieve high power utilization and can be easily 
controlled. The specific circuit is shown in Figure 2. 
 

 
Fig 2 DC-DC circuit 

This circuit use high-performance integrated switching power supply control chip TL494[6] as the core and 
adopts hardware PI closed loop control. It builds voltage and current dual feedback circuit and plays a role in 
regulating the output voltage. The voltage and current dual feedback loop constitute the first layer of feedback; 
And software constitute the second layer of feedback loop. This design improves the system's output voltage 
precision and stability. The comparison voltage Ref used to control is given by the MSP430 after the 
microcontroller has analyzed the latter level’s voltage sampling signal. By constantly changing the comparison 
voltage output by the MSP430 microcontroller buil-in 12-bit high precision D/A, the TL494 output duty cycle is 
changed. So that Boost circuitry can achieve output voltage regulation, which would achieve the level voltage 
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after the purpose of real-time correction. Main circuit choose low-impedance devices as the power devices, it can 
reduce the system loss to the largest extent. 

If the output current is up to 2A ,set the circuit into over-current protection. As with the voltage feedback 
design the over-current protection also has both hardware and software two levels of protection. Error amplifier 2 
is used for the hardware over-current protection. In case of over-current, TL494 can cut off MOS tube’s drive 
output automatically. Before the output there is also a current sampling circuit to do system current real-time 
monitoring. If it occurred a over-current phenomenon, then promptly cut off the circuit, protecting the user’s and 
device’s safety. 

The breakdown voltage of main devices in the Boost circuit should be greater than the output voltage. To 
ensure voltage and current can be passed smoothly, the main circuit diodes uses MUR20100 a Schottky Diode 
which has a 20V rated-voltage and a 20A rated-current. To improve efficiency and reduce pipe damage, choose 
IRF 640 as the switch which has a mere 180m resistance when it works. Even in the over-current state, the 
opening state power of it is also quite small. 

3.2 Main circuit module design and analysis 

In the main circuit the IR2110 drives the full-bridge inverter circuit. The D-A;D-B port of last level’s output 
are connected with HIN;LIN ports of IR2110. Since the entire bridge to be driven is alternately conductive, the 
HIN;LIN ports should be connected crosswise like D-A;D-B/D-B;D-A to ensure the whole bridge is alternately 
conductive. 

In order to prevent bridge faults, add current measurement resistor at the input, playing the role of 
over-current detection and protection with the coupler together. Once the current is too large, the IR2110 realize 
hardware protection firstly, while an interrupt signal is given to the microcontroller so that microcontroller alarms 
and automatically resets. If you need to change the protection current you simply need to change the current 
measurement Resistor R16. 

The main circuit chooses IRF640 MOS tube whose durable pressure and permissible current are both met. 
When working the upper and lower leg of the whole-bridge is alternately conductive to achieve the DC to AC 
transformation. IR2110 drives power devices, using the bootstrap drive mode. Floating channel design makes it 
possible to drive power tube whose bus voltage is less than 600v. Using only one power supply to drive the 
whole-bridge’s four tubes can avoid the trouble of too many independent power supplies what is happened in the 
old bridge driver. It can also use the same GND port with the main circuit. 

The choice of the bootstrap capacitor should take the Widest and narrowest conduction time into account. 
C1>2Qg(Vcc-10-1.5).As the MOS tube’s conduction time is usually less than cut-off time, it is often easy to make 
the bridge shorted in the alternate conduction moment. In this design the drive arm is in parallel to a diode 1N4148 
to speed up the current returning. So as to accelerate the MOS tube’s closing function. In order to prevent the 
MOS tube from breakdown in the switching moment by peak voltage, add diodes, resistors and capacitors in the 
bridge, playing the role of a buffer clamping. Especially when the inverter output is high, the function of these 
resistors and capacitors is particularly distinct. Diode D1 is mainly used for blocking the high-voltage of the direct 
current lines, whose bear current is the product of the gate charge and switch frequency. So we should choose a 
diode which has a low reverse leakage current, whose bear voltage is higher than the peak voltage and the power 
consumption is as small as possible. So Diode HER128 is chosen. At the same time the resistor on the driver arm 
also determines the driving ability of IR2110. Too small resistance may easily lead to the bootstrap capacitor 
discharge too quickly, directly affecting capacitance drive time. On the other hand it may make the diode used to 
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accelerate current returning nominal. After actual commissioning, the bootstrap capacitor is taken as 0.1Uf, the 
resistor on the drive arm is taken as 22OM. 

The inverter circuit diagram is shown in Figure 3. 

 
Fig 3 inverter main circuit diagram 

3.3 Hardware Anti-dead module design and analysis 

The module circuit is shown in Figure 4 as follows: 

 
Fig 4 hardware anti-dead circuit diagram  

For the full-bridge circuit, the dead time is an indispensable part. Otherwise if the upper and lower tubes of a 
same bridge arm turn on at the same time, it will lead to disastrous consequences even if it’s only a few ns time. In 
order to reduce the complexity in software and improve the stability of the whole system, we use a hardware dead 
protection circuit. Under normal circumstances, the circuit only reverses the input level. If the two pulses are at the 
same time low, then SPWM2 outputs high level. And the SPWM1’s output is low, so that preventing the situation 
of both high levels. Although this part of the circuit is simple, but the bridge played a very good protective effect. 

3.4 Filter Circuit Module Design and Analysis 

The system uses symmetric LC low-pass filter structure to get sine wave, the filter’s cut-off frequency is 
obtained by the following formula:  
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LC
f s π2

1
=

                                   （1） 

For the 50Hz inverter, LC filter’s harmonic frequency is usually chosen between 250Hz and 500Hz, ie 5 to 
10 harmonics around. In order to inhibit the inductor ripple current, the L is generally at least several hundred uH. 
And to control the 50Hz fundamental, the sampling frequency is generally at least 2000Hz. Otherwise the 
sampling points for each fundamental are too few, can not achieve a good control effect. Reducing the peak 
inductor current is also needed to reduce the filter circuit’s impact on the former Boost circuit. For the above 
reasons, we set 360 sampling points, so the sampling frequency is 18000Hz, use 4,7Uf filtering capacitors and 
1.2mH inductance.The filter module circuit diagram is shown in Figure 5: 
 

 
 Fig 5  filter circuit diagram 

3.5 voltage, current and frequency detection circuit design and analysis[7] 

The detection circuit consists of current and voltage detection two parts. Since the voltage and current 
detection have the same principle but an added resistor. Here we only illustrate voltage detection as an example. 
Using high precision instrumentation amplifier INA128 in the signal amplification circuit can amplify the voltage 
signal precisely. INA128 magnification G=1+50K/Rg, Rg=27K, so G=2.85. By the 1K and 100K divider resistor, 
the INA128 input maximum voltage difference is 0.504. The circuit bypass capacitor reduces the circuit clutter’s 
affection to accuracy detection. Of course, the detected intersection still can not be directly converted by the 
microcontroller A/D module. The detection voltage yet needs to be elevated by the follow-up additive circuit until 
there is no negative pressure in the detection range and the maximum output voltage does not exceed 3.3V. Hereto 
the A/D sampling can accurately collect the detection data. The concrete circuit is shown in Figure 6. 

 
 

Fig 6 Voltage detection circuit diagram 
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4. Software design 
In this system design software has played a significant role besides providing the normal display. The 

advantage in this system software lies in adding software PID regulation, formed feedback by sampling. 
Compared with the hardware PID regulation, the software PID regulation is more convenient. Cooperating with 
the first level feedback circuit, it reduces the complexity of the whole circuit. Software and hardware two levels of 
feedback improves the stability of the system output. Meanwhile the system also uses software to generate SPWN 
wave. It can regulate the whole-bridge alternative conduction to achieve the transformation from DC to AC[8～9]. 

4.1 The generation of SPWM Wave 

The basic principle of the inverter power system is transforming the SPWN wave into a sine ware by the filter. 
Therefore, the most important thing in software development is to make the MSP430 chip output SPWM Wave 
that changes according to sine wave. Through theoretical comparing and practical test we can produce the PWM 
wave according to the following formula. 

Q/360（sin（n3.1415/180））                             （2） 

The n is the number of sampling points in half a sine period, ranging from 1 to 180; The Q is the time period 
of the timer, changing as the frequency of output AC changes. The formula is  

By the anti- function we can get the opposite polarity waveform output, thus obtaining bipolar SPWM wave 
as shown below: 
 

         
 

Fig 7 Bipolar SPWM waveform chart 

4.2 voltage, current and frequency detection 

 Using MSP430 chip’s own A/D conversion function we have successfully completed the converter system’s 
voltage and current detection. Because the system’s output is AC, the sampling is also AC. In order to obtain the 
voltage and current RMS, we take the AC definition formula to calculate the RMS. 

2 2 2 2
1 2 3 V= NU U U U+ + + +

                                 （3） 

2 2 2 2
1 2 3 = N+ + + +Ｉ Ｉ Ｉ Ｉ Ｉ

                                    （4） 

The N is the number of sampling points in a period. N=360. That is there are 360 sampling points in a unit 
sine wave period. 
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4.3 Voltage and frequency digital regulation. 

On voltage regulation we choose the Boost circuit DC voltage regulation. Because of the MSP430 built-in 
12-bit high precision D/A we can output the reference voltage directly. When the voltage set by the system 
changes, the system output PWM waves. Then the TL494’s reference voltage changes and  the output DC 
voltage is also changed accordingly. When the sampling voltage does not match the setting voltage, the system 
will automatically regulate the reference the output voltage, so that stabilize the voltage to be around the setting 
voltage. 

4.4 Software flow chart 

The diagram blow is the microcontroller’s software flow chart 8:  
 

 
 

Fig8 The microcontroller’s software flow chart 
 

5. Conclusion 

Through the above theoretical analysis and the practical test results. The design uses a high-performance 
switching power controlling chip TL494, and by the hardware and software two levels feedbacks , the PID 
algorithm and the SPWN wave regulation etc. the system output voltage’s stability has been improved greatly. 
Tests show that the power’s load regulation is only 0.9% around, while being full loaded the power’s conversion 
efficiency is about 87.5%.It shows that this design is a highly efficient, highly stable power supply. Under the 
dual-phase over-current protection of hardware and software, the power is very safe. After testing the 3A-current 
protection can be absolutely achieved. When the output voltage is 36VAC, access in an 18-ohm resistor, the 
system can smoothly output an AC whose peak is 2A, and can achieve over-current protection when it arrives 3A. 
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Abstract: Studying the process of emergency evacuation, and analyzing the existing microscopic models, a new 
evacuation simulation model based on agent was presented to maximize the performance of the emergency management 
system. The system was supported by a mathematical optimization model of large-scale evacuation. With the introduction 
of many factors, the model can simulate evacuation dynamics under various situations. In this model, we introduced a 
variety of factors in evacuation process, and simulated crowd dispersal state in real situation. The model was linked to an 
agent model, which provided real-time data and implemented visualization of output. Compared with modern models, it 
can be used for evacuation simulation of many kinds of emergencies, and optimize simulation results. This proposed 
system is useful for devising evacuation plans in advance as real-time management under disaster. 

Key words：Emergency operation; dynamics analysis; pedestrian safety; agent model 

1. Introduction  

In recent years, the process of urbanization of every country has gradually sped up, the city size has expanded, 
and the population has increasingly been density, So kinds of emergencies within the city have been also on the 
rise[1～2].  

Because emergencies can not be truly tested, so it is hard to build a mathematical model of movement rule of 
human evacuation. With the help of computer simulation technology, we can build a model to research emergency 
evacuation. Building a simulation environment of affected area, researching personnel psychology, behavioral 
characteristics in the situation of emergency evacuation, simulating the evacuation process in densely populated 
areas, we can estimate the evacuation time and the number of people evacuated to safe areas at different 
times[1,2,3,5]. This is a great significance of improving the emergency response capacity of city; reducing disasters 
caused casualties and property losses 

2. The method of modeling based on Agent 

The complex system is composed of many individuals which interact each other. Modeling and simulation 
methodology can describe the behavior and relationship of simulation entities in complex system[4～5]. 

Agent can get messages from other environment, and use these messages to update its state and send 
messages to other environment. Through kinds of interaction, the overall behavior which just in object system 
entirety can appear. 

2.1 Agent 
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Simulation modeling technology of evacuation based on agent treat staff as a collection of individuals, which 
is a microscopic model. So, every one is a mapping of agent in model, which autonomously makes decision and 
acts[6]. 
2.2 Environmental space 

The problem of emergency evacuation is how to break away from dangerous area and get to a safe area. So, a 
spatial location and environment is an important factor. And it comprises the environmental space in simulation 
world. In the evacuation simulation based on agent physical space which is a base play an important role[6～7].  

In this paper, we use Cartesian coordinate representation of continuous to display two-dimensional space. 
The virtual space exists in simulation world is a direct mapping of actual physical space. Using continuous space 
and xy  coordinate without any changes of express method[1,3,7,8]. 

Simulation Modeling Based on Agent 

3.1 Environment model 

In order to maintain the advantages of continuous space simulation, and reduce the difficulties of computer 
simulation, we use continuous and discrete models respectively. 

For the individual variables within the state and its kinematics, we use physical coordinates of continuous 
space ( )yx , , which consist with Cartesian coordinates. 

We use two-dimension grid space model to display the individual external performance and visual 
simulation. The grid coordinate is ( )yixi ,  , which represents rows and columns of individual agent in a grid. 

Obstacles in space environment which are external manifestations of matter to individual agents are also uses grid 
space, and it is easy to feeling[8]. 

We use grid coordinate ( )yixi , to express every grid in a grid space, and status of every grid is 1 when it is 

an obstacle or be occupied by others, and it is o when it is empty. According to the agreement above we know that 
when the statues is 1 it indicates that the grid represents the total area of non-empty, and when it is 0, they are all 
empty. On the other hand, when a physical coordinates ),( yx  in a grid, we treat that agent occupies the entire 
area of the grid and only within the grid. So, when coordinates xy of individual Agent locate in a target cell, it 

indicates that Agent reached the destination. Computing the location of target, we choose the center of target 
grid[6,9]. 

3.2 Individual Agent Model 

In the process of an Agent moving from the current location to the target location, the location is changing 
following the speed which is a vector indicating the changes of an agent location in the direction and size. The 
speed of agent bases on observations from the environment and changes both their own internal state, which 
changes the knowledge in agent. So, aesthesia is called “Generate knowledge action” [10]. 

We use shortest path planning algorithm in this model combining the characteristic of space discrimination 
and set a new method for a sub object of algorithm. Setting up a separate point as a sub object near the border of 
building, it will cause evacuation certain time when many individuals will see the same point as their own current 
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target, neglecting that point nearby more available passage regional, forming unrealistic crowded. So, we can use 
any obstacles to the formation of two narrow channels as the beginning and ending as the office entrance, and the 
composition of their grids are optional sub-objectives. Fig.1 illustrates a path planning based on sub targets[7]. 

 
Fig 1.  Path planning based on sub targets 

D grids in picture are target grids, which includes final destination and sub target on the way. In picture it 
proposes a path project using three agents. Sub objects were previous set and individuals move towards to sub 
objects with little margin. So, it can avoid the influence of obstacles[11]. 

When target is fixed, moving behavior of individual agent is determined by kinematics model of evacuation. 
Every individual kΛ is composed of moving direction of any time ),,( tyxθ and speed ),,( tyxkν .The 

direction of movement ),,( tyxθ  and speed )1,,( +tyxν  next time is calculated by formula. The direction of 

movement and size of this process constitute the tactical level of individual decision-making Agent, also known as 
the local path planning. 

In direction select model, we need consider the influence of obstacles which in the direction. When it is 
blocked, we propose that individuals with a probability set to adjust their direction of movement, and the 
definition of direction angle is: 

       ]
2

,
2

[ ππθ −•=Δ randomR                                  (1) 

When R is 0, it means that it can reach the nearest grid on the motion direction without obstacles, and it does 
not need to be adjusted. On the other hand, when R is 1, it needs to be adjusted. Maybe the direction of a random 
adjustment is still blocked. So, we set a constant m  for simulation system which means the number of times 
individuals can try to select. For example, if m =5, any individuals can try the random direction many times 
when the obstacles appeared. If failed at the fifth times, we can set direction and speed of individual like this: 

0)1(
)()1(

=+
=+

tvk
tktk θθ

                                    (2) 

After a strategic level and tactical-level decision-making individual Agent can not guarantee completely 
avoid conflict with dynamic obstacles, especially the movement of conflict with other persons. Conflict in 
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movement in general will change original decision-making of individual Agent, and it needs to adjust strategy 
temporary which is collision detection and avoidance. In order to avoid collision detection and conflict resolution 
to bring the computational, we take three steps. 

 

means action, and decision-making includes tactical decision-making and it may include strategic 
decision-making. Agent makes a decision at t time, and three steps later it will make a decision again at t+3 time. 
Between t+1and  t+2 times, if detect the conflict of dynamic obstacles, individual agent will be forced to abandon 
the results of the original decision. At this point, people often take protective action reflexively, slightly adjusted, 
and re-planning. This model sets that individuals should stop before the next decision, and adjusts. 

To a small enough time step tΔ , it meets people’s actual behavior. So, when detects the obstacles,  
and means stay still, and when  detects obstacles,  means stay still. Starting to make a decision at 
and when it comes to  , making a decision again. 

Through strategic and tactical decision-making, knowing the direction and speed, we can use Lagrange 
method to describe personal action: 

tytyktyk
txtxktxk

Δ+=+
Δ+=+

ν
ν

)()1(
)()1(

                                     (3)  

Thereafter, if the obstacles occur, adjust action temporarily before making the next step, and stay still. The 
action eventually realizes the movement of the individual position. Individuals first update xy  coordinates of 
their property. If the focus of individual agent in a new grid, individual agent will update xy coordinates and set 

new state of grid 1. 

4. Conclusions 
Innovation in this paper: Building an emergency evacuation simulation based on Agent, and expounded its 

principles, elements and methods. Establishing a simulation model of emergency evacuation based on Agent, 
which can simulate the evacuation under different situations. From simulation we can see that this model has 
practical value. 
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Abstract: The traditional ways are almost inefficient contact machine work in which the contact between tools and 
circuit board can cause pollution. This paper mainly deals with the point which uses DS controlling technique to finish 
the control of laser carving machine. This device mainly research the functions of controlling laser carving machine to 
make electronic component jack and serial number on circuit board. Based on DS controlling, this paper mainly studies 
the software system design of laser carving machine, including the design scheme flow diagram of DS controlling system, 
the working procedure of carving machine’s controlling device, the implementation of design function, the edition of 
interior points of controlling device, the execution of the program and so on. The merits of using laser carving and 
cutting are simple procedure, high efficiency, low pollution, convenience application and widespread availability. 

Key words: laser carving machine, DS controlling, software system design, electronic component jack 

1. Introduction 

The processing of circuit boards requires a lot of process and each process need to install lots of electron 
components or electron block. In order to better manage we marked different numbers for these parts. These 
numbers named serial number, which is essential for many industries producing. Electronic board production were 
previously sprayed ink to write serial number, so not only wastes ink, but also it is also likely to become blurred if 
time is slightly longer. Engraving serial number in the circuit board with laser is not only to save ink, but not cause 
pollution. That meets the requirement of the green production[1～3]. 

The traditional control method that engraving serial number on the circuit board is: PLC (or a motion control 
card) + servo drive + servo motor + gear. Its programming and debugging is tedious, and equipment development 
cycle is long, further more demand to the electrical control and mechanical personnel. Japan [A] company's DS 
series of [A] controller will made multi-part into one- part. It facilitates the design and installation:, the traditional 
PLC combines with servo drive by [A] controller; the traditional motors combines with drives device by [A] 
machine handle[4～6]. Simple programming language makes programming handy. Plus table and fixation devices 
make equipments run. So that mechanical designer is easily to design the support and drive parts. This reduces a 
lot of issues that be must considered in equipment planning, and shorts the equipment cycle and improves the 
stability of the equipment. 

This design mainly studies such as functions how to control the laser engraving machine to perforate or play 
serial numbers in the circuit board .By using laser engraving and cutting, the process is very simple, just as using 
computers and printers to print on paper. It can take advantage of a variety of graphics software to design and scan 
graphics, Vectorization graphics and CAD files can be easily "printed" to the engraving machine[7～9]. 
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2. Design of Software System 

2.1 Design of program flow chart  

In order to laser engraving machine control system can meet the basic control needs, the system should have 
functions such as procedures controlling dotting, inching micro-adjustment, the circuit board fixed and clamped 
and relaxed, and lighting control. Accordingly, SEL Language PC-Software for Windows programming software 
is adopted to program design and debugging. According to the needs of motor control, program design flow chart 
is as follows (Fig.1) shows. This procedure flow chart only shows the basic movement sequence of laser engraving 
machine.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2 Edit of running programs controller running 

2.2.1 Activate editing software 
1) Close controller and the computer power, the computer will connect controller with filiated standard 

RS232C cable. 
 2) Open controller and the computer power to activate Windows. 

     3) Use on-lin emode to activate the software. 
4) When a omputer want to connect two sets (X-axis and Y-axis) or more controller units, select the purpose 

controller ports. 
5) The screen will show the main menu of this software, the initial functional screen is shown in Fig. 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2 Initial functional screen 
 

Fig. 1 Design flow of the DS language program 
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2. 2.2 Set of controller parameters 

1) Select parameters (M) in options→ Procedure (P). 

2) Start the program parameters of the window (as Fig.3), select the appropriate parameters to revise its 
parameter values. 

3) After amending to press OK button, it will open the program parameter inputting window, press (Y) can 
change the contents of the inputting controller, pressing CANCEL key values without changing the contents of the 
case comes to a close. Due to changed parameter are the effective settings, requiring once again the RESET action. 
(Other parameters set the same). 

2.2.3 Creation and edit of program controller 

1) New programs Selection process (P) → Editing (E) from the options in the (or click), it will display 
program editor window on the screen. (As the following Fig. 4) 

2) Edit or modify the program use the DS language 
3) After editing program stored in the computer a suitable location for later use or read into the controller. 

2.3 Realization of design features 

SA-S5H-type DS-axis belong to single-axis control, each axis has its own independent controller, which can 
act independently. Because the multi-axis joint controller’s price is high, so we use two-axis motion controller to 
complete the requested action under meeting the requirements and saving the investment. Axis controller has 
abundant input-output ports to exchange communication signals, so that the two-axis fit closely. Achieve 
single-axis’s point movement of X and Y on plane, through the X direction and Y direction of movement 

Because the different distance between each axis and the next objective point, and the different required time 
of moving to the respective target point, so using time control methods will be complex and difficult. The time 
control methods as: following the speed and distance among the target point to computation time, waiting for the 
appropriate time delay, and start to issue the next command signal until two-axis reach the target point at the same 
time, and then. The design of such a control scheme is very complex and difficult; the reality is almost impossible 
on the DS single-axis controller. 

The system control program use the ideas of notifying  each other in place , that is, the first axis arrive at the 
destination point and wait temporarily, and then the latter axis is in place and send a signal to the first axis that I 
have put in place, they can move to the next step. So it form the interlock, they can move to the next point, after 
each plane coordinates of two points are in place. 

Fig. 4 Program editor window interface Fig. 3 Window interface of process parameters   
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2.3.1 Design of interlock  

  We realize interlock using the 306input ports and the 006 output ports of two-axis. The methods are as 
follows: 

X axis ：     Y axis：  

BTOF 306     BTOF 306  

BTOF 006     BTOF 006   

Fig. 5 Schematic diagram of interlock port 

 

2.3.2 Design of multi-step operation 

If the Y-axis is the first to reach the target location, Y-axis began to wait for the in place signal from X-axis. 
Once X-axis is in place, the 306 output controller will set ON, and enter into a wait state. The 306 output port of 
X-axis controller is connected to the 006 input port of Y-axis, X-axis send the in place signal to the Y-axis 
controller. When the 006 input port of Y-axis controllers receive this signal, it would begin to move to their target 
points. Once the Y-axis controller is in place, its own 306 output port will set ON, and enter into a wait state. The 
306 output port of Y-axis controller is also connected to the 006 input port of X-axis, Y-axis will took its in place 
signal to the X-axis controller. This cycle will continue to achieve interlock. 

2.3.3 Set of mechanical origin 

   Most of the control device need to conduct post-zero on self-test after power up (namely mechanical 
origin), It also needs contains of the work piece in the actual processing in addition to mechanical origin (namely 
operating the origin). It usually sets the origin on plane table. Use the tool setting to establish contact and 
mechanical origin when machined workpiece. 

2.3.4 Design of inching function  

   Installing the work piece or setting tool need to use a small amount of displacement, and keep the work 
piece in the appropriate position. So this machine needs to design the inching function move features point. 
Inching function in DS-axis controller software programming interface is also a step can be achieved follow 
clicking on the button, but the action function is a fixed point moving, whose step is large, and can not meet the 
minor adjustments requirements. The machine designed to take four steps jog magnification: 0.01mm, 0.10mm, 
1.00mm, and 10.00mm .Once point of press the click button, they’ll changes in these four values. 

The specific design program is as follows: 

1) Select four kinds of magnification with the branch. If the variable is 002 = 1, the selected step volume is 
0.01 mm; if the variable is 002 = 2, the selected step volume is 0.10 mm; if the variable is 002 = 3, the selected 
step volume is 1.0 mm, otherwise the selected step volume is 10.00 mm. 

2) Realize the inching. After selecting the steps, once correspond the axis to adjust the direction following 
pressing the click button, the slider will shift one step to adjust the direction follow the above options. 

2.4 Edit of controller point  
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1) Select the Point (R) → Editing (E) in options (Or click  ).It displays Controller Point data Windows. 
The following diagram shows Fig. 6. 

2) Set and save the point.Drill 9 holes in the specified location (As the Fig.7).Need to set the controller as 
follows Tab. 1. 

Tab. 1 Setting table of the controlled point 

X-NO. Acc Vel Position Y-NO. Acc Vel Position 
1 0.3 50 40 1 0.3 50 30 
2 0.3 100 120 2 0.3 100 30 
3 0.3 100 180 3 0.3 100 30 
4 0.3 100 60 4 0.3 100 60 
5 0.3 100 30 5 0.3 100 90 
6 0.3 100 130 6 0.3 100 100 
7 0.3 100 160 7 0.3 100 100 
8 0.3 100 50 8 0.3 100 110 
9 0.3 100 100 9 0.3 100 110 

2.5 Implement the procedures 

1)Implement the program (P) → implementation (U) in the option. The screen will show the work (task) status 
window, in this below window: 

2) Choose to run programs and click. After editing, we use the automatic activation process, which will set up 
auto-running programs, and disconnect the DS controller and the controller software.DS will run the setting 
program automatically after it is on power. Show as Tab. 2: 

3) The operator should pay attention to the automatic activation: This machine use automatic activation mode. 
Once the system is power on, it will run the controller program automatically. Such action would activate the 
servo-drive device suddenly, and let the users do not prepared psychologically. For security reasons, we install the 
interlock device; the signal was confirmed after the implementation procedures. 

Fig. 6 Window interface of controller’ point editing Fig. 7 Schematic diagram of processing point 
position of circuit board 
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3 Conclusion 

This paper studied that the DS control system achieves a laser engraving machine table motion control; you 
can easily change the program to complete the point to point control process. DS controller system is a new type 
of widely used in mechanical control system with simple structure, strong anti-interference, convenience 
programming and so on. The DS control system there are some shortcomings designed in this paper: there are no 
corresponding protection program design and lighting control design. They need further refinement.  
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Abstract: In this paper, A finite element method (FEM) method is used to explore the propagation characteristics of 
air-core photonic bandgap fibers (PBGFs) with 19-cell theoretically and numerically. The dependence of structural 
parameters on effective index of the fundamental guided mode, and chromatic dispersion in PBGFs have been 
investigated by the FEM technique respectively. we employ the topology optimization method to improve the inner glass 
ring thickness and the corner of the inner glass ring in the PBGFs, so we can get a good transmission bandwidth. To 
improve numerical precision, the anisotropic perfectly matched layer (APML) is used as an absorbing boundary 
condition in simulation. Numerical results show that the initial driving source, APML and difference lattice are important 
optimization parameters in FEM, will make a great impact on the precision and accuracy of results. It shows that the 
FEM approach can be effectively used in the analysis and design of the PCF with special purpose. 

Key words:  PBGFs, FEM, APML 

1. Introdution 

In the past few years, photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) have been intensively studied due to their specialized 
properties which are not realized in conventional optical fibers. And the design flexibility of the structure and 
much larger index contrast between the core and effective cladding relative to the conventional fibers have 
inspired a lot of interest in fiber-based devices .  As a novel microstructured fiber, photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) 
have been applied in optical fiber communication. So far, there are many potential applications of PCFs or 
PCF-based devices in telecommunications. One application that seems quite close to being implemented is the use 
of solid-core PCF or “hole-assisted” single-mode fiber (SMF) for fiber-to-the-home, where the lower bend loss is 
the attractive additional advantage offered by the holey structure.[1 ～ 2] Other possibilities include 
dispersion-compensating fiber and hollow-core PCF for long-haul transmission. Additional opportunities exist in 
producing bright sources of correlated photon pairs for quantum cryptography, parametric amplifiers with 
improved characteristics, highly nonlinear fiber for all-optical switching and amplification, acetylene-filled 
hollow-core PCF for frequcncy stabilization at 1550nm.[3～4] There are also many possibilities for ultrastable in-line 
devices based on permanent morphological changes in the local holey structure induced by heating, collapse, 
stretching, or inflation. Because we can control the array and size of air holes in PCFs, we can design the 
propagation characteristics of PCFs as requirements. Microstructural design of PCFs has been the focus of 
research recently. Researchers have devoted considerable efforts to the microstructural design of PCFs from a 
certain point of view, such as SMF with large-mode area, highly birefringent fiber, and so on. But few reports on 
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integrated design of PCFs are found.[5 ～ 7] So it is significative to discuss the fundamental propagation 
characteristics of PCFs synthetically.  

In this work, we focus on the study of  Photonic-bandgap fibers (PBGFs) with a 19-cell core defect region 
surrounded by multiple air holes and several important propagation parameters of PBGFs . 

2. Simulation model and methods  

We calculate the fiber modes and their propagation constants using Comsol Multiphysics, a commercial 
full-vector mode solver based on the finite-element method.The accurate description of the fiber geometry is 
essential to obtain accurate simulation results. We assume that the fiber cross section consists of undoped silica 
and air, separated by smooth interfaces. The PBGFs under study contain a circle core surrounded by a glass core 
wall, in turn surrounded by six rings of circle cladding cells. Berenger’s anisotropic perfectly matched layer (PML) 
are positioned outside the outermost ring of holes in order to reduce the simulation window for the PBGFs. 
correspond to the core, meaning that 19 air holes have been removed to form the core before the drawing process.  

Figure 1(a) shows a plot of a fiber cross section where silica is red. Figure 1(b) details the following three 
fiber geometry parameters: the hole pitch Λ  (cladding lattice constant, measured between the centers of opposite 
struts in a cell) and the hole diameter d , inner glass ring thickness t, and the corner of the inner glass ring is 
rounded with radius pd and cd .[8] Using the topology optimization method to improve the corner of the inner 
glass ring in the PBGFs, we get ddc 37.0=  and dd p 4.0= . 

                   
  Fig1. (a)The simulation domain, which equals one quarter      (b) Enlarged fiber detail, showing the four fiber geometry parameters: 

of the fiber cross section. The boundary conditions are shown     pitch  Λ , the hole diameter d , the corner of the inner glass 
along the edges.                                          ring radius pd and cd , and core surround thickness t . 

Fibers of the kind shown in Figure1(a) possess six rotational reflection planes in addition to the point 
symmetry about the origin and hence belong to the point group C6v. Nondegenerate eigenmodes of the fiber can 
be found by computing the field in just one  30o symmetry sector and continuing the field by repeated reflection 
and rotation. The most relevant (fundamental) mode is HE11-like and so is two-fold degenerate.[9] So only a quarter 
of the geometry is used in modeling PBGFs for convenient because of the symmetry of the fundamental core 
mode, around which we choose the following boundary conditions: perfect electric conductor (PEC) on one inner 
edge and perfect magnetic conductor (PML) on the other inner edge, as shown in Figure 1a. We note that this 
choice of boundary conditions excludes numerous modes such as TE01, HE21, TM01 and many higher-order modes, 
which are not the focus of our present study since they are not so well concentrated in the central core and 
consequently experience much higher attenuation and nonlinearity than HE11. 
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3. Results and discussion 

In this section, we analyze the effect of the structural parameters of PBGFs on effective index of the 
fundamental guided mode and chromatic dispersion respectively.  

3.1 Effect of the structural parameters on effective index of the fundamental guided mode 

In order to investigate the characteristic of chromatic dispersion, we should analyze the variation of effective 
index of the fundamental guided mode with the structural parameters first. As shown in Fig 2:   

 
 (a)                                                       （b） 

(a) Variation of the effective index with λ when Λ       (b) Variation of the effective index with t when d/Λ  
is 1.0μm and t is 0. μm with d/Λ as parameter;                    is 0. 5, Λis 1μm ; 

 
   

                            
（c） 

(c) Variation of the effective index with Λ when d/Λ is 0. 5, t is 0.15μm. 
Fig2.  Variation of the effective index of guided mode with the structural parameters of PCF and wavelength. 

As we can see in Fig2(a), the wavelength dependence of the refractive index of the silica material and also the 
effective index of the fundamental guided mode for different values of the ratio d/Λ.  From Fig2(b) we get that 
when the wavelength less than 0.8μm the refractive index almost no change with different t, and the wavelength 
between 0.8μm and 1.4μm, with small t we have big refractive index, but when the wavelength large than 1.4μm 
reverse, small t corresponding small refractive index.  Fig2(c) shows the mode is more confined in the core 
region when Λ is equal to a relative large value.  
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It may be noted from this Figure that the effective index will experience a steady decrease with increasing of 
the wavelength. Therefore, it is evident that at shorter wavelengths the mode tends to be more confined, while at 
longer wavelengths the mode becomes less confined to the core region. We have also found the effective index 
will decrease as increasing the value of d/Λ.  

This can be interpreted as follows. When the ratio d/Λ increases, the gaps between the holes become 
narrower, which isolates the core more strongly from the silica in the cladding. Thus, there will be more guided 
modes in the fiber. Higher-order modes will obtain energy from the fundamental mode, which leads to the 
reduction of effective index of the fundamental guided mode. 

3.2 Effect of the structural parameters on chromatic dispersion 

Chromatic dispersion is a variation in the group velocity of light with respect to wavelength. We focus on 
second-order chromatic dispersion, also referred to as group velocity dispersion (GVD). Higher order dispersion 
will likely be the subject of future work. To determine the chromatic dispersion, the effective index effn  of the 

fundamental mode of the PCF is computed as a function of wavelength. The dispersion is then calculated from the 
second derivative of the mode index using the following expression: 

2

2
effd n

D
c d
λ

λ
= −

 

where c is the velocity of light in vacuum and λ is theoperating wavelength, and effn including both material 
and waveguide effects. 

The computed chromatic dispersion values include both material and waveguide dispersion. The refractive 
index of silica is calculated using a Sellmeier polynomial approximationwith.[10] The chromatic dispersion is then 
calculated using a Taylor expansion: 
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    Fig3(a) presents the chromatic dispersion D for the case of Λ=1.0μm, d/Λ=0.5 and three different values 

of the thickness t. Also, the dispersion in the case of keeping the ratio d/Λ=0. 5, t=0.15μm and for different values 

of Λ is shown in Fig3(b). Fig3(b) shows that we can obtain positive, nearzero, and negative dispersion just by 

adjusting the values of Λ at λ=1.2μm. We can also see that the zero-dispersion point can be easily shifted to a 

desired wavelength by changing the geometrical parameters of PBGFs. As may be observed from these Figures, 

the peak value of the dispersion strongly depends on Λ rather than t. This may be a key point for designing 

dispersion-flattened PBGFs.  
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 (a) Λ is 1.0μm and d/Λ is 0.5 with t as parameter;        (b) d/Λ is 0.5 and t is 0.15μm with Λ as parameter.  

Fig3. Variation of chromatic dispersion with the wavelength when 

4. Conclusions 

We have discussed the effect of the structural parameters of PBGFs on propagation characteristics 
theoretically by means of numerical simulation technique. In order to model PBGFs accurately, we adopt finite 
element method(FEM). The variations of effective index of the fundamental guided mode and chromatic 
dispersion with the structural parameters of PBGFs with wavelength are obtained. It is noticed that the design of 
PBGFs is fairly flexible. According to the hole pitch Λ, the hole diameter d, and the number of hole rings N, we 
can design PBGFs for specific purpose at our desired wavelength, such as low-loss dispersion-flattened PBGFs, 
single-polarization single-mode PBGFs and so on. Finally, this investigation may be a reference for integrated 
design of PBGFs. 
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Abstract: With solidworks as the secondary development platform, a plug-in unit which can be loaded and unloaded 
automatically was generated by making use of visual basic 6.0, so that parametric design of Eorm can be realized. Taking 
a particular Worm as an example, the present thesis made a static finite element analysis of one of its tooth surface by 
using the plug-ins of solidworks: cosmos/works.  Achieving the rapid modelling of Worm, the application of the plug-in 
unit can thereby shorten the design cycle-time of Worm and save the time and design cost as well.  

Key words: Visual basic 6.0; Solidworks; Worm ; secondary development 

1. Introduction 

Worm is one of the important spare parts in mechanical transmissions. And the parametric design was at first 
proposed for the inconvenience of processing and manufacturing it by traditional methods. In order to realize the 
parametric design of Worm, the present thesis put forward to use visual basic 6.0 to conduct the secondary 
development of solidworks with which as the platform. In addition, an appropriative solidworks plug-in was also 
established. Raising the accuracy of design, a finite element analysis was carried out by making use of cosmos/ 
works on the basis of a built-up model so that the whole process of designing Worm can be more perfect. An 
abstract example was used to illustrate that in this thesis[1]. 

2. Theoretical Basis of Parameterization 
Based on the Windows, solidworks is a desktop integrated system of CAD, CAE and CAM and it is also a 

mechanical three dimensional CAD software developed by the American Solidworks Corporation. This software 
supplies hundreds of API functions and interfaces like OLE or COM of solidworks in order that users can have the 
convenience of developing it by using many high-level languages, such as VB, VC and Delphi and so on. This is 
why it was chosen as the platform of secondary development[2 ～3].  

2.1 Mathematical Model of Archimedes' Worm 
  The Archimedes' Worm is most frequently in the process of Worm drive, and the formation of its thread 

xuan noodles is got by scanning the column helical line with a trapezoid section, which is similar to the formation 
of the screw thread. The section of the scroll bar's alveolus is shown in Figure 1, and its vertex coordinates are as 
follows[4].  

The basic circle of the column helical line is the reference circle of screw, the radius of which is r=mq/2,  
the helical line leads 1 1. xT Z p m zπ= = . In the above-mentioned formulae, m is the module, 1z is the number of 
threads of Worm, q is diametral quotient of Worm and a is the pressure angle. 
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Fig 1 Section of The Scroll Bar's Alveolus 
 

     （1） 

2.2 Mathematical Model of Involute 
The profile curve of the end face if the involute of the Worm gear. As there is not the function of plotting the 

involute in solidworks, the coordinates of the points on the involute have to be calculated. Results of the 
calculation can be used to plot the spline to take the place of involute approximately[5]. (See Figure 2)  

 
 

  Fig 2 The Profile Curve of the Involute 
 

 

In the formula 2tan , arccos( / ), /2 tank k k k b ka a a r r z a aθ φ π= − = = − +  are the radii of the reference circles of 
Worm and Worm wheel respectively and f k ar r r≤ ≤ . After the closed wire frame that is enclosed by the 
underscore from one single alveolus fixed, the alveolus can be got by scanning the excision characteristics. In the 
process of scanning and excising, the lead is the helical line of the Worm. And modelling of the Worm wheel can 
be gained by using the circumference array. 
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3. Programme and Realization of Parameterization Modelling 

3.1 Introduction of API Function of Solidworks 
The object model of solidworks is a multilayered object network. The top-class objects are that the 

solidworks can access all the other objects of solidworks API directly or indirectly. Many methods, including 
OpenDoc，ActiveDoe，CloseDoe，ExitApp and so on, are encapsulated in this object. During the process of 
solidworks' secondary development, the object of solidworks' connection and establishment and new part drawing 
or assembly drawing should be set up firstly.  

And other steps followed include selection of the operation object, insertion and plotting of sketch and 
establishment or fitting of entity. The present thesis mainly employs the Create—Circle，Createline，CreatePoint 
of the ModelDoc object, and FeatureExtruesion，InsertSketch of the PartDoc object which are used in the entity 
modelling Structure Design and Finite Element Analysis of 1600HP Drilling Pump Crankshaft[6]. 

3.2 Design Procedure 
The parameter turns to design flow chart as follows: 

 
Fig 3 he parameter turns to design flow chart 

3.3 Procedure Design 
Compile to form a DLL text.A DLL text has to be called in the solidworks in order to realize add of the menu. 

To open the solidworks and create a part. Open to open a born DLL document of one step in the document options 
in the spare parts window way. Then a new item of manufacture of theTurbine Gua pole be added in the toolbar, 
and click it to see Worm, and then click it to see the formerly-designed form, then click confirm to form the 
Turbine Gua pole. 

4 Finite Element Analysis of Model of Worm and Worm Wheel 
Worm are the standard parts that can be used in many places, so it is necessary to do the finite element 

analysis (FEA)in order to test the accuracy of design. The basic concept of FEA is to discrete the continuous 
solution area into a group of Unit combination which is finite and can be connected together in a certain way.  
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A hole (diameter: 10 cm) should be made in the above-mentioned model so that the FEA can be done by 
making use of cosmosworks[7～8].  

 

          
 
Fig 4 Generation Figure of Worm                      Fig 5 Generation Figure of Worm Wheel 

 
Steps of cosmosworks FEA: ①confirm the analysis style;②define the material of parts(select in the material 

bank or define a new one by oneself);③confirm the constrains;④confirm the loading condition;⑤confirm the 
division type of grid and divide the grid;⑥run the procedure to get the analysis result and generate the report. 

Suppose one tooth is under the uniform external force of 1000N/m and then analyze the static force following 
the above steps. The stress diagram (See Figure 5) shows that the maximum stress which one tooth hold is 
3．294e+003 while under the pressure of 1000N/m. Bend dint5．300e+008 is beyond the stress range which 
means the pressure is too heavy. And the Displacement map, Deformation map and Safety factor graph can all tell 
us that the supposed pressure is too heavy. Therefore, the gear made of this material is not safe while under 
pressure of 1000 N/m. A suitable external force can be found through more experiments. 

5 Conclusion 
The present thesis tries to generate the plug-in that can be used by the solidworks to realize the Parametric 

Design of Worm by making use of DLL function of VB. In this way, the time of designing the Worm canbe saved 
so that seamless interface of VB and solidworks is achieved. Furthermore, FEA of one tooth of the Worm by the 
cosmos/works brings advantages like: accuracy of Worm wheel’s design, shortening of the design cycle, decrease 
of test cost and increase of profit.  
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Abstract: The Weibull shape parameter is very important in lifetime extrapolation and forecast for the time 
dependent dielectric breakdown (TDDB) study of oxide breakdown. A least square support vector regression 
estimation method (LSSVR) was proposed to determine the shape parameters β of the two-parameter Weibull 
distribution according to the scarcity of failure data in reference 8.  This paper demonstrates the effectiveness of 
the LSSVR approach by Monte Carlo simulation.  Maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE) is also compared with 
the LSSVR method.  The simulation results show that the LSSVR method has good generalization and high 
accuracy of estimation for small samples. 

Key words: Time-dependent dielectric breakdown; Weibull distribution; Parameter estimation; Least square 
support vector regression 

1. Introduction 

Generally, oxide breakdown characteristics such as time-to-breakdown obtained from time-dependent 
–dielectric-breakdown (TDDB) experiments obey a Weibull cumulative distribution statistics. The importance of 
statistical accuracy of distribution parameters, especially for Weibull shape parameter β has received a great deal 
of attention, which is extremely important for lifetime extrapolation[1～4].  So β has to be estimated accurately, any 
potential inaccuracy on this parameter may lead to increase lifetime uncertainties.  Traditionally, there are several 
methods for the estimation of the Weibull slope, such as the traditional graphical method and maximum-likelihood 
estimation (MLE). Recently, a proportional difference estimate method was proposed [5].  In general, these 
estimators are developed from large samples based on classical statistics, and it is recommended to acquire 
sufficiently large data sets to facilitate accurate estimation. However, for real reliability data, it is becoming 
impossible to obtain sufficient data before a new product requires reliability assessment as product life cycles 
based on new technologies become shorter than before especially in nano era [6]. Way Kuo [7] firstly used neural 
network to estimate Weibull distribution parameters for small reliability data samples. Recently, least square 
support vector regression (LSSVR) also was used to estimate Weibull distribution parameters for small reliability 
data samples[8].  

In this paper, Monte Carlo simulations are used to demonstrate LSSVR, and for comparison, the maximum 
likelihood estimation (MLE) method is also used to estimate Weibull parameters with the same small samples.  

2. Monte Carlo Simulation 

2.1 Example 1 

In this simulation, we use the LSSVM software package [9] based on Matlab to perform the model training 
and testing. A complete sample is generated from the two-parameter Weibull distribution with β=2.5 and η=30. 
The sample size is 20 and the failure times are as follows: 
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7.8s,1.3s,13.8s,15.9s,17.4s,19.4s,20.6s,22.3s,23.5s,24.9s,26.6s,28.5s,29.7s,31.2s,33.4s,34.5s,37.0s, 38.8s, 42.5s, 
51.4s. 

F(t) is estimated by Bernard’s median rank estimator:  

4.0
3.0)(

+
−

=
n
itF                                   （1） 

Where i is the cumulative failure number of samples at time t, n is the total number of samples. After the kernel 
parameter chosen, the optimal LSSVR model obtained are linear kernel with γ=542.6.  The regression straight 
line is shown in Fig.1 and the estimates of the characteristic parameter obtained by LSSVR and MLE are 
presented in Table 1.  
 

 
Fig 1.  Regression straight line by LSSVR method for Example 1 

 

Table 1 Comparison of Weibull characteristic parameters estimates for example 1 

Parameter estimator β  η  

MLE 2.6538 30.0824 

LSSVR 2.4945 30.0842 
 

It can be seen that the LSSVR estimator perform quite well and its estimate is closer to the true value of β 
than MLE estimate. 

2.2 Monte Carlo simulation 

Monte Carlo simulation has been carried out to investigate both of the generalization and effect of small 
samples of the LSSVR method. The simulation conditions are: sample size n=5,10,15,20; parameter true values 
still are: β=2.5 and η=30.  For each combination of simulation conditions, 10 different samples are randomly 
generated.  iF is also estimated by Bernard’s method.  We use the same LSSVR model (i.e. linear kernel with 
γ=542.6) to test the samples and estimate the shape parameter β according to the obtained regression straight line. 
MLE method is used simultaneously to estimate β for each sample.  Bias is calculated based on the following 
formula, which is used as criteria to assess the generalization of the LSSVR method:  
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βββ −= ˆ)ˆ(bias                        （2） 

The calculation results are shown in Fig 2-4.   

 
Fig 2 Bias comparison of MLE and LSSVR for estimate β with sample size n=20 

 
Fig 3 Bias comparison of MLE and LSSVR for estimate β with sample size n=15 

 

 
Fig 4 Bias comparison of MLE and LSSVR for estimate β with sample size n=10 
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In addition, these random samples are generated by pseudo random number generator and there must be some 
error, so we calculate the bias between the average estimate value and the true value of β based on the following 
formula.  The calculation results are shown in Table 2. 

 
βββ −=)ˆ(bias                                   （3） 

∑
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Table 2  Bias comparison of MLE and LSSVR method 

Bias of β   n=10 n=15 n=20 

LSSVR 0.2652 0.1776 0.1124 

MLE 0.7959 0.2735 0.1572 

 

3. Discussion 

From the simulation results shown in Fig.2-4, the following conclusions can be observed. 

1) The LSSVR model has good generalization for small samples.  The reasonable estimate value β can be 
obtained for independent samples with the same LSSVR model. 

2) The estimate value of LSSVR method is closer to the true value of β than that of MLE method, and the 
smaller the sample size, the greater the difference between MLE estimate bias and LSSVR estimate bias. 

4. Summary 

In conclusion, LSSVR method can be used to estimate the shape parameter of Weibull distribution with small 
samples data. Monte Carlo simulations show that LSSVR has higher accuracy of estimation and less bias than 
MLE when dealing with small samples. So LSSVR method can be used for TDDB study for small samples. 
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Abstract: According to the tourism development in Henan province, and making use of the previous study, a 
tourism information system based on ArcIMS was designed. The system adopted the implementation method of 
Geographic Information System technology, and consequently made tourist to obtain interactive and dynamic tour 
map including maps, words. This paper also presented a technology method which combining Internet and 
geographic information system, and making geographic information and Tourism professional information together 
to construct the travel geographic information systems. We introduce the building process, technical route, the 
function design, the system characteristics and the problems of the travel geographic information system. In the 
practical application, it realizes map zoom, map indication, statistic search, map level control and statistic output. 
So the system will provide reliable information and evidence for the management and development tourism of 
Henan province. 

Keywords：Geographic Information System; ArcIMS; Map symbols; tourism information system 

1. Introduction  

Henan is one of China's historical and cultural cities and was rated the best tourism city in 2007. It has unique 
tourism resources, lots of scenic spots and beautiful natural scenery, attracting countless visitors. Tourism industry 
plays an important role in economic development in Henan. While tourism has an extremely close relationship 
with geographical position, the distribution of the tourist attractions, the location of the tourism facilities all 
contain geographic coordinates, the topological relation. Using the GIS spatial data processing ability, combining 
Web GIS and releasing geographic information on the Internet, the acquisition, release, sharing and operation of 
GIS has a broad prospect, at the same time, the application system based on the map is widely used. [1,2]. 

2. System Design 

2.1  System design goal 

Designing and developing of tourism information system aims: using WebGIS technology, ArcIMS technology, 
ASP technology, database technology and multimedia technology, etc, to provide information and tourism scenic 
images. ①ASP calls ArcIMS packet to publish  vector map of Henan and allow users to operate some function, 
such as amplifier, narrow, roaming and query etc. [1,2,3]. ②It  displays text, image maps , symbols  by 
multimedia forms, which makes users to know the abundant tourism resources of Henan province.③System 
interface has Human-Computer Interaction function and information dynamic update capabilities, and it can 
accurate and timely storage and upgrade the text, pictures , maps, and digital information. [4]. 
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     The presentation layer design: The presentation layer refers to the client browser layer. When the user clicks 
map or tools, the browser sends HTTP requests to web server .The server responses the requests and returns 
HTML pages. Users can interact with server in the client. 

     The logic layer design: This layer is primarily responsible for the user requests data analysis and processing, 
and returned the results. Web server is responsible for handling the HTTP requests, GIS components and loading 
data.  

     The data layer design: Data layer is mainly responsible for storage and management of related data and 
attribute data. When GIS server receives the task from web server, it uses every functions provide by GIS 
components in GIS server to extract, analyse, compute, handle data, and finally returns the results to client by 
general pages. [1,3,4]. 

2.2  System function  design 

Based on the basic case, the Henan province tourism information system is divided into three modules: spatial data 
management module, system inquires module, system data maintenance module. 

    (1)Spatial data management module: It mainly analyses and handles the space data and attribute data, 
including graphic display module, layer management module, spatial analysis module, network analysis module 
and multimedia display module. 

     Graphic display module: It can archive graphic amplification, reducing, roaming, selecting, etc. So, it 
realizes the tourist attractions. Users can use tools to select the region of interest, and highlight areas selected.  

     Layer management module: As the space object on the map is a certain type on a layer, layer management 
functions can select interesting layer. For management information, we use the layer check box to display the 
information of layer, and dynamically update the display. 

     Spatial analysis module: Map search radius can be achieved simply, and the main use of object is generally 
tourist attractions and hotels, restaurants, etc. Tourism management department can determine the protection of 
scenic areas, roads, etc. Meanwhile, the tourists can select the appropriate range and route of travel. 

     Network analysis module: It can analyse the path so that visitors can choose the best path to travel. 

     Multimedia display module: Through multimedia, the main attractions can be multi-media presentation with  
images, video, audio, photos, maps, text and other multimedia information[5].  

     (2) System query module: It is divided into attribute query and spatial query according to query mode. 

     Attribute query:  Finding an attribute data of a space object on the map. Through the browser, users can 
directly click information points on the map, and system shows the corresponding details, such as attractions, the 
level of tourism traffic routes, fares, etc. 

     Spatial query: Given the attribute values of space object, users can find the space to meet the conditions of 
the object, and the exact location of the object is highlighted in the map. System provides query conditions which 
can be used by users. Users can get the results of inquiries by clicking query in the browser. 

     (3) System Data Maintenance Module: Maintaining and managing system data. System can add, delete, and 
modify data dynamically at any time. In addition, the system also implements database backup to prevent data 
loss. 

3. Key Technologies 

WebGIS is the Internet-based platform for information publishing, data sharing, exchanging and cooperating. 
Client uses WWW protocols, and it implements GIS implementation and business information online query. The 
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core is HTTP and TCP/IP standard application system embedded in GIS, and it achieves spatial information 
management based on Internet environment. [1,2,5,6]. 

ArcIMS is the internet-based geographic information system, which supports Web-based map services, and 
shares GIS information with traditional non-GIS users. ArcIMS is running in a distributed environment, including 
client and server-side components. ArcIMS can be used to design and produce a geographic information Web site 
and makes it provide GIS services. 

ArcIMS application server can be extended at any time to meet the increasing requests. A complete service of 
process can be simply described as: The client sends a request message to the server, and server processes the 
request and returns information to the client. Finally, client presents information to users. [5,7,10]. 

ArcXML which is the specific mark-up language corresponding to XML specification is the core module of 
ArcIMS, It is designed for the ArcIMS to communicate between different components, and it is open and scalable. 
ArcXML provides the ability to access all features of ArcIMS, and it realizes the information exchanging between 
browser and server[8]. In the ArcIMS, ArcXML is responsible for data networks transaction which publishes vector 
or data formatted by image, such as data definition, graphics properties, displaying characteristics, sending and 
receiving data. 

ArcSDE which is a spatial data engine, connecting to oracle is relatively a mature and stable spatial data 
management technology. Its main function is that it can be used as an interface between the relational database 
management systems and geographic information systems. It can shield differences between different operation 
platforms and databases, and achieves seamless connectivity between spatial data and attribute data. [6,8,9,10,11]. 

4. System Implementation 

We adopt ArcIMS 9.2 as web server to achieve tourism information publishing on the Internet. Clients can use 
IE 6.0 and above to access data. When starting ArcIMS service on server-side, users on the client just enter the 
correct URL address, and they can browser map , and find information published by map[12].  As in figure 1Data 
is from Henan tourism information 

 
Fig 1 Operation Interface 

   . The map is divided into five areas: operating map area operated by selecting the tools, map display area 
providing direct display, eagle eye display area providing the location of the current map area, legend display area 
easy to distinguish the various objects, information display area returning the attribute information queried by 
query tools such as inquiry or identify. 
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5. Conclusions  

This paper focuses on the current development of tourism and the demand of Web GIS technology, and designs 
travel information service system based on ArcIMS 9.2 platform to realize the basic functions of tourism GIS. 

Meanwhile, the system has good portability and scalability and can be the appropriate extensions according to 
tourism development in Henan. Using Web GIS to display tourism resources, geographic information, it can not 
only achieve the purpose of serving the people, but also play the role of foreign exchange and finally it has 
potential significance to economic boom of Henan. 
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Abstract: This paper gives the reason why we introduces the computer simulation into the experimental teaching process 
of “Electromagnetic Field and Wave” in Electronic Information Engineering. With the aid of an example such as the 
calculation to distribution of voltage, the diffractive experiment of the electronic wave and the protracting to the direction 
graph of antenna array to prove the essence to these theories. At last it describes the practicability and convenience of 
using MATLAB and it can inspire the positive factor of the students to deepen the comprehension and cognition. 

Key words: electromagnetic field and wave; MATLAB; computer simulation 

1. Introduction 

The subject of “Electromagnetic Field and Wave” in the Basic Course of Electronic Information Engineering 
seems to be more abstract than others. Frequently, the analysis of “Field and Wave “relates to complex graphics 
and calculations in a very large number .the analysis in the previous lessons is usually achieved by sketching by 
hand on the blackboard and deducing. There is more sermons to the students. Many of the conclusions are 
achieved without verification .This situation makes students feel tedious; it influences their emotion of learning 
and reduces the results of learning. As all about, the importance of the experimental teaching combined with 
classroom teaching of “Electromagnetic Field and Wave” is obvious. Introducing the simulation technology of 
MATLAB into the experimental teaching process of “Electromagnetic Field and Wave” is very helpful to the 
classroom teaching of “Electromagnetic Field and Wave” and change the conclusions from abstract into 
acceptable to the students. In the next sections ,we will introduce the specific application of using MATLAB into 
experimental teaching process of “Electromagnetic Field and Wave”. 

2. About MATLAB language 

MATLAB language is released by MathWorks Company in USA. It is an excellent language combined with 
the functions of numerical calculation, symbolic computation, visualizing, simulation and graphic processing. We 
can use it into either about solving equation, solving polynomial, minimax value calculation or simulation system 
of finance or industry. It can be used in the field of statistics or others, too. 

In the processing of experimental teaching ,the simulation about “Electromagnetic Field and Wave” is 
completed by MATLAB. It full plays the features of MATLAB language and describes complex conceptions in a 
vivid way. Simultaneously, it offers a new way to the classroom teaching and experimental teaching process. 

3. The plotting of field graph 

To the students, one of the difficulties in the lessons of Electromagnetic Field that the conception of the field 
is too abstract to understand. The solution of this situation is making the field figuratively. By describing the 
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regular pattern of field profile, the teachers could use the image function to draw the Vector lines (Power Lines, 
magnetic lines), contour (equipotent line), and arrow diagram. Students could understand the field better In this 
way. Teachers may use the functions such as plot, ezplot, contour, quiver, etc. 

For example, a grounded metallic conductor, the size of which is a×b. On the conductor is a metal lid which 
is insulation but compacting to the slot. Electric potential= +100V.If the 

Electric potential on the depth direction has no change, beg the function of potential Φ. The program files 
using MATLAB has shown below: 
 

tic  
NL=50; 
NM=50; 
u=zeros(50,50); 
t=(cos(pi/NL)+cos(pi/NM))/2; 

opt=2/(1+sqrt(1-t*t)); 
u(:,:)=0; 
u(1,:)=100; 
k=0; 
while 1 
   e=0; 
   for i=2:NL-2 
       for j=2:NM-2 
           t=(u(i,j+1)+u(i,j-1)+u(i-1,j)+u(i+1,j))/4; 
           d=t-u(i,j); 
           d=d*opt; 
           e=max(e,abs(d)); 
           u(i,j)=u(i,j)+d; 
       end 
   end 
   k=k+1; 
   if(e<0.001) 
      break; 
  end 
end 
contour(u,100) 
fid=fopen('D:\wangzi.doc','w+'); 
j=0; 
for i=1:NL 
    if (i>j)&(j~=0) 
         fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
     end 
    fprintf(fid,'the potential of line %d' is ,i ); 
    fprintf(fid,'%.2f \t',u(i,:)); 
    j=j+1; 
end 
statues=fclose(fid); 

   toc 

Figure 2 shows the simulation results, we could plot the potential distribution inside the conductor under the 
help of MATLAB. This helps the students understand the potential distribution in a vivid way. It is show in fig 2. 
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4. Simulation of  Fraunhofer diffractive experiment   

4.1 The equipment of experiment 

From the basic optical we know, the fraunhofer diffractive of any diffractive screen could be implemented by 
two convex lenses. As figure 3 shown, θP  will be the highlight when the lights which through the two convex 

lenses fit the condition of Constructive interference; θP  will be dim spot, when it is Destructive interference. All 

the highlights and the dim spots build up the figure of Fraunhofer diffractive, it is shown in fig 3. 
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Fig 2  the distributing chart of voltage in metallic 
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4.2 direct simulation 

1)Single slit: the width of slit is given as a = 0.01;the focal length of convex lenses is f = 
10000;wavelength of is λ = 0.001; 

The program files using MATLAB has shown below: 

clear; 
t=-1000:0.001:1000; 

 a=input('please input your a= '); 

 f=input('please input your f= '); 

 r=input('please input your r= '); 

 format long e 

 sin1=t./sqrt((t.^2+f.^2)); 

 w=pi.*a.*sin1./r; 

 y=sin(w).^2./w.^2; 

 subplot(2,1,1); plot(t,y,'k'); 

 subplot(2,1,2); 

 imagesc(y,[0 1]); 

 colormap(gray); 
it is shown in fig 4. 
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the results is shown as figure4.It describes Single slit diffraction phenomenon in an accurate and complete 
way. 

2) Long Qin grating: the width of the slit is given as 0.01( a = 0.01);the width of the opaque space between the 
two slits is given as b = 0.01;the focal length of convex lenses 2 is given as f = 1000;the amount of slit is given 
as n =2;the wavelength is λ =0.01. 

The program files using MATLAB it is shown in fig 5. 

clear; 

 t=-1000:0.001:1000; 

 a=input('please input the width of the slit  a= '); 

 b=input('please input the width of the opaque space between the two slits   b= '); 
 f=input('please input the focal length of convex lenses2 f= '); 
 n=input('please input the amount of slit n='); 
 r=input('please input the wavelength r='); 
 format long e 
 sin1=t./sqrt((t.^2+f.^2));  
 w=pi.*a.*sin1./r; 
 y1=sin(w).^2./w.^2; 
 v=pi.*(a+b).*sin1./r; 
 y2=sin(n.*v).^2./sin(v).^2; 
 y=y1.*y2; 
 subplot(2,1,1); plot(t,y,'k'); 
 subplot(2,1,2); 
 imagesc(y,[0 1]);  
 colormap(gray); 
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the simulation results is shown as figure5,Diffraction fringes will be achieved  if  we change the amount of 
slit .through this way, Long Qin grating is shown vividly. 

5. Plotting of complex directional antenna 

Directional characteristic is one of the important features of antenna. There are three parameters to describe 
the antenna orientation: Directional function, directional Map, directivity. Since we could estimate reading out all 
kinds of directivity and analysis the spatial distribution of the field from Directional Map, it is a very important 
parameter. As the radiation pattern of the antenna distributes in the whole space, generally, the directional Map of 
the antenna is Three-dimensional, and it’s hard to plot. So the teachers often meet difficulties at this part in the 
classroom teaching. By means of MATLAB, teachers could plot E plane and H plane in a accurate and complete 
way, and this plays a significant supporting role in students’ understanding of radiation pattern. 

For example, to plot the directional Map of which the space between the four balance coaxial dipole 
is 2/λ and power fed with antenna array of the same current. 
The program files using MATLAB has shown below fig 6. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
max=0; 
for theta=0.01:0.001:2*pi 
    rho=abs(cos(pi./2.*cos(theta))./sin(theta).*sin(2.*pi.*cos(theta))./sin(pi.*cos(theta)./2)); 
    if rho>max 
       max=rho; 
    end  
end 
theta=[0.01:0.001:2*pi] 
rhoh=ones(size(theta)); 
rho=abs(cos(pi./2.*cos(theta))./sin(theta).*sin(2.*pi.*cos(theta))./sin(pi.*cos(theta)./2)); 
rhoe=rho./max; 
subplot(1,2,1);polar(theta,rhoh,'k'); 
subplot(1,2,2);polar(theta,rhoe,'k'); 
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Fig 6  the direction graph of the four balance coaxial dipole antenna array 
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Simulation results are shown as figure 6. All of the parameters of the antenna could be plotted in the picture. 

6. Conclusion 

MATLAB offers a new way to the experimental teaching process of “Electromagnetic Field and Wave” .By 
means of this tool, we could get both convenient analysis method and imagine, vivid graphics demonstration.It 
also offers a platform of learning, arouses the studying interest of student’s .Making it more imagine, clear, 
accurate to understand the abstract conceptions. 
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Abstract: In this paper, the low-noise amplifier (LNA) applied to the front-ends of mobile communication base 
station receiver is designed by using PHEMT ATF36077. Firstly, the appropriate DC point and bias network are 
selected according to the design specifications requirement. Secondly, the value of the shunt resistor and inductance 
are optimized to ensure the stability of the amplifier. Then the input and output matching networks are designed 
based on the minimum noise figure and maximum gain guidelines. The simulation results indicate that the power 
gain of the LNA can reach 15 dB at 1.92GHz~1.98GHz, the noise figure is less than 0.365dB, VSWR is lower than 
1.5, and the value of the compress point of 1dB is -11dBm, the OPI3 is 14.361dBm. These performances can all 
meet the need of the base station. 
Key words: Matching, PHEMT, Low noise amplifier. 
 

1. Introduction 

The low-noise amplifier (LNA) is the main components in the radio frequency receiver, it is in the front of 
receiving system, receive and enlarge the weak radio frequency signal from antenna, but also block all kinds of 
noise as much as possible to interference on the receiving system. Since the role of a special place of LNA in the 
receiving system, the design of it has very important implications in the performance of the receiving system. The 
LNA must balance the specifications of noise figure, bandwidth, dynamic range and VSWR. In this paper, the 
PHEMT transistor ATF36077, which has good noise figure and gain, was selected for low-noise amplifier design, 
and a good simulation result was obtained.[1] 

 

2. Selection of Device   

The overall technical parameters of the LNA is given as follows. 
Frequency             1.92-1.98GHz 
Source Impedance       50Ohm 
gain flatness            <0.5 dB 
Gain                  >15  dB 
Noise figure             <0.5  dB 
VSWR                 <1.5 

ATF-36077 is an ultra-low-noise Pseudo-morphic High Electron Mobility Transistor(PHEMT), packaged in a 
low parasitic, surface-mountable ceramic package. Properly matched, this transistor will provide typical 12 GHz 
noise figures of 0.5 dB, or typical 4 GHz noise figures of 0.3 dB. Addition-ally, the ATF-36077 has very low 
noise resistance, reducing the sensitivity of noise performance to variations in input impedance match, making the 
design of broadband low noise amplifiers much easier. The premium sensitivity of the ATF-36077 makes this 
device the ideal choice for use in the first stage of extremely low noise cascades. The repeatable performance and 
consistency make it appropriate for use in Ku-band Direct Broad- cast Satellite (DBS) Television systems, C-band 
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Television Receive Only (TVRO) LNAs, or other low noise amplifiers operating in the 2-18 GHz frequency range. 
At this design we choose the bias point of ATF36077: Vds=1.5V,Id=10mA.,It is 
topology structure of bias circuit showsFig.1 

 

 

 

Fig.1. Topology structure of bias circuit 

3. Design of LNA 

1) Design for unconditional stability； 
The stability of an amplifier is very important. From the S parameters of the device, we can easily find out that the 
transistor worked in potential unstable case, A potentially unstable transistor can be made unconditionally stable 
by either resistively loading the transistor or by adding negative feedback resulting degradation in power gain, 
noise figure and so on. Here, we use the shunt resistor on the output. also in the device source together with the 
inductance feedback in addition to improve the stability of the device outside the zone have an important role, that 
is, so that the conjugate can be matched with the lowest noise figure close to match point, so that at the same time 
to achieve low noise figure and good input VSWR possible. it is the unconditional stable circuit and simulation 
showsFig.2 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 (a) The unconditional stable circuit.                                   (b) The simulated result. 

                                           
    Fig.2 The unconditional stable circuit and simulation 

2) Choice of reflection coefficient point; 
The best point from the constant gain circle and constant noise figure circle should be selected. Here, we 

choose the minimum noise figure point (0.871/24.22). the dot of constant gain circle and constant noise figure 
circle almost in the same place. It is the constant gain circle and noise figure circl shows Fig.3 Then the maximum gain point 
and minimum noise figure point is almost coincidence. So we can get good noise factor while the input VSWR is 
small 
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Fig.3 The constant gain circle and noise figure circle 

Then we can use the tools named smith chart in ADS to design L-C network in the input circuit, then worked 
on the output, which should done by simulation ,this time we must let the reflection of port 2 equal zero 
(dB(S22)equal Infinitesimal). Fig.4 is the input and output matching circuit.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig.4 input and output matching circuit 
 

4. Simulation of LNA 

Basing the above circuit structure, we add the DC-design and micro-strip in the circuit which is required in 
the actual circuit board. Here we choose FR4 broad (h=1mm,εr=4.3), every Series of micro-strip connecting 
components should be done carefully because it will change S parameters, fig.5 showed the results of complete 
circuit. This is always done by the optimization design in some software. Fig.6 is the simulate results from the 
circuit (Solid line), It can be seen that the power gain and the noise figure is consistent with the theory. In the 
graph, the power gain equals 15.33 dB, while the noise figure is 0.361 which coincide absolutely with the 
minimum noise figure we required. In order to obtain better input VSWR, we usually sacrifice noise figure. The 
actual noise is higher than the minimum noise we can get. At the center frequency the input VSWR is 1.4, while 
the output is 1.1, they are all suffice the target. 
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Fig.5 the whole circuit structure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) Simulated gain                                    (b ) Simulated reflected figure 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(c) Simulated noise figure                             (d)  the curve of P1dB point 
Fig.6 the Simulated results of LNA. 

 
5. Conclusion 

A kind of low noise amplifier was designed using the microwave simulation tool ADS2005. The LNA was 
complimented on the FR4 substrate using packaged ATF36077 and micro-stripe lines. This LNA resulted in noise 
figure of 0.365dB, and 15dB gain over 1.92 GHz to 1.98 GHz range. The VSWR is less than 1.4 at the input and 
output port. and the value of the compress point of 1dB is -11dBm, the OPI3 is 14.361dBm. This sort of LNA is fit 
for the front-ends of the base-station of mobile communication system. 
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Abstract：In the design of deep space communication system, the most important things are improving efficiency of 
power and probability of error correction. Q-LDPC is a technique that exceeds B-LDPC. Based on these, this paper 
presents Tanner graph of Q-LDPC and general encoding algorithm. FFT decoding algorithm which balanced between 
complexity and performance is researched. By comparing the simulation of error performance of Q-LDPC and B-LDPC, 
it shows that the Q-LDPC is better than B-LDPC. Such work is foundation of application of Q-LDPC in satellite 
communications. 

Keywords：deep space communications; Q-LDPC; belief propagation; FFT 
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摘要：在卫星通信中，如何提高功率利用效率及抗差错能力是通信系统设计 重要的问题之一。多进制 LDPC 码

是新发现的较二进制 LDPC 码性能更优的信道编码技术。本文从卫星通信的应用角度出发，介绍了多进制 LDPC
码的图模型结构以及通用编码算法，在综合考虑复杂度和性能的情况下，研究了基于 FFT 的多进制 LDPC 码频

域译码算法。对多进制 LDPC 码纠错系统的纠错性能进行了仿真，测试结果表明多进制 LDPC 码的性能优于信源

信息速率和码率相同的二进制 LDPC 码，为多进制 LDPC 码在卫星通信中的应用奠定了基础。 

关键词：卫星通信；多进制 LDPC 码；置信度传递；快速傅立叶变换 

1．引言 

随着我国载人航天工程取得举世瞩目的成绩，向卫星探测领域进军是很自然也是很有意义的事情。在

卫星通信中，由于通信距离的大幅提高，通信信号从卫星探测器传回地面时，衰减很大，地面系统很难对

这种极为微弱的信号进行处理。而纠错编码则是一种有效的提高功率利用率的方案，在目前发射的所有的

卫星探测器中，都无一例外地采用了有效的纠错编码方案。 

近年来，低密度校验（LDPC）码由于其接近信道容量的纠错性能而受到人们的极大关注[1]，关于二进

制 LDPC 码（B-LDPC）的研究已经有了大量的工作。Davey 和 MacKay[2]研究发现通过合理设计 Q 进制校

验矩阵得到的多进制 LDPC（Q-LDPC, Q>2）码的性能可以超过 B-LDPC，且 Q-LDPC 码还具有很强的抗

突发错误的能力[3～4]，其性能超过了同码参数下的 RS 码。Q-LDPC 码的高性能，是以更高的译码复杂度为

代价的。多进制 LDPC 码的译码仍然采用迭代算法来实现，采用快速傅立叶变换在频域进行译码能够使译
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码复杂度从 O(q2)降到 O(pq) [5]。相对来说其编码部分的处理更加麻烦，原因在于随机构造的 LDPC 码具有

好的性能，然而通过校验矩阵计算出的生成矩阵非常稠密，破坏了稀疏特性。 
本文安排如下，引言部分指出研究多进制 LDPC 码的意义，第二部分介绍多进制 LDPC 码图模型结构

及通用编码算法，第三部分研究了迭代译码原理，给出了可简化译码算法的傅立叶变换译码，第四部分将

多进制 LDPC 码与二进制 LDPC 码在卫星通信中的性能进行对比，指出下一步研究方向。 

2．多进制 LDPC 码图模型结构及通用编码算法 

2.1 多进制 LDPC 码图模型结构 
与二进制 LDPC 码类似，多进制 LDPC 码也是由低密度奇偶校验矩阵或者 Tanner 图来表示，如图 1 所

示[6]。 
 

 
 

图1  多进制LDPC码的Tanner图表示 
Fig 1  Tanner graph of Non-binary LDPC Codes  

其中置换节点表示变量节点按照多元域的运算法则转换相应的排列顺序，这是二进制 LDPC 码 Tanner
图中所没有的。将 Tanner 图中置换节点与校验节点之间的连接看成一个交织器的结构，为了使得校验矩阵

的围长尽可能的长，构造 Tanner 图时必然希望连接同一校验节点的置换节点之间距离越大越好[7]。在多进

制情况下，图 1 给出的 Tanner 图中的元素不再是简单的 0 和 1，而是从多元域中取值。因此在多进制 LDPC
码中，一个码元不再只是代表一个比特的信息。考虑 GF(2p)= {0,1， ..., 2p-1}上的多进制 LDPC 码，每个码

元由 p 个比特组成。联系信度传播迭代译码算法，可以通过与校验节点相连的置换节点的正确信息，经过

一定次数的迭代运算，来纠正信道传输过程中出现的错误。并且当译码器纠正一个码元时，它将不正确的

码元替换为正确码元，不管这个错误是由一个比特的错误还是 p 个比特的错误引起的，这就赋予了多进制

LDPC 码相对于二进制 LDPC 码更好的纠错能力。 

2.2  多进制 LDPC 码通用编码算法 
如前所述，现有的构造方法大多基于两个考虑：一是追求好的纠错性能，二是使其具有特定的结构从

而能进行快速编码[8]。二者往往不能兼得，通过随机构造法构造的码尽管具有很好的性能，但编码复杂度

太高而没有实用价值。考虑 GF(2p)上的多进制(n, k)LDPC 码，将校验矩阵分成[A,B]两部分，其中 A 是

(n-k)×(n-k)的满秩矩阵，码字则对应为[t,s]形式，其中 t 代表校验符号，s 代表信息符号，由于码字空间即

为校验矩阵的零空间： 
 

变量节点 

置换节点 

校验节点 

交织器 
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⎣ ⎦

，  即 1T Tt A B s−= × ×                        (1) 

式中乘法与加法运算都在多元域上进行，编码即通过解上面方程组得到校验符号的过程。然而矩阵求

逆的运算非常复杂，并且 A-1 是稠密矩阵，直接对其进行处理会呈指数级地增加硬件开销及系统时延。如

果 A 可以分解为 L、U 两部分 A=L×U，L 为下三角矩阵，U 为上三角矩阵，通过引入中间变量 v，方程(1)
变成如下两组： 

 
TL v B s× = ×                                           (2) 

 
TU t v× =                                              (3) 

利用 L 和 U 的三角结构，(2)式采用前向迭代算法、(3)式采用后向迭代算法能够快速计算出方程的解，

这样可以避免矩阵求逆等效率极低的繁杂运算[9]。对于多元域上的稀疏矩阵，其 LU 分解 重要的目的就

是要尽量保证分解矩阵的稀疏性，以及分解过程的稳定性，否则就失去研究价值。同时考虑到 LU 分解只

需通过计算机软件进行运算，得到的 L、U 能够以稀疏矩阵的形式存储到编码器硬件设备中，每次进行编

码时，可以直接调用这些矩阵实现连续编码。 

3．多进制 LDPC 码的快速译码算法 

Q-LDPC 码采用置信度传递译码算法[10]。设变量节点用 n 表示，校验节点用 m 表示；M(n)表示变量节

点 n 参与的所有检验的集合，M(n)/m 表示除校验节点 m 外变量节点 n 参与的所有检验的集合；N(m)表示

校验方程 m 检验的所有变量节点的集合；N(m)/n 表示除变量节点 n 校验方程 m 检验所有变量节点的集合。

置信度传递译码步骤如下： 

1）将校验节点 m 给变量节点 n 的对数似然比信息矢量 Lrmn置 0，1≤n≤N，1≤m≤M，对于 Hm, n≠0 的校

验节点 m，变量节点 n 给其相邻校验节点 m 的对数似然比信息矢量 Lqnm置为 LQn； 

2）尝试译码，每个变量节点的后验 LLRV 用 Lqn表示，则 

Lqn= LQn+
( )

mn
m M n

L
∈
∑ r                                     (4) 

xn的值取后验对数似然比信息矢量 Lqn中 大值所对应的标号，如 Lqn中第 3 个值 大，该 大值对

应的标号为 2，则 xn=2。若 HxT=0，则说明矢量 x 为合法码字，译码成功，译码过程结束；若迭代译码次

数达到设定的 大迭代次数，HxT仍不为零，则宣告译码失败并停止译码，将此时所得到的 N 长符号序列

的后 K 位作为译码结果输出。 

3）水平步骤用于计算变量节点 n 传递给其相邻校验节点 m 的似然比信息矢量，m∈M(n)： 

 Lqnm= LQn+ ∑
∈ mnMm

mnLr
/)(

                                 (5) 

4）垂直步骤用于计算校验节点 m 传递给其相邻变量节点 n 的信息。要计算对数似然比信息矢量 Lrmn，

首先要将 Lqnm从对数域变换到普通的似然域，n∈N(m)，即 qnm=LLR-1(Lqnm)，将 qnm内元素进行适当的排

序后得到 nmq ，再计算似然域的信息矢量 mnr ： 
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∏ q                             (6) 

mnr 经过相应的排序得到 rmn，再通过 LLR(rmn)转化为对数似然域的信息矢量 Lrmn后进入下次的译码迭

代。 

4．性能测试 

为了测试多进制 LDPC 码的纠错性能，基于代数学构造方法设计了（200，100）、（1024，512）两个

码率为 1/2 的 8-LDPC 码，并对这两种码型的性能进行了仿真。为了与信源速率和码率相同的 B-LDPC 码

进行性能比较，文中也仿真了两个对应比特码长码率相同的（600，300）、（3072，1536）B-LDPC 码性

能。信道模拟为卫星通信的典型高斯噪声信道，调制方式采用 BPSK， 大迭代次数设置为 50 次。（200，
100）8-LDPC 码与（600，300）B-LDPC 码的纠错性能，及（1024，512）8-LDPC 码与（3072，1536）B-LDPC
码的纠错性能分别参图 2、3 所示。 
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图2（200，100）8-LDPC码和（600，300）B-LDPC码纠错性能 
Fig 2 Error correcting performance of (200,100) 8-LDPC and (600,300) B-LDPC Codes 
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图3（1024，512）8-LDPC码和（3072，1536）B-LDPC码纠错性能 
Fig 3 Error correcting performance of (1024,512) 8-LDPC and (3072,1536) B-LDPC Codes 
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从图中可以看出，在比特码长与码率都相同的条件下，8-LDPC 码的性能要明显好于 B-LDPC 码性能。

在 3/ 0 =NEb dB 时，8-LDPC 码的误比特率比 B-LDPC 码低一到两个数量级。相比于 B-LDPC 码，8-LDPC

码的编码增益提高了约 0.6dB。 

5．结论 

本文研究了多进制 LDPC 码的图模型结构及通用编码算法，介绍了置信度传递译码算法，在此基础上

分析了基于 FFT 的迭代译码算法。仿真结果表明，多进制 LDPC 的性能较二进制 LDPC 有明显提高。随着

卫星探测的深入，对卫星通信在可靠性和带宽效率方面都提出了更高要求。在未来的工作中，如何改善多

进制 LCPC 码的环结构，以及降低译码复杂度，是进一步研究的方向。 
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Abstract: Iterative decoded bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM_ID) could be seen as a good choice for coded 
cooperation (CC), but in cooperative communication it should be able to work in bad channel states, try to reduce the 
calculation of cooperate partner, and we should improve the performance of BICM_ID. Through analyze and simulation 
I got improve arithmetic, constellation could be switched between DRO and gray automatically so as to reduce the 
calculation of partner, demodulation could be simplified by Constant_Log_APP, the length of frame could be chosen on 
condition of channel, and listed five methods to automatic control the number of iteration. 

Key Words: cooperative communication, BICM_ID, iteration, constellation 

 

适应协作通信的编码调制（CM）方案 
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摘要: 基于迭代译码的比特交织编码调制技术（BICM_ID）可以作为编码协作（CC）通信的可选编码方案，但

针对协作通信要求适应极差的信道环境，尽量减少协作伙伴的计算量，需要对 BICM_ID 做必要的改进以减少计

算复杂度提高性能。通过分析及仿真得到改进算法，星座映射采用 DRO 与 gray 自适应切换以减少协作伙伴的计

算复杂度，软解解调算法以 Constant_Log_APP 法进行简化，帧长可根据信道情况进行选择，并列举了迭代次数

自适应控制的 5 种方法。 

关键词: 协作通信、BICM_ 13 磅 ID、迭代、映射 

1. 引言 

在实际的蜂窝通信系统和无线自组织网络中, 移动终端由于受到体积、重量、成本等因素的限制, 无法

实现利用多天线技术，限制了多输入多输出（MIMO）技术的应用。协作分集技术是使具有单天线的移动

设备按照一定方案共享彼此的天线，产生一个虚拟 MIMO 系统从而获得分集增益。编码协作(Coded 
Cooperation, CC )作为一种高效的方案越来越受到关注。编码调制则可以在不牺牲带宽和有效传输速率的条

件下，获得明显的编码增益。联合编码和调制的思想 早由 Masscy 在 1974 年提出，Ungerboeck 和 Imai
的研究表明，调制和编码可以作为一个整体进行联合优化，其核心思想就是在欧几里德空间优化码字，利

用简单的纠错编码就可以达到较理想编码增益[1]。 

目前，主要的编码调制方案有：Ungerboeck 在 1976 年提出的网格编码调制(TCM)，以及 Imai H.在 1977
年提出的分组编码调制(BCM)也成为多级编码调制(MLC)。Zehavi 在 1992 年提出的比特交织编码调制

(BICM)。TCM、BCM 在 AWGN 信道中都是 佳方案，有着 佳的编码译码方法和 佳的映射规则；但在

衰落信道中结果不理想，丧失了大量的编码增益[2]。BICM 对于不同信道(AWGN、Rayleigh)具有较强的稳

健性。但含有比特交织器的编码调制系统本身存在“随机调制”性，这造成了汉明距离和欧氏距离的非单调
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关系，使欧氏自由距离下降。研究表明，可以通过使用判决反馈迭代译码来提高 BICM 在高斯信道中的性

能，即 BICM_ID。作者认为可以选择 BICM_ID 作为编码协作通信的备选编码方案。 

本文首先简要介绍 BICM_ID 和编码协作的基本原理，BICM_ID 应用于编码协作通信的基本条件，并

分别从解调算法的简化，星座映射的优化设计，帧长选择、迭代次数自适应控制方法进行讨论，以适应编

码协作通信系统的特殊要求。 

2. BICM_ID 系统在协作通信应用中的改进 
 

BICM_ID 系统模型发送端信息序列 u 经过纠错编码和交织得到 b，b 通过标识映射得到星座符号序列

s 如图 1 所示。 

 

π

1π −

π

u 'b b s

y( )M
eL b( ')D

aL b
û

( ')D
eL c ( )M

aL c

 
 

图 1 BICM_ID 系统模型 
Fig 1 the model of BICM_ID system 

 

接收端迭代解调译码是通过内部软解调器和外部译码器互相交换软信息实现的。解调器根据接收的信

道符 y 和先验信息 ( )M
aL c (初始化为 0)来计算其输出给译码器的外信息 ( )M

eL b ，解交织后作为译码器的

先验信息，软输入软输出译码器根据其译码算法计算出各码元的外信息 ( ')D
eL c ，交织后作为软解调器先验

信息 ( )M
aL c 进行下一轮迭代译码[3]。根据李晓东的研究表明 BICM_ID 将 2m进制的信号信道转化为 m 个并

行子信道，从而获得分集增益。通过合适的标识映射，编码比特间大的二进制汉明距离可以间接转换为大

的欧式距离[4～5]。协作通信的基本系统模型，如图 2 所示： 

 
 

图 2 协作通信系统模型 
Fig 2 Cooperative communication system model 
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在时刻 T=1 用户源节点 S 发出信号，协作伙伴 R 节点和目标节点 D 接收信号，协作伙伴 R 节点将接

收到的信号解码并重新编码，在 T=2 时刻发送出去，此时，只有目标节点 D 接收信号，目标节点合并两个

时刻接收到的信号，进行解码，这样就完成一帧信号的传输。协作通信中目标节点合并来自两条独立信道

的信息，从而可以获得分集增益。笔者认为编码协作通信对编码有如下要求。 

1）用户与协作伙伴一般都是移动设备，硬件设备受限，同时协作伙伴既要接收信息，解码信息，又

要发送信息，故应当尽量降低协作伙伴的计算复杂度。然而 BICM_ID 涉及到软解调，迭代译码等需要大

量复杂的计算，减少协作过程中计算复杂度成为需要研究的主要问题。 

2）该编码方案要具有较好的纠错能力，适应无线通信的信道极差的传输特性。BICM_ID 通过优化标

识映射的方法，在不增加系统复杂度情况下提高系统性能。 

3）可以根据信道状况，自适应的调整码率，便于调节协作时分割和合并源节点与协作伙伴传播信息，

大效率地利用带宽资源。BICM_ID 的编码器与映射器可以独立设计，码率可以很方便地在编码器处调节。

如卷积码，turbo 码可以用穿孔等方法进行调节。 

2.1 星座图的设计选择 

BICM_ID 中首轮渐进迭代性能限及渐进错误平层限为[6～7]: 
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ẑ 为 ks 邻近点值， z 为 ks 仅第 i 比特不同点值， ( )d C 为码距，R 为码率。 

定义为调和中值，公式（2.1，2.2）式是在信噪比较高的前提下推导的，适用于信噪比较高系统的分

析限，信噪比较低时可通过仿真观察。由公式易知 BICM_ID 的首轮渐进迭代性能限由 1dh 决定，即 BICM

的性能由 1dh 决定，BICM_ID 渐进错误平层限由 2dh 决定。 

定义反馈增益为： 

                2 110log( / )h hGain d d=                        （5） 
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常用各种标识映射方法的特征参数进行比较如表 1 所示，并以 Gray、SP、MSP、DRO 映射为例进行

仿真。 
 

表 1. 常用 BICM_ID 星座映射参数 
Table 1 Common BICM_ID constellation mapping parameters 

 

映射方法 1hd  2hd  Gain / dB 映射 
Gray 0. 4923 0. 5143 0.190 15,11,3,7,14,10,2,6,12,8,0,4,13,9,1,5 

SP 0. 4414 1. 1184 4.038 8,13,12,9,15,10,11,14,4,1,0,5,3,6,7,2 

MSP 0. 4197 2. 2781 7.347 8,11,12,15,1,2,5,6,4,7,0,3,13,14,9,10 
MSEW 0. 4000 2. 3636 7.715 15,1,6,8,2,12,11,5,9,7,0,14,4,10,13,3 

Mixed 0. 4000 0. 9931 3.949 0,3,1,2,12,15,13,14,4,7,5,6,8,11,9,10 

EFD 0. 4197 2. 6581 8.017 0,10,3,9,12,6,15,5,11,1,8,2,7,13,4,14 
Random 0. 4129 2. 6023 7.995 10,12,6,5,0,9,3,15,7,14,4,8,13,11,1,2 

DRO 0. 4197 2. 7145 8.108 13,11,4,14,7,1,2,8,10,12,15,5,0,6,9,3 

 
仿真条件：1/2 码率，相关长度为 4 的卷积码。映射方式为 DRO,迭代次数分别为 1，8。由仿真结果，

可以看出，随着迭代次数的增加，由于内部软解调器和外部译码器互相交换软信息，误码率降低。当迭代

次数为 1 时，gray 映射具有 佳的性能，DRO 性能 差，结合表 1，四种映射方式中，gray 映射 1hd 大，

DRO 映射的 1hd 小， 1hd 决定 BICM_ID 的首轮迭代性能即 BICM 的性能，同时，随着迭代次数的增加，

DRO 映射性能有较大幅度提高，而 gray 映射性能提高微乎其微，迭代次数为 8 时，在误码率
410−
，DRO

映射较 gray 映射有约 5dB 的增益。从表 1 中可以看出，DRO 映射具有 大的 2hd 和反馈增益，故迭代获

得的增益 大。同时可以看到 DRO 映射 8 次迭代错误平层出现 晚且 低，与公式（2）相符。 

仅改变标识映射，系统的复杂度不变。因此在协作通信中，一般协作伙伴与用户之间信道较好，协作

伙伴的计算能力有限，目标节点一般为基站计算能力较强，可选用双星座图切换的方法，用户在 T=1 时刻

发送的信号可采用 gray 映射，协作伙伴可以仅用一轮迭代就获得较好的性能，而协作伙伴在 T=2 时刻向基

站发送的信号可采用 DRO 映射，基站可通过多轮迭代获得较好 终结果。若协作通信采用帧延迟的方法，

即在 T=n 时刻源节点发送信号，T=n+1 时刻，协作伙伴发送 T=n-2 时刻信源信号的协作信号，这样可以为

迭代争取更多的处理时间，可以直接采用 DRO 映射，但系统时延增加。 

2.2 BICM_ID 中的软解调器的简化 

对于某一比特 kb 软解调器输出的计算公式如下： 
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这里
k

k
bX 表示符号

k

k
i bs X∈ 的集合，其中 is 的第 k 位置的比特值是 ( {0,1}, 0,1, 1)k kb b k m∈ = ⋅⋅⋅ − 。

解调器的输入是接收信号 y 和相应的先验对数似然比 (LLR) ( )M
a kL b 。引入 max* 函数：

max*{ } ln{ }ix
ii i

x e= ∑ ，令 ( | ) ln ( | )i if y s p y s η= + ，η 为常数，则上式可化简为 
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作如下分解： 
| |max*( , ) ln( ) max( , ) ln(1 ) max( , ) (| |)x y x y

cx y e e x y e x y f x y− −= + = + + = + − （8） 

迭代过程中要进行大量 max*函数计算，对它进行简化可以节省大量的计算，根据对 (| |)cf x y− 进行

不同的近似可以得到以下四种算法[8]：1）Log_APP，2）Linear_log_APP，3）Constant_Log_APP，4）
Max_Log_APP 

1/2 码率，相关长度为 4 的卷积码。映射方式为 DRO，进行 8 次迭代的结果,分别用以上四种软解调算

法进行比较，可以发现，虽然以上四种算法计算复杂度相差很大，但是除了 Max_Log_APP 性能略有下降

以外，其余算法相差不大。故可选除了 Max_Log_APP 外计算量 小的 Constant_Log_APP 作为解调算法。

这一点对与协作通信中计算性能有限的协作伙伴软解调是非常有益的。本页解调器算法性能对比如图 3、
图 4。 
 

 
 

图 3 软解调器算法性能对比 
Fig 3 Soft modem algorithm performance comparison 
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图 4 软解调器算法性能对比 

Fig 4 Soft modem algorithm performance comparison 
2.3 帧长的选择 

相关信道衰落长会在深度衰落器导致突发错误，理想交织器可以将信道衰落的相关性对编码纠错性能

的不利影响消除[9]，在 BICM_ID 中可以等效地将 m 进制调制看做 m 条并行不相关信道，从而实际系统中

不可能如理论分析那样采用无限长的理想交织器，为此本文对帧长分别为 200,400,800,1600 比特情况进行

了仿真比较，如图 5、图 6 所示。 

 
图 5 BICM_ID 不同帧长性能对比                       图 6 BICM_ID 不同迭代次数性能 

Fig 5 BICM_ID at different frame long performance comparison         Fig 6 BICM_ID performance of different iterations 
 

图 5 是 BICM_ID 系统在瑞利信道下性能比较的结果，相关参数为 1/2 码率，相关长度为 4 的卷积码，

映射方式为 DRO，进行 8 次迭代的。由图可得出以下规律，帧长越长误码性能越好；帧长越长，交织越充

分，迭代时反馈回的信息独立性越好，其抑制迭代中错误传播的能力就越强，同等信道和编码条件下，越

能获得较好的性能。当交织长度达到一定数量时，系统的性能会逐渐趋于定值即误码限。但帧长的增加，

会增大处理的时延，增加对硬件的要求，因此要根据协作通信中信道情况折衷选取帧长。 

2.4 迭代次数的自适应控制 
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图 6 比较了不同迭代次数下 BICM_ID 系统性能情况。仍为瑞利信道下，1/2 码率，相关长度为 4 的卷

积码，映射方式为 DRO， 迭代次数取为 1，2，4，8，16 次。BICM_ID 中迭代次数决定了译码性能以及

时延，迭代次数越多性能越好，但时延及计算量也就越大，同时迭代次数增加到一定程度后性能改善幅度

有限。固定迭代次数一方面可能无法纠正所有误码就停止迭代影响系统的误码性能，另一方面协作伙伴与

源节点信道可能很好，浪费了计算量。协作伙伴节点计算资源有限，自适应的调节迭代次数有重要意义，

在实际应用中可以根据一定的准则进行控制。 
1) 加入 CRC 校验，符合校验则停止迭代，但这样增加了冗余，对于帧长较小的情况对系统效率造

成影响。 
2) 根据两次迭代符号变化率，两次迭代译码结果进行比较，不同比特占总比特的比例小于一定门限

可以认为达到编码纠错能力上限，停止迭代。 
3) 根据码的结构判断迭代结束时刻。如 LDPC 码完全符合校验时停止迭代。 
4) 对当前帧信道进行估计，根据统计结果决定本帧的迭代次数等。 

3. 结论 

通过对 BICM_ID 和协作通信系统模型的分析，通过对解调器、星座、迭代过程、帧长等进行了讨论，

认为可以通过简化算法来降低解调器的计算复杂度同时几乎不影响系统性能。优化星座图可以达到不增加

系统复杂度条件下提高系统性能的效果，双星座图切换方案大大降低了协作伙伴的计算复杂度，帧延迟方

案则可以为协作伙伴提供更多的处理时间。根据编码或信道的信息可以自适应地控制迭代次数从而减少计

算量与延时，适当调节帧长达到性能与系统复杂度的折衷。因此 BICM_ID 可以作为编码协作通信的一种

有效编码方案。 
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A NOVEL ITERATIVE RECEIVER BASED ON FREQUENCY DOMAIN SISO 
EQUALIZATION FOR MIMO-OFDM SYSTEM 

XIONG CHUN-LIN,  LEI JING,  WEI JI-BO 

School of Electronic Science and Engineering, National University of Defense Technology, 

 Changsha, 410073, China 

 

Abstract：Based on variational Bayesian method, a novel iterative receiver with joint channel tracking, frequency 
domain soft input soft output (SISO) equalization and symbol decoding is proposed for MIMO-OFDM systems in 
time-varying multi-path channel. The proposed receiver exhibits some new features compared with the conventional one. 
Firstly, it estimates the channel frequency response (CFR) with the aid of soft signal information and previously 
predicted CFR. Moreover, the kalman prediction algorithm is introduced for the CFR filter and prediction, which results 
in improved CFR tracking performance. Secondly, the frequency domain equalizer utilizes the symbol prior information 
obtained from SISO decoder and directly output the extrinsic information for the decoder. In addition, the receiver 
potentially increases channel utilization, as no pilots are required in data OFDM symbols. As can be seen from 
simulation results, in time-varying multi-path channel, compared with optimal MAP receiver, the proposed one greatly 
reduces the computational complexity at the cost of tolerable performance loss. 

Keywords：MIMO-OFDM system; iterative receiver; variational Bayes; soft input soft output equalization; kalman 
prediction 

 

一种新的基于频域 SISO 均衡的 MIMO-OFDM 迭代接收机 

熊春林  雷 菁  魏急波 

国防科学技术大学 电子科学与工程学院，湖南 长沙 中国 410073 

 

摘要：针对时变多径信道下的 MIMO-OFDM 系统，基于变分贝叶斯原理，提出一种新的联合信道跟踪、频域软

入软出（SISO）均衡和译码的迭代接收机。与传统接收机不同的是，信道估计不仅利用信号软信息还利用信道的

预测值。而且在信道跟踪过程中引入 kalman 预测算法，对信道估计值和预测值进行滤波，并对后续信道进行预

测，因此提高了信道估计的精度。频域 SISO 均衡器以符号的软信息为输入并直接输出比特的外信息。此外，该

接收机在数据符号中不需内插导频，从而提高了频谱利用率。仿真表明，在时变多径信道下，所提接收机与 优

MAP 接收机相比，以稍许性能损失为代价换取复杂度的大大降低。 

关键词：MIMO-OFDM 系统；迭代接收机；变分贝叶斯；SISO 均衡；kalman 预测 

1．引 言 

MIMO 技术可以在不增加系统带宽和发射功率的条件下成倍提高信道容量，OFDM 技术则通过将频率

选择性衰落转化为一系列平坦衰落子信道而降低了接收机的复杂度。MIMO-OFDM 技术充分利用两种技术

的优点，在实现高可靠信号传输的同时，还可以增加系统容量，提高系统的频谱效率，因此是未来宽带无

线通信的关键技术之一[1]。接收机的设计是 MIMO-OFDM 系统设计的重要环节之一。迭代技术可以提高接

收机性能，因此引起研究者的广泛关注[2～3]。 
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近来，变分贝叶斯理论逐渐被应用于机器学习、人工智能、统计推理和通信等多个领域中[3～6]。该理

论将多变量的联合分布近似为各变量的边际分布的乘积。从而，可以方便地将多变量的联合优化转化为各

变量的迭代优化[7～9]。本文针对时变多径信道下的 MIMO-OFDM 系统，基于变分贝叶斯理论，推导出一种

新的联合信道跟踪、SISO 均衡和译码的迭代接收机架构。在此架构下，该接收机在每个子信道上进行迭代

信道跟踪、均衡和译码。其中，信道跟踪由信道估计、滤波和预测三部分组成。与传统迭代接收机类似，

所提接收机在进行信道估计时，利用了检测器提供的符号软信息。而与传统接收机不同的是，所提接收机

在进行信道估计时，还利用了信道的预测值，而且在信道跟踪过程中引入 kalman 预测算法，对信道估计值

进行滤波，并对下一时刻信道进行预测，从而有效改善了信道的跟踪性能。在进行信号检测时，频域的 SISO

均衡器替代了传统的 SISO 检测器。此外，所提接收机不需在数据符号中内插导频，因此提高了信道利用

率。仿真表明，在时变多径信道下，所提接收机与 MAP 迭代接收机相比，以稍许性能损失为代价换取复

杂度的大大降低。 

本文后续部分安排如下：第二节给出了 MIMO-OFDM 系统模型。第三节基于变分贝叶斯理论，提出

MIMO-OFDM 系统的迭代接收机架构。第四节仿真所提接收机的性能。第五节对全文进行总结。 

本文符号说明：粗体表示矢量或矩阵，如 H ，相应元素由斜体加下标表示，如 ,i jH 。上标 T 和 H 分别

表示矢量和矩阵的转置和共轭转置。 ( )E i 或 [ ]E i 表示数学期望。⊗ 为 Kronecher 积。 ( )vec i 表示将矩阵按列

顺序排成一个列矢量。 

2．MIMO-OFDM 系统模型 

考虑 Nt 个发送天线和 Nr ( )Nr Nt≥ 个接收天线的MIMO-OFDM系统，每个OFDM符号包含 K 个子载波。

在发送端，设 n 时刻天线 t 的符号矢量为 ( ) [ ( ,0), ( ,1), , ( , 1)]T
t t t tn X n X n X n K= −X ，其中 ( , )tX n k ∈ 为天线 t 的

比特流经过编码、交织和 QAM 映射得到， 为 QAM 星座集合（ | | 表示集合中元素的数目）。 ( )t nX 经

过 OFDM 调制并加循环前缀（CP）后由天线 t 发出。假设第 ( , )t r 天线对之间的信道时域响应为

( ) [ ( ,0), ( ,1), , ( , 1)]T
rt rt rt rtn h n h n h n L= −h ，L 为信多径长度且 L 小于 CP 长度，且假定信道在一个 OFDM 符号间

隔内保持不变而在符号之间变化，各天线对之间的信道相互独立且同分布。本文将信道近似为 1 阶 AR 模

型[10] 

             ( ) ( 1) ( )rt rtn n n= − +h Ah v                    (1) 

式中： A 为 AR 模型参数， ( )nv 为激励噪声，其方差阵为 vQ 。接收端已知信道统计特性。 

假设接收端具有精确的定时和频率同步，接收信号去 CP 后变换到频域，n 时刻第 r 接收天线的 OFDM

符号 ( ) [ ( ,0), ( ,1), , ( , 1)]T
r r r rn Y n Y n Y n K= −Y 为 

             
1

( ) [ ( )] ( ) ( )
Nt

r t rt r
t

n diag n n n
=

= +∑Y X H W                      (2) 
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式中： [ ]diag X 表示以矢量 X 为主对角线元素的对角阵， ( ) [ ( ,0), ( ,1), , ( , 1)]T
r r r rn W n W n W n K= −W 为 n 时刻

接收天线 r 的频域叠加的高斯白噪声矢量，其方差阵为 2
Kσ I ， ( )rt nH 为第 ( , )t r 天线对之间的频域信道值，

可表示为 

             
( ) ( )

[ ( ,0), ( ,1), , ( , 1)]
rt L rt

T
rt rt rt

n n

H n H n H n K

=

           = −

H F h
                (3) 

式中：矩阵 LF 的第 k 行 l 列元素为 ( , ) exp( 2 ( 1)( 1) / )L k l j k L Kπ= − − −F 。 

如果只考虑 OFDM 符号的第 k 个子载波，则有  

             ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )k k k kn n n n= +Y H X W                              (4) 

式中： 1 2( ) [ ( , ), ( , ), , ( , )]T
k Nrn Y n k Y n k Y n k=Y 为子载波 k 上的接收信号， 

1 2( ) [ ( , ), ( , ), , ( , )]T
k Ntn X n k X n k X n k=X 为对应的发送信号， 1 2( ) [ ( , ), ( , ), , ( , )]T

k Nrn W n k W n k W n k=W 为相应的噪

声矢量。 ( )k nH 为所有收发天线对的子载波 k 上的频域信道响应，具体可表示为 

             
1,1 1,2 1,

2,1 2,2 2,

,1 ,2 ,

( ) ( ( ) ) ( )
( , ) ( , ) ( , )
( , ) ( , ) ( , )

( , ) ( , ) ( , )

k L Nr

Nt

Nt

Nr Nr Nr Nt

n k n
H n k H n k H n k
H n k H n k H n k

H n k H n k H n k

= ⊗

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥          = ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

H F I h

                  (5) 

这里 ( )L kF 表示矩阵 LF 的第 k 行。令 ( ) ( ( ))k kn vec n↓ =H H ，
( )

( ) ( )
c T

k k Nrn n= ⊗X X I ，则式(2)可等价表示为 

( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

c
kk k kn n n n↓= +Y X H W                                         (6) 

为方便描述，后面所有上标↓ 都表示 ( )vec i 操作。 

3．基于变分贝叶斯架构的迭代接收机 

变分贝叶斯方法是一种变分优化的方法，此方法将多变量的联合概率分布近似为各变量边际分布的乘

积，从而对多变量的联合优化可以方便地转化为这些变量的迭代优化，因此可以显著降低联合优化的计算

复杂度[3～5]。各变量的 优近似边际分布通过 小化其与联合分布的 KL 距离得到。设有两随机变量 1 2,Z Z ，

其先验分布和联合分布分别为 1 2( ), ( )p Z p Z 和 1 2( , )p Z Z ，近似边际分布为 1 2( ), ( )q Z q Z 。那么由变分贝叶斯方法

可得[3～5] 

             
/( ) /ln ( ) ln ( ) (ln ( | )),( 1,2)
mm m q Z m mq Z p Z E p Z Z m= + =                  (7) 

/mZ 表示除 mZ 外其它变量的集合。从而对两变量的联合优化转化为下式所示的迭代优化 
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  ( 1)
2

( )
1 1 2 1( )ln ( ) ln ( ) ( | )i

i
q Zq Z p Z E Z Z−= +                                   (8) 

             ( )
1

( )
2 2 1 2( )ln ( ) ln ( ) ( | )i

i
q Zq Z p Z E Z Z= +                              (9) 

式中：上标 ( )i 表示第 i 次迭代。 

在 MIMO-OFDM 系统中，将发送信号 ( )k nX 和信道频率响应 ( )k nH 作为待优化的未知参数。 优的接

收机使得 ( )k nX 和 ( )k nH 的联合概率 大化，但是其复杂度非常高，因此在实际系统中难以直接应用。基于

上述变分贝叶斯方法，本文推导了一种新的联合信道跟踪、频域 SISO 均衡和译码的迭代接收机，所得接

收机详细结构如图 1 所示。本接收机主要由信道跟踪模块、频域 SISO 均衡和译码模块组成。其中，信道

跟踪模块由信道估计、kalman 信道滤波和信道预测三部分组成，如图 1 所示： 

kY ,μ ω ˆ ( | )k n nH

ˆ ( )k nH
ˆ ( | 1)k n n −H

( | ( ))ext j kL b nY

( | ( ))a
j kL b nY

 图 1  MIMO-OFDM 系统基于频域 SISO 均衡的迭代接收机结构  

Fig 1 MIMO-OFOM system based on frequency-domain SISO equilibrium iterative receiver structure 

 

且在信道跟踪过程中不需要任何导频信息。频域 SISO 均衡则利用 BCJR 译码器的先验信息和信道滤波

值等获得发送信号的外信息。译码采用软入软出的 BCJR 译码算法。下面首先给出发送信号和信道的联合

分布，然后详细推导所提迭代接收机。 

根据 n 时刻及以前的接收信号 (1: )k nY ，发送信号和信道的联合概率分布为 

                 
( ( ), ( ) | (1: ))

( ( ) | ( ), ( )) ( ( ), ( ) | (1: 1))
( ( ) | ( ), ( )) ( ( )) ( ( ) | (1: 1))

k k k

k k k k k k

k k k k k k

p n n n
p n n n p n n n
p n n n p n p n n

∝ −

= −

X H Y
Y X H X H Y
Y X H X H Y

                 (10) 

式中：n 时刻发送信号 ( )k nX 与 n 时刻以前的接收信号 (1: 1)k n −Y 无关（这很容易满足，比如每个 OFDM

都单独进行编码交织等），且 ( )k nX 与信道无关。 
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不妨令 1 2( ), ( )k kn n= =Z X Z H ，接下来根据变分贝叶斯方法，首先推导所提迭代接收机的频域 SISO 均

衡，然后推导接收机的信道估计、kalman 信道滤波和信道预测， 后对接收机进行总结。为简化起见，推

导中省略了迭代序号上标 ( )i 。 

3.1 频域 SISO 均衡 

因为 ( )k nX 与信道无关，从而由式(10)可得 

( ( ), ( ) | (1: ))
( ( ) | ( ), ( )) ( ( ))

k k k

k k k k

p n n n
p n n n p n               ∝

X H Y
Y X H X

                              (11) 

基于变分贝叶斯方法，根据上次迭代得到的信道边际分布 ( ( ))kq nH ，利用式(8)和式(11)计算 ( )k nX 的对数边

际分布 

( )( ( ))

2
2

ln ( ( ))
ln ( ( )) [ln ( ) | ( ), ( ) ]

1 ˆln ( ( )) || ( ) ( ) ( ) ||
2

k

k

k q n k k k

k k k k

q n
p n E p n n n

p n n n n
σ

= +

= − −

H

X
X Y X H

X Y H X

                        (12) 

式中： ˆ ( )k nH 为信道频域响应的估计， ( ( ))kq nX 为信号 ( )k nX 的边际分布且满足 

             
1

( ( )) ( ( , ))Nt
k tt

q n q X n k
=

= ∏X                                       (13) 

( ( ))kp nX 为 ( )k nX 的先验分布，假设 ( )k nX 为服从高斯分布的随机矢量，则有 

1

( ( ))

exp( ( ( ) ( )) ( ( ) ( )) / 2)
k

H
k k x k k

p n

n n n n−

=

− − −

X

X X Λ X X
                           (14) 

式中： ( )k nX 和 xΛ 分别为 ( )k nX 的均值和方差阵。假设各发送天线信号不相关，则 xΛ 为对角阵。 ( )k nX 中

第 t 个符号 ( , )tX n k 的均值 ( , )tX n k 和方差
txλ 分别为 

( , ) ( ( , ) )a
t tX n k P X n k

α
α α

∈
= =∑                                      (15) 

2 2| ( , ) | | | ( ( , ) )
t

a
x t tX n k P X n k

α
λ α α

∈
= − =∑                              (16) 

这里
txλ 为矩阵 xΛ 的对角线上的第 t 个元素， ( )aP i 为 BCJR 译码器提供的先验信息。 

对式(12)求导令导数为 0 可得 

             
1 1 1

2 2

2 1

ˆ ( )
ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ( ))

ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) ( )( ( ) ( ) )
ˆ( ( ) ( ) ( ))

k
H H
k k k k

x x k

H H
k x k k x k

k k k

n

n n n n n

n n n n

n n n

σ σ
σ

− − −

−

= + +

= + + ×

    −

X

H H H YΛ Λ X

X Λ H H Λ H I

Y H X

         (17) 
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式中：利用了 ( )k nX 的先验信息，这对提取外信息极为不利，因此实际计算时，令 ( , ) 0tX n k = ， ( , ) 1x t tΛ = ，

则式(17)转化为[11～12] 

             2

1

ˆ ( , ) ( , )
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( )[ ( ) ( ) (1 ) ( )

ˆ ˆ ˆ( )] ( ( ) ( ) ( ))
t

t t
H H H
t k k x k x k

H H
t t k k k k k t k

X n k X n k

n n n n

n n n n

σ λ
−

= +

+ + −

× − +

u H H Λ H I H

u u H Y H X H u X

                         (18) 

             
2

2
2 ( ) ( )tx H H

t k k tn n
σσ

σ
=

+ u H H u
                                       (19) 

这里 tu 表示第 t 个元素为 1 其它元素为 0 的 1Nt × 维列矢量， 2
txσ 为估计误差的方差。根据 ˆ ( , )tX n k 和 2

txσ 可

得 ( )k nX 的近似边际分布 

             21 2

1

ˆ| ( , ) ( , ) |1( ( )) exp( )
22

ˆ ˆexp( ( ( ) ( )) ( ( ) ( )) / 2)

tt

Nt t t
k t

xx

H
k k x k k

X n k X n kq n

C n n n n

σπσ=

−

−
= −

= − − −

∏X

X X Ξ X X

              (20) 

上式中C 为常数，
1 2

2 2 2[ , , , ]
Ntx x x xdiag σ σ σ=Ξ 。 终，均衡器输出的外信息为 

, 1

, 1

, ,

, ,

, ,

( | ( ))

( ( , ) ) ( )
ln

( ( , ) ) ( )

j

j

ext t k j k

a
t t k m

m j
a

t t k m
m j

L b n

q X n k p b

q X n k p b

α

α

α

α

+

−

∈
≠

∈
≠

=

=
=

∑ ∏

∑ ∏

Y

                                (21) 

式中： , ,t k jb 表示符号 ( , )tX n k α= 的第 j 个比特， , 1j + （或 , 1j − ）表示 , , 1t k jb = + （或 , , 1t k jb = − ）的符号

集合。由此获得的外信息解交织后送到 BCJR 译码器进行译码。 

3.2 信道估计 

利用从 SISO 均衡器获得的分布 ( ( ))kq nX ，下面详细推导频域信道估计算法，推导中将采用式(6)所示的

等价信号模型。同样因为 ( )k nX 与信道无关，从而由式(10)可得 

                 
( ( ), ( ) | (1: ))

( ( ) | ( ), ( )) ( ( ) | (1: 1))
k k k

kk k k k

p n n n

p n n n p n n

↓

↓ ↓                ∝ −

X H Y

Y X H H Y
                 (22) 

基于变分贝叶斯方法，利用式(9)和式(22)计算信道 ( )k n↓H 的边际分布 

             
( ( ))

( )
( ( ))

ln ( ( )) [ln ( ( ), ( ) | (1: ))]

ln ( ( ) | (1: 1))

[ln ( ( ) | ( ), ( ))]

k

k

k q n k k k

k k
c

kq n k k

q n E p n n n

p n n

E p n n n

↓ ↓

↓

↓

=

                   = − +

                      

X

X

H X H Y

H Y

Y X H

                   (23) 
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式中： 

             
2

ln ( ( ) | ( ), ( ))
1 ( ( ) ( ) ( )) ( ( ) ( ) ( ))

2

k k k

H
k kk k k k

p n n n

n n n n n n
σ

↓

↓ ↓= − − −

Y X H

Y X H Y X H
                   (24) 

直接计算 ( ( ) | (1: 1))k kp n n↓ −H Y 是非常困难的，这里将其近似为高斯分布，该分布的均值为预测值 ˆ ( | 1)k n n↓ −H ，

方差为预测误差方差 ( | 1)k n n −R 。从而式(23)可写为 

                 1

( ) ( )
2

1

ln ( ( ))
1 ˆ ˆ( ( ) ( | 1)) ( | 1) ( ( ) ( | 1))
2

1 ( ( ) ( ) ( )) ( ( ) ( ) ( ))
2

k

H
k k k k k

C c cH
k kk k k k c

c

q n

n n n n n n n n

n n n n n n P
σ

↓

↓ ↓ − ↓ ↓

↓ ↓

=

= − − − − − −

   − − −∑

H

H H R H H

Y X H Y X H

                 (25) 

将式(25)对 ( )k n↓H 求导令导数为 0 可得信道频率响应的估计 

1ˆ ˆ( ) ( )[ ( | 1) ( | 1)

( ( )) ( )]
k k k k

H
k k

n n n n n n

n n

↓ − ↓= − −

              +

H Ω R H

μ X Y
                                (26) 

             1 1( ) [ ( | 1) ( ( ))]kk kn n n n− −= − +Ω R ω X                        (27) 

式中： ( ( ))k nμ X 和 ( ( ))k nω X 分别为 

             ( ( ))
ˆ( ( )) [ ( )] ( )

k
k kq n k Nrn E n n= = ⊗Xμ X X X I                           (28) 

             ( ( ))( ( )) [ ( ) ( )]
k

H
k k kq n x Nrn E n n= = ⊗Xω X X X Ξ I                       (29) 

当将 ( ( ) | (1: 1))k kp n n↓ −H Y 近似为高斯函数后， ( ( ))kq n↓H 服从均值为 ˆ ( )k n↓H 和方差为 ( )k nΩ 的高斯分布。得

到 ˆ ( )k n↓H 和 ( ( ))kq n↓H 就等价于得到了 ( )k nH 和 ( ( ))kq nH 。从式(26)可知，基于变分贝叶斯的信道估计算法利

用发送信号的软信息外，还利用了信道的预测值。 

3.3 信道滤波和预测 

以信道估计值作为观测值，根据式(5)可建立信道的观测方程 

             ˆ ( ) ( ( )) ( ) ( )k NrNt L kn k n n↓ ↓= ⊗ +H I F h ξ                              (30) 

这里 ( )k nξ 表示信道估计误差，其方差阵为 ( )k nΩ 。结合式(1)所示的状态方程，则可以方便地引入 kalman

预测算法。由 kalman 滤波理论可知[13]，kalman 预测算法可以分为滤波和预测两大步。令 ( )k NrNt L k= ⊗F I F ，

则对信道估计值的滤波为 

                 1( ) ( | 1) ( ( | 1) ( ))H H
k k k k k k kn n n n n n −= − − +G Γ F F Γ F Ω                     (31) 

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( | ) ( | 1) ( )( ( ) ( | 1))k k kn n n n n n n n↓ ↓ ↓ ↓= − + − −h h G H F h                       (32) 
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             ( | ) ( ) ( | 1)k k k kn n n n= − −Γ I G F Γ                                 (33) 

             ˆ ˆ( | ) ( | )k kn n n n↓ ↓=H F h                                          (34) 

             ( | ) ( | ) H
k k k kn n n n=R F Γ F                                      (35) 

式中： ( )k iΓ 表示时域信道滤波或预测误差的方差。而对下一个 OFDM 符号时的信道预测为 

 ˆ ˆ( 1| ) ( | )n n n n↓ ↓+ =h Φh                                             (36) 

             ( 1 | ) ( | ) H
k k vn n n n+ = +Γ ΦΓ Φ Q                                (37) 

             ˆ ˆ( 1 | ) ( 1 | )k kn n n n↓ ↓+ = +H F h                                    (38) 

             ( 1| ) ( 1 | ) H
k k k kn n n n+ = +R F Γ F                                 (39) 

结合式(32)和式(34)易得 

' 'ˆ ˆ ˆ( | ) ( ) ( ) ( | 1)k k kn n n n n↓ ↓ ↓= + − −H G H I G H                                (40) 

式中： ' ( )k k n=G F G ，因此对信道估计和预测的滤波其实就是估计值和预测值的加权平均。 

3.4 变分贝叶斯迭代接收机 

上面通过推导分别得到了迭代接收机的频域 SISO 均衡、信道估计、滤波和预测。在所提接收机中，信

道估计、频域 SISO 均衡和译码在每个子信道上迭代进行，而且将 kalman 预测拆分为滤波部分和预测部分，

其中滤波部分嵌入到迭代过程中，而预测部分则在迭代完成后对下一个时刻信道进行预测。需要说明的是，

尽管在 SISO 均衡推导中利用的是信道估计值和相应方差，实际中利用的是信道滤波值和相应方差。此外，

由上述推导可知，该接收机在进行信道跟踪时完全不需要内插导频，对信道的初始估计由发送帧的一个前

导 OFDM 符号完成，因此大大节省了导频的开销，提高了系统的频谱利用率。所提迭代接收机在每个子信

道上的处理流程总结如下： 
 初始化： 

0 0

0

ˆ ˆ( | ) ( | 1 ) , ( | ) ( | 1 )

( ( ) | ( ) )

k k k k

a k k

n n n n n n n n

n n

= − = −

=

H H R R

L B Y 0
 

迭代： i 从 1 到 M （ M 为迭代次数）迭代 

1.  SISO 均衡和译码：根据译码器提供的先验信息利用式（18）和式（19）得到

ˆ ( )k nX 和 xΞ ，并利用式（21）、（28）和（29）计算比特外信息、 ( ( ) )
i
k nμ X 和 ( ( ) )

i
k nω X ，

然后对获得的外信息解交织后送到 BCJR 译码器译码。 

2.  信道估计：根据 ( ( ) ) , ( ( ) )
i i
k kn nμ X ω X 和 ˆ ( | 1 ) , ( | 1 )k kn n n n− −H R 等利用（26）

和（27）等得到频域信道估计 ˆ ( )i
k nH 和方差阵 ( )i

k nΩ 。 

3.  信道滤波：根据 ˆ ( ) , ( )i i
k kn nH Ω 和 ˆ ( | 1 ) , ( | 1 )k kn n n n− −h Γ 等利用（31）～（35）

对频域信道估计进行滤波，得到 ˆ ( | ) , ( | )i i
k kn n n nH R 。 

（每次迭代在这里结束） 

信道预测：根据 ˆ ( | ) , ( | )M M
k kn n n nh Γ 利用（36）～（39）得到 ˆ ( 1 | ) , ( 1 | )k kn n n n+ +H R 。 
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4．仿真结果 

系统仿真参数为：2×2MIMO-OFDM 系统，子载波数 64K = ，CP 长为 16，调制方式为 QPSK。信道编

码为
1
2
码率生成多项式为 8(7,5) 的卷积码。信道为服从指数延迟功率分布的 3 径信道[10]。归一化多普勒分

别为 0.02df = 和 0.002df = ，分别对应较快和较慢时变信道。每个发送帧由 11 个 OFDM 符号组成，其中第

1 个符号为移相正交的导频符号用于完成信道的初始估计[14]；后 10 个符号所有子载波传输数据。 

0.02df = 和 0.002df = 时，所提接收机和 MAP 迭代接收机误比特率（BER）性能对比曲线分别如图 2、

图 3 所示。 

 

Fig 2 the BER performance of iterative receiver based on SISO equilibrium (fd=0.02) 

 
Fig 3 the BER performance of iterativer receiver based on SISO equilibrium (fd=0.002) 

图 3  基于 SISO 均衡的迭代接收机 BER 性能（fd=0.002）
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图 2  基于 SISO 均衡的迭代接收机 BER 性能（fd=0.02）
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其中 VB1 表示由本文信道跟踪算法提供信道信息的 MAP 迭代接收机，该接收机执行迭代 MAP 检测

和译码，optimal 表示完全已知信道信息的 MAP 迭代接收机，VB2 表示本文所提接收机。从图 2 和图 3 可

以看出，所提接收机（VB2）从迭代中获得了非常可观的增益。图 2 显示，在快时变环境下，迭代次数相

同时，与 VB1 接收机性能相比，所提接收机性能有所损失，如在 3BER=10− 时，性能损失约为 2dB。而在较

慢时变环境下，迭代次数相同时，所提接收机的性能损失明显减小（见图 3），如在 3BER=10− 时，性能损

失减小为约 1dB。这种性能损失是因为 SISO 均衡器对外信息的计算不精确造成的，具体来说，MAP 检测

利用所有 | |Nt 个可能的发送矢量计算外信息，其外信息非常精确但计算量是指数级的，而 SISO 均衡器分

开计算各天线发送符号的外信息，其利用的发送矢量数为 | | （等效值），从而计算复杂度大大降低。此

外，迭代次数相同时，与 optimal 所示接收机相比，VB1 所示接收机性能也有损失（见图 2 和图 3），这是

由信道跟踪误差造成的。尽管外信息的不精确和信道信息不完全共同造成了所提接收机的性能损失，但是

一方面实际的接收机都无法获得精确的外信息和信道信息，另一方面这种性能损失是可接受的，而且在相

对较慢时变信道下，性能损失比较小。 

5．结论 

基于变分贝叶斯原理，本文针对 MIMO-OFDM 系统提出一种基于频域 SISO 均衡的迭代接收机架构。

仿真表明，在时变多径信道下，所提接收机能较好跟踪信道的变化，且与 优的 MAP 接收机相比，该接

收机以稍许性能损失为代价换取复杂度的大大降低。 
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BASED ON NIOS II TO THE FINGERPRINTING SYSTEM STUDY AND DESIGN 
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Abstract：For its uniqueness of fingerprints, and lifelong invariance become the most dependable creatures recognition 
technology subjects. Fingerprint identification system, in many applications have been widely used in the field. Nios II 
processors based on the embedded system of identifying implementation，the concrete expression of fingerprint 
identification system of the basic principle，the overall system structure and hardware design, and studied the 
fingerprints in the system recognizes the image preprocessing algorithm processes and implementation. In some basis for 
designing an embedded microprocessor Nios II to the fingerprinting hardware platforms. 
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基于Ｎios II 的指纹识别系统研究与设计 

王  川 

武汉职业技术学院 电信工程学院，湖北 武汉 中国 430074 

 

摘要：指纹因其唯一性和终生不变性成为目前 可靠的生物识别技术的研究对象。指纹识别系统，在很多应用领

域得到广泛应用。介绍了基于 Nios II 处理器的嵌入式纹识别系统的实现方法，具体说明指纹识别系统的基本原

理、系统总体结构、硬件结构设计，以及深入的研究了指纹识别系统中的图像预处理算法流程和实现方法。在些

基础上设计了一套基于 Nios II 微处理器的嵌入式指纹识别硬件和软件平台。 

关键词：Nios II 处理器；指纹识别；图像处理；嵌入式 

1．引言 

 生物特征识别技术根据生理特征或行为特征对个人身份进行鉴别，因此，它具有更高的安全性和可靠

性，同时使用方式也更富于人性化。常见的生物特征包括指纹、掌纹、虹膜、脸像、声音、笔迹、DNA 等。

综合考虑准确性、永久性、易用性和成本代价，指纹识别技术是一种费效比和安全性都很高的方案，因而

在社会上有很广泛的应用。据统计，国内市场上基于生物特征的身份认证系统中，指纹识别产品占到 90%
以上。 

2．指纹影像提取技术 

 指纹其实是比较复杂的。多年来在各个研究机构产生了许多数字化的算法。但指纹识别算法 终都归

结为在指纹图像上找到并比对指纹的特征。指纹的特征，我们定义了指纹的两类特征来进行指纹的验证：

总体特征和局部特征。总体特征是指那些用人眼直接就可以观察到的特征，包括：基本纹路图案，环型

（loop）、弓型（arch）、螺旋型（whorl）[1]，其他的指纹图案都基于这三种基本图案。仅仅依靠图案类
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型来分辨指纹是远远不够的，这只是一个粗略的分类，但通过分类使得在大数据库中搜寻指纹更为方便。

其持续 持续如图 1 所示： 
 

 
弓形指纹       环形指纹       螺旋形指纹 

 
图 1 指纹形状 

Fig1  Fingerprint shape 
 

 1）模式区（Pattern Area）：模式区是指指纹上包括了总体特征的区域，即从模式区就能够分辨出指

纹是属于那一种类型的。有的指纹识别算法只使用模式区的数据。Aetex 的指纹识别算法使用了所取得的

完整指纹而不仅仅是模式区进行分析和识别。 
 2）核心点（Core Point）：核心点位于指纹纹路的渐进中心，它用于读取指纹和比对指纹时的参考点。 
 3）三角点（Delta）：三角点位于从核心点开始的第一个分叉点或者断点、或者两条纹路会聚处、孤

立点、折转处，或者指向这些奇异点。三角点提供了指纹纹路的计数和跟踪的开始之处。 
 4）式样线（Type Lines）：式样线是在指包围模式区的纹路线开始平行的地方所出现的交叉纹路，式

样线通常很短就中断了，但它的外侧线开始连续延伸。 
 5）纹数（Ridge Count）：指模式区内指纹纹路的数量。在计算指纹的纹数时，一般先在连接核心点

和三角点，这条连线与指纹纹路相交的数量即可认为是指纹的纹数。 
 6）节点（Minutia Points）：指纹纹路并不是连续的，平滑笔直的，而是经常出现中断、分叉或打折。

这些断点、分叉点和转折点就称为“节点”。就是这些节点提供了指纹唯一性的确认信息。 
 指纹上的节点有四种不同特性： 
 1）类型：○1终结点（Ending）：一条纹路在此终结。○2分叉点（Bifurcation）：一条纹路在此分开成为

两条或更多的纹路。○3分歧点（Ridge Divergence）：两条平行的纹路在此分开。○4孤立点（Dot or Island）：

一条特别短的纹路，以至于成为一点。○5环点（Enclosure）：一条纹路分开成为两条之后，立即有合并成

为一条，这样形成的一个小环称为环点。○6短纹（Short Ridge）：一端较短但不至于成为一点的纹路。 
 2）方向（Orientation）：节点可以朝着一定的方向。 
 3）曲率（Curvature）：描述纹路方向改变的速度。 
 4）位置（Position）：节点的位置通过（x，y）坐标来描述，可以是绝对的，也可以是相对于三角点

或特征点的。 
 一般认为，指纹节点朝向确定，用曲率描述纹路方向改变的速度，节点位置通过直角坐标（或绝对的

或相对于三角点的坐标）来描述[2]。 
 对于指纹识别，特别是对现场的模糊指纹进行认定的时候所使用的信息是细节特征点，小桥、三角点、

分叉点、端点和环如图 2 所示。根据纹路局部结构特征共定义了 150 多种细节特征[3]，如果同时使用所有

的这些特征，将很难迅速自动地从指纹图像中提取并区分它们。 
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图 2 指纹结构 
Fig 2  Fingerprints structure 

 

 指纹鉴定系统只使用其中 2 种主要的特征，即分叉点和端点。其他细节特征都可以用它们的组合来表

示。例如，小桥是由 2 个端点组成，而是由 2 个分叉点组成的。 

3．指纹识别算法 

 指纹识别算法包括指纹图像预处理、指纹特征提取和指纹匹配 3 部分组成，主要算法流程如图 3 所示。 
 
 
 

 
图 3 指纹识别算法流程图 

Fig3  Fingerprinting algorithm flowcharts 
 

   3.1 归一化 
 将指纹图像分成许多小块，根据 Ratha 等提出的“沿着和横穿过指纹脊线流的灰度级方差大小有明显的

不同”这一原理进行背景分离，目的是避免在没有有效信息区域进行特征提取、加快 Nios II 处理速度、提

高指纹特征提取和匹配精度等操作。 
    指纹图像中脊线的变化较慢．采用低通滤波器滤除方向中的噪声和错误：由式(1)归一化成 G(i，j)；

把 G(i，j)分成(w×w)块，根据 Sobel 算子对每块按式(2)分别计算每个像素点(i，j)的梯度 dx(i，j)和 dy(i，j)。
根据梯度值按式(3)计算每块的主方向，再由式(4)得到像素(i，j)处的主方向 θ(i，j)。 
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样可以有效地去除传感器表面残留纹印引入的噪声，由于归一化中引入了门限值 M1，因此称为改进的归一

化算法。 

 式中：Mo、Varo是预先设定的指纹图像平均灰度和均方差；Var是指纹图像的平均灰度值；是指纹图像

的灰度矩阵；G(i，j)是归一化图像，目的是把不同源指纹图像的对比度和灰度调整一个固定的级别，为后
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续处理提供一个统一的图像规格。C(i，j)-M 为像素点的灰度幅值，经比率调整后，加到期望的均值上，使

得原来方差的点归一化后幅度更大，方差小的更小；灰度值大于或者小于均值的点，归一化后继续大于或

小于期望均值，而且归一化为点操作，不会改变指纹的纹理结构。 

 3.2 Sobel 滤波算子 

 索贝尔算子[4]（Sobel operator）是图像处理中的算子之一，在众多的图像边缘检测算法中，Soble 算法

具有计算简便、检测效果好等优点，是一种被广泛应用的算法。Sobel 算法依据图像边缘的灰度值会产生突

变的原理，来对像素的灰度值进行处理。Sobel 算法具有方向选择性和频率选择性的带通滤波器，通过滤波

可以去除去噪音，并不失真地保留指纹脊和谷的结构信息。利用 Sobel 算子计算出指纹的脊线方向并用低

通滤波器平滑其方向图，为图像滤波和匹配提供了良好的条件。其公式如下：  
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 式中：Sx，Sy为 Sobel 算子，dx(i，j)和 dy(i，j)是像素点(i，j)的梯度。 
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这样可计算出每块的主方向(Vx，Vy)的值，θ(i，j)代表是以像素点(i，j)为中心的方块的局部方向，此

方向将用于计算纹线的频率，并且作为特征点的信息，记为 θ。 

 3.3 图像增强 

图像增强采用归一化、计算方向图、计算频率、计算区域掩码、滤波等改善图像的质量、恢复脊线原

来的结构。计算频率的目的是在不含特征值的小区域中(特别是中心点和三角点)，把这一小块指纹图像在

垂直于脊线方向的灰度值看成一个正弦状波形图，根据式(5)计算出波形的正弦函数的频率来表示脊线分

布。 

 ),(sin)(),(cos)( 22 jikjidiu lw θθ −+−+=  

),(cos)(),(sin)( 22 jikjidju lw θθ −−−+=                 (5) 
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将(5)式代入 ∑
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kX  中计算特征值，其中，k=0，1，…，l-1，l，w。X[k]中所有极大值的平均

距离 T(i，j)称为原图像的频率图，则波形频率为 F(i，j)=1/T(i，j)。计算区域掩码的目的是为了防止在指纹

灰度图中部分质量较差的区域出现大量的伪特征。对前面得到的(w×w)块按 (6) 式计算脊线方向灰度方差

来进行分割。 
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式中：m 表示已得到的该块的方向数，c(imk，jmk)表示像素(i，j)沿 m 方向上的第 k 点灰度。 
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得出块方向灰度方差掩码，Th 是预先设定的分割阈值，大于然后再进行 Gobel 滤波，G(i，j)与滤波函

数卷积得到增强图像 E(i，j)如公式(7)输出。 
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 滤波针对 R(i，j)=1 区域，wg 为高斯滤波器窗口的大小。 

3.4 图像的二值化 

找出像素点极大点和极小点位置及时对应的值，对极大值和极小值求平均，将些平均值作为该像素点

二值化的门限，称其为动态阀值 Xth； 

将当前像素点对应的平均灰度值（即 X[(w-1)/2]与 Xth比较，若小于 Xth，同时，当前像素点在波形图

极小点一个有限的邻域内，则当前像素点为脊线点，否则为谷线点，即 

 { )]2/)1[((,0
,255),( thXwX
otherwiseyxf −=                          （8） 

式中： ),( yxf 表示二值化影像中该像素处的值，255 为二值化影像中背景影像和纹线的灰阶值，0 为二值

影像中脊线的灰阶值。 
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3.5 图像细化 

对指纹传感器采集图像的特性，采用 3x3 的模板从得到可靠的细化二值图像中根据公式 
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N kRkRC                               （9） 

式中：R(i)分别对应模板 M 检测点的相邻 8 个点。CN=2 时 M 为末梢点，CN=6 时 M 为分支点)将末梢

点和分支点提取出来。 

4. Nios 指纹识别系统设计 

4.1 系统架构 
 指纹登记包括指纹采集、指纹图像预处理、特征点提取、特征模板存储和输出显示；指纹比对在特征

点提取后，是将生成的特征模板与存储在指纹特征模板库中的特征模板进行特征匹配， 后输出显示匹配

结果。指纹识别系统框图如图 4 所示。 

 
 
 

图 4 指纹识别系统框图 
Fig 4  Fingerprint identification system block diagram  

 
 

系统在结构上分为三层：系统硬件平台、操作系统和指纹识别算法。 

4.2 硬件系统设计 

 Nios II 软核处理器是 ALTERA 公司于 2004 年推出的通用 32 位 RISC CPU，它能满足任何应用 32 位

嵌入式微处理器的需要[5]．用户可以获得超过 200 DMIPS 的性能。Nios II 软核处理器具有 32 位处理器的

基本结构单元（32 位指令大小，32 位数据和地址路径，32 位通用寄存器和 32 个外部中断源），设计者可

以根据系统需求的变化来调整嵌入式系统的特性，以选择满足性能和成本的 佳方案。Nios II 系列可支持

用户自定义指令，而 Nios II ALU 则直接与用户自定义的指令逻辑相连。由于设计者能为系统中使用的每

个 Nios II 处理器创建多达 256 个专用指令[6]，因此，设计者能够调整系统硬件以增强对实时软件算法的处

理能力。ALTERA 公司同时还推出了 Nios II 集成开发环境（IDE）和一些常用的免费 IP 核，以方便设计

者的软件开发。另外，设计者使用 Altera 公司 Quartus II 开发软件中的 SOPC Builder 系统开发工具还能够

很容易地创建专用的处理器系统，并能够根据系统的需求添加 Nios II 处理器核的数量。 
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指纹识别系统主要由指纹采集模块、系统核心模块、数据存储模块和输出显示模块等几部分组成。本

系统硬件结构框图如图 5 所示。 

 

 
 

图 5 系统硬件结构框图 
Fig 5  System hardware structure chart 

 

本系统的核心模块是在 ALTERA 公司的 Cy-clone II 2C35 上实现的，相应的软件开发套件包括 Quartus 

II 5.0 和 Nios II 5.0 集成开发环境(IDE)。Cyclone II 系列 FPGA 是 ALTERA 公司 新推出的低成本、高性

价比的通刚 FPGA[7]，CycloneII 2C35 具有 32,216 个 LE 单元、105 个 M4K RAM 块、35 个嵌入式乘法器，

完全可以满足系统的性能要求。通过 QuartusII 中的软件工具 SOPC Builder 可实现 Nios II 处理器的创建和

各种 IP 模块的管理和配置，以构建系统的核心模块。图 5 中，根据系统的实际要求由 SOPC Builder 配置

的处理器核心包括 Nios II 处理器、指纹卡 PIO、协处理器 PIO、Avalon Tri-Atate Bridge、UART 模块和 LCD 

PIO 等模块。配置好这些模块后，便可进行系统生成。SOPC Builder 在系统生成过程中可生成 HDL 源文件

和 BDF 文件。SOPC Builder 为定制的 Nios II 核心模块创建的一个符号(Symbol)就存放在 BDF 文件中，用

户可以在 Quartus 软件中使用该符号。本系统核心模块是使用 Quartus 的符号表文件编译生成的。 

4.3 软件系统设计 

系统软件可利用 C 语言在 Nios II 集成开发境下开发。Nios II 集成开发环境(IDE)是 Nios II 软核处理器

的主要开发工具，包括编辑、编译和程序调试。Nios II IDE 为软件开发提供了一个集成的设计开发环境。

它有一个包括工程管理、源代码开发和基于 JTAG 调试功能的图形界面(GUI)，故可大大简化复杂的 Nios II

处理器设计。系统软件设计流程图如图 6 所示。 

5．结论 

设计的基于 Nios II 的嵌入式指纹识别系统，使用 Nios 的定制指令，采用硬件替代软件实现部分指纹图

像的处理。大大缩短了指纹图像的处理时间和匹配时间。使以 Nios II 处理器为核心的系统能够快速地完成

大量数据处理。极大地提高了系统的运行速度。 
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使用 Altera 的 Cyclone FPGA 实现，具有开发周期短、设计灵活、可把若干外部模块综合设计到一片高

密度 FPGA 中等优点，同时设计更小巧、成本更低、更便于系统升级。 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 6  System software design flow chart 
图 6 系统软件设计流程图 
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DESIGN OF PHASE-LOCKING HIGH-RESOLUTION FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZER 

GAN GUANG-MING 
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Abstract: Frequency synthesizer is designed by trinuclear mathod in the article, it can send out the frequency of 
76.08—106.07999 MHz with 10 Hz resolution .The main configuration of which is the chip MC145155 that adopted by 
delivering number of serial.In this way ,the whole frequency synthesizer which is simple structure,little linking of 
microcomputer small capacity､easy debugging and stabilize and reliability of performance. 
Key words:discriminator; frequency synthesizer; phase-lock ring 

 

高分辨率锁相频率合成器的设计 

甘光明 

孝感学院 物理与电子工程学院, 湖北 孝感 中国 432100  

 

摘  要: 本文采用了三环的方法来设计的频率合成器，其输出频率为 76.08～106.07999MHz，频率间隔为 10Hz。
该频率合成器采用了串行送数式的 MC145155 芯片构成环路，使整个合成器结构简单，微机连线少，体积小，调

试方便，而且性能稳定可靠。  

关键字: 鉴相器; 频率合成器; 锁相环 

1. 引言 

频率合成器的应用日益广泛。其应用于军、民用电台、高保真接收机及其他通信、测试设备中，使得

从许多频率中选择某一工作频率变得极为简单而又精确，其应用相当广泛。但由于通信频谱日益拥挤，以

及计算机和微处理机的应用与日俱增。使得频率拥挤要求有高精度的发射频率，从而便于波道的密集分布；

同时又要求选择十分容易，只有这样，才能有效地使用现有地波道；当计算机或微处理器进行控制地时候，

还要求能根据数字指令来选择频率。频率合成器正好能满足这些要求[1]。 
但随着现代通信和仪器地发展，对频率源提出了越来越高地要求。即要求合成器的输出频段不断扩展，

频率间隔越来越小，而对相位抖动和频谱纯度的要求越来越高，这样就使鉴相频谱比较低的单环频率合成

器无法满足要求，从而相继地出现了双环，多环频率合成器。双环、多环频率合成器的出现解决了单环频

率合成器无法解决的问题，即频率间隔与鉴相频率之间的矛盾、高分辨高频环的相位稳定性问题等[2]。 

2. 频率合成器方案设计 

频率合成器原理框图如图 1 所示： 
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图1 频率合成器原理图 

Fig 1 The schematic of Frequency synthesizer 
 

它是一种典型的三环方案。图中环 I，环 II 为数字锁相环，环 III 为频率相加环。从图中可见：各环输

出频率 03f 、 02f 、 01f 有如下关系： 
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将（3）、（4）式代入（2）式可得 
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图中，要求环 I 和环 II 对输出频率 03f 的频率步进分别为 10Hz 和 100kHz，则由（2）式有： 
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取环路的比相频率分别为 Hzfr 5001 = ， Hzfr k202 = ，则得 53 =M 、
50
1

1

32 =
M

MM
。并将其分

别代入（5）式可得： 
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而      
55

03 107999.1060~108.760 ××=f  

（8）式的 215 N+ 应取 762～1061 

则 2N =747~1046 

并将其代入（8）式中： 

 103 10106100000~76200000 Nf −=   

            ）106079990~76080000()106100000~76200000(10 1 −=N ， 

 2001120001 ～=N  

将 N1，N2 分别代入（3）、（4）得： 

 MHzf 9995.73~6901 =       MHzf 92.20~94.1402 =  

频率相加环 III 鉴相器频率 2rf 可由如下关系求得： 
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又由于环 III 为输出环，为了提高环路锁定速度和输出频谱质量，应尽可能提高 3rf ，并令 M2＝10，则

可得： 
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 250050 321 == MMM 。 

由此可见：采用三环频率合成器，三个环的鉴相频率 1rf 、 2rf 、 3rf 都可取得比较高，环路分频比 1N 、

2N 、 50323 == MMN 也都不是很大，而合成器输出频率 03f 的分辨率可以达到 10Hz 频率间隔。 
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然而，由于三环频率合成器由于环路多，因此带来了电路结构复杂，体积大，可靠性差，成本高等缺

点。近年来由于锁相环路大规模集成电路，单片锁相环频率合成器电路和集成压控振荡器的出现，使单个

锁相环路成为一、二片集成电路器件而已，从而完美地解决了多环频率合成器电路结构复杂、可靠性差，

成本高等缺点。在本文的三环频率合成器中，我们采用 MC145155 组成数字环 I[3]。 

3. 三环频率合成器的电路（I 环） 

MC145155-1 是 20 脚陶瓷或塑料封装型，可进行 14 位串行输入数据编程，含有参考振荡器，可选择 8

种分频比的参考分频器，数字鉴相器，程序分频器(分频比为 3～16383)，以及接收串行输入数据的移位寄

存器和锁存器。它适合配用单模前置分频组成环路。是引脚和方框图[4]，分别如图 2 和图 3 所示。 

 
 

 
图2  MC145155-1引脚图 

Fig 2 the Pin of MC145155-1 
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图 3 MC145155-1内部电路图 

Fig 3 Internal circuit diagram of MC145155-1 
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为了改善振荡器频率和偏置电压之间的非线性关系，采用两只变容二极管串接。 

1）单管连接法如图 4 所示 
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图4 单管连接电路图  

Fig 4 Single tube connection circuit 

 
2）双管连接法如图 1.5 所示。 
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图5  双管连接电路图 

Fig 5 Double tube connection circuit 
 

混频电路采用 74s74 集成 D 触发器组成。S 型芯片具有比 LS 更高的转换速度，74S74 的 小转换速度

为 75Hz。能满足本文要求的混频输入和输出[5]。 

74S74 的引出脚及内部电路原理图如图 6 所示。 

CLK
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CLOCK

D
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图6 74S74的引出脚及内部电路原理图 
Fig 6 The diagram of pin and internal circuit of 74S74 
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由其逻辑原理图可知，prent 为低电平时，Q 保持 1。clear 为低电平时，Q 保持 0，所以要使 74S74 正

常工作，则 PRENT，CLEAR 都保持高电平[6]。 

74S74 的混频电路如图 7 所示：  
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3 7 5

4
14

混频输出

输入OSC

输入VCO
V5+

 
 

图7 74S74的混频电路图 
Fig 7 the Frequency mixing circuit diagram of 74S74 

 

VCO从D触发器D端输入，OSC从CLOCK端输入，两者在74S74内部混频， 后Q端输出 OSCVCO fff −= ，

其输出波形图如图8所示： 

D

CL

Q  
 

图8 74S74的混频电路图输出波形图 
Fig 8 the output waveform of the Frequency mixing circuit of 74S74 

 
 

但是，在 VCO 输出的压控振荡频率通常只有十几～几十毫伏，不能触发 74S74 的 D 触发器进行混频，

所以在 VCO 输出级之后必须加入一级放大电路，使 VCO 输出的微弱信号放大到能触发 74S74 的振幅。放

大器电路，由于本文 VCO 为高达 100MHz 的输出信号，所以放大电路采用 VHF 的宽带高频前置放大晶体

管 2SC3358。为使 VCO 输出与 2SC3358 阻抗匹配，在信号输入 2SC3358 之前先加一级缓冲级——射极跟

随器[7]。 

4. 结论 

多环频率合成器是当今频率合成技术的标志，在多波段接收机中，有时使用多达 4～5 个环的频率合成

器，以实现整个宽带范围内的具有 小噪声的快速频率转换。本文所介绍的频率合成器由于采用了串行送

数式的 MC145155 芯片构成环路，使整个合成器结构简单，微机连线少，体积小，调试方便，而且性能稳
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定可靠，因此，单片大规模锁相环频率合成器电路的出现给多环频率合成器的设计带来了福音，也给设计

高分辨率、高性能频率合成器提供了可取方案。 
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Abstract: Electric eddy current sensor has the characteristic of no scent for the medium, and can test the conductor 
without contact and itelligent oi-drectional, so it iswidely app lied to the mental distance test. The principle ,the circuit 
design and the experimental method is emphasized ,and the preliminary test of the sensor has been done. The result of 
experiment shows that the diameter of the probe is 50 mm, the ranging of the eddy current sensor is in good linearity 
between 2mm and 29.5 mm, and its ranging is in nonlinear between 2mm and 29.5 mm and between 29.5mm and 35 
mm. 

Keywords: electric eddy currentsensor; probe; measuring circuit 

 

新型位移电涡流传感器设计 
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摘要:电涡流传感器具有对介质不敏感、非接触、全方位智能测量等特点,广泛应用于对金属的距离检测中。本文

设计了一种非接触电涡流传感器,重点阐述其测量工作原理、电路设计和实验方法,并对传感器进行了测试,实验结

果表明在探头直径为 50mm 时， 电涡流传感器在 2～29.5 mm 之间线性度较好,在 0～2mm 和 29.5～35 mm 之间

存在非线性。 

关键词: 电涡流传感器；探头；测量电路 

1. 电涡流传感器测距原理 

根据麦克斯韦方程，一个随时间变化的电流产生一个磁场；而一个随时间变化的磁场也在它的周围产

生一个封闭的“涡旋”电场。如图 1 所示：[1] 

金属导体

线圈

 
图1 电涡流测距原理 

Fig 1.Principle of eddy current ranging 
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当接通传感器系统电源时，在前置器内会产生一个高频电流信号，该信号通过电缆送到探头的头部，

在头部周围产生交变磁场 H。 

如果在磁场 H 的范围内没有金属导体材料接近，则发射到这一范围内的能量都会全部释放；反之，如

果有金属导体材料接近探头头部，则交变磁场 H 将在导体的表面产生电涡流场，该电涡流场也会产生一个

方向与 H 相反的交变磁场 H2。由于 H2 的反作用，就会改变探头头部线圈高频电流的幅度和相位，即改变

了线圈的有效阻抗。这种变化既与电涡流效应有关，又与静磁学效应有关，即与金属导体的电导率、磁导

率、几何形状、线圈几何参数、激励电流频率以及线圈到金属导体的距离等参数有关。 

假定金属导体是均质的，其性能是线性和各向同性的，则线圈——金属导体系统的物理性质通常可由

金属导体的磁导率 μ 、电导率σ 、尺寸因子 r ，线圈与金属导体距离 d ，线圈激励电流强度 I 和频率ω 等

参数来描述。因此线圈的阻抗可用函数 ),,,,,F(Z ωσμ Idr= 来表示[1～5]。如果控制 ωσμ ,,,, Ir 恒定不变，

那么阻抗Z 就成为距离 d 的单值函数，由麦克斯韦尔公式，可以求得此函数为一非线性函数，其曲线为“S”

形曲线，在一定范围内可以近似为一线性函数。在实际应用中，通常是将线圈密封在探头中，线圈阻抗的

变化通过封装在前置器中的电子线路的处理转换成电压或电流输出。这个电子线路并不是直接测量线圈的

阻抗，而是采用并联谐振法，如图 2所示， 

 

 
 

图2 传感器原理框图 
Fig 2.Diagram of sensor principle 

 

即在前置器中将一个固定电容 C1、C21 和探头线圈 L 并联与晶体管 T 一起构成一个振荡器，振荡器的

振荡幅度 Ux 与线圈阻抗成比例，因此振荡器的振荡幅度 Ux 会随探头与被测间距 d 改变。Ux 经检波滤波，

放大，非线性修正后输出电压 Uo，Uo 与 d 的关系曲线如图 3 所示， 

 

 
 

图3 传感器输出特性曲线 

Fig 3. Output characteristic curve of the sensor 
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可以看出该曲线呈“S”形，即在线性区中点δ0 处(对应输出电压 U0)线性 好，其斜率(即灵敏度)较

大，在线性区两端，斜率(灵敏度)逐渐下降，线性变差。 

2. 电涡流传感器设计 

2.1 探头的设计 
探头垂直面对被测体表面，它能精确地探测出被测体表面相对于探头端面间隙的变化。通常探头由线

圈、头部、壳体、高频电缆、高频接头组成，其典型结构见图 4所示。 
 

 
图4  探头结构 

Fig 4  Construction of the probe 

 

线圈是探头的核心，它是整个传感器系统的敏感元件，线圈的物理尺寸和电气参数决定传感器系统的

线性量程以及探头的电气参数稳定性。探头头部可采用耐高低温的 PPS 工程塑料，通过“二次注塑”工艺

将线圈密封其中。这样可以增强探头头部的强度和密封性，在恶劣环境中可以保护头部线圈能可靠工作。

头部直径取决于其内部线圈直径，由于线圈直径决定传感器系统的基本性能——线性量程，一般情况传感

器系统的线性量程大致是探头头部直径的 1/2～1/4。探头壳体用于支撑探头头部，并作为探头安装时的装

夹结构，壳体采用不锈钢制成。传感器的主要元件是固定于框架上的扁平线圈。线圈尺寸和形状关系到传

感器的灵敏度和测量范围。传统的传感器设计需要对线圈反复绕制，从而求得 佳的线圈尺寸参数,现在，

可借助计算机利用Matlab软件将探头参数输入，对传感器的输出电压随位移变化的改变量进行仿真计算[6]。 

2.2 振荡、整流滤波、放大和电压/电流转换器电路设计 

本文所设计的电涡流传感器振荡、整流滤波和放大电路如图 5（a）所示。晶体管 T1 、电容 C2、C3、

探头线圈和运放 A1A 组成正反馈振荡电路，其谐振频率为 LCπ2/1 。本文采用调幅法,当探头线圈远离被

测导体时 LC 并联谐振回路的谐振频率为标准的 LCπ2/1 ,当测头线圈接近被测导体时，线圈的等效电感

发生变化，致使回路失谐而偏离激励频率，呈现的阻抗相应减小，使输出电压也减小，所以，输出电压与

测量距离建立起函数关系，即 )(dfU o = 。为了获得线性输出,可对测量范围进行控制。 

图 5（a）中，二极管 D1 和电容 C4、R7、C5 构成整流滤波电路。整流滤波的作用是将高频载波电压信

号转换成直流电压信号。运算放大器 A1B 完成对前级输出的直流电压信号的放大和调零作用，调零电路使

输出电压信号调零,从而保证测量为零时,输出电压为零。该电路需要 6.8V 的直流基准电源电路，如图 5（b）

所示。 
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 (a) 振荡、整流滤波、放大电路图 

 (a) Oscillations, rectifying filter and amplification circuit diagram 

 
 

 (b) 6.8V直流基准电源产生电路 

(b) 6.8 V dc benchmark power generator 

图5 电涡流传感器电路原理图 

Fig 5. Circuit schematic diagram of electric eddy current sensor  

 

由运算放大器构成的电压/电流转换器如图所示： 
 

 
 

图6  V/I 转换器 

Fig 6. V/I converter 
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通过简单计算可得输出电流和输入电压之间的关系： )300/120()100/( kkVI oout ×= ，这样就实现了

传感器的电流输出。 

3. 实验结果 

在+24Vdc 电源供电下，负载为 10kΩ ，被测试件材料为 40CrMo，环境温度 20℃的测试条件下，对所

设计探头直径为 25mm 和 50mm 的电涡流传感器进行测量，所测结果如表 1 所示。 
 

表1  电涡流传感器的实验结果 

Table 1. Experiment results of electric eddy current sensor 

探头直径 线性量程（mm） 线性范围（mm） 线性中点（mm） 非线性误差 小被测面（mm）

25φ  13.5 1～14.5 7.5 %5.1±  50φ  
50φ  27.5 2～29.5 14.5 %8.1±  100φ  

4. 讨论 

4.1 被测体尺寸与材料的对测量的影响 

在测量过程中，被测金属导体的磁导率 μ 、电导率σ 、尺寸因子 r 介对测量也有影响，因此除了探头、

延伸电缆、前置器决定传感器系统的性能外，严格地讲被测体也是传感器系统的一部分，即被测体的性能

参数也会影响整个传感器系统的性能。被测体尺寸的影响探头线圈产生的磁场范围是一定的，在被测体表

面形成的涡流场也是一定的，通常认为，当被测面为平面时，以正对探头中心线的点为中心，被测面直径

应当大于探头头部直径 1.5 倍以上；当被测体为圆轴而且探头中心线与轴心线正交时，一般要求被测轴直

径为探头头部直径的 3 倍以上，否则灵敏度就会下降，一般当被测面大小与探头头部直径相同时，灵敏度

会下降至 70%左右。被测体的厚度也会影响测量结果。因此如果被测体太薄，将会造成电涡流作用不够，

使传感器灵敏度下降，一般厚度大于 0.1mm 以上的钢等导磁材料及厚度大于 0.6mm 以上的铜、铝等弱导磁

材料，则灵敏度不会受其厚度的影响。 

4.2 被测体表面加工状况的影响 

不规则的被测体表面，会给实际的测量值造成附加误差，特别是对于振动测量，这个附加误差信号与

实际的振动信号叠加一起，在电气上很难进行分离，因此被测表面应该光洁，不应该存在刻痕、洞眼、凸

台、凹槽等缺陷(对于特意为键相器、转速测量设置的凸台或凹槽除外)。通常，对于振动测量被测面表面

粗糙度 Ra 要求在 0.4μm～0.8μm 之间(API670 标准推荐值)，一般需要对被测面进行衍磨或抛光；对于位

移测量，由于指示仪表的滤波效应或平均效应，可稍放宽(一般表面粗糙度 Ra 不超过 0.8μm～1.6μm)[7～8]。 

5. 结论 

实验结果可以看出:所设计的电涡流位移传感器,测量位移线性范围宽。在探头直径为 50mm 时， 电涡

流传感器在 2～29.5 mm 之间线性度较好,在 0～2mm 和 29.5～35 mm 之间存在非线性，如果要提高传感器

的线性度还需进一步在非线性段进行线性校正。 
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Abstract：The precise sorting of neuron action potential is the premise to explore the coding and decoding discipline of 
neurons in depth. A new method combining wavelet transform with fuzzy C-means clustering is proposed to classify 
neuron action potential. First, the discrete wavelet transform is used to extract the features of every action potential 
detected, then those wavelet coefficients of higher contribution ratio are selected as the characteristics of each action 
potential , and finally, fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm is applied to cluster these features in order to achieve action 
potential classification. The experimental results show that the proposed sorting algorithm can effectively classify the 
neuron action potential obtained from the primary visual cortex of rats. The sorting result is of higher correct 
classification rate and more robust by using the new algorithm proposed this paper compared with the traditional method. 

Keywords:  neuron action potential; sorting; wavelet transform; Fuzzy C-Means cluster 

 

基于小波变换和模糊 C-均值聚类的神经元动作电位分类算法 

师  黎   王 岩 

 郑州大学 电气工程学院，河南 郑州 中国 450001  
 

摘要：神经元动作电位的精确分类是深入探究神经细胞进行信息编码解码规律的前提。本文采用小波变换和模糊

C-均值聚类（FCM，Fuzzy c-Mean）相结合的方法实现神经元动作电位（action potential）的分类。首先，对提取

的每个神经元动作电位进行离散序列小波变换，然后挑选出对各个动作电位贡献率较大的小波系数作为其特征

点， 后，运用模糊 C-均值聚类算法对这些特征进行聚类，从而实现动作电位的分类。实验结果表明，本文所

提方法能够很好的实现大鼠初级视觉皮层(V1 区)神经元动作电位的分类。与传统分类方法相比，本文提出的分类

算法实现分类的正确率更高，鲁棒性更强。 

关键词: 神经元动作电位；分类；小波变换；模糊 C-均值聚类 

1．引言 

大脑的神经元通过发放动作电位进行信息的传递、交流和处理[1]。在静息电位的基础上，细胞受到一个

适当的刺激，其膜电位所发生的迅速、一过性的极性倒转和复原，这种膜电位的波动称为动作电位[2]。动

作电位一般只有几十微伏，用来在神经系统中传播和对信息进行编码[3]，其研究结果对建立有效的人工神

经网络模型以解决实际问题有重要的推动作用。目前，神经元动作电位主要通过微电极阵列记录得到[4～5]，

但是阵列中每根电极记录到的信号往往是电极临近区域多个神经元信号的叠加，而且还包含大量的背景噪

声。因此，准确、高效的分离出每个神经元动作电位显得尤为重要。 
近年来，国内外许多学者致力于神经元动作电位信号的分类研究。动作电位的分类方法主要归为特征

聚类法和模板匹配法两大类。特征聚类法通常分为两步，首先对动作电位的波形特征进行提取，然后运用
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聚类算法进行分类。常用的特征提取方法主要有主元分析法[6]、独立成分分析法（ICA）[7～8]、小波变换方

法[9～10]等，常用的聚类方法主要有基于贝叶斯混合模型的聚类方法[11～12]、K-means 聚类法[13]、模糊 C 均值

聚类[14]等。其中，主元分析法将变量进行组合变换，产生新的隐式变量，用 少的变量(主成分)大致反映

出所研究的波形特征。该方法能够节省计算资源，易于实现，并且比一般的特征分类方法的精度要高。但

是，当变量相关性突出时，主成分或不能反映真实的数据信息。基于独立成分分析的分类方法是选择一组

相邻的电极，当不同电极间采集到相同的动作电位时，把这些动作电位当作独立成分分量，用独立成分分

析分解这组信号，达到盲信号分离，实现动作电位信号的分类。但是，由于多电极之间距离很大，很多动

作电位信号都衰减得很厉害，同一个神经元动作电位信号很难被多个电极同时测到，而且神经元的个数远

远大于多电极个数。因此，将 ICA 用于动作电位的分类比较困难。利用离散小波变换对动作电位进行分类, 
是一种特征分析和滤波相结合的分类方法，通过在时域和频域对动作电位信号的刻画，找到合适的特征进

行分类。该方法能更有效地分离波形和幅值非常类似的信号。基于贝叶斯混合模型的聚类方法把每一类别

认为是混合模型中的一个具有独立统计分布的模型，然后通过极值化概率函数获得 优的类别参数，从而

实现动作电位信号的分类。该方法虽然能提高分类精度并通过贝叶斯判据估计类别数目，但由于在记录过

程中噪声的复杂性，数据的统计特性并不明了，需要进一步研究。K-means 算法是从被分析数据中随机选

择若干个对象作为初始聚类中心，这样产生的聚类结果具有很大不确定性，如何选择初始聚类中心点是影

响聚类结果的重要因素，且 K-means 算法给出的是局部 优解，而不是全局 优解。模糊聚类方法是用隶

属度确定每个数据点属于某个聚类的程度的一种聚类方法，由给定的任意初始聚类中心经过多次迭代使价

值函数的变化小于某个设定的阈值，这种方法在一定程度上可以解决动作电位信号的叠加问题，提高分类

的精度，但是聚类数目需要预先给定，并通过一定方法去验证类别的有效性。在模板匹配法中，一般首先

确定典型动作电位的波形，然后以这些波形为模板，根据信号与模板之间的匹配程度对信号进行分类。在

对多个动作电位叠加形成的信号进行分离时，模板匹配法则有明显的优势。但在实际的研究工作中，由于

大批量数据需要处理，由人工确定动作电位的模板是费时费力。 
综合以上算法的特点，本文提出一种基于离散序列小波变换和模糊 C-均值聚类相结合的动作电位分类

算法。首先，对提取的每个神经元动作电位进行离散序列小波变换，然后按照一定标准，挑选出对各个动

作电位贡献率较大的小波系数作为其特征点， 后利用模糊 C-均值方法对经小波变换后的特征集合进行自

动分类。采用本文所述算法处理实验室采集的大鼠初级视皮层 V1 区神经元动作电位信号时，分类效果良

好。与传统分类方法相比，此算法实现分类的正确率更高，鲁棒性更强。 

2．基于离散小波变换的动作电位特征提取 

小波变换是一种时间和频率两域相结合的时频分析方法, 在时频域都具有表征信号局部特征的能力，

因此适用于分析时变信号。在实际应用中，计算机能够处理的信号都是经过采样后的离散序列，因此离散

小波变换的工程应用领域 广。 

利用小波变换实现动作电位特征的提取，可视作一个特征降维同时去噪的过程，可以直接以部分小波

系数作为特征，也可以小波系数的统计特信息作为特征。考虑到小波变换所得到的系数非常多，如果都作

为特征，势必严重降低分类器的性能，因此本文选取对动作电位信息量较大方差贡献率对应的小波系数组

成特征向量，作为分类器的输入。 

利用离散小波变换对动作电位特征进行提取的步骤如下所述： 
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1) 对检测到的每个动作电位取同样长度的采样点数 M，构成一个离散序列 s。对于某段待分析信号, 假

设检测到 L 个动作电位，这样就得到 L 个离散序列； 

2) 选择合适的基函数对 L 个离散序列分别进行小波变换。如果 大分解次数取 J，则经小波变换之后, 

每个离散序列对应将得到一个由低频概貌向量 rJ和经每一次分解得到的高频细节向量 dk-J+1 (k = 1, 2,⋯,J )构

成的向量，称系数样本，L 个离散序列对应得到 L 个系数样本，每个系数样本的长度与所选择的基函数类

型有关，以 Matlab 小波工具箱中的小波基函“db4”为例，小波分解扩展模式选取“periodization”, 则每个小

波变换系数样本的长度与被分析序列的长度相等，因此 终得到一个 N*M 维系数矩阵： 
[ ]TLqqqQ ,,, 21=                                            (1) 

式中：qj表示为 
Ljdddrq jJjJjJjj ,...,2,1},,...,,,{ 1,1,,, == −

                         (2) 

3) 通过公式（3）计算矩阵中每个列向量各个元素的方差，共得到M个方差，它们彼此互不相关，这

些方差可理解为对每个动作电位的非相似性测度的贡献； 

1,2,...,Mta
L
1a

L
1S

L

j

L

1j
jtjtt =−= ∑ ∑

= =

,)(
1

2                           (3) 

式中：ajt表示系数矩阵第 j 行第 t 列元素。 

4) 根据公式（4）求出动作电位波形非相似性测度的贡献率rj： 

Mt
S

Sr M

t
t

t
t ,...,2,1,

1

==

∑
=

                                     (4) 

5) 将贡献率rt从大到小排列，选出贡献率之和大于85%的前n（n<M）个方差对应的小波系数构成向量

{ } Lj,x,,xxx jnj2j1j ,...,2,1, == ，代表第j个动作电位序列的特征，构成一个L*n的特征矩阵

[ ]TL21 ,x,,xxX = ，为下一步的聚类做准备。 

3．模糊 C-均值聚类动作电位分类算法 

小波系数代表了神经元动作电位的特征，将其进行聚类实现神经元的分离。本文采用目前理论 完善

应用 广泛的基于目标函数的模糊 C 均值算法（FCM，Fuzzy c-Mean）。模糊 C-均值算法如下所述： 

欲将这 L 个n 维特征矢量 { } Ljxxxx jnj ,...,2,1,,,, 2j1j == 分为 c 类，动作电位分类结果用模糊分类矩

阵 { }
LcijuU

×
= 表示，式中阵元 iju 表示对象 jx 属于目标类 iw 的程度或资格，因此U 也称为隶属度矩阵，

它的阵元 iju 需满足如下条件： 

1） [ ]1,0∈iju ； 

2） ,,0
1

iNu
N

j
ij ∀<< ∑

=

即任一类都不是确定的空集，总是有一些模式以不同的程度隶属于它，同时他

也不是确定的全集 X ； 
3） 1

1

=∑
=

c

i
iju ， j∀ ，即 X 中的每一个模式 jx 属于各类的程度总和为 1。 
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FCM 算法在迭代寻优过程中，不断更新各类的中心及隶属度矩阵各元素的值，直到逼近下列准则函数

的 小值 
2

1

),( ij

N

j

c

i

m
ijm duVUJ ∑∑

=

=                                      (5) 

式中： { }cvvvV ,,, 21= ， iv 为类别 iw 的中心矢量；模糊度 [ ]∞∈ ,1m ； ijd 表示 jx 到 iv 的距离，

其平方定义为 )()(2
ij

T
ijij vxAvxd −−= ； A 为某一个正定矩阵，当 IA = ， ijd 表示欧式距离，即

22
ijij vxd −= ，约束条件为 1

1

=∑
=

c

i
iju ， j∀ ，运用拉格朗日乘数法，可得无约束的则函数： 
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1 1
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上式取极小值的必要条件是 
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∂
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u
F λ                                         (7) 
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通过变换可得隶属度矩阵元属及聚类中心公式如下： 
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假设提取的每个动作电位特征向量由n 个值构成，用 FCM 算法对 N 个动作电位进行聚类的步骤如下

所述： 

1) 确定类数 ）（ Ncc ≤≤2 、参数m 、 IA = 和一个适当的小的数 0>ε ；通常取 51 ≤< m 。 

2) 初始化模糊分类矩阵
(0)U ，即令 0=s ; 

3) 根据公式(10)计算分类矩阵
)(sU 中每个类别的中心矢量{ })(s

iv  ; 

4) 按以下方法更新
)1( +sU 。对于 Nj ~1= ; 

a) 计算 jI 和 jI  

{ }0| == ijj diI                                              (11) 

{ } jj IcI −= ,,2,1                                          (12) 

b) 计算 action potential 特征值 jx 的新隶属度： 
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如果 Φ≠jI ，则根据公式(9)计算 iju ；否则， 0=iju ， jIi ∈∀ ，并取∑
∈

=
c

Ii
ij

j

u 1。 

5) 以一个适当的矩阵范数比较 )(sU ， )1( +sU ，若 ε<− + )1()( ss UU 则停止；否则 1+= ss ，返回到第

3)步。 

4．实验及结果分析 

4.1 实验 
本研究选取年龄 2-6 个月，体重 150-250 克的 Long Evans 大鼠作为实验对象（由郑州大学动物中心提

供）。采用微电极技术记录大鼠初级视觉皮层的神经信号，按体重 4ml/kg 腹腔注射 10%水合氯醛或按体重

5ml/kg 腹腔注射 1%戊巴比妥钠对大鼠进行麻醉，麻醉深度以用指掐大鼠后肢无敏感反应为度。将其头部

固定于大鼠脑立体定位仪上，用刀剃掉头皮上的毛发，切开头部皮肤，暴露颅骨，用手术刀刮去颅骨附着

脑膜，并用过氧化氢(3%)去除颅骨上多余物质。然后将多通道微电极阵列（ 44 × 钨丝微电极）植入大鼠初

级视觉皮层 V1 区（以前囟为原点，向后 7.3mm，向外 3.0mm 定出初级视皮层在水平面上的位置）将硬脑

膜挑破，微电极穿过软脑膜，下到适当深度后开始记录自发放电信号。本研究所选用的信号采集设备为 128
通道的神经信号处理系统 Cerebus system（Blackrock Microsystem 公司生产）。根据每个通道所记录电信号

的信噪比情况，设定合适的阈值，实现动作电位的自动检测，其中动作电位采样点数设为 48，采样频率选

为 30000Hz。 

4.2 结果分析 
首先，读取通过实验采集的大鼠 V1 区神经元动作电位信号（含有 821 个动作电位），如图 1 所示。 
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图 1 Cerebus system 采集的大鼠 V1 区神经元动作电位信号 

Fig1. Action potential of neuron in rats V1 acquired by Cerebus system 
 

然后，选择 Matlab 小波工具箱中的‘db4’作为小波基函数，对读取的动作电位数据进行两层分解，

小波分解的扩展模式设定为’periodization’, 这样保证每个小波变换系数的长度与原波形长度保持一致。对

动作电位数据进行小波分解后，可得到一个 821*48 的小波系数组成的矩阵。 后，提取小波系数中对动作

电位信息量累计贡献率大于 85%的系数作为每个动作电位的特征向量，图 2 给出了前三维的特征散点图。

如图 2 所示： 
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图 2 小波特征分布散点图 

Fig 2 scatter of wavelet features 

从图 2 可以明显看出，在前三维小波系数特征组成的特征空间中，动作电位特征基本聚为 2 簇。由此

推知，此通道记录到的动作电位主要来源于两个神经元，可以分为两类动作电位信号。 
基于以上小波变换提取的动作电位特征，按照文中第 3 部分给出的模糊 c 均值聚类的步骤进行聚类，

聚类数目设为 2，则动作电位分类结果如图 3 所示： 
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图 3 实测神经元动作电位的分类结果 

Fig 3. the sorting result of actual neuron action potential  

从图 3 可以看出，该通道的动作电位信号分为两类时（A 类，B 类），同类动作电位的相似性极高，

不同类之间动作电位的相似性极低。这进一步说明，此通道记录的动作电位数据由两个神经元发放。另外，

对其它共 8 个通道的数据进行同样的分析，得到同样类似结果。 
为了衡量该算法抗噪性能，本文在实测神经元动作电位信号中加入不同信噪比的高斯白噪声，然后对

其进行分类。在不同信噪比情况下的动作电位分类结果如表 1 所示（以不加噪声时的分类正确率为基准）。 
通过表 1 可以看出，在信噪比大于-25dB 时，实现正确分类的比率能达到 99%以上；当信噪比低于-30dB

时，分类正确率迅速下降到 93%以下。三种不同的方法实现动作电位分类的结果以及误分类率。如表 2 所

示。 
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表 1  不同信噪比情况下的分类结果比较 
Table.1 The sorting result of signal with different SNR 

信噪比（dB） A 类（个） B 类（个） 正确率（%）

--- 286 535 100 

-5 286 535 100
-10 286 535 100
-15 288 533 99.76
-20 288 533 99.76
-25 293 528 99.52
-30 344 477 92.94 

 
 

表 2 不同方法实现分类的结果比较 
Table.2The sorting result of signal with different SNR by using different method 

小波变换+模糊C均值 小波变换+K均值 模板匹配算法 
信噪比 
（dB） A,B类中动作电位

（个） 
错误率

(%) 
A,B类中动作电位

（个） 
错误率

(%) 
A,B类中动作电位

（个） 
错误率

(%) 
 --- 286/535 0 283/538 0 357/464 0 
-5 286/535 0 282/539 0.12 315/506 5.11 

-10 286/535 0 286/535 0.36 312/509 5.48 
-15 288/533 0.24 288/539 0.60 78/743 33.98 
-20 289/532 0.24 290/535 0.84 13/808 41.90 
-25 293/528 0.48 296/537 1.56 196/625 19.61 
-30 344/477 7.06 347/474 7.43 228/593 15.71 

 
由表 1 可以看出：随着信号信噪比的降低，三种算法的分类结果都出现了不同程度的错误率，其中模

板匹配算法的分类结果在信噪比为-5dB 时就出现错误率，小波变换和 K 均值方法在信噪比为-5dB 时出现

错误率，而本文提出算法的分类在信噪比为-15dB 时才出现错误率，表现出较强的抗干扰能力。另外，由

于模板匹配法在计算过程中需要按照某种原则从数据中选择模板，然后根据匹配程度来进行分类，而模板

的选择随机性比较大，且易受噪声的干扰。 

5．结论 

本文提出了一种基于离散小波变换与模糊 C 均值聚类相结合的神经元动作电位分类算法。此方法综合

了小波变换的多尺度特征和模糊 C 均值聚类抗干扰能力强的优点，所以，利用本文算法进行神经元动作电

位分类能够获得更高的分类正确率。并且，在动作电位信号信噪比较低时（SNR=-25dB），采用本文算法

仍然能够得到较准确的分类结果（平均错误率仅约 0.45%）。下一步的工作是在算法的个别参数设置上进

行相应的优化。 
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Abstract：Aimed at the echo’s characteristics of LMF radar, HF surface wave radar’s echo simulator based on digital 
radio frequency memory is presented. The system uses digital down-conversion technology and digital up-conversion 
technology. The digital memory and controller of DRFM is designed on a FPGA chip. Compared with the traditional 
simulator based on analog delay line, the parameters of simulant echo can be controlled conveniently and independently. 
The simulator’s principle and its design for HF chirp radar are discussed in detail. Through theoretical analysis and 
simulation results, the validity of this method to simulate radar echo is proved. 

 

基于 DRFM 的高频地波雷达回波模拟器设计 

康 勇 1,2  杨子杰 1  钟志峰 3  张树杰 2 

1) 武汉大学电子信息学院，湖北 武汉 中国 430079. 
2) 防空兵指挥学院， 河南 郑州 中国 450052. 
3) 湖北大学， 湖北 武汉 中国 430000. 

 

 摘  要：针对高频地波雷达目标回波的特点，提出了一种基于 DRFM 技术的高频地波雷达回波模拟器实现方案。

系统采用了数字上、下变频技术，利用 FPGA 构建 DRFM 的核心单元：存储器和控制器，由 PC 机通过 VXI 总
线实现模拟目标参数的独立控制，即解决了延时线模拟器回波参数固定的问题，又扩展了回波模拟器的应用范围。

文中重点讨论了高频地波雷达回波模拟的设计原理，给出了系统的实现方案，通过理论分析和仿真结果验证了方

案的可行性。 

关键词：高频地波雷达，机内自测试，线性调频，回波模拟，数字射频存储，现场可编程门阵列 

1．引言 

在雷达系统的研制过程中，对雷达性能指标的检测是一个重要环节，完全采用外场测试即不方便又费

力耗时。雷达回波模拟器是检测雷达性能指标的有力工具[1～4]，不仅为设计者节省了研制费用，而且可以为

雷达分系统的研制、测试工作的并行展开提供保证[5]，提高工作效率、缩短研制周期。传统的雷达回波模

拟器通常采用模拟延时线的方法模拟目标距离对回波的影响[6]，存在着参数调整受限且不便的问题。数字

射频存储(DRFM)技术以高速采样和数字存储作为技术基础，具有对射频和微波信号的存储和再现能力，广

泛应用于军用雷达和电子战领域，通过对敌方雷达信号的接收、存储、处理、再现，产生虚假雷达回波信
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号，进行电子对抗。如果输入为雷达自身的发射信号，对其进行相应的处理之后重构信号，再反馈给雷达

系统，就可以模拟各种目标回波信号[7～8]。 

本文介绍了一种基于 DRFM 技术的高频地波雷达回波模拟器设计方案，该模拟器不仅可以灵活地模拟

目标的距离信息、速度信息，而且可以实现多重目标信号的模拟。该模拟器的回波模拟过程不依赖于雷达

的具体工作体制，因此可以作为一种通用的雷达回波模拟硬件平台。本文针对武汉大学研制的 OSMAR

（Ocean State Monitor and Analysis Radar）系列雷达，主要讨论线性调频体制高频地波雷达回波信号的模拟。 

2．回波模拟器设计原理 

2.1 高频地波雷达回波模拟的意义与应用 

回波模拟器的应用贯穿于雷达研制、试验、使用的各个阶段。雷达研制过程中模拟器可以用作研究雷

达数据处理方法的实验设备，保证雷达各分系统的研制工作能够并行展开，提高工作效率；雷达试验阶段

可利用模拟回波信号，对样机的性能指标进行测试和评定；雷达使用时回波模拟器可作为雷达机内自测试

（BIT）系统的关键部分[9]，用于雷达系统的自检和故障诊断；另外目标回波的模拟过程也是对目标特征理

论研究的验证过程，可以用于验证和评价目标模型。因此，雷达回波模拟器的设计具有重要的理论和现实

意义。本文中的雷达回波模拟器主要应用于 OSMAR 系列的高频地波雷达，模拟器与雷达其它分系统的关

系如图 1 所示（虚线表示回波模拟器及其信号连接）。 

 
 

图 1  回波模拟器在高频地波雷达中的应用 
Fig 1 HF ground wave radar echo simulator application 

 
当接通回波模拟通路之后，发射机输出的射频信号经衰减器送入回波模拟器，在回波模拟器调制目标

信息，模拟出目标的回波信号经衰减器送入雷达接收机，用于接收通道软/硬件的调试、测评和雷达系统的

故障诊断。 
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2.2 DRFM 技术原理 

数字射频存储（DRFM）的概念 早由英国 EMI 电子公司的 Chris Haynes 于 1974 年提出[10]，该技术

已广泛应用于军用雷达电子对抗领域[11]，主要用于产生虚假雷达目标信号去欺骗敌方雷达。DRFM 的基本

组成如图 2 所示， 

 

 
 

图 2  DRFM 原理框图 
Fig 2 Block diagram of a typical DRFM 

输入射频信号经下变频变换为中频信号，经 A/D 采样、量化后将数据记录到存储器中，处理器对存储

数据的变换处理生成所需的数据，再经 D/A 转换、上变频实现射频信号的再生，存储器应采用高速双端口

存储器以确保信号记录和再生过程同时进行。利用 DRFM 技术实现高频地波雷达回波模拟器设计的关键在

于如何对存储数据进行处理，给再生信号添加目标信息，实现目标回波信号的模拟。 

2.3 高频地波雷达回波模拟原理 

雷达发射信号本身不包含任何目标信息，当发射信号遇到目标时，目标对发射信号进行调制使之携带

目标信息后，反射成为回波信号，这就为回波模拟提供了理论基础[1]。对于雷达目标回波信号的模拟主要

包括：距离信息的模拟和速度信息的模拟。根据雷达探测原理，目标距离可用式(1)表示： 

        / 2R c t= ⋅Δ                              (1) 

式中：c 为光速， tΔ 为延迟时间。雷达探测时只需要知道目标回波的延迟时间 tΔ ，就可以计算出目

标距离雷达的距离 R 。因此通过将发射信号延迟一个固定的时间，就可以模拟目标距离信息。根据多普勒

原理，被测目标的径向运动速度可用式(2)表示： 

   ( ) ( )0 0/ 2 / 2V c f f c ω ω= ± ⋅Δ = ± ⋅Δ                        (2) 

式中：c 为光速， 0 0( )f ω 为探测信号频率， ( )f ωΔ Δ 为多普勒频移。 

由于不同体制雷达的回波特性也不同[12]，因此回波模拟器应根据雷达体制输出相应特性的模拟回波。

OSMAR 系列高频地波雷达采用线性调频信号发射体制[13]，发射具有一定重复周期的线性调频正弦信号，

一个扫频周期内雷达发射信号表达式为： 
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( ) 2
0 0cos( ) , 0TS t t t t Tω α ϕ= + + ≤ ≤                 (3) 

式中： 0ω 为发射信号起始频率， /B Tα π= ⋅ 为线性调频斜率， 0ϕ 为初相位， B 为线性调频带宽， 

T 为扫频周期。 

假设距离 0R 处有一目标以径向速度v 远离雷达方向匀速运动，则目标回波信号相对于发射瞬间的时延

为[14]： 

 0
0

22 2Rv vt t
c c c

τ τ= + = +                             (4) 

该目标回波信号为： 

( ) 2
0 0

2 2 20 0 0
0 0 0 0

cos[ ( ) ( ) ] , 0
2 2 2 2 2 2 2cos{ ( ) ( ) (2 ) [2 ( ) 2 ] }

RS t t t t T
R R R v v v vt t t t
c c c c c c c

ω τ α τ ϕ

ω α α ω α α ω ϕ

= − + − + ≤ ≤

= − + − + − + − +
    (5) 

高频地波雷达将接收的回波信号与本振信号混频并经过低通滤波产生差频信号，通过对差频信号的频

率分析获得目标的距离信息和速度信息。差频信号表达式为： 

( ) ( ) ( )
20 0

0 0

{ }
2 22 2 2 2 2cos[(2 2 ) (2 ) ]

cos[ ( )] , 0

T RS t lowpass S t S t
R Rv v v v vt t
c c c c c c c

t t T

α ω α α α ϕ

ϕ

Δ

Δ

=

= + − + − +

= ≤ ≤

            (6) 

差频信号的频率表达式为： 

                    
( )

0 0
0

( )1
2

2 22 2 2 2 2 2

d tf t
dt

R Rv v v v vf t t
c c c c c c c

ϕ
π

α α α α
π π π π

Δ
Δ =

= + + − −

        (7) 

由于高频地波雷达探测的目标均为低速目标， v c ，因此(7)式中后两项可以忽略；第一项为目标距

离 0R 引起的频率差，代表距离信息；第二项为目标径向运动引起的多普勒频移，代表速度信息；第三项为

观测时间内目标以速度 v 运动走过的距离所引起的频率变化，又因为高频地波雷达设计时要求在相干积累

时间内目标运动不超过一个距离元，所以第三项也可以忽略。 

高频地波雷达回波模拟器的任务就是利用(3)式所表示的输入信号，产生模拟目标回波信号满足(5)式的

要求。即模拟回波信号表达式为： 
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( ) ( )
2 2 2 20 0 0

0 0 0 0

, 0
2 2 22 2 2 2cos{ ( ) ( ) 2 2 ( ) 2 }

MR RS t S t t T
R R Rv v v vt t t t t t
c c c c c c c

ω α ω α α α ω ϕ

= ≤ ≤

= − + − − + + − +
  (8) 

与雷达处理回波信号过程中忽略后三项的道理相同，利用回波模拟器按照(8)式模拟目标回波时已可以

忽略 02 22 R v t
c c

α 、 2 222 ( )v t
c

α 、 2
0

22 v t
c

α ω− 这三项，因此模拟回波信号表达式简化为： 

       ( ) 20 0
0 0 0

2 2 2cos[ ( ) ( ) ] , 0MR
R R vS t t t t t T
c c c

ω α ω ϕ= − + − − + ≤ ≤                (9) 

现代线性调频体制雷达数字化处理回波信号时，一般使用二次傅立叶变换求回波多普勒谱[15]。第一次

傅立叶变换针对每一次线性扫频周期内的中频采样信号，目的是提取目标的距离信息；将不同扫频周期内

第一次傅立叶变换后的同一频率（意味着同一距离元）结果，按时间顺序先后排列，进行第二次傅立叶变

换，得到该距离元上目标的多普勒谱。能够这样进行处理的前提是：目标速度引起的多普勒频移 ωΔ ωΔ 远

小于单位距离元造成的频移[16]。这意味着在同一扫频周期之内， tωΔ 可认为是一个常量，而目标速度对回

波信号相位的影响主要表现为：相邻线性调频周期回波信号的相位，相差一个固定的相位值 TωΔ 。同理，

模拟回波信号时表达式(9)中的
0

2v t
c

ω 也可以作为常量处理，用 0
2v nT
c

ω 来代替， n 代表第n 个扫频周期，

模拟回波信号表达式变化为： 

   ( ) 20 0
0 0 0

2 2 2cos[ ( ) ( ) ] , 0MR
R R vS t t t nT t T
c c c

ω α ω ϕ= − + − − + ≤ ≤                 (10) 

对比(10)式和(3)式可知，利用高频地波雷达回波模拟器记录雷达发射信号、生成单个目标回波信号的模

拟过程，只需要通过两步完成：第一、对输入信号延时 02R
c

，即可模拟出目标的距离信息；第二、依据扫

频周期的顺序n ，给该扫频周期信号的相位增加一个固定的相位值
0

2v nT
c

ω ，即可模拟出目标的速度信息。

通过改变延迟时间、扫频周期间的相位增加值，可以灵活的模拟不同距离、不同速度的目标回波；采用多

通道技术，将不同通道信号的叠加，可以方便的模拟多目标回波。 
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3．  回波模拟器的结构与设计 

3.1 总体结构 

基于 DRFM 的高频地波雷达回波模拟器设计，存在上、下变频的过程。如果采用模拟混频的方式，存

在有本振泄漏、镜像干扰、交叉调制等寄生信号噪声的影响[17～18]。因此，本设计采用数字上、下变频方案，

既可以充分抑制上述噪声，同时有利于保证 I/Q 两支路的幅相一致性。回波模拟器总体结构如图 3 所示： 

 
 

图 3 回波模拟器总体结构 
Fig 3 The overall structure of echo simulator    

图中主要包括 A/D 转换器、数字下变频器、现场可编程门阵列、数字上变频器。A/D 转换器选用 ADI

公司的高速 12bitA/D 芯片 AD9235， 高采样速率可达 65MSPS。数字下变频器（DDC）选用 ADI 公司的

AD6620 的芯片,其内部包含：频率变换单元、二阶固定系数梳状抽取滤波器、五阶固定系数梳状抽取滤波

器和一个系数可编程的抽取滤波器单元，输入数率高达 67MSPS，具有 32bit 可编程的数控本振，可编程抽

取率在 2 至 16384 之间。本设计选用现场可编程门阵列（FPGA）作为存储、处理、参数配置和通讯平台[19]，

芯片选用 ALTERA 公司的 CYCLONE 系列产品 EP1C6,内含 5980 个逻辑单元，包含有 20 个 128x36bit 的

M4K 模块，总 RAM 空间达到 92160bit。数字上变频器（DUC）选用 ADI 公司的 AD9857 芯片，该芯片将

DDS 核、数字上变频器、时钟倍频电路、数字插值与滤波器以及高速的 14bitDAC 等功能集成在一起，具

有完善的正交数字上变频能力和高质量的模拟信号输出。 

3.2 FPGA 设计 

回波模拟器设计的核心在于 FPGA 的设计，如图 4 所示： 
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图 4  FPGA 内部结构图 
Fig 4  FPGA design   

FPGA 内部主要分为三个模块：数据存储与处理模块、参数配置与控制模块、VXI 通信模块。 

VXI 通信模块完成回波模拟器与 PC 机之间的 VXI 总线传输；参数控制与配置模块完成对整个系统的

配置，同时通过对数据存储与处理模块的控制给数据添加模拟目标的距离/速度信息（延时/多普勒频移）；

数据存储与处理模块由数据存储器、乘法器、加法器组成。 

数据存储器是由 FPGA 内设计的 FIFO 来构造，参数控制器根据 PC 机送来的目标距离信息 0R ，利用

计数器对 FIFO 的输出使能端进行控制，使 FIFO 输出相对于输入延时 02R
c

，使 FIFO 输出数据携带模拟目

标的距离信息；根据前文介绍的回波模拟原理，目标速度 v 的模拟是按扫频周期的顺序n 给每个扫频周期

的数据增加一个相位增量
0

2v nT
c

ω ，这一处理是在同步控制信号的控制下利用乘法器对 FIFO 输出数据乘以

0
2exp( )vj nT
c

ω 来完成的。由于需要对 I/Q 两支路信号进行分别进行处理，根据公式(11)在 FPGA 内具体实

现时，需要构造 4 个乘法器和 2 个加法器来给输出数据添加目标的速度信息。需要指出的是图 4 所示的数

据存储与处理模块仅能模拟单目标回波，当需要模拟多目标回波时，可将该模块作为一个目标模拟通道，

将输入的 Iin/Qin两路数据分别送入多个模拟通道，再将多个通道 Iout/Qout输出分别求和后送入数字上变频器。 

      0

0 0 0 0

2( ) exp( )

2 2 2 2[ cos( ) sin( )] [ sin( ) cos( )]

Iout Qout Iin Qin

Iin Qin Iin Qin

vs js s js j nT
c

v v v vs nT s nT j s nT s nT
c c c c

ω

ω ω ω ω

+ = +

= − + +

   (11) 
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4．结果与分析 

4.1 方法验证 

运用 MATLAB 对该回波模拟方法进行仿真验证，产生位于 20 距离元（20 速度元）和 40 距离元（50

速度元）的两个目标回波，按高频地波雷达信号处理过程经过 2 次 FFT 变换分别得到 18、20、22、38、40、

42 距离元的多普勒功率谱，如图 5 所示： 

在 20 和 40 距离元多普勒谱图上，两个目标在相应的速度元上得到准确的呈现，说明该模拟方法有效。 

4.2 FPGA 仿真结果 

运用 Quartus II 对于在 FPGA 中给输入数据叠加模拟目标距离和速度信息的处理过程进行仿真，其结

果如图 6 所示： 

 

 
 

图 5  2 个目标的模拟回波在不同距离元的多普勒谱 
Fig 5  Simulated echo doppler spectrum 

 

 
 

图 6 FPGA 中叠加目标距离与速度信息仿真结果 
Fig 6 FPGA Simulation results  
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图中 dataI、dataQ 为输入的 Iin/Qin两支路信号，dataVI、dataVQ 为加载的多普勒频移参数，delay_para

为给定的延迟时间参数，resI,resQ 为输出 Iout/Qout 两支路信号，clk 为全局工作时钟。从图中可以看出输出

信号 resI,resQ 相对输入信号 dataI、dataQ 有了延时并加入多普勒频移信息，说明按图 4 设计 FPGA 实现高

频地波雷达回波模拟方法可行。 

5．结论 

本文介绍了一种基于 DRFM 技术的高频地波雷达回波模拟器设计方案，通过改变延迟时间、按扫频周

期线性叠加相位和采用多通道技术可以完成多目标回波的模拟；利用数字上、下变频技术，由可编程器件

完成回波模拟的控制，该模拟器可以灵活的进行参数设置，并且可以作为不同体制雷达的通用回波模拟平

台；受 DRFM 技术特点的限制，该模拟器需要雷达发射信号的输入，但作为雷达机内自测试（BIT）设备，

用于雷达的检测和故障诊断更具有实际意义。 
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DYNAMIC MODELING OF QUADRATIC BUCK CONVERTER BASED ON 
STATE-SPACE AVERAGE METHOD 
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Abstract：Space state average model and small signal AC model of Quadratic Buck converter based on state space 
average method is set up, the transfer function is obtained, which method can be used to analyze the stability of these 
witching power supplies. Finally, the validity of this model is confirmed by the simulink in Matlab. 

Key words：State Space Average Method; Quadratic Buck converter;  transfer function; stability 

 

基于状态空间平均法的平方型 Buck 变换器的动态建模 

高学军  伍 佳  叶 炜  

三峡大学电气与新能源学院，湖北 宜昌 中国 443002 
 

摘 要：采用状态空间平均法建立了平方型 Buck 变换器的状态平均模型和小信号交流模型，推导出平方型 Buck
变换器的传递函数，此方法可用于类似开关电源的稳定性分析。 后通过 Matlab 仿真，验证了该模型的正确性。 

关键词：状态空间平均法；平方型 Buck 变换器；传递函数；稳定性  

1. 引言 

电力电子系统的静态和动态性能的好坏与反馈控制设计密切相关。要进行反馈控制设计，首先要建立

被控对象的动态模型。电力电子系统框图如图 1 所示：  
 

电源 电力电子变换器 负载

控制器

 PWM
调制器

驱动电路

 
图 1 电力电子系统结构 

Fig 1. Block diagram of Power electronics System  
 

在进行反馈控制设计前，首先要建立电力电子变换器和 PWM 调制器的动态模型。在经典自动控制理

论中，一旦建立电力电子变换器和 PWM 调制器的传递函数，就可以用频率特性法、根轨迹图法等来设计

反馈控制网络的设计[1]。 
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一般 DC/DC 变换器的建模方法分为两大类：一类为数字仿真法，另一类为解析建模法。状态空间平

均法（State-Space Averaging Method）是解析建模法中的一种，它是目前应用 广泛、 基本的方法，其

优点是简单，物理概念清楚，可以利用线性电路理论对变换器系统进行稳态和动态分析，对变换器的设计

有重要的指导意义[2]。 

2. 平方型 Buck 变换器原理 

DC/DC 电源转换装置中，通常需要适应宽范围的输入电压或是满足宽范围的输出电压。对于输出电压

较低的情况，传统的 Buck 变换器必须工作在相当低的占空比下才能满足要求。由于开关功率元器件导通

时间短，因而承受正向阻断电压应力时间长，电压应力较大，减少了开关功率元器件的使用寿命。同时由

于受开关管 小开通时间的限制，使变换器只能工作在较低的工作频率，降低了变换器的效率。 

一种新型可实现高降压比的变换器如图 2 所示： 

S1

S2

S1

C1

C2S2 R

+

-

V0

L2L1

U

 
图 2 平方型 Buck 变换器主电路 

Fig 2. The main Circuit of Quadratic Buck Converter  

该变换器是由两个基本 Buck 变换器串联而成，其中包含两个 LC 滤波器，一个开关管，和三个二极管，

其电压转换比M 是占空比 D 的平方，故称为平方型 Buck 变换器[5]。 

2.1 电流连续模式（CCM） 

在电流连续模式下，二极管 1s 与开关管 2s 同步，即 2s 导通时， 1s 也导通， 2s 截止时， 1s 也截止。其

等效电流如图 3 所示： 
  

S1

S2

S1

C1

C2S2 R

+

-

V0

L2L1

U

Vc

 

S1

S2

S1

C1

C2S2 R

+

-

V0

L2L1

U

Vc

 
图 3(a)s2导通状态等效电路                         图 3(b) s2截止状态等效电路 

   Figu3(a). The equivalent circuit when S2 is on           Fig 3(b). The equivalent circuit when S2 is off 
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令 0=t 时， 2s 、 1s 导通， 1s 、 2s
)
因反向电压而截止，等效电路如图 3（a）所示。 2s 导通期间，电

感 L1、L2 为蓄能状态，通过它们的电流线性增加，电感电流斜率分别为： 

1

1

L
VU

dt
di CL −

=                                                 (1) 

   
2

2

L
VV

dt
di OCL −

=                                               (2) 

当 onTt = 时， 1Li 、 2Li 均达到 大值。 

 

当 onTt ≥ 时， 2s 、 1s 截止，等效电路见图 3（b）。 2s 截止期间，由于楞次定律，电感形成电流源对

电容充电， 1s 、 2s 因正向电压而导通。电感 L2 与输出滤波电容 C2 上的储能通过二极管 2s 形成回路而传

递能量给负载。通过 L1、L2 的电流线性减小，电感电流斜率分别为： 

   
1

1

L
V

dt
di CL −=                                                  (3) 

  
2

2

L
V

dt
di OL −=                                                  (4) 

当 Tt = 时， 1Li 、 2Li 均达到 小值。当 Tt ≥ 时， 2s 又导通，进入下一个开关周期。 

2.2 电流断续模式(DCM) 

在电流断续模式下，二极管 1s 与开关管 2s 不同步，即 2s 导通时， 1s 已经截止，此时， 12 LL ii ≤ 。在不

同步工作模式中，电压转换率不仅与占空比 D 有关，还与负载 R 有关，且不同步工作模式下的电压转换率

要大于同步工作模式下的转换率。对于降压转换器，与其衍生型的转换器而言，系统工作在连续电流模式

下能得到较佳的输出特性。为了得到宽范围输出电压及其良好的输出特性，一般通过选择合适的参数使系

统工作在连续电流模式[3]。对于平方型变换器，可选择合适的参数使其工作在电流连续模式。 

3. 平方型 Buck 变换器的建模 

电力电子电路由于存在开关器件，随着开关状态的切换，电路的拓扑相应地发生变化，总体来说是一

个时变非线性电路。但在相邻两次开关状态切换中间，电路又可看作线性电路，因此在开关状态保持期间，

可用线性定常数状态方程表示[1]。为了设计 Buck 电路的控制算法，首先要建立电路的数学模型，采用的方

法有状态空间方法、滑模等多种方法[6～9]。 

本文采用状态空间方法分析建立电路的模型，为分析方便，假设电路中开关管和二极管均为理想器件，

平方型 Buck 变换器工作在 CCM 方式。 

在开关管导通期间（ SdTt ≤≤0 ），由图 3（a）可得： 
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在开关管截止期间（ SS TtdT ≤≤ ），由图 3（b）可得： 
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                      (6) 

将式(5)和(6)合并平均，得到 CCM 方式下平方型 Buck 变换器的状态空间平均模型： 
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上述的状态空间平均方程为非线性方程，仍需要用扰动法求解小信号线性动态模型。现在对基本状态

方程组施加扰动，使其产生直流项和小信号项，并忽略二阶交流小项，得到平方型 Buck 变换器的小信号

交流模型为： 
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对式(8)进行 Laplace 变换，可求得平方型 Buck 变换器的传递函数。 

输入到输出的传递函数为： 

01
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2
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3
4)(
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sG o
vu ++++

==                          (9) 

控制到输出的传递函数为： 
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式中： 
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4 simulink 仿真及结果分析 

假设平方型 Buck 变换器的参数为：输入电压 VU 42= ，输出电压 VVO 12= ，输出负载 Ω= 5R 。为使其

工作在 CCM 方式下，选择电路参数如下： HL μ4001 = , FC μ331 = , HL μ3502 = , FC μ1002 = ，开关频率

KHzf 50= 。如图 4 所示： 

 
 

图 4 平方型 Buck 变换器闭环系统框图 
Fig 4. The closed-loop system of Quadratic Buck Converter 

 

为平方型 Buck 变换器闭环控制系统，式中 )(sGvd 为平方型 Buck 变换器的控制 )(sd 到输出 )(sv o 的

传递函数， )(sGm 为 PWM 脉宽调制器的传递函数， )(sH 为反馈分压网络的传递函数， )(sGC
为补偿网络

的传递函数。 

其占空比 53.01242 === VVUVD O 。将以上各参数代入式（10），得到平方型 Buck 变换器控制

到输出的传递函数为： 

151128334
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101645.2100088.2102901.1102
10709.9101074.110408.6)(

×+×+×+×+
×+×−×

=
ssss

sssGvd
             (11) 

设参考电压 VVref 5= ，锯齿波幅值 VVm 3= ，则反馈分压网络传递函数和 PWM 脉宽调制器的传递

函数分别为： 

42.0
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5)( ===

V
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V
V
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ref                                                    (12) 

3
11)( ==

m
m V

sG                                                            (13) 

平方型 Buck 变换器系统原始回路增益函数为： 

151128334
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×+×+×+×+
×+×−×

==
ssss

sssHsGsGsG vdmO
    (14) 

原始回路增益函数的零极点分布图和波特图如图 5 和图 6 所示。 
 

参考信号 

)(sVref  
)(sGC )(sGm )(sGvd

反馈信号 
)(sB  

误差信号 
)(sE  )(sVO  

)(sH
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图 5 零极点分布图                               图 6 控制到输出传递函数波特图 

Fig 5. The Distribution of Zero-Pole Points             Fig 6. The Bode Plot of Control-to-output Transfer Function 

 
幅频图中可以看到在 0.71kHz 和 1.66kHz 处有振荡，主要受两对复极点的影响。在 1.66kHz 处有 大

增益 27.4dB，系统的穿越频率为 1.82kHz, 相位裕量为-138°，增益裕量为-11.2dB。显然系统是不稳定的，

系统稳态精度不能满足要求。 

MATLAB 中的控制系统工具箱提供了 SISO 设计工具(SISO Design Tool)，SISO 设计工具为线性系统

的补偿器的设计和分析提供了一个交互式环境[4]。导入系统的模型后，如图 7 所示： 
 

 
图 7 SISO tool 界面 

Fig 7. SISO design Task 
 

5. 结论 
补偿后的开环波特图如图 8 所示： 
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图 8 补偿后的波特图 

Fig 8. The Bode Plot after Compensation 
 
 

穿越频率为 188Hz，相位裕量为 97°, 增益裕量为 7.1dB，满足系统动态和静态特性的指标。 

通过对平方型Buck变换器的反馈控制器的设计，可以建立平方型Buck变换器闭环控制 siminlink仿真模型，

仿真波形如图 9 所示： 

 

      
图 9 (a) 输入电压 42V，给定参考电压 12V                 图 9(b) 输入电压 42V，给定参考电压 20V 

Fig 9 (a). Input Voltage 42V & the Reference Voltage is 12V    Fig 9 (b). Input Voltage 42V & the Reference Voltage is 20V  
 

 
对于不同的给定参考电压，输出电压均能较好地跟踪追随，且调节时间短，输出电压纹波小。 
本文利用状态空间平均法建立了平方型 Buck 变换器的数学模型，并由数学模型得出了闭环系统传递

函数。依此采用 PI 补偿控制器对系统的输出电压加以闭环校正，并利用 MATALB 仿真分析了 PI 补偿控

制器对平方型 Buck 变换器系统性能的改善。实验结果表明了基于状态空间平均法所建立的平方型 Buck 变

换器动态模型的正确性。 
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VOLTAGE LOW HARMONIC ANALYSIS OF SVPWM INVERTER  

YU SHI-QIU  

College of Electronic Information,Yangtze University, 

Jingzhou, Hubei, 434023, China 

 

Abstract: The basic principle of Voltage Space Vector PWM is introduced。The modulation signal function and 
waveform of SVPWM are acquired. The control method of five-phase type SVPWM was implemented and the driving 
signal waveform was acquired based on TMS320F2812.Carrier ratio impact on the inverter output phase voltage and line 
voltage low harmonic ,and dead time impact on inverter output fundamental line voltage RMS was analyzed, and the 
research results was of referential significance for practice. 
Keywords: Space vector PWM；Inverter；Harmonic  

 

SVPWM 逆变器低次电压谐波分析  

余仕求 

长江大学 电子信息学院，湖北 荆州 中国 434023 

 
摘  要：介绍电压空间矢量脉宽调制（SVPWM）的基本原理，得到五段式 SVPWM 调制信号函数及波形。以

TMS320F2812 为基础，实现五段式 SVPWM 控制算法，得到驱动波形。分析载波比对逆变器输出相电压和线电

压低次谐波的影响以及死区时间对线电压基波有效值的影响。研究结果对实际应用具有重要的参考意义。 
关键词：空间矢量 PWM; 逆变器; 谐波 

1. 引言 

电压空间矢量脉宽调制（SVPWM）控制是异步电动机变频调速控制方法之一。与正弦波脉宽调制

（SPWM）方法相比，其谐波电流和转矩脉动都更小，直流电压利用率更高[1]。从电压空间矢量组合方式

来说，有七段式和五段式[2]。五段式的开关损耗小，但谐波要大些。关于五段式 SVPWM 逆变器输出电压

高次谐波的分析论文比较多，而基于实测的五段式 SVPWM 逆变器输出电压低次谐波的分析论文很少见。

正因如此，本文从分析五段式 SVPWM 驱动信号出发，利用 TMS320F2812 实现了五段式 SVPWM 驱动输

出，得到了驱动信号波形，进行了驱动信号的谐波分析。当忽略开关管的开关过程时，驱动信号与逆变器

输出电压具有相似性。测试结果说明了载波比 N 和死区时间对逆变器输出电压低次谐波的影响。 
 

2. SVPWM 基本原理 

三相电压逆变器主电路如图 1 所示。 
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若用上桥开关状态表示三相逆变器开关状态，“1”表示开关导通，“0”表示开关断开。共有 8 种开

关状态：000、100、110、010、011、001、101、111，对应产生 8 个基本电压空间矢量，分别用 70 ,..., UU
表示。其中 61 ,, UU ⋅⋅⋅ 为 6 个非零基本电压空间矢量， 70 ,UU  为 2 个零基本电压空间矢量。6 个非零基

本电压空间矢量大小相等，空间上互差 60º，并将整个平面等分为 6 个区间，分别用 0 至 5 表示，每个区

间占 60°。合成电压空间矢量 rU 总是处在其中一个区间内，并由该区间相邻的 2 个基本电压空间矢量合

成，如图 2 所示。 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SVPWM 通过控制 PWM 占空比来改变合成电压空间矢量 rU 的大小和方向。以 0 区间为例，设 PWM 周期为

T， 1U 作用时间为 aT， 2U 作用时间为 bT，零矢量 70 , UU 作用时间为(1-a-b)T，其结果即是合成电压空间

矢量 rU 。 rU 由 1U 和 2U 合成为： 
 

21 UbUaUr +=                         （1） 

 
设 n 表示区间号，在 0~5 区间内，合成电压空间矢量 rU 一般表达式为： 

图 1  三相电压逆变器主电路 
Fig1 Three-phase voltage inverter main circuit 
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图 2 基本电压空间矢量合成 
Fig2 Synthesis of the basic voltage space vector 
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21 ++ += nnr UbUaU                                 （2） 

式中：a、b 均为小于 1 的正数，且 a+b≤1。改变系数 a、b 的值，可以控制使合成空间电压矢量 rU 的

位置和大小。 
设 rU 与 1U 的电夹角为θ ，当 rU 长度和θ 一定，由图 2 及正弦定理可得： 

 1 2| | | | | |
sin(2 / 3) sin( / 3 ) sin

rU a U b U
π π θ θ

= =
−

                    （3） 

 
由图 1 知， 1 2 dU U U= = ，代入上式得 0 区间 a、b 为： 

2 | | sin( / 3 )
sin( / 3 )

3
2 | | sin

sin
3

r

d

r

d

U
a M

U
U

b M
U

π θ
π θ

θ
θ

−
= = −

= =
                    （4） 

由上式很容易得到各区间 a、b 计算式： 
( ) sin[ / 3 ( / 3)]
( ) sin( / 3)

a n M t n
b n M t n

π ω π
ω π

= − −
= −                       （5） 

在进行数字处理时，须将θ 离散化为 Tkωθ = ，k 为 PWM 周期 T 的计数值，ω 为 rU 旋转的电角频

率。由于在 6 个区间里 a、b 的计算方法是一样的，因此将 0 区间 a、b 计算式推广到 6 个区间，得到 a、b
的一般离散化公式： 

)3/sin(),(
)]3/(3/sin[),(

πω
πωπ

nTkMknb
nTkMkna

−=
−−=

                  （6） 

随着 k 的增加，当 Tkω 大于π/3 时，n 加 1。当 n 大于 5 时，n 和 k 均回零，周而复始。 

3. 五段式 SVPWM 

3.1 五段式 SVPWM 驱动模式 
SVPWM 有五段式和七段式两种驱动模式。五段式驱动模式开关损耗小，但谐波大一些。0 区间五段

式驱动模式如图 3 所示。 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BU 
BV 
BW 

bT  Ta
2  2

0T
 Ta

2  2
0T

 

图 3  0 区间 5 段式驱动模式 

Fig3  5-stage drive mode in 0 range 
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由 000、100、110、100、000 等 5 个开关状态组成，零矢量 0U 作用时间为 0 (1 )T a b T= − − ，两侧对称

分布；矢量 1U （100）作用时间为aT ，两侧对称分布；零矢量 2U （110）作用时间为bT ，中心对称分布。

在一个 PWM 周期内开关次数为 4，其中有一组桥的开关不动作，所以开关损耗小。 
由（1）式得到在各区间每相上桥开关导通时间，如表 1 所示。 

表 1  各区间上桥开关导通时间表 
Table1  The up bridge switch conduction interval schedule in each region 

区间号 BU（U 相） BV（V 相） BW（W 相） 
0 （a+b)T bT 0 
1 aT （a+b)T 0 
2 0 （a+b)T bT 
3 0 aT （a+b)T 
4 bT 0 （a+b)T 
5 （a+b)T 0 aT 

3.2 五段式 SVPWM 开关控制函数 
开关控制函数用来决定 PWM 的占空比。以 U 相为例，设 U 相开关控制函数为 ( )KU tω 。将式（5）中

a、b 代入表 1，以 0 区间起点作为坐标原点，0~2 等 3 个区间放在坐标原点右侧，3~5 等 3 个区间移到坐

标原点左侧，得到 U 相连续的开关控制函数 ( )KU tω 的表达式： 
0; 2 / 3 [3 ]

sin( 2 / 3); 2 / 3 0 [4 5 ]( ) sin( / 3); 0 2 / 3 [0 1 ]
0; 2 / 3 [2 ]

t
M T t tK U t M T t t

t

π ω π
ω π π ωω ω π ω π

π ω π

− ≤ < −⎧
⎪ + − ≤ <= ⎨ + ≤ <⎪ ≤ <⎩

区间
，区间
，区间
区间

    （7） 

 
( )KU tω 波形如图 4 所示。 

 
利用三相对称原理，不难得出另两相上桥开关控制函数 ( ), ( )KV t KW tω ω 表达式。  

( )KU tω 只是一模拟量。在数字控制里，须先将 ( )KU tω 离散化。用三角波作为载波，以 ( )KU tω 作调

制波。采用规则采样法产生 PWM，开关控制函数 ( )KU tω 的离散公式为： 
0; 2 / 3

1
sin[( ) 2 / 3]; 2 / 3 0

2( ) 1
sin[( ) / 3]; 0 2 / 3

2
0; 2 / 3

j T

MT j T j T
KU j T

MT j T j T

j T

π ω π

ω π π ω
ω

ω π ω π

π ω π

− ≤ < −

+ + − ≤ <
=

+ + ≤ <

≤ <

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎪
⎩

  

[3 ]

[4

区间 

，5区间]

[0，1区间]

[2 区间 ]

           (8) 

j 为 PWM 周期序列号，范围为 [ , ]
T T

π π
ω ω

− 。 

图 4  KU(ωt)波形图 
Fig4  Waveform of  KU(ωt) 

-π    -2π /3      0         2π /3   π  ω

KU
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开关管的驱动信号为逻辑量，用 ( )BU tω 表示。在 ( )KU tω 为零的 2、3 区间内， ( ) 0BU tω = ，而在 ( )KU tω
为非零的 0、1、4、5 区间内， ( )BU tω 为 PWM 调制波。在某一个 PWM 周期内驱动信号 ( )BU tω 离散表达

式为： 
0; 2 / 3 [3 ]

1 10; ( ) ( ) [0,1, 4,
2 2

1 1 1 1( ) 1 ; ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) [0,1,4,5 ]
2 2 2 2
1 10; ( ) ( ) ( 1) [0,1, 4,5 ]
2 2

0 2 / 3 [2 ]

t
j T t j T KU j T

BU t j T KU j T t j T KU j T

j T KU j T t j T
t

π ω π

ω ω ω ω ω

ω ω ω ω ω ω ω ω

ω ω ω ω ω
π ω π

− ≤ < −⎧
⎪

≤ < + −⎪
⎪⎪= + − ≤ < + +⎨
⎪
⎪ + + ≤ < +
⎪

≤ <⎪⎩

区间

5区间]

区间

区间

； 区间

     （9） 

4. 实验波形结果与分析 

TMS320F2812 具有实现 SVPWM 驱动功能[3]。利用上述结果，在 TMS320F2812 上编程实现该算法，

得到 SVPWM 输出波形。示波器测得 U 相上桥驱动波形如图 5（a）所示，RC 低通滤波器后的驱动波形如

图 5(b)所示，该波形与开关控制函数 ( )KU tω 波形基本一致。将示波器两输入端分别与两上桥驱动端连接，

得到两驱动之间信号波形，如图(a）所示；图(b）为经 RC 低通滤波器后得到的波形，该波形近似正弦波。 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

       
a)      1ms  2V                          b)       1ms  1V 

 
图 5  上桥驱动信号波形（载频 5KHZ，载波比 N=30，调制度 M=1） 

Fig5 waveform of the up bridge drive signal(Carrier frequency: 5KHZ，N=30，M=1) 

      
(a)                     1ms  2V                 (b)                         1ms  2V 
 

图 6   两驱动之间信号电压波形 
 （载频 5KHZ，载波比 N=30，调制度 M=1） 

Fig6 voltage waveform Between the two drive signal(Carrier frequency: 5KHZ，N=30，M=1) 
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4．1 载波比对单一驱动信号的影响 
假设不考虑死区时间， 载波比 N=30 时上桥驱动输出滤波信号的频谱如图 7(a)所示。（图中横坐标 f1

表示基波，f2 表示二次谐波，以此类推），载波比 N=60 时上桥驱动输出滤波信号的频谱如图 7(b)所示。

表 2 列出了主要低次谐波系数。 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

从表 2 数据来看，其它条件不变时，随着载波比 N的提高，三次和六次谐波有小的上升趋势，而二次

谐波有下降趋势。 

在图 1 中，若认为开关管是理想的，则单一驱动信号波形与逆变器输出相电压 ( , , )jo j u v wu ′ = 波形是相似

的，单一驱动信号的频谱特性与逆变器输出相电压的频谱特性也是相似的。 

表 2： 不同载波比 N 时上桥驱动信号谐波系数测量值（调制度 M=1，死区时间 DT=0，载频=5KHZ） 
Table2: Up drive signal measured harmonic coefficients with different carrier N(M=1,DT=0, Carrier frequency: 5KHZ) 

N 项目 U1 U2 U3 U4 U5 U6 U7 U0 

分贝值（dB） 2.25 -27.9 -13.1 <-31 <-31 -28.9 <-31 10.3
有效值（V） 1.296 0.040 0.221 <0.028 <0.028 0.036 <0.028 3.2730 
与基波的百分比（%） 3.1 17.1 <2.2 <2.2 2.8 <2.2  
分贝值（dB） 2.65 -29.7 -12.1 <-31 <-31 -25.3 <-31  
有效值（V） 1.357 0.033 0.248 <0.028 <0.028 0.054 <0.028  60 
与基波的百分比（%） 2.4 18.3 <2.1 <2.1 4.0 <2.1  

4．2 两上桥驱动之间的信号 4．2．1 载波比对两上桥驱动之间的信号影响 
对图 6 b）波形用示波器进行谐波分析，各次谐波大小如表 3 所示。 

表 3  不同载波比 N 时两上桥驱动信号谐波系数测量值（调制度 M=1，死区时间 DT=0，载频=5KHZ） 
Table3: Signal between two up drive measured harmonic coefficients with different carrier N(M=1,DT=0, Carrier frequency: 5KHZ) 

N 项目 U1 U2 U3 U4 U5 U6 U7 

分贝值（dB） 7.05 -19.9 -26.3 <-31 <-31 <-31 <-31 30 

有效值（V） 2.25 0.10 0.05 <0.028 <0.028 <0.028 <0.028

U(5dB)  

(a)N=30，f1=166.7HZ                                       (b)N=60，f1=83.3HZ 
图 7  上桥驱动滤波信号频谱（载频=5KHZ；死区时间 DT=0；调制度 M=1） 
Fig7 Signal Spectrum of the up bridge drive(Carrier frequency: 5KHZ ;DT=0;M=1) 
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与基波的百分比（%） 4.4 2.2 <1.2 <1.2 <1.2 <1.2 

分贝值（dB） 7.65 -21.5 -27.7 -25.5 -27.5 <-31 <-31 

有效值（V） 2.41 0.08 0.04 0.05 0.04 <0.028 <0.02860 

与基波的百分比（%） 3.3 1.6 2.1 1.6 <1.2 <1.2 

实验结果表明，当其他条件不变，载波比 N 提高时，基波电压有一定的增加，而低次谐波有一定的下

降，尤其在载波比 N 较小时效果更明显。 

4．2．2  死区时间 DT 对两驱动之间的信号影响 
前面测的驱动波形都没有考虑死区时间的影响。实际上，开关管都存在开关过程，必须考虑死区时间。

加入不同死区时间，测量两驱动之间的信号基波电压，结果如表 4 所示。 

表 4：死区时间对两驱动之间的信号基波电压有效值的影响（调制度 M=1，调制频率=50HZ，载频=5KHZ） 
          Table4: The impact of Dead time on fundamental voltage RMS between the two drive signals 

(M=1, Modulation frequency 50HZ, Carrier frequency: 5KHZ) 

死区时间（ sμ ） 0 1.42 3.55 5.7 7.1 9.9 
两驱动之间的信号基波

电压有效值（V） 
2.345 2.335 2.315 2.30 2.28 2.255

与 DT=0 时的比值 100 99.6 98.7 98.1 97.2 96.1 
 
结果表明，其他条件不变，随着死区时间的加大，两驱动之间的信号基波电压下降。在图 1 中，若认

为开关管是理想的，则两驱动之间的信号波形与逆变器输出线电压 uvu 、 vwu 、 wuu 波形是相似的，两驱动

之间的信号的频谱特性与逆变器输出线电压的频谱特性也是相似的。 

5．结论 

SVPWM 广泛应用于交流变频调速技术以及交流变频电源技术，而逆变器输出电压中的谐波尤其是低

次谐波对系统性能产生影响[4][5][6]。从理论上说，载波比是否为 6 的整数倍，其对逆变器输出电压的影响

是有差别的，定量分析是比较复杂的[7][8]。本文从分析驱动信号出发，以实际测量数据为基础，研究载波

比以及死区时间对驱动信号低次谐波的影响。在忽略开关管的开关过程时，逆变器输出电压的低次谐波分

量可参考驱动信号的低次谐波分量，所得结果具有实际参考价值。 
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